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Two Studies in the History of Ancient Greek Athletics



Abstract

This book presents two studies in the history of ancient Greek ath
letics. The first study is a survey of the number of festivals with ath
letic and equestrian competitions (agones) which existed throughout 
the Greek world in the late Archaic and Classical periods, a survey 
which will hopefully be of some interest on its own, but which may 
also be said to be a contribution to the study of interaction in the 
Classical Greek city-state culture. It is demonstrated that athletic 
festivals were celebrated in far greater numbers than usually as
sumed.

The second study discusses the symbolic value and prestige of 
athletic victories achieved at the sanctuary of Zeus at Nemea in the 
Peloponnese, by focusing on the value attached by victorious ath
letes and their home communities to such victories and by situating 
the contests at Nemea in the competitive landscape of late Archaic 
and Classical Greece delineated in the first study. It is concluded 
that the prestige of a Nemean victory outshone by far that of a vic
tory in any of the numerous athletic festivals which did not form a 
part of the great periodos of the Olympic, Pythian, Isthmian and 
Nemean festivals
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Preface

I began collecting the evidence upon which the following two stud
ies are based back in 2007. However, my appointment as co-ordina- 
tor for the Department of Greek & Latin at the Saxo Institute, Uni
versity of Copenhagen, and the attendant waves of administrative 
duties made academic work virtually impossible. Only two sabba
tical semesters in 2013 and one in 2015 enabled me to take up work 
again, and I must thank my head of department, Dr. Anders Holm 
Rasmussen, and Prof. David Bloch, my then departmental co-ordi- 
nator, for making these sabbatical semesters possible.

The two studies presented here are addressed primarily to spe
cialists in the study of Greek athletics. I do, however, hope that they 
will be of interest to others as well, for instance to historians of sport 
in later periods or to historians of religion, and I have, accordingly, 
provided translations of all Greek cited in the main text and inclu
ded the translations used in the bibliography (unattributed transla
tions being my own). In order to ease reading and use of the studies 
by non-specialists further, a list of abbreviations etc. is included at 
232-237. At various points in the discussions I also develop the argu
ment in greater detail than specialists need, again to facilitate use of 
the studies by non-specialists.

In spelling Greek names, I avoid latinizing, except in cases 
where it cannot be avoided without strange results; thus, Isocrates, 
but Thwcydides. All dates are BC.

Scholarship is a collaborative enterprise, and it is a great plea
sure for me to thank the following friends and colleagues who have 
helped me in various ways: Mette Christiansen, Adolfo Dominguez, 
Andrew Farrington, Mark Golden, Stephen G. Miller, Paula Perl
man, Molly B. Richardson, Adam Schwartz and Jean-Yves Strasser. 
Finally, I thank the two anonymous peer-reviewers, and, again, Ste
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phen G. Miller for providing the photo which adorns the dust jack
et of the book.

I dedicate the studies to my wife, Marianne Moring, without 
whom I would never have survived my administrative duties, for 
which I was completely unsuited.

Thomas Heine Nielsen
heine@hum.ku.dk
University of Copenhagen



Introductory Note

In a brief article published in 2007, I discussed why the so-called 
‘Hellenic League against Persia’ did not celebrate its victory over 
the Persian invaders of 480-479 by a dedication at Nemea, though 
it did make substantial commemorative dedications at the three 
other big ‘Panhellenic’ sanctuaries at Delphi, Olympia and on the 
Isthmos of Corinth.1 2 3 Although it was not in any way central to my 
own explanation,8 I did include among the reasons adduced the 
commonly accepted one that the sanctuary of Zeus at Nemea prob
ably was the least prestigious of the four big Panhellenic sanctu- 
aries.s In the second of the two following studies, I pursue the ques
tion of the prestige of the Nemean sanctuary by focusing on the 
value attached by victorious athletes and their home communities 
to victories in the Nemean Games and by situating the contests at 
Nemea in the competitive landscape of late Archaic and Classical 
Greece, thus demonstrating that the prestige of a Nemean victory 
outshone by far that of victory in any of the numerous athletic festi
vals which did not form a part of the great periodos of the Olympic, 
Pythian, Isthmian and Nemean festivals. As a point of departure, 
the first study presents a survey of the number of festivals with ath
letic and equestrian competitions which existed throughout the 
Greek world in the late Archaic and Classical periods, a survey 
which I hope will be of some interest on its own, and which may 
also be said to be a contribution to the study of interaction in the 
Classical Greek city-state culture.4 *

1. Nielsen 2007a.
2. Nielsen 2007a argues that the sanctuary at Nemea was probably tainted with 
medism on account of the neutral stance taken by both Kleonai and Argos during 
the invasion of Xerxes and that this was the main reason why it did not receive a 
commemorative dedication by the Hellenic League. See further section 2.8 below 
(215-29).
3. Nielsen 2007a: 169-71.
4. In this respect, the survey is a continuation of the discussions found in Nielsen
2007b and Nielsen 2014a.

9





PART I

A Survey of the Proliferation of Athletic 
and Equestrian Competitions in Late 

Archaic and Classical Greece5

5. Some of the evidence discussed below I have discussed in Danish in Nielsen 2010a 
and Nielsen 2010b; various implications of the evidence are discussed in English in 
Nielsen 2014a and Nielsen 2016.
6. In these studies, I use ‘athletic’ sometimes to refer exclusively to ‘gymnic’ events 
(i.e. athletics proper) and sometimes to refer more broadly to both gymnic and 
‘hippie’ (i.e. equestrian) events. In each individual case, the meaning should be clear 
from the context.
7. The Nemean festival may possibly have been celebrated at Argos c. 410-330: see 
Perlman 2000: 133-38.
8. The formation of the periodos is discussed by Funke 2005.

II

1.1 Introduction

Almost everybody knows that in antiquity the Olympics were cel
ebrated every four years. Most classicists, moreover, know that in 
antiquity the Olympics were not the only big athletic6 festival in 
existence, but formed a part of the famous periodos (‘tour’, ‘circuit’), 
a series of four athletic festivals at Olympia, at Delphi, at Nemea,7 
and on the Isthmos of Corinth which were scheduled with an eye to 
each other in such a way that every year saw one or two celebrations 
of games in this prestigious group of festivals:8
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The Periodos of the 75th Olympiad
(after Golden 1998:10-11)

Olympiadyear Festival Date

75-1 Olympic 480
75-2 Nemean 479
75-2 Isthmian 478
75-3 Pythian 478
75-4 Nemean 477
75-4 Isthmian 476
76.1 Olympic 476

Most students of Pindar, however, are aware that even the four fa
mous athletic festivals of the periodos were merely the four most pres
tigious among a larger number of athletic festivals: in the victory 
catalogues of his epinician odes,9 10 Pindar refers, in addition to the 
Big Four of the periodos, to several other athletic festivals at which his 
customers had been victorious prior to the victory celebrated by the 
ode, which is almost always a victory in one of the Big Four festi
vals.“ Clearly, then, the Big Four were far from being the only ath
letic and equestrian festivals celebrated in the ancient Greek world. 
It has, of course, often been realized that there were numerous mi
nor festivals besides the Big Four,11 12 but in the following survey, I 
shall attempt to estimate for the first time just how many athletic 
festivals we can reasonably assume were actually celebrated in the 
Greek world in the late Archaic and Classical periods.

9. On epinician poetry, see below section 1.3.2 with n. 114.
10. The basic treatment of Pindar’s victory catalogues is still Kramer 1970; a brief 
treatment is offered by Gerber 2002: 71-78. See further section 1.3.2 below (30-55).
11. See, e.g., Christesen 2012: 18: “The typical Greek city provided training and 
competition facilities for its citizens and organized athletic contests with valuable 
prizes”. See also Gardiner 1930:37-42; Pleket 1975:56; Blech 1982:138; Morgan 1990: 
212. For a brief survey, see Weiler 1981: 135-39.
12. Remijsen 2011: 99; Remijsen 2014: 353; Remijsen 2015: 28-29,35.

The term periodos is often used in discussions of athletics in the 
Archaic and Classical periods. However, it should be noted at the 
outset that it is in fact a Hellenistic innovation.'2 It was, it seems, 
coined in the second century BC when the number of agonistic fes- 
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tivals had grown to such an extent that a new term was needed to 
single out the old and prestigious Big Four festivals at Olympia, 
Delphi, Nemea and on the Isthmos of Corinth.13 Accordingly, it rep
resents a Hellenistic, not an Archaic and Classical way of concep
tualizing the athletic landscape of the Greek world which formally 
recognized the pre-eminence of the old Big Four.14 15 This pre-eminen
ce, of course, was an informal fact in the Classical and probably al
ready at the end of the Archaic period,13 but the Big Four in fact 
differed from ‘local festivals’ such as thcPyt/uaat Sikyon or the Aleata 
at Tegea mostly in terms of their prestige and the prestige of the 
sanctuaries at which they were celebrated. The Isthmian festival, we 
may say, was a ‘local festival’ of Corinth in exactly in the same way 
as the Aleaia was a‘local festival’ of Tegea. It just happened to be of 
immensely greater prestige than the Arkadian festival. But all ath
letic festivals were part of the same wider Greek phenomenon, the 
institutionalization of agonistic competitions and their incorpor
ation into religious festivals. The ‘local festivals’, then, are part of 
the same important cultural institution as the Big Four and merit 
the same scholarly attention, though they are much more difficult to 
investigate than the Big Four.16

13. Prose authors, beginning in the early fourth century, style the Big Four stephanitai 
agones, since they awarded only crowns of leaves as prizes. This, in fact, set them apart 
from other festivals of lesser prestige (Remijsen 2011: 98-99) and it was, presumably, 
their prestige which enabled them to dispense with material prizes. Other festivals 
such as e.g. the Panath.enaia offered lavish prizes to “lure elite contestants to partici
pate” (Anderson 2003: 163) and this quite successfully: numerous foreign entrants 
are attested at the Panath.enaia (see section 1.5.1, no. 71).
14. Even so, in the following I use the term for the sake of convenience and variation 
to refer to the Big Four.
15. Funke 2005; Nielsen 2016: 34.
16. See section 1.4 below (93-108).

But, as already indicated, in this study I shall attempt to estimate 
how many athletic festivals were to be found throughout the Greek 
world in the late Archaic and Classical periods in addition to the 
Big Four. I leave these aside here since they are well known and 
well-investigated. The study proceeds in the following way. The 
brief section 1.2 (15-22) surveys funerary games, i.e. athletic 
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competitions staged at burials of great men, in the epic tradition as 
well as in the early historical record. It is demonstrated that even if 
funerary games are rather conspicuous in the epic tradition, burials 
of great men are not the only context for athletics in the Homeric 
poems. Aristocratic burials are, however, the context in which the 
earliest known historical, as opposed to literary, competitions took 
place, and I briefly survey the cases presently known, emphasizing 
the ways in which such competitions resemble competitions incor
porated into religious festivals from the sixth century and onwards. 
By the late Archaic period burials were, it seems, no longer prom
inent contexts for athletic competitions: The central venue for for
mal athletic competitions was from the sixth century the religious 
festival celebrated by the polis. In section 1.3 (22-93) I survey, to the 
best of my ability, the evidence for athletic competitions incorpo
rated into religious festivals. The poet of the Iliad almost certainly 
knew of competitions at religious festivals (1.3.1, 22-30), and the 
general consensus - confirmed by the present study - is that the in
corporation of athletics into religious festivals gained extreme mo
mentum by the middle of the sixth century. A first impression of the 
number of festivals comprising athletic competitions by the early 
Classical period is given by considering the careers of two indivi
dual athletes: the obscure Nikolaidas of Corinth and the famous 
Theogenes of Thasos (1.3.1, 22-30). The best evidence for the later 
sixth century and the fifth century is, however, epinician poetry, and 
this evidence is discussed in section 1.3.2 (30-55): Epinician poetry 
alone attests to more than 35 religious festivals comprising athletic 
festival across the Greek world.

Section 1.3.3 (55_84) surveys other types of evidence for athletic 
festivals in the Classical period, focusing primarily on epigraphical 
evidence; and section 1.3.4 (84-93) traces some of the festivals iden
tified in section 1.3.3 back into the sixth century. All in all, the survey 
conducted in section 1.3 (22-93) identifies 155 religious festivals 
which certainly, probably or possibly had athletic competitions on 
their programme. The evidence collected for these 155 festivals is 
summed up in the form of a catalogue in section 1.5.1 (108-155) and 
this catalogue is prefaced by section 1.4 (93-108) which gives a di
scussion of the severe methodological difficulties involved in a sur

14
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vey of the kind attempted here. A brief ‘snapshot’ of the athletic 
landscape of the Greek world in the fifth century is presented in 
section 1.5.2 (155-157), and, finally, section 1.6 (158-167) offers some 
remarks on the historical importance of the new picture of the Clas
sical athletic landscape of Greece presented in this study.

1.2 Funeral Contests in Epic Poetry and the Early 
Historical Record

Athletic competitions were a central feature of the religious life of 
the ancient Greeks.1? Wherever they existed, competitions were al
most invariably incorporated into religious festivals, at least from 
the sixth century onwards. Religious festivals, in their turn, were of 
immense importance to Greek social and cultural life.17 18 Festivals 
were, among other things, wonderful opportunities for recreation, 
as Thucydides has Perikles point out in his funeral oration.19 20 21 22 23 24 The 
Hellenistic historian Diodorus Siculus even reckons festivals among 
the ingredients that make up human happiness.80 Feasting was 
merely one of the delightful attractions of such occasions:81 poetry 
of immense beauty such as Athenian tragedy was created for or re
cited at religious festivals, and so on.88

17. Golden 1998: 10-23 and 2008: 122; Pemberton 2000; Scanlon 2002: 25-31; 
Pritchard 2013: 92.
18. Golden 1998: 28-33,50, 77; Hodkinson 2000: 303; Miller 2000 and 2004: 226-34; 
Crowther 2007a: 57; Kyle 2007: 80; Fisher 2009: 536.
19. Thue. 2.38.1.
20. Diod. 12.26.4.
21. Eur. Autolykosix. 282.13-15.
22. A recent volume edited by Brandt & Iddeng (2012) contains essays and 
bibliography on Greek religious festivals; see also Chaniotis el al. 2011.
23. Jebb 1905a: 77.
24. On the competitions in Hom. Od. 8, see Dickie 1983.

The central position occupied by athletics in Greek culture is, 
moreover, clear from epic poetry, which was regularly recited at re
ligious festivals.83 The two great Homeric poems both present de
tailed depictions of athletic competitions, in book 8 of The Odyssey2* 
and, most famously, in book 23 of The Iliad, which contains a mas

15
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terly description of funeral contests staged by Achilleus in honour 
of his deceased close friend Patroklos.’5 In addition to the contests 
for Patroklos, The Iliadrefers to funeral contests in honour of Amar- 
ynkeus at Bouprasion in Elis“6 and of Oidipous at Thebes,’7 contests 
mentioned also in the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women;2* The Odyssey, in 
turn, refers to the funeral contests staged by Thetis in honour of 
Achilleus himself.’9

25. On the funeral contests for Patroklos as depicted in Hom. II. 23, see Howland 
1954; Willcock 1972; O’Neal 1980; Dunkle 1981 and 1987; Dickie 1984; Kyle 1984; 
Hinckley 1986; Scott 1997; Kitchell 1998; Papakonstantinou 2002; Tyrrell 2004: 8-27. 
See also Brown 2003.
26. Hom. II. 23.630-45, esp. 630-31.
27. Hom. II. 23. 679-80, on which see Richardson 1993: 243.
28. Hes. fr. 192 (MW).
29. Hom. Od. 24.85-94, esp. 85-86.
30. Hom. Od. 4.625-26; 17.168 (see Dickie 1983: 242).
31. Hom. II. 2.773-75 and 4-385-90 (on which see Kirk 1985:369-70 and Golden 1998: 
91). See also Hom. II. 23.827 for what also looks like recreative amusement.
32. “[For to him a great debt was owing in noble Elis], four prize-winning horses, 
with their chariot, which had gone to the contests, for they were to race for a tripod; 
but Augeias, lord of men, kept them there, and sent back their driver, sorrowing for 
his horses” (transl. Murray 1999).

Funerals, however, are not the only context for athletics in the 
Homeric poems. The competitions depicted in The Odyssey are nei
ther funereal nor incorporated into a religious festival but may best 
be described as recreative aristocratic amusement, and athletics of 
this variety is alluded to elsewhere in The Odyssey25 26 27 28 29 30 and The Iliad31 32 
Competitions proper, in contradistinction to pleasant diversions, 
are implied by a passage in book n of The Iliad (699-702). Old 
Nestor here relates what happened to an equestrian team which his 
father Neleus once sent to Elis to compete:

réooapeg üO/.ocpopoi ituioi aüroiotv ö/eocptv 
e/.Oövtec per’ aeO/.a' 7tepi rpi7ioooc yap epcZZov 
ØeuoeoØav roiic 5’ at>0t avac ävöpcbv Air/sioc 
küg'/eOe. rov 5’ éZarfjp’ äcpiet aKa/rpiEvov frutcov.3’

Two things are worth noting here: the first is that there is no indica
tion of the occasion for this equestrian contest, which need not have 
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been a funeral.33 The second is the fact that Neleus himself did not 
drive his team but sent a charioteer (elater). This, as pointed out by 
Golden,34 35 is reminiscent of the well-attested historical practice by 
which a horse owner could compete by proxy, even outside his own 
community, by sending a team with a professional charioteer.33

33. Hainsworth 1993: 301; Golden 1998: 92; Hornblower 2004: 9-10; Fisher 2009: 
525-26.
34. Golden 2008:13 (see also 1998: 91).
35. See e.g. Hodkinson 2000:306,316; Miller 2004: 76; Nicholson 2005: 4-6; Kyrieleis 
2011:130.
36. For dsSXotpopot applied to horses, see also Hom. II. 11.699, 22.22,162, and CEGII 
828, a fourth-century dedication by an Olympic victor from Olympia itself.
37. Hom. II. 9.124 and 266.
38. Two other passages of epic poetry refer to competitions which need not be 
funerary: (1) The Pseudo-HesiodicT/A refers, in its description of the polis, at 301-2 
to boxing and wrestling (eiid'/ovro | 7tüc re Kat sXkt]86v) and at 305-13 to an 
equestrian competition for a prize (dptpt ds9Xoi) and these contests are not said to be 
funerary. (2) The encomium of Hekate in the Theogonia of Hesiod (404-52) states that 
this goddess is of assistance to men “when they struggle in competition” (07161' 
dvdpe; deSXsncocf sv dycövt, 435) as well as to horsemen (439); the competitions the 
poet has in mind here need not be funerary. See further Laser 1987: 16-26.
39. See also section 1.3.1 below (24).
40. Laser 1987: 25.
41. Willis 1941, esp. 392-97. On funerary games in early Greek art, see Roller 1981b.

Another reference to competitions is found in book 9 of The Iliad. 
Among the compensations offered by Agamemnon to Achilleus 
should he change his mind and resume fighting, are twelve stout 
horses styled åØXocpopot (‘prize-winning’)36 and said to have won a 
large number of prizes.37 The contests at which they won these priz
es, again, are not specified as funereal and need not have been 
thought of as such by the poet.38 39

Non-funerary competitions, then, were almost certainly known 
to poets of the epic tradition.33 Even so, funerary contests do stand 
out in preserved epic poetry,40 and lost epic poems presumably in
cluded descriptions of funerary contests as well.41 The prominent 
position that the contests for Patroklos hold in modern research is 
probably to a large extent to be ascribed to the extraordinary poetic 
beauty of the Homeric depiction. However, funerary contests are, 
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as it happens, the earliest reasonably well-documented type of his
torical, as opposed to literary,48 athletic competitions in the Greek 
world and are attested from possibly as early as 700 by inscriptions.42 43 
In an excellent article, Roller (1981a), to whom the following is in
debted, has collected early inscriptions testifying to funerary con
tests:

42. The funerary contests for Amphidamas mentioned by Hes. Op. 654-59 constitute 
a borderline case: attested by an epic poem, the contests are regularly considered to 
be historical and to have been celebrated in the context of the Lelantine War (Jeffery 
1976: 65, 79; West 1978: 320-21; Roller 1981a: 1-2); see, however, Hall 2007: 1-8 for a 
critical evaluation of the evidence pertaining to the Lelantine War.
43. The traditional date of 776 for the foundation of the Olympics is a late fifth
century construct by Hippias of Elis and “nothing more than an educated guess” 
(Plut. Numa 1.4; Christesen 2010 (source of quotation)). The present consensus is that 
the Olympics took off around 700: Golden 1998: 64-65; see also Crowther 2007b: 
5-6; Christesen 2010: 27; Ekroth 2012: 100-1; Kyle 2014: 23; Neumann-Hartmann 
2014:32. Potter 2012:102-3 even suggests that the Olympics took off on a grand scale 
only from c. 600. The earliest documentary evidence for the existence of the competitions 
at Olympia (as opposed to the cults at the site) is provided by an inscription from a 
sanctuary in the territory of Sybaris in Magna Graecia which refers to an Olympic 
victory by an otherwise unknown athlete, Kleombrotos. The inscription has been 
variously dated from the late seventh to the later sixth century: Arena, Is(ri:;ionA\' no. 
2; Ebert 1972a: 251-55; CEGI 394; Guarducci, EG I, 110-11; Jeffery, LSAG 456, no. ia. 
The earliest known stadium at Olympia was constructed c. 560-550 (Kyrieleis 2011: 
133; Ekroth 2012: 108). The earliest victors known from the literary tradition who are 
more than mere shadows to us are the Athenian athletes Kylon and Phrynon who 
both belong in the later seventh century (Mann 2001: 64-68).
44. Jeffery, LSAG 94 no. 2: S7ti EK7tp67tot. The deceased at whose funeral contests 
were held is commonly identified by 87ti with the dative (in one case by 87ti with the 
genitive); this formula may be interpreted abstractly as meaning ‘in honour of or 
literally as ‘prizes (set) up over the dead man’: see Brown 2003:138 and 155-56 n. 47; 
Jeffery 1976: 79 (see also Jeffery, LSAGgi).
45. The complete inscription reads: (a) 87tt EK7tp67tot | (b) htotpöv to lluOio 
FtcrpbStQO^ I (c) tov 87t—(“In honour of Ekpropos. Sacred to Pythios. <Dedicated 

From Thebes in Boiotia comes a bronze vessel dedicated by one 
Wiswodikos to Apollo Pythios; an inscription, in Boiotian lettering, 
states that the vessel had served as prize at funerary contests in hon
our of one Ekpropos.44 45 Jeffery, LSAG g4. no. 2, followed by Roller 
(1981a: 2 no. 1) and LGPN, tentatively accepts a date of c. 700-675 for 
the inscription.43 If the shape of the letters is any guide to the loca- 
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tion of the funeral contests, they were probably celebrated some
where in Boiotia, as were several of the other sets of funeral contests 
discussed below, and a Theban victor then made a dedication of his 
prize, as did Hesiod with the tripod he won at the funeral contests 
of Amphidamas at Chalkis on Euboia.46

by> Wiswodikos. From Jeffery, LSAG94 no. 2 (pl. 7);/GF 402m; Roller 1981a: 2 
no. i. Jeffery, LSAG gi comments that the vessel was “offered at the funeral games of 
Ekpropos (87tt EK7tp67tot (a)) and dedicated to (Apollo) Pythios by a victor named 
Isodikos, (b); the lettering of the commemoration (a) looks no later than that of 1 
[i.e. the Mantiklos statuette of 700-675], i.e. the first quarter of the seventh century 
(?). The dedication (b) looks somewhat later in date, but Keramopoullos, who 
published the fragment, believed that (a) and (b) were by the same hand, and that 
only a second commemoration was by a different hand ((c), rov 87t— unfinished).”
46. Hes. Op. 657-58. On victors dedicating their prizes, see Rouse 1902:151-60.
47. So /GI3 584; see also Jeffery, LSAG 94 no. 3a; Roller 1981a: 2 no. 2.
48. See also Jeffery 1976: 79.
49. Jeffery, LSAG 91; followed by Roller 1981a: 2 no. 3.
50. Text from /GI3585 (“[I am a] p[rize] from the games in honour of [D]amasidas. 
[— se]t me up [to Athena]”); see also Jeffery, LSAG 94 no. 3b; Roller 1981a: 2 no. 3.
51. See also Jeffery 1976: 79.

From the Akropolis of Athens come fragments of several similar 
vessels, again with inscriptions in the Boiotian alphabet: one, tenta
tively dated 700-650 at IG E 584, preserves several personal names 
in the dative, presumably governed by a lost 87tt (‘in honour of); 
the honorands may have died in battle,47 and if so, it cannot be com
pletely ruled out that these games were arranged by the community, 
rather than by relatives of the deceased. It may be assumed, from 
the lettering, that the funerary contests were celebrated in Boiotia 
and, from the findspot, that the victor was an Athenian who made a 
dedication of his prize at home.48 49 50 51

Another vessel, tentatively dated to the late seventh century by 
Jeffery4'-’ but to 550-530 at ZGI3 585, has two inscriptions, one (I) in 
Boiotian and one (II) in Attic lettering: (I) rov 87tt [A?]ap<a>ot5at 
a[t0Xov epi]; (II) [? ö Selva råØsvatat — Ka]i80<8>K8V.30 Again, it se
ems a reasonable assumption that the contests in honour of Dama- 
sidas were celebrated in Boiotia and produced an Athenian victor 
who made a dedication of his prize at home.31

A third vessel also carries two inscriptions; the earlier one - dated 
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to the late seventh century by Jeffery58 but to 600-550 (?) at ZGI3586 
- testifying to (perhaps unrealized) funerary contests in honour of 
one Gelanor was replaced, presumably for a new set of competi
tions, at a slightly later date by a new inscription testifying to con
tests in honour of one Enpedosthenidas; the Boiotian lettering com
bined with the Athenian provenance of the vessel suggests that an 
Athenian was victorious on the occasion of the second set of con
tests and brought home his prize to make a dedication of it on the 
Akropolis.52 53 A fourth example is provided by IG I3 587 of 600-550 
(?): — a atØXov pe [sSoks].54 The lettering is Boiotian and atØXov 
(‘prize’) is a Boiotian dialectal form. A fifth and final specimen is 
produced by two non-joining fragments of a bronze vessel, inscri
bed in Boiotian lettering: [—]d5a[g pa?] sooks 87t[t] | AapdXat (c. 
500) ;55 again, an Athenian athlete probably competed in funeral 
contests in Boiotia and brought home a prize which he dedicated on 
the Akropolis.56 Clearly, victory in such funerary contests outside 
Attika was thought prestigious enough for the prize to be dedicated 
in the chief sanctuary of the Athenian polis.

52. Jeffery, LSAG91, followed by Roller 1981a: 2 no. 4.
53. See also Jeffery 1976: 79.
54. “[— gave me] as a prize [—]”. See Jeffery, LSAG 91 no. 3d.
55. /GI3 588 (“[-]ada[s] gave [me] as a prize in honour of Damalas”); see also Jeffery, 
LSAG94 no. 3e and Roller 1981a: 3 no. 5.
56. See also Jeffery 1976: 79.
57. IG I31394; discussed by Roller 1981a: 3-5; two other discuses discussed by Roller 
are inscribed: sk tcöv ijptcov but have no personal name attached. On funeral games 
in Attika, see also Kyle 1993:15-20.
58. Text from CEGI 444 (“Lawosowos gave me as prize <at the funeral contests» in 
honour of his son Euth[y]mos”); see also Jeffery, LSAG 92; SEG 30 500 and Roller 
1981a: 3 no. 6 with n. 17 at 14.

Funeral contests in late sixth century Attika itself may be attes
ted to by a marble discus inscribed: TeXeodpyo 8K to ept[o], “from 
the funeral mound of Telesarchos”.57 58

From Delphi comes a mid-sixth century bronze lebes with an 
inscription in Boiotian lettering: Aapooopog p' 87tt 7tat5t spot atØXa 
880K8 Ei>0[u]pot,58 attesting to funeral contests celebrated by a fa
ther in honour of his deceased son. Since Delphi was a central sanc- 
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tuary of Panhellenic importance by the mid-sixth century, the pre
sent vessel may well have been dedicated there by a Boiotian victors» 
and thus need not be evidence that this particular set of funeral 
contests attracted competitors from outside Boiotia, as some others 
certainly did (above); but the dedication of the prize at Delphi is 
eloquent testimony to the perceived prestige of the victory.

From a grave at Kyme in Magna Graecia comes a bronze vessel 
of c. 500 with an inscription in local lettering: 87tt rotg 'Ovopdoro to 
<I’8iöf/-8O dOZotg 8Ø8Ø8V.59 60 Here the victor may have been a Kymaian 
himself, but the next piece of evidence seems, like the fragments 
from the Athenian Akropolis, to attest to a foreign entrant at fu
nerary contests: from a grave at Notion near Kolophon in Ionia 
comes a mid-fifth century bronze hydria inscribed: åØXov ey 
AappciKQ 87tt AacocpdvTO to Adpnpot),61 62 where “[t]he genitive is used 
with 8K to give the location of the contests, and the honorand is in
dicated with 87tt and the genitive”;68 the contests at Lampsakos at 
the Propontic coast of Asia Minor, then, seem to have attracted a 
competitor from Notion in Ionia. To these examples may be added 
a possible instance from fifth-century Sicily: a bronze strigil from 
Herbessos is inscribed: åØXov 7tdp KaXXta, and thus may possibly be 
“a prize from <the funeral contests of> Kallias”.63

59. Jeffery, LSAG 92 assumed that reported traces of a second inscription identified 
the victor and dedicant, but see SEG 30 500; however, the victor may have been 
identified by an inscription of which no traces have survived.
60. “I was awarded <as a prize> at the contests in honour of Onomastos, son of 
Pheidileos”: Jeffery, LSAG 240 no. 8; Roller 1981a: 3 no. 7; Arena, IscrizionilH no. 27; 
Dubois, Grande Grice \ no. 16 (see also Bursian 1863: 450-51). It has been suggested 
that the contests in honour of Onomastos were staged regularly (Pleket 1975: 55); if 
accepted, the same might be valid for the other attested funeral contests, but there is 
no positive evidence in favour of this suggestion.
61. Jeffery, LSAG 367 no. 47 (“A prize <from the funeral contests* in honour of 
Leophantos, son of Lampros, at Lampsakos”); Roller 1981a: 3 no. 8.
62. Roller ig8ia: 3.
63. SEG 49 1286; the ed.pr. suggested this possibility, but preferred to interpret the 
inscription as a manufacturer’s mark; o.O/.ov is however a little strange in that context.

Such funeral contests, then, seem at least on occasion to have 
attracted competitors from other communities than that of the de
ceased: Hesiod of Thespiai in Boiotia went to compete at the con
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tests for Amphidamas at Chalkis in Euboia; athletes from Athens 
went to compete in Boiotia; and a man of Notion in Ionia seem
ingly went to compete at Lampsakos. The contests must, according
ly, have been announced in some way outside the local community 
of the deceased; and in fact, at Op. 655-56 Hesiod states that the 
contests in honour of Amphidamas had been “announced 
beforehand”,64 an announcement which found its way to Thespiai 
in Boiotia.65 In this respect the funeral contests surveyed here re
semble later competitions incorporated into religious festivals: 
these, too, were regularly announced outside the community in 
which they were staged.

64. w. 5s 7tp07t8(ppa3|L8va 7to/J.ä | </()/.' sSsoav 7tat5s<; (see LSJ s.v. Kpocppa^oi). West 
1978 does not comment on 7tpO7t8(ppa3|L8va, but at West 1988: 56 translates it 
“announced”; Brown 2033: 138 translates “widely-announced”; this may press the 
wording but certainly renders the sense correctly. See also Nielsen 2010a: 3.
65. According to Hes. Op. 654-55, the sons of Amphidamas had announced “many 
prizes” (7to/./.a | deSXa) for his funeral contests, and these were probably not all 
awarded for poetic recitals (Roller 1981a: 2; Kyle 2007: 77).
66. Perry 2014: 57.
67. Isoc. Euagoras 1. On Euagoras, see Costa 1974; Maier 1994: 312-17.

Most of the evidence for historical funeral contests, as it hap
pens, is Boiotian or Athenian, but funeral contests are attested also 
in Magna Graecia, in Euboia, in Asia Minor and possibly on Sicily, 
a remarkable geographical coverage for such a tiny group of evi
dence. That victory in these funeral contests conferred considerable 
prestige on the victor should follow from the fact that victors made 
dedications of their prizes at important sanctuaries or were ac
companied by them into their graves.66 67

1.3.i Competitions at Recurrent Religious Festivals

The epigraphical evidence for funeral contests surveyed above 
spans the period from c. 700 to c. 450. Literary sources demonstrate 
that such contests were on occasion staged also after this period. 
Thus, according to Isokrates, in 374/3 athletic, equestrian, musical 
and even naval competitions were staged at the funeral of King 
Euagoras of Salamis in Cyprus by his son and successor Nikokles.6? 
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Though they were actually Greeks themselves, both rulers have 
been considered ‘Philhellenes’ in modern scholarship.68 Euagoras 
came to the throne of Salamis by overthrowing a Phoenician usur
per and later waged a ten-year war (391-381) against Persia; and an 
Athenian decree seems to praise him as a champion of Greek 
freedom:6^ it may, then, very well be correct that these funeral con
tests were a studied emulation of epic depictions of funeral contests 
designed to emphasize the Greek identity of the Salaminian royal 
house.7“ Alexander the Great, too, seems to have had the Iliadic fu
neral contests of Patroklos in mind when he staged “the most mag
nificent contests ever” to mark the burial of his friend Hephaistion.71 72 73 
By the fifth century, however, funeral contests for Greek aristocrats 
were already unusual: the survey of the epigraphical evidence above 
attests to, atmost, two examples from the fifth century. By the fourth 
century, funeral contests seem to have become a peripheral royal 
phenomenon of no importance to mainstream Greek culture.78 The 
perceived prominence of funeral contests in the Homeric poems 
may perhaps be a reflection of the fact, if such it is, that reciters of 
epic poetry - aoidoi or rhapsoidoi13 - may often have performed at such 
contests,74 as Hesiod did, and need not necessarily mean that aristo
cratic funerals were the only, or even the most important, context 
for athletics in the earlier Archaic period, though the preserved epi
graphical evidence points in that direction. In any case, if funerals 
had ever actually been the central context for Greek athletic and 
equestrian competitions, that role had by the Classical period been 

68. Costa 1974: 45; Maier 1994: 317.
69. Rhodes & Osborne, GHIno. 11.16-17 with comm, at 54; see also Hunt 2010: 82 n. 
59. The Athenians erected an honorific statue depicting Euagoras in the Agora: Paus. 
1.3.2; Agora III no. 702; Lewis & Stroud 1979: 192.
70. Roller 1981a: 10.
71. Arr. Anab. 7.14.4, 7.14.10 (see Adams 2014: 340). See also Hornblower 2012: 104-5 
who suggests that funeral games may have been held in honour of Mausolos of Karia 
in 353 (see SEG40 669; BE1992: no. 145).
72. Nielsen 2014a: 16 n. 42. For possible but by no means certain funerary contests in 
fourth-century Macedonia, see SEG 43 395 and 46 762.
73. On these terms as synonymous designations of epic performers, see Jensen 2011: 
z53-
74. Roller 1981a: 12; Nielsen 2010a: 6.
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taken over by the recurrent religious festival which was by then the stan
dard context for agonistic competitions in the Greek world.75 By the 
Classical period, athletic competitions were such a standard feature 
of religious festivals that the fourth-century writer Aineias the Tacti
cian takes it for granted that festivals included various contests,76 
and he probably has athletic contests in mind.

75. Kyle 2014: 22.
76. Aen. Tact. 17.1. See also Osborne 1993: 25.
77. Pleket 2001: 161 with n. io. See also Iddeng 2012: 31.
78. “In front a good man fled, but one far better pursued him swiftly; for it was not 
for beast of sacrifice or for bull’s hide that they strove, such are men’s prizes for 
swiftness of foot, but it was for the life of horse-taming Hector” (transl. Murray 
1999)-
79. Young 2004: 9; so already at Young 1984: 112.
80. Kyle 2004: 78.
81. As commentators point out, ßosti]v may perhaps refer to a shield (Richardson 
1993: 124-25; de Jong 2012: 99-100), a not insignificant prize and reminiscent of 
prizes known from the historical Hekatomboiaat the Argive Heraion (Amandry 1980: 
232); even a hide is hardly merely symbolic.

The importance of the incorporation of agonistic competitions 
into religious festivals, whenever it became standard, can hardly be 
over-emphasized: it transformed athletic competitions into regularly 
recurring public and state-sponsored events, whereas funeral contests must 
have been more or less private ad hoc occurrences and are treated as 
such in the Homeric poems.77 78 Competitions incorporated into a re
ligious festival seem, in fact, to have been known to the poet of The 
Iliad, as is suggested by a famous passage (fl. 22.158-61):

7tpoo0e gev éoO/.oc ecpeuye. öicoks 5é giv géy’ ügefvcov
Kap7taXigcog. é7tei 01’r/ iepfgov oüöe ßoeir]v
«pvi')G0i]v. d re 7toooiv deO/.ia yiyverai dvöpcov.
«Z/.d 7tepi v|U)'/j]c Øéov ''Eicropoc i7utoödgoio-78

As pointed out by Young, “[tjhe prize of a sacrificial victim or hide 
almost certainly implies contests held in conjunction with a reli
gious festival”.79 Kyle agrees and takes the Homeric reference to be 
to “cultic games with symbolic prizes”.80 Whether or not the prizes 
envisaged by the poet are really only symbolic,81 the passage does 
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seem to demonstrate that he knew of religious festivals incorpora
ting athletic competitions.

However, the Homeric poems are not reliable guides to histor
ical developments or chronology, since the poems are poetry and 
not social documentary, and in particular since the crucial question 
of their date has not yet been finally settled.8“ In some cases the in
corporation of competitions into a religious festival may have oc
curred in the early Archaic period, as in the case of the Olympics: 
even if the traditional date of 776 for their foundation does not in
spire much confidence, there is widespread agreement that contests 
had been incorporated into cult at Olympia by c. 700.82 83 84 85 However, 
the incorporation of competitions into cultic frames, by common 
consent,84 gained momentum in the sixth century, and religious fes
tivals were from the sixth century without question the most central 
context for athletic competitions. Not only did the competitions at 
the cults at Delphi, the Isthmos and at Nemea rise to form the Big 
Four with the Olympics;85 but numerous other festivals came to in
clude agonistic competitions - so many, in fact, that by the early 
fifth century there must have existed a considerable number of reli
gious festivals staging athletic and equestrian competitions. A first 
but vivid impression of the number of agonistic festivals may be 
produced by consideration of the careers of two individual athletes, 
the pentathlete and sprinter Nikolaidas of Corinth and the heavy
weight Theogenes of Thasos.86

82. The Homeric poems as transmitted may in fact be as late as the second half of the 
sixth century; see Jensen 1980 and 2011.
83. Golden 1998: 64-65; Crowther 2007b: 5-6. See also n. 43 above and section 1.4 
below (96-99) on the term athloim Drakon’s homicide law.
84. Bell 1989: 168; Pleket 2000: 642; Mann 2001: 19, 27; Young 2004: 23; Christesen 
2007a; Christesen 2007b: 143; Christesen 2014: 217; Crowther 2007b: 6; Kyle 2009: 
188, 2014: 22; Scott 2010:160-61; Neumann-Hartmann 2014:31. See also Funke 2005: 
ii.
85. Golden 1998: 10-11.
86. See also Nielsen 2014a: n-17.

An epigram which probably originally accompanied a monu
ment erected in the later sixth or fifth century to commemorate the 
Corinthian athlete Nikolaidas, and transmitted in the Anthologia Pa- 
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latina (13.19),87 lists the victories won by this Nikolaidas, an other
wise unknown athlete: in addition to a Pythian, three Nemean and 
three Isthmian victories, Nikolaidas had won the pentathlon at the 
Panathenaia at Athens and the stadion at Pellene in Achaia, on Mt. 
Lykaion and at Tegea in Arkadia, in Aigina, at Epidauros in the Ar- 
golid, at Thebes in Boiotia, at Megara, the neighbour of Corinth, 
and at Phleious, also in the Argolid. This epigram, then, attests to 
nine athletic festivals outside the periodos within a reasonable distan
ce from Corinth, and all open to foreign entrants. Though most of 
these festivals can be identified and are reasonably well known, it 
should be noted that the competitions at Phleious are attested only 
by this epigram - by coincidence, in other words. Such agonistic 
epigrams, then, constitute a group of evidence of potentially great 
value in the present context. The Nikolaidas-epigram, however, is 
among the most valuable, and it is not uncommon that details on 
victories at festivals other than the Big Four are written off by such 
proud statements as rag 5' äXXag vtKag oi’ik süpapsg éor' åptØpfjoat,88 
the last verse of the five-verse epitaph89 commemorating the great 
fifth-century sprinter Dandis of Argos who won no fewer than twen
ty-two victories in the contests of the periodos, according to the text;9“ 
or [r]oug 5' üXXoug Ü7to[pov or8(pd]voug S7uösicai üpißpov91 92 * from a 
dedication at Delphi commemorating the famous fourth-century 
pankratiast Sostratos of Sikyon, who had seventeen victories in the 
Big Four to his credit, according to the text.98 Such statements may 
perhaps be thought to be mere celebratory rhetoric, and similar 
sentiments are indeed found in the epinician odes of Pindar, e.g. at 
Nemean 10.45-46: d'/./.a '/u/.kov pupiov on duvarov | e^eXeyyeiv. paxpo- 

87. On this epigram, see Blinkenberg 1919; Ebert 1972a: no. 26 at 92-96; Merkelbach 
1974 and 1987; and, in particular, Maroti 1990. See also Nielsen 2014a: n-14.
88. “The other victories it is not easy to number”.
89. The epigram is commonly taken to be an epitaph, but may have accompanied a 
victory monument: see Ebert 1972a: 67.
go. Anth. Pal. 13.14 = Ebert 1972a: no. 15. See also Page, FGEad no. 35.5 with ref.; Funke 
2005:12.
91. “But as to the number, it is impossible to account for the other wreaths.”
92. I.Delphes 1.507 = Ebert 1972a: 39. On Sostratos, see the brief remarks by Griffin
1982: 75-
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lépag yap åpiØprjoai oyoXag.93 However, a unique piece of evidence 
suggests that athletes could indeed achieve amazing numbers of 
victories.

93. “But it is not possible to reckon the vast amount of bronze (there is too little 
leisure to count it)” (transl. Race 1997b); see also Pind. 01.13.44-46,112-13; JVem. 2.23. 
At Nem. 6.58 Pindar refers to 24 victories in unspecified contests by ancestors of the 
honorand, the wrestler Alkimidas of Aigina; Carey 1989: 8 remarks that “certainly 
some of the ... victories mentioned ... must have been in minor festivals”; that is 
undoubtedly correct, but in the context of this ode with its emphasis on victory in 
the contests of the Big Four, the unidentified contests may simply be contests outside 
the periodos.
94. Ebert 1972a: no. 37.10-12: (at 5s tStat | vtKat rpi: re SKarov Kat yiXtat, of)5e os <pi]lli 
I 7tUY|ifjt vtKT]9fjvat SKOOt Kat 5f>' stcöv: “Your own efforts produced 1,300 victories 
and, I proclaim, for twenty-two years you were undefeated in boxing”). On this 
epigram, see Nielsen 2014a: 14-17 and section 2.6.4 below (206-209).
95. Ebert 1972a: no. 37 p. 120.
96. Pleket 1975: 81.
97. Plut. Prae. ger. reip. 15.7: ... '/t/.iou: Kat oiaKoaiou; rrtscpävou; (see Pleket 1975: 60; 
Brunet 2003: 224).
98. Paus. 6.11.5: toix; 5e rruLiTtavra; rrtscpävou; rstpaKoaiou; re soys Kat '/i/.iou;.

In the fourth century, the of Thasos commemorated its fifth
century son Theogenes, a famous boxer and pankratiast, with a 
sculptural monument at Delphi, and in the accompanying epigram 
it was claimed that Theogenes had won no fewer than 1,300 victories 
in his career.94 95 Theogenes won 24 victories in the periodos and these 
are all meticulously listed in a prose catalogue on the monument. 
The inference is that he won the other 1,276 victories in contests 
outside the periodos, presumably at festivals of the kind listed in the 
epigram celebrating Nikolaidas. 1,300 may perhaps be an inflated 
number" and is certainly “suspiciously round”.96 However, two 
other sources give similar numbers for the victories achieved by 
Theogenes: according to Plutarch, Theogenes won 1,200 victories,97 
and according to Pausanias the number of his victories ran to 
i,4oo.98 Now, since they do not give the exact same number as the 
epigram and since they do not agree with each other, Plutarch and 
Pausanias probably derive their numbers from two different sources 
independent of the epigram, and so may be taken to confirm, in a 
general way, that the number given by the epigram is of the right 
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order of size. Such a number of victories can only have been achie
ved by competing in an endless number of competitions of minor 
prestige," each of which was probably staged only once a year, at 
most. Theogenes was active in the first half of the fifth century99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 
and his career indicates the existence of a great number of competi
tive festivals for this period: if the number 1,300 is anywhere near 
the truth, Theogenes must have won, on average, more than a vic
tory a week.1“ In the more realistic scenario that he regularly won 
both his specialities, boxing and pankration, in the contests he en
tered he need ‘only’ have registered at two festivals a month,108 but 
even this scenario presupposes an ocean of festivals with competi
tions in both events and open to foreign entrants.

99. Ebert 1972a: 120: “Die (wohl abgerundete) Gesamtzahl der Siege, 1300, läßt sich, 
obwohl sich seine aktive Athletenlaufbahn über mindestens 22 Jahre erstreckte, nur 
dann begreifen, wenn wir annehmen, daß Theogenes vom Knabenalter an nicht nur 
an größeren, sondern auch an den unbedeutendsten Agonen konkurrierte.”
100. Nielsen 2014a: 14.
101. So Pieket 1975: 81.
102. So Pieket 1998: 154 (repeated in Pieket 2000: 642).
103. Xen. An. 4.8.25-28, on which see Golden 1998: 1-4 and Kyle 2007: 231.
104. Arr. Anab. 5.20.1; cf. 2.24.6 with CEGI 879; 4.4.1; 6.28.3; 7.14.1 (see also Diod. 
17.72.1). See also: Slowikowski 1989: 72; Romano 1990: 75; Adams 2003: 210-12; Kyle 
2007: 238-39; Günther 2013.
105. Roller 1981a and section 1.2 above. Betrothal contests such as those staged by 
Kleisthenes of Sikyon (Hdt. 6.126-30, discussed by Papakonstantinou 2010 (esp. 
82)) must have been exceedingly rare by the fifth century, if they occurred at all.
106. Roller 1981a: 6.

It cannot, of course, be entirely excluded that Theogenes won 
some of his many victories in contests which were staged only 
once, to mark victory in war, the burial of a great man, or some 
other important event. Contests of this kind are not unknown: the 
Ten Thousand Kyreioi celebrated their arrival at the coast of the 
Black Sea by a joyful athletic festival;“3 in 326, Alexander the Gre
at marked the military victory at the Hydaspes River by athletic 
competitions;“4 and funeral contests held to mark the burials of 
great men are attested in the Archaic period.“5 However, as poin
ted out above (23), by the fifth century funeral games for individ
uals were clearly a highly unusual phenomenon.“6 In comparison 
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with athletic contests incorporated into the religious festivals of 
city-states, such ad hoc competitions are rather poorly attested for 
the Classical period, and it seems unlikely that victories in such 
competitions can have constituted any significant part of Theoge- 
nes’ numerous non-periodic victories. Accordingly, the assump
tion should be that to gain all these non-periodic victories, Theo- 
genes must have been victorious at numerous contests incorporated 
in the standard way into religious festivals, such as the Hekatomboia 
and Panathenaia, and the presumption must be that he won his vic
tories at the same festivals, or at the same kind of festival, as Niko- 
laidas of Corinth, of whom Theogenes was probably a contem
porary.

It may perhaps be doubted that it was physically possible for 
Theogenes to achieve all these victories - he was after all primarily 
a heavyweight. How it was, in fact, possible has been well explained 
by Harris: “This [i.e. competing at numerous festivals besides those 
of the periOdos'] did not involve so much strenuous competition as 
might be supposed. In the painful heavyweight events there was a 
reluctance to face a man who was thought to be certain to win. 
Greek champions did not feel it incumbent on them to deal gently 
with inexperienced opponents, and such an expert was often given 
a walk-over, in Greek athletic jargon a victory ‘without dust’ (ako- 
niti). Even in the great Pythian games, second in importance only to 
Olympia, Theogenes on his third appearance found no one willing 
to oppose him and won a victory of this kind. So we may assume 
that at most of the smaller meetings he had to do nothing but ap
pear and take his prize.”“7 As pointed out by Harris, Theogenes 
won akoniti even at the prestigious Pythia at Delphi,“8 and afortioriit 
seems a reasonable assumption that he was frequently victorious 
akoniti at festivals of lesser prestige as well. A late literary epigram“^

107. Harris 1964: 116.
108. On victory otKOVtri in the periodos, see Crowther 2001: 33 and Nielsen 2017. For 
victory dtKOVtri, see also Xen. Ages. 6.3 (with Hornblower 2004: 49) and Diod. 15.51.4. 
Another famous pankratiast who won akoniti at Delphi was Dorieus of Ialysos in 
Rhodos: /aO 153 (with Tzifopoulos 1991:143-44) and Paus. 6.7.4 (with Crowther 2001: 
32)-
109. Anth. Pal. 11.316.
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actually begins by describing a fictitious victory akoniti by the fa
mous sixth-century wrestler Milon of Kroton, a victory of exactly 
the kind envisaged for Theogenes by Harris:

Etc iepov kot' üycbva MiZcov govog fp.O ’ ö 7107.0:1 gti']C' 
rov 5’ cüOiic orecpotvouv åO/-oOéri]c CKd/.si."0

More importantly, another Classical heavyweight is actually docu
mented to have amassed victories in the way Harris assumed for 
Theogenes: the fourth-century pankratiast Sostratos of Sikyon 
mentioned above (26) is said by the epigram™ found at Delphi to 
have won victories beyond numbering;118 and, the epigram goes on, 
Sostratos won most often dpu'/si, “without a fight”.* 112 113

no. “The wrestler Milon was once the sole entrant at a sacred contest, so the official 
at once called him up to be crowned.”
hi. Ebert 1972a: no. 39.
112. Ebert 1972a: no. 39.5; above (26).
113. See also Crowther 2001: 36.

But, of course, for Theogenes (and Sostratos) to amass victories 
in this way, all the “smaller meetings”, as Harris phrases it, had to be 
there in the first place. The career of Theogenes, then, documents 
the existence of a large number of non-periodic athletic festivals in 
the early-fifth century.

However, of all these minor festivals at which Theogenes must 
have won, we can identify only two and this presumably only 
because the victories which Theogenes won there were exceptional 
in that they were achieved in the dolichos, long-distance running, in 
which event he was victorious at both the Argive Hekatomboia (below 
41-43) and at a festival in honour of Achilleus in Thessalia (below 
70-71).

1.3.2 Contests Attested by Epinician Poetry

A second impression of the number and identity of contests staged 
in the late-sixth to fifth centuries may be provided by the epinician 
poetry of Simonides, Pindar and Bacchylides. These are choral odes
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celebrating agonistic victories, commissioned by the victor or his 
family from professional poets such as the three mentioned, mostly 
on the occasion of victories in the contests at the Big Four Panhel- 
lenic sites of Olympia, Delphi, Nemea, and on the Corinthian 
Isthmos114 - though a few odes do celebrate victories won else
where.115 To further their encomiastic aims, epinician poems quite 
often include references to earlier victories won by the successful 
athlete or his relatives, frequently in the form of regular catalogues 
of such victories.116 In this way, epinician poetry provides us with 
precious evidence for athletic festivals other than the Four Big ones 
of the periodos. The following section surveys and comments upon 
the evidence provided by epinician poetry, going round the world 
of epinician poetry in the geographical order adopted in Hansen & 
Nielsen 2004.117 118

114. An introduction to the epinician poetry of Pindar is provided by Carne-Ross 
1985; victory catalogues are discussed at 15-16, 75-76, 80-81, 83, 92, 97-99, 113, 119, 
180. Mackie 2003, though not an introduction, is also accessible; victory catalogues 
are discussed at 17-18, 32, 35-36, 52, 57, 87. The collection of articles edited by 
Hornblower & Morgan (2007a) considers Pindar from a wide variety of angles and 
provides a rich bibliography. Translations are provided by e.g. Nisetich 1980; 
translations of the epinician odes of Bacchylides are found in McDevitt 2009. The 
poet Simonides, who was an elder contemporary of the two preserved epinician 
poets, is also known to have composed epinician poems, but these survive in meagre 
fragments only (see Mann 2001: 299-311). On epinician poetry, see also Said & Trédé- 
Boulmer 1984; Golden 1998: 76-88; and Kantzios 2004.
115. See section 2.3 below (174-177).
116. On these catalogues, see Kramer 1970: 3-23 and Gerber 2002: 71-78.
117. The following is indebted to Kramer 1970: 24-63, though additional references 
and discussion are provided throughout.
118. “the splendidly rich cities under Aitna’s lofty crest” (transl. by Race 1997a).
ng. A festival, Aitnaia, at Aitna in honour of Zeus Aitnaios is noted by Schol. Pind. 01. 
6.162a; it is not explicitly stated that this was an athletic festival, but it seems a safe 
assumption (see also Morgan 2015: 58).

i. Sicily and South Italy. At 01.13.hi, Pindar refers to victories won 
by Corinthian athletes and witnessed by rat rå' Atrvag m|/t/.6(poi) 
KaXXt7tXot)TOt 17r6/-isg.,,s It is here implied that at least two poleis near 
Mt. Etna staged contests, but it is not clear which poleis these were; 
the usual assumption is that the reference is to Aitna119 and 
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Syracuse,180 though at least Leontinoi and Messana would seem to 
be candidates as well. These contests, whichever they were, must 
however have been open to foreign athletes, since Corinthians were 
able to participate.

120. Kramer 1970: 55; Gerber 2002: 72.
121. Fr. 506 (Campbell).
122. On Astylos of Kroton, see Nielsen 2007b: 91-92. He seems at one point to have 
become a citizen of Syracuse.
123. Ms. vtKOt;
124. “Who among men of this day has so often crowned himself with leaves of myrtle 
or garlands of roses after winning in a contest of the neighbours” (transl. by 
Campbell 1991).
125. Morgan 2015: 94.
126. For a discussion of this fragment, see Molyneux 1992: esp. 215-18.
127. For which see the survey by Todisco 1997; see also Lomas 1993: 101; Antonaccio 
2014; Morgan 2015: 69-80.
128. Farnell 1932: 119; Mikalson 2007: 38.

In addition, a fragment of an epinician ode by Simonides181 for 
the runner Astylos of Kroton188 reads as follows: xic; 5f] ræv vnv roodS' 
f| 7rsTC/./.oioi puprtov I f| oracpdvotot poScov åvsopoaro. | vtKdo<atg>183 év 
dyævt 7t8ptKTtovcov.184 The phrase év dyævt 7t8ptKTtovcov (“in a contest 
of the neighbours”) probably refers to a local, i.e. South Italian or 
Sicilian,183 contest at which Astylos had been victorious, but the drift 
of the fragment, in fact, suggests that he had been victorious several 
times or in several contexts; the fragment, then, suggests the exist
ence of one or more festivals with foot-races in South Italy or on 
Sicily which must have been open to non-citizen competitors.186 Not 
many details on South Italian (or Sicilian) agonistic festivals are 
known for this period, but the epinician references discussed here as 
well as the massive involvement of the elites and athletes of these 
colonial areas with the contests on the Greek mainland187 suggest in 
a very general way that there were indeed athletic and equestrian 
competitions in these areas themselves, as in most of the rest of the 
Greek world. In fact, it has been suggested that Pindar’s Pythian 2, 
which is usually thought to celebrate a victory won at Thebes in Boi- 
otia, may in fact celebrate one won at games in honour of Artemis 
Alpheioa at Syracuse,188 or at the Isthmia in Syracuse attested by a 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 
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scholion on Pindar;189 if either is correct, equestrian contests will be 
attested for early fifth-century Syracuse.19“

129. Schol. Pind. 01. 13. 158b; see Lefkowitz 1976: 164-65. Schol. 158b refers to an 
dydiv Né|i8a on Sicily but does not locate it.
130. Syracusan coinage begins in the late sixth century; right from the beginning the 
obverse types depict a quadriga, and these types have been interpreted as a reflection 
of “the interest of the horse-racing aristocracy of Syracuse, the Gamoroi, in chariot
racing” (Rutter 1997: 115-16; see also Morgan 2015: 61-62); though not proof, such 
imagery certainly suggests the existence of equestrian competitions at late Archaic 
Syracuse.
131. “the duly ordered games of the Boiotians” (transl. Race 1997a).
132. For the Amphiaraia, see below (61).
133. Kramer 1970: 52 and Schachter 1994a 138-41; see Amandry 1971: 621 for a 
suggestion that the Eleutheria were in fact celebrated in the fifth century; see also Jung 
2006: 329-40 and Larmour 1999: 187-88 no. 62.
134. Ringwood 1927: 51-52; Kramer 1970: 60; Schachter 1994a 218-19.
135. Hansen 2004: 442. For the point that this sanctuary may never have been in the 
possession of any particular Boiotian jWis, see Mackil 2013: 23.
136. On the agon, see Kramer 1970: 46; Schachter 1986: 219-20. See also Ringwood 
1927: 41-
137. Kramer 1970: 48; Schachter 1986:143-44.

2. Boiotia. At 01. 7.84, Pindar refers to victories won by Diagoras 
of Ialysos in Rhodos at contests in Boiotia (åyævag ewogot Botco- 
rtcov).129 130 131 132 These contests must have been open to non-citizen com
petitors, but it is unclear which festivals Pindar has in mind, except 
that Theban festivals are excluded, since the victory catalogue in
cludes Thebes already in verse 83. The reference may be to thcdm- 
phiaraiaat Oropos;138 or to the Eleutheria at Plataiai, though it is un
certain whether this festival existed already in the fifth century;133 or 
to the Erotidia at Thespiai, though these are unattested prior to the 
second century.134 135

Equestrian competitions of some sort at Onchestos in Boiotia, 
i.e. presumably in the territory of Haliartos,133 are indicated by Pind. 
Isthm. 1.33, Isthrn. 4.37 and the fragment Parth. 2.45-46.136 137 Pindar’s 
Isthm. i in honour of Herodotos of Thebes refers at 56 to a victory at 
Orchomenos, presumably an equestrian victory at the Minyeia-f1 the 
competition, then, was not restricted to Orchomenians.
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Several epinician odes refer to victories won at Thebes: Pind. 01. 
7.84, in honour of the boxer Diagoras of Ialysos in Rhodos; 01. 9.99 
in honour of the wrestler Epharmostos of Opous; 01.13.107 in hon
our of the sprinter and pentathlete Xenophon of Corinth; Nem. 4.18 
in honour of the boy wrestler Timasarchos of Aigina; Isthrn. 1.55 in 
honour of the equestrian victor Herodotos of Thebes; Isthrn. 4 in 
honour of Melissos, likewise of Thebes itself, at 70-71 refers to ear
lier victories by the honorand at Thebes in, presumably, pankration in 
both the boys’ and the men’s class; and Bacchylides at 10.30 refers 
to a victory at Thebes by an Athenian sprinter. A victory in the sta- 
dion is, moreover, attested for the fifth-century runner Nikolaidas of 
Corinth;138 all these victories by mostly non-Theban athletes in, pre
sumably, various disciplines suggest a large agon with a rich and var
ied programme, open to outside competitors. And this, of course, 
would be confirmed, if Pindar’s Pythian 2-was composed to celebrate 
a victory at the festival.139 140 The festival in question is variously named 
Herakleia or Ioleiap'' and was presumably annual.141 142 Both a sixth- and 
a fifth-century stadium are attested at Thebes,148 along with a hip
podrome of the fifth century.143 Two gymnasia are also attested.144 145

138. Anth. Pal. 13.19 = Ebert 1972a: no. 26, a victory at the Herakleia, according to 
Kramer 1970: 25; on Nikolaidas, see section 1.3.1 above (25-26); see also CÆGII 630 
(350-300) and Plut. Mor. 587D (equestrian competitions in the fourth century).
139. Mikalson 2007: 38 n. 23; Morgan 2015: 172-75.
140. On the agon, see Kramer 1970: 56-59; Schachter 1986: 25-30; Gerber 2002: 64. 
See also BCH 95 (1971) 617.VII, a fifth-century bronze hydria from Thebes inscribed: 
rov utO/.ov; the contests are not identified and so may be the Herakleia. See 
also Ringwood 1927: 54-55; Roesch 1975; Larmour 1999: 189 no. 71.
141. Schachter 1986: 26 n. 4.
142. Symeonoglou 1985: 140.
143. Symeonoglou 1985: 140 and cat. no. 106; see also Paus. 9.23.2.
144. Symeonoglou 1985:108-9, '4°: see also Xen. Hell. 5.2.25.
145. Kramer 1970: 45. See also Ringwood 1927: 32-33.
146. On Alkathoos, the chief figure of Megarian mythic prehistory, see Hanell 1934:
27-28 and Polignac 1995: 144-45.

5. Megans. Several Pindaric odes refer to victories won at Megara, 
presumably at the Alkathoia'r in honour of the mythical hero 
Alkathoos:146 * 01. 7.86, in honour of the boxer Diagoras of Ialysos in 
Rhodos; 01.13.109, in honour of the sprinter and pentathlete Xeno
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phon of Corinth; Pyth. 8.78, in honour of the boy wrestler 
Aristomenes of Aigina; Pyth. 9.91 in honour of the hoplitodromosTxX- 
esikrates of Kyrene; Nem. 3.84 in honour of the pankratiast Aristo- 
kleides of Aigina; Nem. 5.46 in honour of the pankratiast Pytheas of 
Aigina; and Isthrn. 8.67 in honour of the boy (or ageneios (“beard
less”)) pankratiast Kleandros, also of Aigina; in addition, a victory 
in the stadion is attested for the fifth-century sprinter Nikolaidas of 
Corinth.1« Again, the evidence points to a rich programme of con
tests open to non-Megarian competitors. The names of victors seem 
to have been registered on public stelae.147 148

147. Anth. Pal. 13.19 = Ebert 1972a: no. 26; see also also /GIV 673, a fourth-century 
honorific decree by Hermion in honour of a successful athlete who may have won at 
Megara (5: sv MsfyapOK;]).
148. Schol. Pind. 01. 7.158, 159a. Megara may possibly have staged more agones than 
the Alkathoia: e.g. Schol. Pind. Nem. 3.147 and Nem. 5.84a which refer to MsyaptKÜ 
IT69ia. Note also that a Megarian honorific decree of the late fourth century (/GVII 
1.14-15) grants the honorand KposSptav eil 7täot roi: dycöot <>i: a 7to/.t; ri(h]U (on 
which phrase see section 1.4 below (104-105)).
149. Pind. 01.13.38; see also p. 47 and p. 87.
150. D’Alessio 2012: 48-54, discussing P.Oxy. 2541.
151. D’Alessio 2012: 52 is reluctant to accept that the victors were Lakedaimonians, 
submitting that it is “implausible to posit important foreign participants in such 
minor local games.” But, as the present survey demonstrates, many ‘minor local 
games’ must have attracted and admitted foreign entrants; see also Nielsen 2014a: 
27-28. See also Parker 1998: 22 commenting on Pindar: “I am struck by the regular 
assumption in the poetry of Pindar that a victor ... displays his excellence ‘among 
those who live around’: I infer that many of the local athletic festivals ... attracted not 
just competitors but spectators from quite a wide region.” On non-citizen entrants at 
minor athletic festivals, see Nielsen, Foreign Entrants.
152. Romano 1993: 43.

4. Corinthia. In addition to the Isthmian Games, Corinth celebra
ted the Hellotia in honour of Athena; Pindar at 01.13.40 in honour of 
the sprinter and pentathlete Xenophon of Corinth mentions seven 
victories at the contests of this festival by Xenophon’s father Thes
salos, who was a successful late Archaic sprinter;1« and Pindar may 
possibly have composed an ode in honour of pankratiasts who had 
been victorious at the Hellotia,150 151 152 not impossibly pankratiasts from 
Lakedaimon.«1 Archaeological evidence of the Classical period 
from the city of Corinth attests to the existence of a stadium,w 
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tracks for foot-races, seemingly designed for torch races, and a ‘ring’ 
for heavy events, possibly at the Hellotia,^ which in that case in
cluded several disciplines on its programme and were perhaps open 
to foreign entrants.

j. Sikyonia. Victories at the Pythia1^ at Sikyon are catalogued by 
both Pindar and Bacchylides: 01. 13.109 in honour of the sprinter 
and pentathlete Xenophon of Corinth refers to one or more victor
ies by members of Xenophon’s extended family, the Oligaithidav, 
Nemeang celebrates an equestrian victory at Sikyon by Chromios of 
Aitna; Nem. 10.43 in honour of the wrestler Theaios of Argos refers 
to one or more victories at Sikyon by ancestors of Theaios; Isthm. 
4.44 in honour of Melissos of Thebes refers to a presumably eques
trian victory at Sikyon by an ancestor of the honorand; and Bac- 
chyl. 10.32 in honour of an Athenian runner refers to an athletic 
victory at Sikyon, presumably in a foot-race.

153. Williams & Russel 1981: 2-21; see also Ringwood 1927: 65; Kramer 1970: 41; 
Romano 1993: 43; D’Alessio 2012: 52-54.
154. Ringwood 1927: 64; Kramer 1970: 54; Larmour 1999: 184 no. 38; Farrington 2013; 
Kramer 1970:54 assumes that the Pythia and the Adrasteia at Sikyon are a single festival 
(implicitly accepted by Farrington 2013).
155. Barron 1984.
156. See, e.g., Jenner 1986; Hornblower 2004: 21-22; Hornblower & Morgan 2007b: 
11; Thomas 2007:146; Lowe 2007: 167; Rawles 2012.
157. Barron 1984: 22; see also Hornblower 2004: 21 and Rawles 2012: 9 (who is a little 
sceptical of the suggestion).

In 1984, J.P. Barron suggested that the mid-sixth-century lyric 
poet Ibykos of Rhegion in South Italy was a precursor to Simoni
des, Pindar and Bacchylides in the production of epinician odes.153 154 155 
This suggestion has met with general approval, it seems.156 157 More 
specifically, Barron suggested that Ibykos composed an epinician 
ode in honour of a Spartan who had achieved an athletic victory at 
Sikyon.15?

SEG11 257 of 500-450 seems to be a catalogue from Sikyon itself 
of, apparently, victories won by an unknown athlete; in line 6 it lists 
Eskdö|vi| as a place of competitions. Finally, from Lindos in Rho
dos comes a catalogue of 300-290 listing equestrian victories by one 
Nikagoras and among the victories listed are three in three different 
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equestrian disciplines won at the Pythia at Sikyon.198 The festival at 
Sikyon, then, included both equestrian and athletic competitions 
and these could be entered by non-Sikyonians.1"

158.I.Lindos 6%.ey. IluØia sv Sikdcövi dpium toiAkcöi, cruvcopiSi reXsiai, kA.ijti.
159. See also SEG11338 (= Moretti, IAGno. 35), a third-century catalogue of victories 
attesting the ÆWo.tand the hoplites at Sikyon.
160. “the lofty cities of the Achaians” (transl. Race 1997b).
161. Kramer 1970: 50. Other festivals are referred to by scholiasts: Heraia (Schol. Ar. 
Av. 1421); Hermaia (Schol. Ar. Av. 1421; Schol. Pind. 01. 9.116c); Diia (Schol. Pind. Nem. 
9.82a). See also Ringwood 1927: 99.
162. Simon, fr. 514 (Campbell).
163. See also nn. 348-49 on p. 62 below.

6. Achaia. At Nem. 10.47 ™ honour of the wrestler Theaios of Argos, 
Pindar refers to victories won by ancestors of the honorand at A/atov 
fni/ißarot 7t6Xt8g;l6° it is unclear which poleis Pindar has in mind but the 
reference is valuable as evidence that Pellene - listed already at Nem. 
10.44  was not alone among the cities of Achaia in staging contests 
open to non-citizen competitors. Both Pindar and Bacchylides cata
logue victories at Pellene, presumably at the Theoxenia in honour of 
Apollo:* 159 160 161 162 163 01.7.86 in honour of the boxer Diagoras of Ialysos in Rho
dos refers to a victory at Pellene by the honorand; 0/. 9.98 in honour 
of the wrestler Epharmostos of Opous refers to an earlier victory of 
his at Pellene; 01. 13.109 in honour of the Corinthian sprinter and 
pentathlete Xenophon refers to earlier victories at Pellene by mem
bers of Xenophon’s extended family, the Oligaithidar, Nem. 10.44 in 
honour of the Argive wrestler Theaios refers to victories at Pellene by 
ancestors of the honorand; Bacchylides at 10.33 in honour of an 
Athenian runner lists an earlier victory of the honorand at Pellene; in 
addition, Simonides is known to have composed an epinician ode 
celebrating an equestrian victory at Pellene by one Orillas whose 
polis of origin is unfortunately not revealed by the fragments.168 A vic
tory in the stadionXsy Nikolaidas of Corinth is attested by the epigram 
in his honour discussed above (25-26). The festival of Pellene seems 
from this evidence to have included both equestrian and athletic 
competitions which could be entered by non-Pelleneans.

7. Arkadia.16i Pindar refers to three athletic festivals in Arkadia: 
victories at the Lykaia in honour of Zeus Lykaios on Mt. Lykaion in 
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Parrhasia are referred to at 01. 7.83 in honour of the boxer Diagoras 
of Ialysos in Rhodos;164 at 01. 9.95-96 in honour of the wrestler Eph- 
armostos of Opous;l6s and at 01.13.108 in honour of the Corinthian 
sprinter and pentathlete Xenophon there is a reference to victories 
at the Lykaia by members of Xenophon’s extended family, the 
Oligaithidaiy66 and, finally, Nem. 10.48 refers to one or, more probably, 
a number of victories at the Lykaia by ancestors of the honorand, the 
wrestler Theaios of Argos. These victories were presumably in foot
races and the heavy events, or, possibly, in the pankration.161 166 167 The 
Lykaia is a reasonably well-known festival,168 and we may add to Pin
dar’s evidence that of a victory in the stadion by Nikolaidas of 
Corinth.169 170 Three victories in the Lykaia by the fifth-century pankra- 
tiast Dorieus of Ialysos in Rhodos, son of Diagoras of Rhodos, are 
mentioned in Syllß 82, a statue base from Delphi dating to the 420s. 
Moreover, a victory in pankration may also be attested by IG IV 673, a 
fourth-century decree by the polis of Hermion honouring a success
ful athlete who had won i.a. at the Lykaia.110 It is not clear in which 
discipline he had competed, but line 6 of the decree has been re
stored to the effect that the unknown athlete had won in the pankra
tion at Poteidaia,171 and he was then probably a heavyweight. In addi
tion, a victory catalogue of the mid-fourth century found in the 

164. ra t' sv ApKOtSta | epya (“[The bronze in Argos came to know him,] as did the 
works of art in Arkadia” (transl. Race 1997a)). On Pindar’s wording here, see below 
p. 40.
165. w. 8e IIappaotop orparro | OauLiauro; sow cpävi] Zijvo; aiicpt Ttavayuptv AvKotiov 
(“Then too he made a marvelous appearance among the Parrhasian host at the 
festival of Lykaian Zeus” (transl. Race 1997a)).
166. 00a t' ÄpKÜutv ötväoorov | papwpiioet AvKotiov ßoitio; dvac (“and all those 
whose witness will be the Lykaian god’s royal altar that rules over the Arcadians” 
(transl. Race 1997a)). On the Oligaithidai, see Barrett 1978.
167. Kat AvKatov 7tap Ato; SfjKS Spoptop, uuv 7to8cöv yetpcöv re vtKÖtoat oSevet (“and 
Lykaion set beside the racecourse of Zeus for men to win with strength of feet and 
hands” (transl. by Race 1997b)).
168. Ringwood 1927: 95-98; Kramer 1970: 30; Jost 1985: 267-68. See also Nielsen 
2013a.
169. Anth. Pal. 13.13.19 = Ebert 1972a: no. 26.
170. /GIV 673.3: [vtKi]]oavTa AvfKata sv ApKaSta].
171. [IIoTt]5atg7tay[KpaTtov].
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theatre at Argos records a wrestling victory by one Prateas at the 
Lykaiay2 and another of c. 350-325, likewise from Argos, refers to 
one or more victories at the Lykaiakxy the runner Kleainetos.172 173 A vic
tory catalogue from Lindos of c. 300-290 records an equestrian vic
tory at the Lykaia by Nikagoras of Rhodos.174

172. SEG 17 150 (date: Amandry 1980: 220).
173. Charneux 1985: 357-58. See also Ebert 1986; SÄG35 267; CEGII 814.
174.1.Iandos&3.
775- /GV-9 549-5O-
176. Nielsen 2002: 61-62, 148-52; Pretzier 2009: 93.
177. Nielsen 2002: 149-50.
178. Roy 1967: 308-9; see also Nielsen 2002: 61-62,148-52; Pretzier 2009: 93-94.
179. Roy 1972: esp. 134-35.

From the hippodrome on Mt. Lykaion itself come two stelae 
with victory catalogues of the later fourth century produced by the 
organizers themselves, the city of Megalopolis or some incarnation 
of the Arkadian Confederacy.175 The competitors were divided into 
paides and andres, and contests included various equestrian disci
plines and stadion, diaulos, dolichos, hoplitodromos, pentathlon, pankration, 
wrestling, and boxing, a programme very much resembling the 
Olympics. In addition to Arkadians, the catalogues list victors from 
Akarnania, Argos, Athens, Elis, Kassandreia, Macedonia, Rhodos, 
Sparta, and Syracuse. Whereas these victors are all listed with their 
city-ethnic (e.g. Apystog (“of Argos”), EupaKootog (“of Syracuse”) 
etc.), the numerous victors from Arkadia itself are listed with their 
regional ethnic Apicdg (“of Arkadia”). This is probably a reflection 
of the fact that the cult of Zeus Lykaios was traditionally of central 
importance to Arkadian identity,176 and this seems to be confirmed 
by Xenophon’s Anabasis-, at 1.2.10 Xenophon reports that Cyrus stop
ped his march for three days during which Xenias, an Arkadian 
from Parrhasia where the cult of Zeus Lykaios was situated, celeb
rated the Lykaia, a gesture which should probably be interpreted as 
a concession to Xenias himself or to the Arkadians among the mer
cenaries of Cyrus.177 These, it has been calculated, constituted the 
largest single component of Cyrus’ army, some 4,000 hoplites,178 
and they displayed, to a remarkable degree, their sense of ethnic 
community.179 This close connection between the Lykaia and Arka- 
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dian identity may be the reason why Pindar at 01. 7.83 can identify 
the Lykaia simply by the vague rd r' év ÄpKotSiq | 8pya:l8° the Lykaia 
were the Arkadian agonistic festival. The Lykaia, then, comprised a 
varied athletic and equestrian programme and attracted foreign 
competitors.

180. “the works of art in Arkadia” (transl. Race 1997a). Two scholia explicitly interpret 
this phrase as a reference to the Lykaia-. 153b, 153d.
181. Kramer 1970: 40; Jost 1985: 42.
182. /GVII 47; BCH10 (1886) 83-84.
183. Jost 1985: 388.
184. On which see Kramer 1970: 57; Jost 1985: 374; Larmour 1999: 187 no. 57.
185. SÄG59 411 (Augustan) demonstrates the existence of wrestlig for boys and men 
and pankration for ageneioi at this date.
186. Anth. Pal. 13.19 = Ebert 1972a: no. 26; admittedly, Tsysot in verse 9 is an emendation 
of the transmitted Nspsot which is, however, impossible, since Nemea is already 
mentioned in verse 7; the emendation seems certain and is commonly accepted.
187. See also IG N.o. 113 of the early fifth century: it records a grant of proedria,
presumably at the Aleaia.

The Lykaia were not, however, the only Arkadian agonistic festi
val. At Nem. 10.47 ™ honour of the wrestler Theaios of Argos, Pindar 
refers to one or more victories at Kleitor by ancestors of the hon- 
orand, Theaios of Argos, presumably at the Koriasia in honour of 
Athena.180 181 182 Post-Classical inscriptions attest contests in boxing and 
the dolichos for this festival,188 while equestrian competitions in the 
Classical period have been suggested on the basis of coin types.183 184 185 
Pindar’s evidence demonstrates that in the fifth century, or perhaps 
already in the sixth, non-Kleitorians could enter the competitions. 
Also at Nem. 10.47 ’s a reference to a triumph at Tegea, presumably 
at the Aleaia'"1 in honour of Athena Aiea. A third-century victory ca
talogue from Tegea itself demonstrates that in this period competi
tors were divided into paides and andres and that the contests inclu
ded one in the dolichos.’''"1 That running competitions were staged 
already in the fifth century is demonstrated by the victory in the 
stadion achieved at Tegea by Nikolaidas of Corinth,186 187 but apart from 
that, the Classical programme is unknown;18? however, the competi
tions at theAleaia could be entered by non-Tegeatans.

8. Lakedaimon. At Nem. 10.49-53 in honour of the wrestler Theaios 
of Argos, Pindar refers to a visit by the Dioskouroi to an ancestor - 
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Pamphaes - of the honorand. In the immediately preceding section 
of the ode Pindar has sung of victories by ancestors of Theaios at 
e.g. Sikyon, Pellene, Kleitor and Tegea; he now says on Øaupa ocptotv 
I éyyevsg sppev åaØXriratg åyaØototv,188 and goes on to point out that 
the Dioskouroi preside with Herakles and Hermes over agones at Spar
ta. This must be interpreted as a reference to agonistic contests at 
Sparta,189 though these cannot be identified.190 It is not explicitly 
said that members of Theaios’ family had been victorious at Sparta, 
but the general drift of this section of the ode in fact suggests as 
much; if so, this passage testifies to contests at Sparta which could 
be entered by non-Spartans and that, of course, would be inter
esting in the light of Sparta’s general (but perhaps exaggerated) 
reputation for xenophobia.191 192

188. “no wonder that they have inborn ability to be good athletes” (transl. Race 
1997b)-
189. See also section 1.3.3 (8) below (63-65).
igo. Kramer 1970: 56.
igi. On the Spartan institution of xenelasia, see Michell 1964: 152-54 and Gray 2007: 
182-83 on Xen. Lac. 14.4; see also Cartledge 1987: 50, 243-44; Hodkinson 2000: 337 
(“Sparta’s reputation for the practice of xenelasia (the expulsion of foreigners) did not 
entail the permanent absence of foreigners from the polis.”). On xenelasiai at Sparta, 
see also Rebenich 1998 and Figueira 2003. Note that xenelasia is attested also for 
Apollonia by Ael. VH 13.15.
192. On the Hekatomboia, see Nilsson 1906: 42-45; Ringwood 1927: 67-69; Kramer 
1970: 29; and Amandry 1980. The Heraion was prior to the 460s a “confederate 
sanctuary for all the communities of the Argive Plain” and came under the exclusive 
control of Argos only when this city had destroyed Mykenai in the 460s (Hall 1995: 
613).
193. o t' sv Apyet /o/.ko; eyvco vtv (“The bronze in Argos came to know him” (transl.
Race 1997a)).

9. Argolis. Five epinician odes refer to victories at Argos, presum
ably at the festival of the Hekatomboia in honour of Hera:I9S At 01.7.83 
in honour of the boxer Diagoras of Ialysos in Rhodos is listed one 
or more victories by the honorand at Argos.193 * At 0/. 9.88 in honour 
of the wrestler Epharmostos of Opous is listed a victory by the hon
orand at Argos in, presumably, men’s wrestling. At 01.13.107 in hon
our of the sprinter and pentathlete Xenophon of Corinth is a vague 
reference to earlier victories at Argos by members of Xenophon’s 
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extended family, the Oligaithidai. At Bacchylides 10.32 in honour of 
an Athenian runner is a reference to one or more victories at Argos 
by the honorand, and a victory in the dolichos is attested for Theo- 
genes of Thasos by a fourth-century inscription from Delphi.194 Pin
dar’s Nemeanio does not, in fact, celebrate a Nemean victory but was 
composed in honour of the wrestler Theaios of Argos who twice 
won at the Hekatomboia, presumably in wrestling; contests in wrest
ling are attested for the fourth century when Prateas of Argos was 
victorious;195 and contests in pankration are attested for the fifth cen
tury by three victories in the Hekatomboia by the pankratiast Dorieus 
of Ialysos in Rhodos, son of Diagoras of Rhodos, by Syllß 82, a sta
tue base from Delphi dating to the 420s. Foot-races in the fourth 
century are attested by an inscription of 350-325 from Argos itself.196

194. Ebert 1972a: no. 37.12-14 (= Sylt.3 36A), c. 370-365.
195. SEGi-j 150 with Amandry 1980: 220.
196. Charneux 1985: 357-58. See also Ebert 1986; .SEG'35 267; CEGII 814.
197. Amandry 1971: 615.Ill; Amandry 1980: 211-13.
198. “I am <one of> the prizes from <the festival of> Hera Argeia”.
199. Amandry 1971: 615.III.A; see also SEG30 1456.
200. Amandry 1971: 615.III.C.
201. Amandry 1980: 212 n. 7. The Macedonian royal house, of course, claimed descent 
from Argos (Hdt. 5.22); see also Borza 1982; Andronicos 1993: 165-66: “[T]he 
possibility that the victor who carried off the trophy was a Macedonian king is quite 
strong”; Kyle 2007: 232.
202. Amandry 1980: 213.
203. A fourth prize hydria, of 460-450, has turned up at Pompeii (Lazzarini & Zevi

This evidence attests to a festival with a varied athletic pro
gramme and admitting foreign entrants. Also of great interest in 
this connection is the preservation of five bronze artefacts of the 
fifth century which had served as prizes at the games: three hydriae, 
one lebes and a tripod.197 198 199 200 201 202 203 They are all inscribed with variations of 
the formula 7tap' H&pac, Apyatag épt rov /?aps()/.ov.,!’s Of the three 
hydriae, one was found in a grave at Sinope,1" and one in a grave 
near Athens;800 the tripod was found in a royal tomb at Vergina in 
Macedonia,801 whereas the lebes was also found in a grave at Ath
ens.808 The provenances of these finds, then, can reasonably be tak
en as a confirmation that the Hekatomboia attracted competitors from 
outside of Argos.8"
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Argos probably actively promoted the international profile of 
the Hekatomboia by announcing the festival throughout most of the 
Greek world. In the later fourth century, at least, the area through
out which Argos announced the festival for Hera becomes partially 
visible on the basis of a handful of randomly preserved inscriptions 
which record theorodokoi for Hera in various places. The area visited 
by theoroi from Argos included at least the Adriatic, Epeiros, Akarna- 
nia and adjacent islands, Megaris, a large part of the Peloponnese, 
Athens, islands in the Aegean, Thrace, Propontis, Troas, Aiolis, Io
nia, Karia, Rhodos and the area of Kyrene?°4

Contests at Epidauros are referred to in three Pindaric odes. It is 
not certain that the festival in question was named Asklepieia in Pin
dar’s day?'’5 but that was clearly its name by the 420s?06 Nem. 3.84 in 
honour of the pankratiast Aristokleides of Aigina refers to a victory 
at Epidauros by the honorand;8“7 Nem. 5.52 refers to the sixth cen
tury and is discussed below (89); Isthrn. 8.68 in honour of the boy (or 
agendos) pankratiast Kleandros of Aigina refers to a previous victory 
by the honorand at Epidauros?08 In addition, four victories in pan-

1989; see .SEG'39 1061). It may perhaps be assumed that the prize had been won by an 
athlete from Magna Graecia and originally made its way to Italy with the victor.
204. The details are as follows (references are to the Epigraphic Catalogue in Perlman 
2000): The Adriatic: Apollonia: A.i; Epeiros, in addition to queen Kleopatra (A.i): 
Phoinike: A.i; Akarnania: Alyzeia: A.i; Ambrakia: A.i; Anaktorion: A.i; Argos: A.i; 
Kephallenia (A.i) though exactly where is not known; Korkyra: A.i; Leukas: A.i; 
Medion: A.i; Palairos: A.i; Thyrreion: A.i; Torybeia: A.i; Megaris: Megara: A.5; in the 
Peloponnese (A.i) more than the following, inArkadia: Aiea: A.i; Kleitor: A.i; Pallantion: 
A.2-3; Pheneos: A.i; Stymphalos: A.i; Thisoa (Goester etal. 2007: 200-2); in Messenia: 
Messene: A.6; in Argolis: Epidauros: A.7; Attika: Athens: A.4; The Aegean: Andros: A.i; 
Thasos: A.i; Thrace (A.g); Propontis: Kios: A.i; Lampsakos: A.8; Miletouteichos: A.i; 
Myrleia: A.i; Troas: Tenedos: A.i; Aiolis: Kyme: A.i; Ionia: Chios: A.i; Ephesos: A.i; 
Erythrai: A.i; Klazomenai: A.i; Lebedos: A.i; Magnesia: A.i; Miletos: A.i; 
Naulochon: A.i; Notion: A.i; Pygela: A.i; Teos: A.i; Karia: Iasos: A.i; Rhodos: Rhodos: 
A.14; and Kyrenaia (A.i) though exactly where is not known.
205. Kramer 1970: 37.
206. SyllA82.5: ÄGK/jmeta. On the festival, see Ringwood 1927: 70-71; Séve 1993 and 
Miller 2004: 129-32.
207. Séve 1993: 327 no. 5.
208. Séve 1993: 328 no. 23.
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kration at Epidauros by Dorieus of Rhodos8“9 are recorded in Syll.3 
82, a statue base from Delphi dating to the 420s. A victory in the 
stadion race at Epidauros is attested for the fifth-century sprinter 
Nikolaidas of Corinth,810 and victories in the stadion and the hoplite 
race seem to be attested for the fourth-century runner Kleainetos of 
Argos.811 Equestrian competitions are implied for Epidauros by a 
horos inscribed: [opjog to irc|-[7t]o5p6p[o] and dating to the late fifth 
or early fourth century.818 The festival at Epidauros, then, included 
competitions in various athletic and equestrian disciplines813 which 
could be entered by non-Epidaurians.814

In the middle of the fourth century Epidauros developed an ex
tensive network of epangelia (‘festival-announcing’) to announce the 
festival far and wide; the extent of the network is partially known 
from a handful of inscriptions attesting to theorodokoi for the theoroi 
from Epidauros, and it appears that Epidauros announced the festi
val in at least 82 poleis throughout the Greek world from Sicily and 
Magna Graecia to Epeiros, Akarnania, Aitolia, Lokris, Phokis, Boi- 
otia, the Isthmos, Argos, Athens, Thessalia, the Aegean, Macedo
nia, the Chalkidike, Thrace, the Chersonese, Propontis and even 
Cyprus.815

io.Aigina. Several epinician odes refer to victories won in Aigina. 
Admittedly, it is not certain, though certainly a possibility, that 
Isthm. 8.64-65 refers to one or more victories won in Aigina: Pindar 
has just celebrated an Isthmian victory by the boxer Nikokles of

209. Séve 1993: 327 no. 14.
210. Ebert 1972a: no. 26.9; see also Maroti 1990. Nikolaidas is Séve 1993: 328 no. 25.
211. Charneux 1985. See also Ebert 1986; SEG35 267; CEGII 814. Kleainetos is Séve 
1993: 328 no. 22.
212. /GIVa.i 153 (“boundary of the hippodrome”); see Séve 1993: 311-12.
213. In addition to pankrationxnA foot-races, boxing is attested for the sixth century 
and may be assumed for the Classical period; see section 1.3.4 (9) below (89) on 
Themistios of Aigina.
214. See also /GIV 673, a fourth-century honorific decree by Hermion in honour of a 
successful athlete who may have won at the Asklepieia (4: [Kat] AoK<X>a7te[ta sv 
'E7tt5ar>pO5]). See also /GIVa.i 51.12-14 (350-275), an honorary decree by Epidauros 
granting various privileges to a man of Lampsakos, included among which is 
KposSptav sv rot: åyaxn rot: 5apo[o]tot<;.
215. Perlman 2000: 67-97; Nielsen 2007b: 63-68.
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Aigina, a deceased relative of the honorand, Kleandros of Aigina. 
He then goes on to say 87t8t 7t8ptKrtovag | evucaoe 5f| 7tore Kat Ksivog 
dvopag acpuKra yept K/.ovéoiv.8"1 Kramer interprets this to mean that 
Nikokles “also bei heimischen Spielen einen Kranz gewonnen 
habe”?1? If this interpretation is accepted, the passage is evidence of 
a boxing contest in Aigina open to non-Aiginetans, though at which 
festival we cannot say. At 01. 13.109 in honour of the Corinthian 
sprinter and pentathlete Xenophon is a reference to earlier victories 
at the Æzzføz'«818 in Aigina by members of Xenophon’s extended fam
ily, the Oligaithidai. The Aiakeia were the most significant athletic fes
tival in Aigina,and unspecified victories were presumably won 
here; Bacchyl. 10.34-35 in honour of an Athenian runner refers to a 
former victory of the honorand on “the holy island of Aigina”,880 
though at what festival is left unstated. At 01. 7.86 in honour of the 
boxer Diagoras of Ialysos in Rhodos Pindar claims six earlier victor
ies for his honorand in Aigina, again at an unspecified festival, while 
two victories in Aigina in unknown disciplines by Euthymenes of 
Aigina are recorded in Nem. 5.41 in honour of a relative of Euthy
menes. These may all have been won at the Aiakeia, though a scho- 
lion connects Euthymenes with the Delphinia mentioned below.881 
The victory in the stadion race by the fifth-century sprinter Nikolai- 
das of Corinth was presumably won at the Aiakeia.™

216. “since that man too in his day conquered the men who lived around him, by 
driving them back with his inescapable hand” (transl. Race 1997b).
217. Kramer 1970: 27; Neumann-Hartmann 2007:135 also takes Nikokles to have been 
victorious “an lokalen Wettkämpfen”.
218. Kramer 1970: 27. On the Aiginetan cult of Aiakos and the Aiakidai, see Polinskaya 
2013:126-63.
219. Kramer 1970: 27.
220. ispöv I votoov [Aiytv]av.
221. Schol. in Pind. Nem. 5.81b.
0.0.0.. Anth. Pal. 13.19 = Ebert 1972a: no. 26.9 with Maroti 1990. See also Ringwood 1927: 
62.
223. “Hera’s local contest” (transl. Race 1997a).

At Pyth. 8.79 in honour of the boy wrestler Aristomenes of Aigi
na, Pindar records three victories by the honorand in "Hpag åyæv' 
87ttycbptov,883 thus attesting to boxing competitions at a festival in 216 217 218 219 220 221 * 223 
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honour of Hera in Aigina. A scholion claims that these Heraia™* 
were an imitation of the Hekatomboia at Argos,and if this is correct 
it probably included other contests than boxing; and entrants must 
have been divided into age-classes (boys and men?).!s6 The scholia, 
moreover, mention an athletic festival, the Delphinia,^ in honour of 
Apollo in Aigina;ss8 at Nem. 5.45 is, it seems, recorded a victory at 
this festival by the boy (or agendos) honorand Pytheas of Aigina, a 
pankratiast: Pytheas’ victory here makes it clear that entrants at this 
festival were divided into age-classes (boys or ageneioi and, presum
ably, men).”’ The programme seems also to have included the pent
athlon.^0 In addition, a stadium of the Classical period is known in 
Aigina?31 Aigina, in conclusion, staged several festivals with athletic 
competitions and at least the Aiakeia could be entered by non-Aigin- 
etans.

224. Ringwood 1927: 61.
225. Schol. in Pind. Pyth. 8.113c: "JIpa; t' dycöv' 87ti'/_ü)piov: <■>p Kai sv Atyivr] 1Ipaicov 
dyopsvrov Kara gip.r]cnv rov sv Äpyei aycövop.
226. See, however, Polinskaya 2013: 122-23 who denies that the Pindaric reference is 
to a festival in Aigina and takes it to refer to the Hekatomboia at Argos, a perhaps 
somewhat forced interpretation of S7ttycbptov. There is, however, no other evidence 
for a festival dedicated to Hera in Aigina.
227. Ringwood 1927: 61-62.
228. Kramer 1970: 27; for the cult of Apollo Delphinios in Aigina, see Polinskaya 
2013: 219-25.
229. Pfeijffer 1998: 31.
230. Kramer 1970: 27 on Pyth. 8.65-66. Pentathlon is also claimed for this festival by 
Schol. in Pind. Pyth. 8.91; see also Polinskaya 2013: 221.
231. Krinzinger 1968; see also Polinskaya 2013: 222.
232. Kpavadip sv ASdvatp.
233. On the Panathenaia, see Johnston 1987; Tracy 1991; Neils 1992a; Kyle 1993: 33-40;
Parker 1996: 89-92; Parker 2005: 253-69; Miller 2004: 132-45; Palagia & Choremi-
Spetsieri 2007.

ii. Attika. Several epinician odes refer to competitions staged by 
the polis of Athens. No fewer than eight Pindaric odes refer to victor
ies won at the Panathenaia-. (1) 01. 7.82 in honour of the boxer Di
agoras of Ialysos in Rhodos lists one or more victories by the hon
orand “at rocky Athens”,S3S presumably at the Panathenaia-,133 (2) 01. 
9.88 in honour of the wrestler Epharmostos of Opous lists a victory 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 * * 
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by the honorand in the boys’ class at Athens; (3) 01.13.38 in honour 
of the sprinter and pentathlete Xenophon of Corinth refers to three 
victories won by Xenophon’s father Thessalos, also a sprinter, at 
Athens at the same festival: at Delphi, Thessalos had won both the 
stadion and the diaulos and his Athenian feat, then, resembled his Py
thian record, and it may well be that at Athens he won the two plain 
sprints as well as the hoplite race, attested by Panathenaic 
amphoras,“34 as stated by Schol. in Pind. 01. i3.5id;833 Thessalos was 
also an Olympic victor, in c. 504,836 and so his Panathenaic victories 
may belong to the late sixth century; (4) Nem. 2.23 in honour of the 
Athenian pankratiast Timodemos claims victories “beyond num
ber” (pdooov' åptØpou) “at home” (otKot) for Timodemos’ family;83? 
(5) Nem. 4.18 in honour of the boy wrestler Timasarchos of Aigina 
refers to an earlier triumph by the honorand at Athens; (6) Nem. 
10.34 in honour of the wrestler Theaios of Argos refers to two prior 
victories by the honorand at Athens; (7) Isthrn. 2.20 in honour of the 
equestrian victor Xenokrates of Akragas refers to an earlier victory 
at Athens; and finally, (8) Isthrn. 4.43 in honour of a Theban refers to 
a presumably equestrian victory at Athens by an ancestor of the 
honorand. So, the epinician evidence alone depicts the Panathenaia 
as a festival with a rich athletic and equestrian programme attract
ing competitors from as far away as Sicily.

To this evidence we may add: that of the victory in the pentathlon 
by the fifth-century athlete Nikolaidas of Corinth;838 that of SEG11 
257 (500-450) from Sikyon, a catalogue of victories by a successful 
athlete,839 listing [A]0dv[aot] at line 7, thus probably attesting to a 
Sikyonian victor at the Panathenaia-, that of four victories in the pan- 
kration by the fifth-century athlete Dorieus of Rhodos attested by 
Syll.3 82. Moreover, and somewhat unusually, we may have evidence 
of a participant who was not victorious: Plutarch at Perikles^6.^ re

234. E.g. Bentz 1998: Cat. no. 6.on of 550-540. See also Brandt 1978: 20.
235. rpta 8s spya sifts SiaiAov Kat dft/.rriKov 8p6|iov Kat oraStov.
236. Moretti, Olympionikaino. 154.
237. Kyle 1993: 46 suggests that Nem. 2.23 may refer to Athenian contests in honour 
of Zeus (the Olympiad).
238. Anth. Pal. 13.19 = Ebert 1972a no. 26 with Maroti 1990.
239. Moretti, lAGad no. 12.
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lates how Perikles discussed with the philosopher Protagoras the 
death of a pentathlete, Epitimos of Pharsalos, who was accidentally 
hit by a spear during a contest, and it has been suggested, not un
reasonably, that this accident occurred at the Panathenaia.

For the fourth century, SEG17 150 (c. 350s41) attests to a wrestling 
victory by Prateas of Argos. An inscription of c. 380, which lists the 
prizes given to Panathenaic victors,848 confirms the impression of a 
rich and varied programme, attesting to several equestrian events 
and to a large athletic programme including e.g. the stadion, the pent
athlon, wrestling, boxing and pankration.^ The inscription is frag
mentary and the prizes for the men’s class844 are lost, but the preser
ved sections show that below the men’s class competitors were 
subdivided into ageneioi (‘beardless’) andpaides (‘boys’). For eques
trian and athletic victors, as well as for second places, prizes consis
ted in varying numbers of the famous Panathenaic amphoras con
taining olive oil from Athena’s sacred trees.845 Such amphoras have 
been found practically all over the Greek world: those of the fifth 
and fourth centuries catalogued by Bentz (1998) originate from e.g. 
Aigina, Akanthos, Amphipolis, Athens, Barke, Corinth, Delphi, 
Dion, Eretria, Gela, Isthmia, lasos, Istros, Kenchreai, Kition, Kni
dos, Italian Kyme, Kyrene, Lindos, Lokroi Epizephyrioi, Mykonos, 
Naukratis, Olympia, Olynthos, Oropos, Pantikapaion, Paphos,

240. Stadter 1989: 328; Stamatopoulou 2007b: 220. The participation of an athlete 
from Larisa in Thessalia has been assumed as well: Stamatopoulou 2007b: 335-36.
241. Amandry 1980: 220.
242. /GIF 2311.
243. Long-distance running (W/Aor) is attested for the festival by Panathenaic 
amphoras, e.g. Bentz 1998: Cat. no. 5.on. For a useful table setting out the evidence 
for the athletic programme of the Panathenaia, see Shear 2003: 106-7.
244. IG IF 2312 (c. 400-350) may be a fragmentary list of victors at the Panathenaia-, it 
attests to men’s diaulos at line 9; the prior entries list men with at least six different 
city-ethnics, but none of them is completely preserved; however, this is testimony to 
the international appeal of the festival to which the inscription refers. Suggested 
restorations of the fragmentary city-ethnics include: [A9r|]vato<; (2); [Epu9|p<Æo; 
(4); [Tpo(]i]vto<; (5); [Zok]w9io<; (6).
245. On Panathenaic amphoras, see Bentz 1998. A basic introduction is provided by 
Frei 1973. See also Johnston 1987; Pinney 1988; Boardman 1991: 167-77; Miller 2004: 
132-45; Tyrrell 2004: 144-56.
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Pella, Poteidaia, Praisos, Rhodos, Salamis on Cyprus, Samos, Stry- 
me, Syracuse, Taras, Thasos, and Thebes; and to these we may now 
add Arkadian Asea?46 However, since the amphoras and the oil they 
contained may well have been traded by the victors,847 we cannot 
simply assume that these amphoras are necessarily evidence of com
petitors from these areas, though, as the epigraphic and literary evi
dence suggests, it is likely enough that the Panathenaia attracted 
many non-Athenian competitors - and so the geographical distribu
tion of the recovered amphoras may only in a very general way be 
taken as confirmation of the international appeal of the Panathenaia. 
Even amphoras found in graves cannot automatically be taken as 
evidence that the deceased was a Panathenaic victor, as Bentz has 
demonstrated convincingly?48 However, Panathenaic amphoras 
found in sanctuaries may reasonably be interpreted as dedications by 
victorious athletes?49 In a few cases, this interpretation is confirmed 
by dedicatory inscriptions; thus, a fourth-century amphora from the 
sanctuary of Zeus Megistos at Labraunda in Karia is inscribed: 
[KaXXJtKXrjg I<a/.|/.i|K/.sioi)[q| 'HpaK/.so)|ri]g vt|Ki]|oa|g civopag 
[oräöiov A]tt85° and attests to a victory at the Panathenaia by a citizen 
of Herakleia on Latmos?51 Another, from the sanctuary at Eleusis in 
Attika itself, has a dedicatory inscription of which the ethnic 
A0r|vat[og] (“of Athens”) survives alongside a mention of the disci
pline in which the victory was won: the long-distance race (ooT/.t'/Jov | 
(tic))?58 A third, from a sacred building at Poteidaia, is inscribed: 
AptoroßouXog EüßouXtSou [üp]part [-J,853 thus attesting to an eques
trian victory by a citizen of Poteidaia. Bentz (1998: 103) lists fifth-

246. Forsén 2008: 120.
247. Neils 1992b: 49.
248. Bentz 1998: 95-102.
249. Bentz 1998: 103-6; see also Polinskaya 2013: 225.
250. “[Kalljildcs, son of Kal[li]kles, from Heraklei[a] <set this up> to [Z]eus hav[ing 
w]on the men’s [stadion]’’.
251. ÄE1966: no. 420; Bentz 1998: no. 4.356.
252. Frei & Metaxa-Prokopiou 1972; Bentz 1998: no. 4.327.
253. SÄG45 801 (“Aristoboulos, son of Euboulides, [having won] with his chariot — ”); 
Bentz 1998: no. 4.136.
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century amphoras from sanctuaries at Aigina,854 Corinth,855 Delphi,856 
Kyrene, Naukratis, Olympia, Pantikapaion, Samos, Syracuse and 
Thebes. Fourth-century amphoras found in sanctuaries come from 
Amphanai, Amphipolis, Corinth, Delphi, Iasos, Labraunda, Lin
dos, Olympia, Oropos and Thebes in Boiotia, Paphos, Poteidaia 
and Samos. To these Asea in Arkadia may be added.857 The evidence 
of these amphoras thus confirms that the catchment area of the 
Panathenaia was quite wide in the Classical period.

However, the Panathenaia are not the only Athenian festival refer
red to in Pindaric odes: 01. 9.89 in honour of the wrestler Ephar- 
mostos of Opous refers to an earlier victory by the honorand in the 
men’s class at Marathon, that is, presumably,858 at the Herakleia cel
ebrated there;859 it appears from the ode that contestants were di
vided into paides, ageneioi, and andres at the Herakleia.*60 01. 13.no in 
honour of the Corinthian sprinter and pentathlete Xenophon refers 
to one or more earlier victories at Marathon by members of Xeno
phon’s extended family, the Oligaithidai, and at Pyth. 8.79 in honour 
of the boy wrestler Aristomenes of Aigina there is a reference to an 
earlier triumph at Marathon. The Herakleia, clearly, could be entered 
by non-Athenians and probably comprised several disciplines.861
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254. Bentz 1998: no. 5.202.
255. Bentz 1998: nos. 5.020; 5.370.
256. Bentz 1998: no. 5.119.
257. Forsén 2008: 120.
258. Robertson 1985: 242 suggests that some of the victories said to be won at 
Marathon may have been won at contests in honour of Athena Hellotis at Marathon.
259. On the Herakleia, see Deubner 1956: 227; Parker 1996: 97 n. 124 and 2005: 473; 
Jung 2006: 28-38.
260. Gerber 2002: 61.
261. See also the early fifth-century inscription published and discussed by 
Vanderpool 1942: 333-37 (see also Vanderpool 1984) = /GI3 3 with tov dyova at line 4. 
See also Amandry 1971: 602-25, suggesting that three fifth-century bronzes cauldrons 
were given as prizes at these games which after the Battle of Marathon presumably 
developed also into an agon in honour of the Athenian battle casualties; they are 
inscribed: ASsvatot d9Xa 87tt roi: sv rot 7to/.;':Lioi and are now IG I3 523-25. See also 
SEG 28 26 and SEG 39 631 and below (67-68).
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Victories at the Eleusinia161 at Eleusis in honour of Demeter and 
Kore are also catalogued by Pindar: at 01.9.99 in honour of the wrest
ler Epharmostos of Opous is a reference to an earlier victory by the 
honorand at Eleusis; 01. 13.no in honour of the Corinthian sprinter 
and pentathlete Xenophon refers to one or more earlier victories at 
Eleusis by members of Xenophon’s extended family, the Oligaithidai-, 
at Isthrn. 1.57 in honour of the equestrian victor Herodotos of Thebes 
there is a reference to an earlier victory at Eleusis by the honorand. 
Kyle lists three Athenian victors in the Eleusinia-.163 Epainetos (jump 
or pentathlon, c. 580-570),262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 Kydeides (wrestling, c. 400-350)“65 and 
[-Jlos (synoris, prior to 350).“66 The Eleusinia, then, comprised both 
equestrian and athletic competitions which admitted non-Athenian 
competitors, and may be traced back to the sixth century.

262. On the Eleusinia-. Deubner 1956: 91-92; Kyle 1993: 47; Parker 2005: 468-69; 
Simms 1975; Clinton 1979.
263. Kyle 1993: Appendix B.
264. IG I3 988.
265. IG 11=3124.
266. ZG IP3126.
267. dptpt Enßotav.
268. aEnßota.
269. Enßotav sv yvap.7tToii; opoiiot:.
270. Ringwood 1929: 386-88; Kramer 1970: 38; Cairns 1983: n. 21; Larmour 1999: 178 
no. 18; Walker 2004: 34. The Schol. Pind. 01.13.159b refers to festivals at Geraistos in 
the territory of Karystos and at Amarynthos in the territory of Eretria as well.
271. “... and at your feast, Aias, son of Ileus, the victor has placed a crown upon your

12. Euboia. Three epinician odes refer to victories won on Euboia: 
Bacchyl. 10.34s67 in honour of an Athenian runner; Pind. 01. 13.112 in 
honour of the sprinter and pentathlete Xenophon of Corinth refers 
to former victories on Euboia“68 by members of Xenophon’s exten
ded family, the Oligaithidai-, and Isthrn. 1.57 in honour of the eques
trian victor Herodotos of Thebes refers to one or more former 
victories by the honorand on Euboia.“69 These references are presum
ably to the Artemisia170 of Eretria, which if so included both athletic 
and equestrian events that could be entered by non-Eretrians.

/5. EastLokris. At 01. 9.112 in honour of the wrestler Epharmos
tos of Opous Pindar says: Atav, reov r' sv Satri, T/.täöa. vtKÖv 
87t8GT8(pdvcoo8 ßcopov.“71 The Lesser Aias, son of Oileus, was a major 
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heroic figure at Opous, the home-town of the honorand,878 and a 
festival, the Aianteia, in his honour is mentioned by the scholia on 
the passage;873 at least by the Hellenistic period, this festival inclu
ded athletic events,874 but details are lacking for the late Archaic and 
Classical periods. The scholiasts clearly understood Pindar to be 
referring to a victory by Epharmostos at the^wntez'«.875 This interpre
tation may well be correct, in which case the competitions did in
clude wrestling in the fifth century.

altar” (transl. Race 1997a).
272. Gerber 2002: 70.
273. 166a, 166b, 167.
274. ZGIVa.i 629.7-8, attesting to the diaulos.
275.166a: Aiavretov ßcopiöv eoretpe vikcöv sv Sara, tovtsotiv sv tcö dycövt, rov OiXecog 
7W.10Ö;' ... A; Kat ra sv 'Ottouvri Aiävrsta vsvucijkoto; Kat SOTetpavcoKOTog tov 
Aiavto; ßuiiiöv - 166b: ra Aiävreta sv 'Ottowti dye.rai' ä vucijua; sorstpavroos tov 
Aiävretov ßcopiöv sv 7tavi]Yvpe,i. - 167: sv rfj tov Atavro; tov OiA'A); 7taioo; 
7tavi]Yvp8i Kat sv to> 87trovv|.iop avTov tityrovi vucijua; Ovuiat; Kat aTeggacn tov 
Aiävretov ßcopiöv sKoopiosv.
276. Gerber 2002: 69.
277. Ebert 1972a: no. 12 (500-450) = Page, FGE no. 30 (“Beware that you are looking 
at Theognetos, the Olympic victor ... who crowned the city of great ancestors”). See 
also [Dem.] 58.66; Theotimus (FGrHist 370) fr. 1; and Ebert 1972a: nos. 7, 35, 39; and 
below in section 1.6 (162-163) and 2.6 n. 234 on p. 210.

It is, however, not entirely clear exactly what is meant by vticov 
87t8GT8(pdvcoo8, the latter verb being a Pindaric hapax. Gerber inter
prets it in a rather literal sense, citing the translation by Race: “the 
victor has placed a crown upon [your altar]”, and adding: “Ephar- 
mostus has literally placed his crown upon the altar of Ajax, i.e. 
dedicated it to Ajax.”876 This is probably correct; admittedly, forms 
of the simplex orecpavoco (‘crown’) are not infrequently employed 
metaphorically to express the fact that a victor’s glory reflects on his 
fatherland or his family, as in e.g. this Simonidean epigram: IvæØt 
08oyvr|Tov 7tpoot5(nv rov 'OXupttoviKav ... og ztarepcov åyaØov eors- 
(pdvcoo87t6Xtv.877 In such cases, however, the object which is ‘crowned’ 
is invariably a personal group and not a physical object as here, 
where the reference is to an altar. Thus, Epharmostos probably is 
thought of here as placing a wreath on the altar of Aias. But which 
wreath? Panhellenic victors are often thought to have dedicated 
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their prize wreaths in sanctuaries in their native polis,and if the 
wreath here dedicated to Aias is taken to be the Olympic wreath 
celebrated by the ode,879 then the interpretation offered by the scho
lia cannot be maintained, since vtKÖv 87t80T8(pdvcoo8 will then mean 
“he, being an Olympic victor, has placed his Olympic crown on 
your altar”. However, Neumann-Hartmann (2009) has demonstra
ted that the assumption that Panhellenic victors dedicated their 
wreaths at home in fact rests on no solid foundation at all and that 
it is completely unclear what wreath Pindar is referring to in this 
ode: it could be a wreath won at the Aianteiaif"‘ or another ‘unath- 
letic’ wreath. The interpretation offered by the scholia, then, should 
probably be accepted though certainty is unattainable.

14. Thessalia and adjacent areas. Two epinician odes refer to eques
trian competitions in Thessalia: Bacchyl. 14 was composed in hon
our of Kleoptolemos of Thessalia for a victory in the PetraiaM' in 
honour of Poseidon Petraios at an unknown site in the Tempe valley 
in Thessalia; Schol. in Pind. Pyth. 4.246b claims that the festival 
commemorated the ‘birth’ of the first horse that sprang forth from a 
rock; the competitions, accordingly, may have included only eques
trian events?88 Pind. Isthm. 1.59 in honour of the equestrian victor 
Herodotos of Thebes refers to a victory by the honorand at the 
sanctuary of Protesilaos at Phylake in Achaia Phthiotis;889 the com
petition, then, admitted outside competitors, but no further details 
are known. Kramer, however, argues that since Protesilaos was 

278. See e.g. Kyriakou 2007: 141,148 and Neumann-Hartmann 2009: 1 n. 3.
279. So Miller 1993: 146.
280. Neumann-Hartmann 2009: 9.
281. Ringwood 1927:19; Kramer 1970: 61; and Stamatopoulou 2007a: 333.
282. So also Maehler 1982: 294, commenting on equestre certamen in Servius on Virg. 
Georg. 1.12.
283. Ringwood 1927: 15; Kramer 1970: 51; Larmour 1999: 190 no. 8; Stamatopoulou 
2007a: 333-34. Stamatopoulou connects the inscription discussed below (71) with 
this festival, which is possible; however, I follow Helly 1995: 137-38 in assigning the 
inscription to Malis. Moreover, I take the reference by Paus. 6.11.5, connected with 
Phylake by Stamatopoulou, to refer to an otherwise unknown contest in honour of 
Achilleus, not Protesilaos (below 70-71); certainty in these matters, however, is 
hardly possible.
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famed as a diskobolos, athletic contests were held as well, which is not 
impossible?84

/7. Rhodos. At 01. 7.77-80 in honour of the boxer Diagoras of Ialy
sos in Rhodos itself, Pindar mentions two victories by the honorand 
at the Tlapolemeia,^ competitions in honour of the mythical hero 
Tlepolemos, son of Herakles; the competitions, then, included box
ing; the stadion is attested for the Hellenistic period,“86 but further 
details are lacking except for the probability that competitors were 
divided into andres mA paides.1^

16. Libya. At Pyth. 5.80, celebrating an equestrian victory by King 
Arkesilas of Kyrene, is a reference to a festival, Karneta, at Kyrene in 
honour of Apollo; the ode itself does not refer to competitions at this 
festival, but on the analogy of homonymous festivals, such as that of 
Sparta (below 65), their existence may be tentatively assumed?88 At 
Pyth. 9.97-103 in honour of the runner Telesikrates of Kyrene, Pindar 
refers to former victories by the honorand at, apparently, a multitude 
of local contests,“89 of which festivals in honour of Pallas Athena, Zeus 
Olympios and Gaia are singled out?9“ Details are lacking, but victor
ies by the runner Telesikrates indicate the existence of foot-races.

Thus, the evidence of epinician poetry alone attests to more than 35 
agonistic festivals staged by a multitude of different poleis in various 
geographical areas across the Greek world, from Kyrene to Rhodes, 
to Thessalia, to Boiotia, to Attika and the Peloponnese; and some 
poleis, e.g. Aigina, Athens,“91 and Kyrene, were home to several ath-

284. Kramer 1970: 51.
285. Kramer 1970: 53.
286. Sylt.31067.8.
287. Schol. Pind. 01. 7.147c: dyoivt^ovTar 8s wide; Kai dvope; (“boys and men 
compete”).
288. Kramer 1970: 42.
289.7tötotv 87ti'/_<')pi<>i; (103).
290. Kramer 1970: 42; Instone 1996: 138 97-103. Schol. Pind. Pyth. 5.10a refers to
splendidly celebrated AtooKOUpsta at Kyrene.
291. The number of agonistic competitions in Classical Athens was probably the 
greatest put on by any Greek polis, see Kyle 1993: 32 nn. 1-2; Pritchard 2009: 212-13 
with refs.; and section I.5.1 below (no. 78).
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letic festivals - all outside the great periodos. In more than twenty 
cases the evidence allows the important conclusion that the/w&in 
charge of a festival admitted citizens of other poleis to enter the con
tests, and in eight cases the sparse evidence demonstrates that the 
competitive programme was rich and varied. Moreover, victory at 
some of these festivals was - at least to the victor - prestigious 
enough to prompt commission of an epinician ode by a famous 
master: thus, Bacchylides 14 celebrates a victory won at the Petraia, a 
festival in honour of Poseidon somewhere in Thessalia;898 and Pin
dar’s Nemean g celebrates a victory in the Pythia at Sikyon,8" while 
Nemean 10 celebrates one won at the Hekatomboia at Argos,894 and Py
thian 2 one won in Thebes or in Syracuse;895 even a victory at Ach- 
aian Pellene was celebrated by an epinician ode composed by Simo
nides.896

292. Jebb 1905b: 217; Maehler 1982: 294.
293- Bury 1890: 159.
294. Bury 1890: 186.
295. Above 32.
296. See also section 2.3 below (174-177).
297. Hodkinson 2000: 317.

1.3.3 Other Contests of the Late Archaic - Classical 
Periods
The evidence of epinician poetry, then, is extremely valuable in the 
present context. For various reasons, however, the picture it pro
vides of the athletic landscape of Greece can be only a vague 
glimpse. One problem is that it covers only the period from the 
middle of the sixth century, when the epinician ode emerges, to the 
middle of the fifth century, when it disappears again:89? Athletic fes
tivals founded only after the heyday of epinician poetry cannot, of 
course, be reflected in it. Another problem is that epinician poetry, 
obscure as it often is, does not always allow an indisputable inter
pretation, as shown by e.g. the discussion of the Aianteia at Opous 
(above 52-53); and fragments, of course, are even harder to inter
pret, as is clear from the discussion of Simon, fr. 506 (Campbell). In 
addition, for the identification of several festivals referred to in a 
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general way by the epinician poets, we depend on the scholia, whose 
reliability is hard to assess. These latter difficulties, however, prob
ably do not seriously distort the overall picture of the athletic land
scape of the late sixth to mid-fifth centuries provided by epinician 
poetry.

A much more serious problem is the fact that the evidence provi
ded by epinician poetry is essentiallyprosopographic in nature, since it 
testifies only to festivals at which commissioners of epinician poetry 
had been victorious. Such commissioners, however, surely belon
ged to a very select circle of upper-strata, internationally well-con
nected and politically and economically powerful families,2'-’” inclu
ding as they do the Alkmaionid Megakles of Athens, a king of 
Kyrene, the great Sicilian tyrants, their families and entourages, as 
well as such figures as Diagoras of Ialysos in Rhodos whose influen
tial family (the Diagomoi) has been well sketched by Hornblowcr.2'’” 
Even among the members of such families, however, commission of 
an epinician ode was not obligatory practice, and certain areas of 
the Greek world seem on present evidence not to have commis
sioned such odes, among which e.g. Cyprus, Ionian Asia Minor, 
Crete, Euboia,3°° Arkadi a,"” and Sparta are conspicuous,308 only two 
hypothetical epinicians honouring Lakedaimonian athletes being 298 299 300 301 302 

298. Miller 2000: 281-82; Hodkinson 2000: 303; Fisher 2009: 536; Bowie 2012.
299. Hornblower 2004: 134-43; see also Hornblower 2008: 52 and 2012; and 
Neumann-Hartmann 2008. On the massive group of commemorative sculptures 
celebrating the Diagorids at Olympia, see IvO 151-153,159 and Paus. 6.7.1-2.
300. Note, however, that according to Herodotos (5.102.3) Eualkides of Eretria, 
victor in stephanephoroi agones, had been praised by Simonides, presumably in one or 
more (Molyneux 1992: 45) epinician odes (Simon, fr. 518 (Campbell)). See also 
Hornblower 2014: 225. Simonides may also have composed for Glaukos of Karystos 
(Molyneux 1992: 33-41) who at some point relocated to Sicily.
301. Numerous Arkadians were Olympionikai in the heyday of epinician poetry, 
including such major figures as the. periodonikaiDromeus of Stymphalos (Knab 1934: 
no. 3) and Ephoudion of Mainalia (Knab 1934: no. 10).
302. Buhmann 1972: 52. See also Hodkinson 2000: 317-19 who notes the comparative 
absence of Spartans among epinician honorands and explains it as a function of the 
heavily state-directed uses to which choral lyrics were put at Sparta: these were 
counter-conducive to epinician poetry celebrating individual exploits and advertising 
family lineages.
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known, one possibly by Ibykos (above 36) another possibly by Pin
dar (above 35). Remarkable absentees include also Elis and Kleo- 
nai, both hostress-cities of famous Panhellenic competitions.303 304 305 306 307 Lo
cal conditions, communal traditions, as well as individual social 
aspirations or pretensions, then, were presumably of some signifi
cance among the factors prompting or discouraging commission of 
epinician odes.3“4

303. It is sometimes assumed that Simonides composed an epinician in honour of 
Eualkidas of Elis (for whom see Paus. 6.16.6), but see Molyneux 1992: 45.
304. See e.g. Mitchell 2000: 94-95 and Hornblower 2004: 244 on the probable 
motives of King Arkesilas IV of Kyrene in commissioning a Pindaric ode; on this 
topic, see also Morrison 2012:120-22.
305. I have surveyed the sources to the best of my abilities, but since it cannot be 
predicted which types of source may contain evidence for agonistic competitions, I 
will certainly have overlooked relevant evidence. Accordingly, I invite readers who 
know of evidence for Archaic or Classical agonistic competitions overlooked in this 
survey to share their knowledge with me by e-mailing me at: heine@hum.ku.dk. 
Evidence thus brought to my attention will, if cited in future publications, be duly 
and gratefully acknowledged.
306. Torch-races in fifth-century Naxos may be attested by an inscribed bronze torch 
found in a tomb, possibly of a victor (SÄG 45 1391); the inscription, however, does not 
refer to a competition.
307. ... ßoDXsDoäpsvot wvre; oliovvoiliöa’O); 8\|nypteotvTO Ato; iiev eXsnSspion 
KoXoTTtatov otvSptavTot KaraoKsnaoat, koit' e.vuwtov 5s Snstv sXsnSspta Kat dycöva;

Accordingly, it may reasonably be assumed that the festivals at
tested by the surviving epinician odes represent only a select few of 
the most prestigious of the agonistic festivals actually celebrated 
throughout the Greek world in the later sixth and earlier fifth centur
ies. In fact, numerous other festivals are attested by other sources, 
as the following, necessarily selective,3“3 survey of the Late Archaic 
and Classical period will demonstrate. The focus is on agonistic fes
tivals, but I also include some evidence which illuminates the athle
tic culture in general.

i. Sicily."''' According to Diod. 11.72.2, the citizens of Syracuse 
voted to commemorate the overthrow of the tyrant Thrasyboulos in 
466 with a festival in honour of Zeus Eleutherios, a festival which 
was to include åyævag 87tt(pav8tg - “splendid contests” - and athletic 
or equestrian competitions were probably envisaged here.3“7
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According to Plut. Nie. 28.1-2, a festival commemorating the victory 
over the Athenian invasion in 413 was instituted by the Syracusans 
and their allies after the stunning achievement.* 308 309 310 The passage does 
not provide evidence that agonistic competitions formed part of 
this festival, but some late-fifth-century Syracusan dekadrachms3“3 
showing an Athenian (?) panoply in the exergue and inscribed: 
AØAA (“prizes”) have been combined with this festival on the as
sumption that the coins themselves constituted these prizes or that 
the prizes were captured Athenian arms.3“ But as pointed out by 
Jenkins, “it is difficult to substantiate these views”,311 312 and Kraay 
adds that the coins in question “seem to have been minted about a 
decade later than the Athenian disaster.”318 So, in this particular 
form, the hypothesis may not be tenable, but the AØAA legend may 
still be taken as evidence of unidentifiable competitions.313

expavei; 7roi8iv Kara rijv aurijv r|p.épctv, sv f| tov wpawov KaraXuoavist; 
f]Xsv98pcooav Ti]v KarpiSa.
308. TKKbjGia; 5s 7tav5ii(.iov SvpaKovoicovKat rcöv cyuppayrov ysvopevp;. EvpvKhT 
o oipiavuiyo; 8Ypa\|/s, KpcoTOV psv Ti]v r|pépav sv f| tov Nikiocv sXaßov ispäv systv, 
(lüovra ; Kai uyo/.äcovra; spycov,' Aryivapiav rf]v 80prf]v ootö toö 7tow.Liof) Ka/.oww. ;■
309. SNGCop. Sicily 690; Head, HNS Figs. 98-99; Seltman 1955: Pl. XXII nos. 4-5.
310. Head, HM1 Seltman 1955: 127; Kraay 1976: 223-24; Jenkins 1990: 105.
311. Jenkins 1990: 105.
312. Kraay 1976: 223-24.
313. So Rutter 1997:157; von Reden 1997: 165; and Pieket 2001:168.
314. Diod. 16.90: <s\|/r](ptOTai> ö odpo; tcöv SvpaKooicov TtpoXsovra TtpaivsTov uiov 
tövSs ØdutTstv psv öttö StaKootäv pväv, Ttpäoöat 5s e.t; tov aitavra ypovov dyoiveoot 
LiouuiKOi; Kat imtiKOi; Kat yupviKOi; ktX. See also Plut. Tim. 39.
315. Rutter 2001: no. 1491; Rutter 1997: 49; Nielsen 1996: 58; von Reden 1997: 165
(who interprets this coinage to have been “issued specifically as prizes for athletic
competition”); Brown 2003: 138.

A cult in honour of Timoleon was instituted at his death in 336 
by the grateful city of Syracuse; included in the festival were musi
cal, equestrian and athletic competitions.314 315 * *

2. South Italy. At Metapontion in South Italy competitions, 
though not certainly athletic, in honour of the river divinity Ache- 
loos are attested by mid-fifth-century coins inscribed: AXE- 
AOIO AEØAON.313

At Neapolis torch races (lampados agon) in honour of the local 
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nymph Parthenope were instituted in the fifth century by the Ath
enian naval commander Diotimos “in accordance with an oracle”, 
according to the early Hellenistic historian Timaios of Tauromen- 
ion on Sicily.316 Contests in honour of Parthenope have also been 
inferred from types of the city’s Classical coinage depicting Nike 
crowning a local river divinity, Acheloos, whose daughter Parthen
ope was.317 According to Strabo, the festival in honour of Parthen
ope included an agon gymnikos celebrated “on the command of an 
oracle”;318 it may, then, have been a complete agongymnikos md. not 
merely a torch race which Diotimos instituted.

316. Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 98 (apud Schol. Lycoph. Alex. 732): (pi]oi luiato; 
Aiouuov tov A9r]vaicov vaüap'/ov Ttapaysvopsvov ei; Ne/nto/.tv. Kara '/jtijgliov 
Ofirw.t rfji I lapOcvomp Kai Spopov 7totfjoat Aniwoo;' 5to Kai ps/pt tod vuv rfj<; 
/.aiiwoo ; dycöva <8TT]<jico<;> reXstoSat 7tapa rot; Nsa7toXtTat<;.
317. Rutter 1979: 45.
318. Strabo 5.4.7: aydiv cruvTsXstTat yuiivu«); Kara pavrsiav.
319. Klose & Stumpf 1996: nos. 150-51. See also Brauer 1974-75: 7.
320. Pl. Leg. 636b; see Fischer-Hansen el al. 2004: 306.
321. Habicht 1957:102-9;see also Ringwood 1927: 22.
322. Hyp. fr. 155 (Jensen): ÄKTta- 'Yiu:p;:iöi]; sv tcö7tspi todIIoXdsdktov orpaTiiystv. 
ÄKTta aydiv 7ta/.ai<>; -qv (Harp.). See also Callim. fr. 403 (Pf.). Anaktorian coins of 
the fourth century may also refer to the agon (see Habicht 1957: 102-3; Paviogiannis et 
al. 2009: 82 n. 9).
323. Plut. Dio 23.4.

The types of various fourth-century coins from Taras suggest the 
existence of a number of equestrian competitions in this city.319 320 321 322 323

The existence of a gymnasionm mid-fourth-century Thourioi may 
be suggested by a passage in Plato,380 and while this is not conclu
sive evidence for the existence of contests it is at least indicative of 
local interest in athletics.

5. Akarnania. At Anaktorion an agon called Aktias in honour of 
Apollo Aktios was celebrated. It is well-attested for the Hellenistic 
period,381 but a scrap of evidence demonstrates that it existed al
ready in the Classical period: the fourth-century Athenian orator 
Hypereides is known to have referred to it.388

In a passage referring to 357, Plutarch refers to a stadium at 
Zakynthos, which would seem to testify to competitive foot-races in 
this city.383
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4. Phokis. An honorary decree of 356/5 by the polis of Delphi in
cludes among the honours granted to an Aitolian 7tpo85ptav sp 7taot 
rotg åycbvotg oig å 7toXtg ri()r|Ti.:“' Since the famous Pythian Games 
were arranged by the Pylian Amphictiony and not by the polis of 
Delphi,« the reference here must be to contests staged by the city 
of Delphi itself on a local level, and some of these may well have 
been athletic or equestrian. The polis of Delphi may have employed 
the facilities normally used for the Pythian Games, i.e. the stadium 
and hippodrome, which in the Classical period seem to have been 
located in the Kirrhaian plain below the city itself,3“6 and the fourth
century gymnasium.3“?

5. Boiotia. In Boiotia, several additional agonistic festivals are 
known. At Akraiphia, athletic and equestrian competitions in hon
our of the hero Ptoios have been inferred from archaeological evi
dence by Schachter.3“8

The cult of Athena Itonia at Koroneia featured equestrian and 
presumably also athletic competitions.3“9 In the fifth century, the 
Theban Agasikles was victorious at the festival.

Two fourth-century inscriptions attest agonistic competitions at 
Lebadeia.33“ Called Basileia and presumably instituted by the Boio- 
tian Confederacy, the festival in question was celebrated in honour 
of Zeus Basileus to commemorate the Boiotian victory over the 
Lakedaimonians at Leuktra in 371;324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 the two known fourth-century 

324. LDelphes1.146.2-y “a front seat of honour at all the competitions staged by the city”.
325. Lefevre 1998: 237-39.
326. Bommelaer 1991: 215.
327. Bommelaer 1991: 72-79.
328. Schachter 1994a: 17-19.
329. Pind. Parth. 2.45-46 (for Agasikles of Thebes): t7t7tcov t" cbKWtöScov 7to[Xv]- 
yvcbTOig 87tt viKaig aig sv dtöveootv ’O'//i]|r)T<>f) k/.u|w.;. rat; 5s vaöv 'Ircoviag kt/.. 
On the festival, see Schachter 1981: 122-23 and Turner 1996. See also Larson 2007: 
134-36 and Ganter 2013: 99.
330. /GVII552; IG VII 2532 (= CÆGII 630).
331. Diod. 15.53.4: ö/./.ov Se KotTSOTrpsv rög ootö Tpotpcoviov 7tpocj(pdTcog dvaßeßr]KÖTa 
Kat Xsyovra Stört KpooTSTaysv ö ();:<>; avTotg ötov sv AsÜKtpot; vtKipoxjtv, äyrova 
TtØévat Alt Baut/,et OTetpavirriv dtp' of> 8f] Botcorot w.üri]v toiiougi ri]v wvipupiv ev 
AaßaSeia. On this agon, see Schachter 1994a: 115-18. See also Ringwood 1927: 35-37; 
Kramer 1970: 43; Ganter 2013: 94-96.
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victors originate from Thebes and Tanagra.338 According to Diodo
rus, the Basileiawas celebrated by “the Boiotians”, by which he poss
ibly means the Boiotian Confederacy; however, Schachter assumes 
that the festival was in the fourth century held under the sponsor
ship of Thebes.332 333

332. Thebes: ZGVII 2532; Tanagra: ZGVII 552.
333. Schachter 1994a: 117.
334. Schachter 1981: 24. See also Ringwood 1927: 44-47.
335.I.Oropos 298; see also Osborne 1993: 24.
336. ZGVII 414 = I.Oroposyto (329/28).
337. Schwartz 2009: 242-44.
338. ZGVII 20.11-12.
33g. ZGIT 2971, listing a chariot victory at the Ai]Xta.
340. Schachter 1981: 47.
341. Larmour 1999: 190 no. 82.
342. Schachter 1981: 80.

At Oropos were staged competitions at the Amphiareia in honour 
of Amphiaraos.334 * In 329/8, when Oropos was an Athenian depend
ency, the Athenians promoted the competitions on a grander scale.333 
A catalogue of victors,336 dividing the entrants into andres, ageneioimd 
paides, records victors from Thebes in Boiotia; Sikyon, Elis, Argos and 
Phleious in the Peloponnese; Athens; Larisa and Pharsalos in Thes
salia; the island of Andros in the Aegean; Sinope on the Black Sea; 
Kolophon in Ionia, and Kyrene in Libya. Clearly, these games had a 
considerably international catchment area by the later fourth century.

According to Diod. 12.70.5, apanegyris, the Delia, was instituted at 
Delion in the territory of Tanagra in the aftermath of the battle 
fought there in 424 between the Boiotians and the Athenians.337 338 * 340 341 342 
This agon is not unambiguously attested by documentary evidence 
before the Hellenistic period,338 unless it was in fact here that an 
Athenian won an equestrian victory in the later fourth century339 
rather than at the Delia on Delos (below 71-72), which Schachter on 
balance finds more likely.340

Larmour takes IG VII 2533 to refer to a pankration contest at 
Thebes at a festival for Apollo Pythios;341 Apollo Pythios is certainly 
known at Thebes348 and it cannot be excluded that this interpreta
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tion is correct; however, on balance it seems more likely that this 
public monument refers to the Pythian Games at Delphi.545

343. So Schachter 1986: 28 n. 1. A fragmentary fifth-century inscription from Thebes, 
briefly reported in SEG 59 502 and now published by Papazarkadas 2014, seems to be 
a funerary epigram for war casualties from a demosion sema; it contains the phrase 
SØ8VT0 d9Xa KpärtGT dpsrag and may suggest the existence of public contests in 
honour of war-dead Thebans (Papazarkadas 2014: 229-30).
344. “A prize from <the festival of> Herakles at Thespiai”. See BCH 99 (1975) 752; 
SEG30 541, 37 387; Johnston 1977: 157; Amandry 1980: 211-12 n. 4.II. On Herakles at 
Thespiai, see Schachter 1986: 31-36.
345. Lafond 1997 is a catalogue of inscriptions testifying to local competitions in 
Peloponnesian cities. At the city of Elis itself, as opposed to the famous sanctuary of 
Olympia, were gymnasia by c. 400 (Xen. Hell. 3.2.27); these probabably served the 
Eleian citizenry whose interest in athletics, of course, is hardly surprising.
346. See Merkelbach 1973, interpreting Bacchyl. 11 in honour of an athlete from 
Metapontion as celebrating a victory in the Hemerasia-, see also Tausend 1999: 372-73 
and Perlman 2000: 159.
347. IGN.i 1387.2.
348. Schol. Pind. 01. 7.153a: sv ApKotStg 7to/./.oi dycövsg dyovw.v AvKator Köpstor 
"Eppaia. Pind. 01. 6.77-78 may refer to these contests for Hermes, or perhaps to 
competitions at Stymphalos from which the honorand of the ode originated and 
where a cult of Hermes is attested; see also Jost 1985: 102-3; Tausend 1999: 374-75.
349. Paus. 8.14.10: Serov 5s TtpßXTtv 'Ep|ifjv Osvedrat (laXurta Kat dyrova dyonotv 
"Eppata; see Bölte 1938: 1970 and Jost 1985: 27-37;see also Nielsen 2007b: 76-77.

Contests in honour of Herakles (and thus presumably athletic) 
are attested for Thespiai by a bronze hydria of 475-450 found in 
Epeiros and preserving traces of a prize inscription: [... HJapaicXéog 
sg Øsomag, where in front of the preserved text some word such as 
atØXov or 7tapd must originally have stood.343 344 345

y.Arkadia.™ At Lousoi in Arkadia were celebrated contests at the 
Hemerasia in honour of the chief divinity Artemis Hemera, certainly 
by the late-fourth century when the evidence for Lousiatan epangelia 
(‘international festival-announcing’) begins, but possibly already in 
the fifth century.346 A third-century victor in the stadion and diaulos 
was from Thouria in Messenia,347 but the fourth-century system of 
epangelia allows the conclusion that the contests admitted foreign en
trants already in the Classical period.

At Pheneos were staged not only competitions in honour of 
Hermes,348 349 the principal divinity of the polis,™ but also contests in
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honour of the Dioskouroi, as is clear from an inscribed fifth-century 
bronze hydria found at Sinope which had served as a prize in these 
contests;35“ the provenance of the vessel suggests that the competi
tions attracted foreign entrants.

A mid-fourth-century victory catalogue from Argos includes 
among the victories of the wrestler Prateas one won sp MatvdXcot.350 351 352 
It is not clear exactly what this means: the reference may be to a 
contest at the city of Mainalos,358 it may be to a contest on Mt. 
Mainalon, or it may perhaps be a reference to a festival celebrated 
by the sub-ethnic federation of the Mainalians;353 whatever the case, 
the reference is clearly to an athletic festival in fourth-century Arka- 
dia attracting foreign entrants.

350. SEG 39 1365 (c. 470-450): sk Oeveöv ötsöXa 7tap A[t]ooK6potv.
351. SEG 17 150.6; on the date: Amandry 1980: 220.
352. On which see Nielsen 2004: 507.
353. On which see Nielsen 2002: 271-307.
354. IGN.i 213. On the date: Hodkinson 1999: 178 n. 10; Luraghi 2008: 31 n. 47.
355. Hodkinson 1999:152. See also Ringwood 1927: 74-88; Parker 1989:142; Larmour 
1999: 178 no. 17; 179 no. 21; 187 nos. 59-61; 189 no. 74 and no. 76; 191 nos. 92-93.
356. IGN.i 213.18-19: Kat IIo/;ot5ata Aapovov | [s]vtK8 ©snpiat oktokiv. See also 
Ringwood 1927: 89; Luraghi 2008: 31, 35.
357. IGN.i 213.56-58: Kat Aapovov sviks 17tat<; iöv MaXsärsta | oraStov Kat StanXov.
358. IGN.i 213.12-17.

8. Lakedaimon and Messenia. A famous fifth-century inscription354 
from the sanctuary of Athena Chalkioikos on the akropolis of Sparta 
contains catalogues of equestrian and athletic victories won by one 
Damonon and his son Enymakratidas. It documents the existence of 
“no fewer than nine different Lakonian festivals at which these 
victories were achieved, indicating a veritable circuit of local games 
held at various locations in Sparta itself, Lakonia and Eastern 
Messenia”.355 Thus, equestrian contests in honour of Poseidon were 
staged at perioikic Thouria in Messenia;356 and at the Maleateia, pre
sumably on Cape Malea and thus in perioikic territory (or at Kos
mas in Kynouria and thus also outside Lakedaimon proper), were 
contests in stadion and diaulos for boys,357 and so probably also for 
men; at Helos, presumably not in Spartan territory proper, were 
equestrian contests in honour of Poseidon.358 At, presumably, Sparta 
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itself the inscription records these festivals: for Poseidon Gaiawochos 
one with equestrian contests55-’ as well as stadion, diaulos, and dolichos 
for boys3&> and so presumably also for men; for Poseidon, again, i.e. 
the Pohoidaia at which at least equestrian contests took place;359 360 361 362 the 
Eleuhynia with at least equestrian contests;368 for Athena the Athanaia 
with equestrian contests363 and stadion for boys364 365 366 and so presumably 
also for men; one twice referred to by the phrase sv Aptovriag5'15 
which included equestrian contests and at least the dolichos-y66 the 
Lithehia with equestrian contests367 and stadion, diaulos and dolichos for 
boys368 and so presumably for men as well. Whereas the father Dam- 
onon won both the stadion and the diaulos for boys at the Lithehia, the 
inscription states that his son Enymakratidas was “the first of the 
boys”369 370 to win the dolichos. The dolichos, then, must have been added 
to the boys’ programme at some point after the introduction of their 
stadion and diaulos. Finally, the inscription mentions the ParparoniaP° 
in Thyreatis with equestrian contests371 372 and stadion, diaulos and dolichos 
for boys378 and so presumably for men. Since Damonon and Enyma
kratidas won several victories at most of these festivals they must 
have recurred on a regular basis, probably annually.373

359. ZGV.i 213.6-9: race, sviKa/is Aap.6vo[v] | rot auro T89pt7t7tö[t] | auro; avtoyiov| 
sv ratapöyo rsrpaKiv.
360. ZGV.i 213.49-52: Kai Aapövov | sviks 7tat<; iöv sv | Taiapoyo oraStov Kai | [8i]- 
au/.ov: 92-96: sv Taiapoyo ... [K]ai ho hviÖQ oräStov Ka[i] | [SiauXov Kai SoXtyöv 
(.not;] I |aii;':pa; Aaiid sviks].
361. ZGV.i 213.12-17.
362. ZGV.i 213.31-34.
363. ZGV.i 213.10.
364. ZGV.i 213.65, 72, 80.
365. “in the sanctuary of Ariontia” (transl. Sweet 1987: 145).
366. IGN.i 213.24-30, 40-42.
367. ZGV.i 213.37.
368. ZGV.i 213.36: 7tpar|o; 7t]ai<5>ov <x>/.|i'/_ov| | [At9]s/na; 53-55: [K]ai Aaiiovov 
svtKs| 7tat<; iöv At9e/na | oraStov Kai oiau/.ov.
369. ZGV.i 213.36.
370. On which see Larmour 1999: 184 no. 35.
371. ZGV.i 213.47.
372. ZGV.i 213.44-47: Kai IIap7tapövta svtKs| EvuiiaKparioa; 7tat5a; | oraStov Kai 
oiau/.ov I Kai oo/.t'/ov.
373. Hodkinson 2000: 305.
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In addition, a fifth-century inscription from perioikic Geronthrai 
in Lakedaimon374 375 seems to attests to an athletic festival there which 
included stadion, diaulos, dolichos and hoplites, but no further details are 
known.

374. IGN.i 1120. See also Hodkinson 1999: 156-57.
375. IG V.i 222 with Hodkinson 1999: 153; see also Morgan 2007: 215 and Day 2010: 
206. Competitions for boys are attested by a fourth-century inscription from the 
sanctuary of Artemis Orthia: FcopSsiott raSs 'Ap|T| |ci7Ut<>; | vikcöv dvsOT]K8 | sv 
Gwoooi; 7ta[i]8cov | itahw /røpfjv tpavspa (ZGV.i 255 = Moretti, IAGno. 18).
376. FGrHist 555 fr. 13 (apud Strabo 6.3.2): roi: 'YaiavOiot; sv tcö ÄiiDK/.aiM 
<tuvtsXod|L8VOD tod dycövo^. See also Kennell 1995: 65; Larmour 1999: 182 no. 30; 
Richer 2004: 87.
377. Larmour 1999: 189 no. 189.
378. The usual present assumption is that the Leonidaia are an innovation of the 
Roman era: Gengler 2009; Kennell 2010: 189.
379. Paus.3.14.1.
380. Pl. Tht. 162b: e.t: AaKsSatpova éXØcbv ... rrpop w.; 7taXateTpa<;. Eur. Andr. 599 
(opdiLOtc 7taXateTpa; t’) may suggest the existence ofpalaistrai at Sparta in the 420s 
when the play was produced (Stevens 1971: 19).
381. On the Hekatomboia, see section I.3.2 (9) above (41-43).

At Sparta itself, again, foot-races seem to have been included in 
the Karneia in honour of Apollo and in the Athenaia - attested by IG 
V.i 213 for the fifth century - already in the late-sixth century,175 and 
Antiochos of Syracuse seems to testify to an agon at the Hyakinthia at 
Amyklai in the Archaic period.376 All evidence for athletic competi
tions at the Leonidaiaat Sparta is post-Classical, but Larmour thinks 
“it is reasonable to assume that the contests were a part of the festi
val from the beginning and also that the festival began fairly soon 
after the death of the figure it commemorates”;377 this may or may 
not be correct.378 Only Spartan citizens were admitted to the con
tests.379 Finally, the existence ofpalaistrai'm fourth-century Sparta is 
suggested by a passage in Plato.380

g. Argolis. An inscription from Argos may provide evidence of 
other agonistic contests than the well-attested Hekatomboia'm honour 
of Hera.381 It has been persuasively argued that the Argive Heraion 
- the site of the Hekatomboia - did not come under the control of the 
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polis of Argos until the 460s.388 The inscription382 383 in question has 
been dated to 500-480384 and so should antedate the Argive annex
ation of the Heraion. It is a dedication by one Aischyllos, son of 
Thiops, who records that he has achieved four victories in the stadion 
and three in the hoplitodromos rotg 5a[p]oototg év åéØXotg.383 386 Since it is 
unlikely that the Hekatomboia were among the contests staged by Ar
gos in the early-fifth century, these ‘contests of the people’ are prob
ably other agonistic competitions at Argos; and in fact, the dedica
tion is not in honour of Hera but of the DioskouroiA36 The number of 
victories achieved by Aischyllos suggests that the ‘contests of the 
people’ recurred on a regular basis, and the reference may perhaps 
be to more than one athletic festival. Note also that in the second 
half of the fourth century, a stadium was laid out at Argos.387 388 389 390 More
over, the office of athlothetes is attested at fourth-century Argos.388

382. Hall 1995: 589-90, 611-13.
383. IG IV 561 = SEG ii 328 = CEG 1364.
384. Jeffery, LSAG 162.
385. 4-5: “in the contests of the people”.
386. See also Morgan 2007: 233; for another dedication to the Dioskouroi at Argos, 
see SEG 44 318 (late fourth-early third century). A fifth-century bronze hydria, 
presumably from Argos and now in Copenhagen, carries a badly mutilated 
inscription attesting to games; in BCH 95 (1971) 617 IV Amandry reported Riis’ text 
as: [...]K.IK[ ] [épjl [t]ov [h]a[|()/.ov; and remarked: “Il y avait en Argolide 
d’autres concours que ceux des Héraia.” But see Amandry 1980: 213 n. 8 reporting 
the reading, as restudied by Riis, as: 7totp' [H]sp[ac,] Älpyeia; 8iu| tov [/;]ot[| v.
387. Pariente el al. 1998: 216, 218-19.
388. Robinson 2011:14; see also SEG 54 427 (/taps!)/.<)(Israt).
389. Romano 1993: 36.
390. Anth. Pal. 13.19 = Ebert 1972a: no. 26. On this epigram, see Merkelbach 1987; 
Maroti 1990; Nielsen 2014a: 11-14; and section 1.3.1 above (25-26). See also Ringwood 
1927: 63.

Outside the circuit wall of Halieis are remains of a Classical 
stadium,389 which may be testimony to competitions in foot-races in 
the Classical period.

A fifth-century epigram attributed to Simonides attests contests 
in the stadion at Phleious; they must have attracted non-citizen ath
letes since the victor celebrated in the epigram was a Corinthian.390
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Outside the city walls of Troizen was a late fourth-century or 
early third-century complex which included a stadion,-w and again 
this may be taken as evidence of competitions in foot-races.391 392 393 394 * 396 397 398

391. Welter 1941: 35-38; Jameson etal. 1994: 83. A fourth-century decree by Troizen 
attests to the existence of a gymnasion (IGIV 753; see Delorme i960: 68).
392. An early third-century inscription from Troizen refers to, presumably local, 
Pythia (IG IV 750.39); this may have been an athletic festival, as other homonymous 
festivals were, and may have existed in the fourth century.
393. “A prize from the Anakeia."
394. See Deubner 1956: 216 with Amandry, BCH 95 (1971) 615.II.B (with Greek text); 
Parker 1996: 97 with n. 124; Parker 2005: 457.
395- Young 2004: 78.
396. Parker 1996: 97 n. 124 and Parker 2005: 457.
397. BCH 95 (1971) 615 II.A: 8'/_; ÄvotKto dSXov.
398. SEG46 802: 8'/_; Ävaidon dSXov.
399. Lys. fr. 279 (Carey): t7t7ro8po|iia AvotKStcov.
400. Ath. 235b with Parker 2005: 457.
401. Deubner 1956: 230-31; Clairmont 1983: 22-28; Parker 1996: 131-41; Parker 2005: 
469-70.
402. Lys. 2.80: dycovs:; TtSevrat 87t' aiiroi; pMin];; Pl. Menex. 249b: dyrovac;yupviKOix; 
Kat {ranKoix; TtØstoa (i] 7toÄ.ig) Kat (lODcnKfjc; ttüctti p. See also Arist. Ath. Pol. 58.1.
403. Kyle 1993: 44; Osborne 1993: 23; Parker 1996: 132 with n. 36; see IG I3 523-25;
SEG28 26; SÄG39 631.

10. Attika. A bronze kalpis of c. 400, found at Chersonnesos on the 
Black Sea, is inscribed: åØXov AvaKtcov393 and is presumably a 
prize given at the Anak(e)ia festival at which the Dioskouroi were cel
ebrated at Athens.394 Since the Dioskouroi were “the patron gods of 
athletics”,393 it is highly likely that the kalpis was awarded for an ath
letic victory,396 perhaps one achieved by an athlete from Chersone- 
sos. Another similar kalpis of unknown provenance dates to the early 
fifth century;39? and a third, of the fifth century, was found in a grave 
at Pydna.398 An equestrian event is attested in the fourth century.399 
An agon at this festival is attested already in the Archaic period.400 401 402 403 *

The annual festival of the Epitaphiap01 which commemorated 
Athenians killed in battle, included athletic and equestrian as well 
as musical competitions.408 The bronze vessels referred to above 
(50 n. 261) may have served as prizes for the Epitaphiap03 and not for 
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the Herakleia at Marathon as suggested by Amandry.404 405 406 407 Whichever 
festival the vessels were awarded at, the fact that one4“? of the three 
known pieces was found in a grave on the Chalkidike suggests that 
it attracted competitors from outside Attika.4°6 For the Herakleia this 
is independently attested by Pindar,40? but for the Epitaphia it would 
be an interesting detail.

404. Amandry 1971: 602-25. Amandry’s objection to the idea that the vessels were 
awarded at the Epitaphia - that the formula ASsvatot a9Xa suggests contests held 
outside the city of Athens - may find some support from SEG 46 802, a fifth-century 
hydria found in a grave at Pydna and inscribed: A9[s]vatot d9Xa sk IIoostSovto, a 
prize from the regatta of the Poseidonia at Sounion; see Kyle 1993:194 for the exiguous 
evidence on this regatta.
405. SEG28 26.3.
406. Clairmont 1983: 24.
407. 01. 9.89; 01.13.no; Pyth. 8.79.
408. SEG 16 55.
409. Sosin 2004; see also Hunt 2010: 241 and SEG29 88.
410. IG IIs 1203.17.
411. Deubner 1956: 210; Parker 2005: 457. For a fifth-century prize from a competition 
in honour of Poseidon at Sounion, see Morgan 2007: 256-57 n. 202.
412. Other Athenian athletic festivals are e.g. the Nemeseia and Theseia (Kyle 1999: 40- 
41); see further Kyle 1993: 41-48 and Parker 2005: 456-85; see also Osborne 1993. For 
athletic facilities at Athens, see Kyle 1993: 56-101.
413. /GI31386.
414. So Raubitschek 1939: 158.
415. See the notes in /GI31386.

An inscription of c. 345-320408 has been interpreted as stipulating 
the foundation of a festival of Eirene (“Peace”) in 335/4; the festival 
was apparently to be an international panegyris with associated sac
red truce, and athletic, equestrian and musical competitions.409

An inscription of 324/3410 refers to an agon at the Amarysia festival 
in honour of Artemis in the Attic deme of Athmonon.411 412 It is not 
clear what kind of agon this was, but it may have been athletic.418

Athletic competitions may also have been staged by the polis of 
Salamis: an inscription of 450-440 found on the island of Salamis413 
lists prizes given to victors in wrestling, boxing and pankration, for 
both andres, ageneioi and paides. The stone may perhaps have migrated 
from Athens to Salamis,414 415 though it seems unlikely that it concerns 
the Panathenaia-,** however, it cannot be excluded that Salamis, 
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though clearly a dependency of Athens, did in fact arrange its own 
athletic competitions.416

416. So Taylor 1997: 186-87;see also Osborne 1993: 25.
417. ZGXII.g 272; BCH 95 (1971) 617.VI; Jeffery, LSAG 88 no. 16; Ringwood 192g: 388 
n. 2.
418. .ST76'31 806.
41g. See the discussion by Altherr-Charon & Lasserre 1981: 30-32.
420. “Timokrates set <this monument) up to [the son] of Zeu[s] having won [the 
pentathlon] of the men, thus returning him the favour”.
421. The interpretation seems to be accepted by Walker 2004: 61 n. 68; Luppe 1982, 
however, rejects it and restores the inscription to commemorate an Olympic victory.
422. Altherr-Charon & Lasserre 1981: 33. The passage in question is found in Diog. 
Laert. 2.132, but is presumably lifted from Antigonus: see Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 
1881: 95, 97.
423. /GXII.9 193.6.
424. Meiggs & Lewis, GHIno. 82.8.

ii. Euboia. Contests in honour of Herakles, and thus almost cer
tainly athletic, are attested for Eretria by a bronze lebes dating to 
the second half of the fifth century and inscribed: 'EparptaØsv åØXov 
7tap' HepaicXsog.417 An inscription of c. 550-530 from Eretria418 * 420 421 422 423 424 on a 
votive column has been restored to produce a dedication to Herak
les by a victor at this festival in the pentathlon-.^ TipoKpdrag civsØsks 
Ato|g Koupot 7tévraØXov] | üvöpöv vucépag, röt yüpiv äv[n5i5oug] .48° If 
accepted, competitors were divided into age-classes and competi
tions included athletic events, already in the sixth century.481 Altherr- 
Charon & Lasserre also draw attention to the third-century writer 
Antigonos of Karystos on Euboia who mentions an üpyatov oraStov 
(“ancient stadium”) at Eretria.488 Such an ‘ancient stadium’ should 
date at least to the Classical period and its existence suggests com
petitions in foot-races at Eretria, kpalaistramd. a gymnasion are attes
ted for the city as well.483 In 411 Eretria granted proxenia to a citizen 
of Taras, and among the honours bestowed on the honorand was 
7tpo85ptr| eg rog åyævag (“an honorary front seat at the 
competitions”):484 some of these may well have been athletic 
or equestrian. In the hinterland of Eretria, finally, in the deme of 
Tamynai, was a major sanctuary of Apollo, and here was, according 
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to Aischines,485 a hippodrome, which of course must rank as evi
dence for equestrian competitions.

kpalaistrais reported for fourth-century Histiaia by a late source 
of doubtful historicity.486

i2. Thessalia. Competitions in aphippodromasw seem to be attested 
by Classical coins minted by Larisa and Pherai, and contests in tau- 
rotheria (bull-wrestling)488 by Classical coins of Krannon, Larisa, Pe- 
linna, Pharkadon, Pherai, Skotoussa and Trikka.483 At Larisa, in 
particular, a major athletic festival dedicated to Athena or Apollo 
may have existed in the Classical period.425 426 427 428 429 430 431 432

425. Aeschin. 3.88: tov t7t7t68po|.iov rov sv Tagwctu;.
426. [Plut.jTn. narr. see Delorme i960: 87. - Larmour 1999:188 no. 63 suggests 
that athletic contests were staged at Geraistos in the territory of Karystos in the fifth 
century; see Schol. Pind. 01.13.159b: the festival was in honour of Poseidon.
427. On which see Gallis 1988: 220-21.
428. On which see Gallis 1988: 221-23.
429. Kyle 2007:149; Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335 with n. 163. See also Klose & Stumpf 
1996: nos. 166-68.
430. Gallis 1988: 226-28; Larmour 1999: 174 no. 13; Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335. The 
evidence for this assumed festival is, however, post-Classical apart from some types of 
Larisaian coinage, but note that Soph. fr. 378 (Radt) refers to a major festival open to 
strangers (7to/.w 8' dycöva 7tä"'c:'.vov) at Larisa: since tragic poets seem often to have 
modelled mythic athletics on the world of contemporary athletics (Pritchard 2013: 121) 
this passage may be the best evidence for the existence of the festival in the fifth century.
431. “in Phthia in Thessalia”.
432. By Syil.3 36A which lists a victory in dolichos at the Hekatomboia at Argos 
(TKUTOLißota 6<>/.1/0v sv Äpyst). See also Plut. Praec. ger. reip. 15.7: of) w/KpauM 
|i6vov a/./.a Kat 7U)Y|.ifj Kat oo/.i/M.
433. Paus. 6.11.5: f|v 8e oi 7tpo; AytHea spot Soksiv to <ptXoTip.T]p.a, sv 7tarpi6i too

ciiKtOTOU tow KaXonpevrov fjpcbcov aveXeoSat opöiiou vtKqv, on which see Jacquemin
2002: 172 adloc. See also Harris 1964:116; Stamatopoulou 2007a: 334.

At 6.11.5, Pausanias records among the victories won by the fa
mous heavyweight Theogenes of Thasos one in long-distance run
ning (dolichos) achieved év <1’0iq rfj Øsooa'/.æv.45' If historical, this 
implies an athletic agon in Thessalia in the fifth century. That Theo
genes was in fact an accomplished long-distance runner is indepen
dently attested438 and so this detail is clearly acceptable, and Pausa
nias’ statement may then be taken as evidence for an ahtletic festival, 
presumably in honour of Achilleus.433 * * Phthia, however, was rather a 
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part of the mythical geography of Thessalia than of its historical 
Classical geography,434 435 and so the location of the competitions re
mains unknown.

434. Helly 1995: 160; Jacquemin 2002: 172.
435. An agonistic festival, Pythia, at Pharsalos or in its vicinity has been inferred from 
an inscription of the second half of the fourth century (see the editor on I.Thessalie 
I.74; contra: Strasser 2001: 63).
436. Helly 1995: 137-38.
437. BCH 95 (1971) 617.VIII; “A prize from Aia in Phthia, from <the contests in honour 
of> Protesilaos”); see also SEG45 2186; and Stamatopoulou 2007a: 333.
438. Fifth-century Malis comprised Anthele; Antikyre; Echinos; Lamia; and Trachis; 
Herakleia was founded only in 426 by the Lakedaimonians (Thue. 3.92.1). On the 
communities of Malis, see further Decourt etal. 2004: 685-86 and 709-13.
439. Decourt etal. 2004: 685-86.
440. Marangou 1987: 255.
441. Thue. 3.104.6: w. 5s 7tepi tod: åyrovctg Kat ra nkeima Kare./TOi]; 104.3: Kat aydiv 
87totstTO atiToOi Kat yi)Livu«>; Kat liodgiko;.
442. Thue. 3.104.3.
443. o'i 5s os w/iia/vili re Kat op'/tprin Kat aotSfjt | pvipäiiovoi Tsp7tonotv, otav
orijocovTat dycöva (on the date of this passage, see West 2003:11); athletic competitions
may also be implied for the Archaic Delia by CEG I 404 of the seventh century
recording an exceptional jump or throw (see also Jeffery, ZSJG292 n. 3); CEGI 406.3
(7taXa[-j) of c. 500 may refer to one of the heavy events. The sixth-century Samian

In addition, Xenophon at Hell. 6.1.6 has a general reference to 
gymnasia in Thessalia. ' «

Also in the wider region of Thessalia, more specifically in Malis,436 
contests in honour of the hero Protesilaos are attested by a bronze 
hydria of the first half of the fifth century inscribed: [ay?]g Aiauag 
rag U’Oiag 80Xov 7tap' IIpoT8oiX[a].437 Since Aia remains unlocated, it 
is unknown in which Malian polis these contests were staged;438 alter
natively, they may have been put on by the Malians as such who 
also constituted a political unit.439

iß. The Aegean. At Minoa on Amorgos are remains of a fourth-cen
tury gymnasion.440

According to Thucydides, by the 420s the festival of Apollo on 
Delos no longer included athletic competitions,441 442 as it had pre
viously done:448 the existence of competitions in boxing is attested 
for the second half of the sixth century by the Homeric Hymn to Apollo 
149-50.443 * * * * However, in 426/5 the Athenians reintroduced the Delia as 
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a penteteric festival on a new and larger scale and included eques
trian competitions which had not originally featured in the 
celebrations;* 444 prior to this reorganisation the festival had presum
ably been annual.445

tyrant Polykrates is reported by Zenobius 6.15 to have set up an agon for Apollo on 
Delos: Oacri 5s, ort Ilo/.UKpaTi]; 0 Saptrov wpovra; sAbv 'Ppveiav Kat aval let; 
auri]v AtoSHcovi to> Ar]Xiq), dycöva 9st<; Ka/./.iuTov ijpaira. 7u':LiA|/a; ;:t; AsAporx;, 7ta> 
Set Ka/.eiv tov dycöva, kt/..
444. Thue. 3.104.3: Kat ri]v 7t8vt8Ti]pioa tots KpcoTOV iieta ri]v KdSapotv 87toti]oav oi 
A9i]vatot; 104.6: oi A9r]vatot tots tov dycöva 87toti]oav Kat imtoopoLiia; 0 nporspov 
ot)K f]v. See further Ringwood 1933.
445- Ringwood 1933: 453.
446. So Smith 2007: 121 fig. 22.
447. Other interpretations of the type are possible and have been suggested: it may 
refer to the athletic festival celebrated by the Dorian pentapolis (on which see section 
1.3.4 (15) below (92-93)) in which Kos was included or it may depict a famous 
sculpture on Kos, which may well have celebrated a victory won elsewhere (see 
Head, //A"J 632; Kraay 1976: 245; Sherwin-White 1978: 35).
448. ZGXII.82.
449. “exemption from all <taxes> which the Myrinaians levy, and a front seat of 
honour at the contests run by the people”.
450. Parker 1993.
451- 5£G33 676.
452. “a sea[t of] honour at the contests”.

The diskobolos on the obverse of fifth-century coins struck on the 
island of Kos maybe evidence of “prestigious local games”.446 If this 
is accepted,447 it seems a reasonable further assumption that the 
games were athletic or included athletics.

A proxeny decree from Myrina on Lemnos of c. 400448 grants an 
honorand from Akrothooi in the Chalkidike åréXatav a7tdvrcov æv 
Muptvatot Knptot sioiv Kat 7tpoa5ptav év rotg aymoiv rotg ormors/.soiv,44'’ 
and some of these agones may have been athletic or equestrian; they 
may have been celebrated in honour of Artemis, the chief divinity of 
the polis.450

A proxeny decree of c. 300451 452 from Naxos likewise grants the hon
orand 7tpo[a5ptav év] rotg ayarntv,458 and again some of these agones 
were probably athletic or equestrian.
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A late Classical or early Hellenistic inscription453 from Paros re
fers to a victory in the stadion by one Mnesitheos and contains the 
phrase év åyævt,454 though it is unclear whether the reference is to a 
contest on the island itself.

453- SEG54 795.
454. “at the contest”.
455. SEG40 688.12-13.
456. “the contest of the Posideia”.
457. “in the theatre”.
458. “a front seat of honour at the contests”: Pouilloux 1954: 371 no. 141.14.
459. Pouilloux 1954:378; Roller 1981a: 9-10. Scullion 2000:166-67 discusses Classical 
epigraphical evidence which probably attests to agonistic contests at Thasos; but it 
is completely unclear what kind of contests are hinted at in these inscriptions.
460. ZGXII.8 377.
461. Thue. 5.11: dycovag Kat su'iotong Snotag. On the passage, see Malkin 1987: 228- 
32-

An honorific decree from Tenos dated to c. 300455 attests to a festi
val Posideia'm honour of the city’s chief divinity Poseidon: riooiosi- 
[co]v ran åyævt,456 but it is unclear whether it included athletic or 
equestrian competitions, and the fact that the decree stipulates that 
the crown granted is to be announced at the Posideia év ro Osürpoi'57 
may suggest that the «gønwas theatrical.

A fourth-century inscription from Thasos refers to 7tpo85ptr| ég 
roiig åyovag,458 in all probability athletic contests in honour of war 
casualties, such as are known from Athens. The Thasian contests 
may have formed part of a festival in honour of Herakles, one of the 
chief divinities of the island.459 A fourth-century gymnasionis attested 
by a dedication of the gymnasiarch Apollodoros, son of Xeno
phon.460

14. Chalkidike. According to Thucydides, the Spartan commander 
Brasidas was honoured as a new oecist (‘founder’) of Amphipolis in 
422 with “contests and annual sacrifices”, presumably athletic con
tests.461 It appears from the passage that these honours (rtpdg) had 
previously belonged to the oecist proper, the Athenian Hagnon, 
and it seems a reasonable inference that an oecist cult with athletic 
contests - such as are known from sixth-century Chersonesos (sec
tion 1.3.4 (12) below (91-92)) - had been dedicated to Hagnon at or 
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shortly after his foundation of the city in 437/6.462 Fourth-century 
coins of Amphipolis with reverses depicting a race-torch in a raised 
frame and a victory crown to the left may indicate the existence of 
torch-races at Amphipolis in the fourth century.463 In the fourth cen
tury there was a gymnasion m the city.464 465

462. Hornblower 1996: 450-55. - The foundation of Amphipolis: Flensted-Jensen 
2004: 819.
463. Klose & Stumpf 1996: no. 70 at 49: “Der Kranz daneben stellt sicher den Preis 
für den Sieger dar.”
464. Lazaridis 1988 and 1989.
465. Macedonians 1994: 76-77 no. 9.
466. “Public property”.
467. Macedonians 1994: 76. For a bronze strigil given as a prize at funeral contests, see 
section 1.2 above (21).
468. IGIV 673.
469. “at [Potei]daia: the pa[nkration]”.
470. “all agonistic contests except equestrian”. See also Servius on Virg. Aen. 1.756.
471. May 1966: 208-9: “the head [sc. of the discobolus] turned to right as if in 
anticipation of the signal to throw” (208); Klose & Stumpf 1996: no. 77.

From Akanthos comes a mid-fifth-century bronze strigil463 inscri
bed: Aapootri.466 This suggests publicly owned athletic facilities 
such as a gymnasion which would attest to local interest in athletics 
and so presumably in competition. The strigil may have served as 
prize in a contest.467

A fourth-century honorific decree of Hermion468 in the Argolid 
honours an apparently local athlete for his victories. Line 6 has 
been restored to read [IIoTt]5atg 7ta[yKpdrtov],469 and if this restora
tion is accepted, the inscription provides evidence for athletic com
petitions at Poteidaia attracting foreign competitors, though no 
further details are known.

/5. Thrace. Philostratos at Imagines 2.25 has Herakles institute ag
onistic competitions in boxing, pankration, wrestling and rd évaycbvta 
7tavra 7tXt]v t7t7ttov47° in honour of the eponymous hero of Abdera, 
Abderos. These contests are not explicitly attested by Archaic or 
Classical sources, but a series of late fifth- or early fourth-century 
coins of the city depicting a diskobolos on the reverse may attest to 
their existence in the Classical period.471 Moreover, the myth of Ab- 
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deros is attested for the fifth century4?8 and his cult for the fourth 
century;479 and so the Classical existence of his festival and associ
ated athletic contests may be tentatively accepted.472 * 474

472. Hellanikos (FGrHistip) fr. 105 (apudSteph. Byz. 5.14-16).
473- SEG 46 841 (c. 325-300).
474. As by Kallintzi & Veligianni 1996 and Loukopoulou 2004: 874.
475. Plut. Eum. i.
476. Arist. Oec. i340big.
477. Section 1.3.4 (13) below (92).
478. ... sioKiipDoosoSat e.t: roix; åyrovæ;. Note also Dubois, Olbiano. 19, a proxeny 
decree of the early fourth century for a citizen of Istros; among the honours bestowed 
on the honorand is 7tpos5ptav (19.6), possibly at these contests. No other honorary 
decree of Olbia in Dubois’ collection grants proedria and it may well be significant 
here that the honorand of no. 19 was from Istros, not unreasonably far from Olbia 
itself: for Theodotos it may have been a privilege of real value. See also Mack 2015: 
125-
479. Kublanow 1960: 131-32, suggesting that the agon in question was in honour of 
Achilleus and can be traced back to the first half of the fifth century; so also Hedreen 
1991: 31g and Skrzhinskaia 2005: 77.
480. SEG 51 970.1: [ — ran <rA') |v<>();':ri]i.
481. Avram el al. 2004: 939.

A gymnasion is attested for fourth-century Kardia,475 and while this 
is not conclusive evidence for contests, it does attest to local interest 
in athletics.

A gymnasion is also attested for Classical Byzantion,476 and in this 
case the inference that this may be evidence of competitions in the 
city gains some support from the possibility that such competitions 
may be attested already in the Archaic period.477 478 479 480 481

16. The Black Sea area. The existence of agones in Olbia is attested by 
Syll.3 286.13 of the fourth century;4?8 that one of these included arch
ery competitions is suggested by Dubois, Olbia no. 47, an epigram of 
the late-fourth century commemorating, it seems, an archery victory 
by one Anaxagoras, son of Demagores.479 Competitions at Olbia 
may even be traced back to the sixth century: a private letter of c. 
550-510 refers to an agonothetes.^0 Olbian interest in athletics is 
furthermore indicated by the existence of a gymnasion as early as c. 
475-481

ly. Propontis. An electrum coin of Kyzikos of c. 475 depicts on the 
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obverse a hoplitodromos in start position ready for take-off and this 
type may indicate the existence of competitions in a hoplite race in 
Kyzikos, though certainty is, of course, impossible.48“

18. Troas. Pindar’s Nemean n, though an honorific ode in honour 
of Aristagoras of Tenedos at his assumption of the office of prytanis, 
rather than strictly an epinician ode, nonetheless refers to his athle
tic exploits. These exploits, however, were not performed at Pan- 
hellenic competitions (19-21): sk os 7t8ptKTtovcov skkcHosk’ 'Aptor- 
ayopav | åyXaat vucat 7tdrpav r' eutbvupov | sorscpavoioav 7tdXq Kat 
psyanyst 7tayKpartcp.482 483 Bury makes the following comment on sk 5s 
7tsptKTt6vcov: “The force of sk is that a stranger carried away prizes 
or crowns from among the native inhabitants.”484 Accordingly, 
Aristagoras was victorious at festivals staged in areas close to the 
island of Tenedos, and these festivals must have included contests 
in wrestling andpankration and must have admitted foreign entrants; 
but Pindar is silent on the identity of these festivals and the scholia 
provide no assistance. The number of Aristagoras’ victories sug
gests that the reference is to several festivals.

482. Klose & Stumpf 1996: no. 73.
483. “Sixteen radiant victories, won in the regions round about, in wrestling and the 
proud pankration, have crowned him and his famous fatherland“ (transl. Nisetich 
1980).
484. Bury 1890: 223.
485. ZGIT 3138.I.5. See Preuner 1926:130-32.
486. OGIS 6.23-25: dtpopteat avrcöt tclie.vo; Kat ßcöiiov 7tofjoat Kat ayaXpa orfjoat m: 
KdHtoTov ri]v 5s Svotav Ka[t] tov dycöva Kat ri]v orstpanypoptav Kat ri]v /.oimjv 
7tav|i]7jupiv ytvsoSat avrcöt Ka9' SKaorov sr[o<;, Ka]9d7tsp Kat 7tp<>T8po[v| cruv- 
stsXsito (“to demarcate a sanctuary in his honour, set up an altar and erect the most 
beautiful sculpture possible. The sacrifice, the agon and the crowned procession and 
the rest of the festival in his honour is to be staged on an annual basis, as it was 
celebrated also formerly”). The phrase Ka]9d7tsp Kat 7tp<>T8po[v| cruvsTsXstTO (“as it 

A late fourth-century inscription from Athens documents an 
Athenian equestrian victor at the Ilieia, the festival in honour of 
Athena Ilias at Ilion.485

An inscription from Skepsis in Troas, dating to 311, records the 
decision to honour Antigonos Monophthalmos with the establish
ment of a sanctuary with altar and sculpture as well as sacrifice and 
a presumably athletic agon to be staged on an annual basis.486
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ig. Ionia. Ephesos: At 3.104.3, Thucydides refers to the Ephesia of 
his own day; Hornblower suggests that these Ephesia-were in fact the 
Panionia, which according to Diodorus (15.49.1) were relocated from 
Mykale to a site near Ephesos, at a date which Hornblower assumes 
was 440/39 ; if this is accepted, it may be worth noting that a retro
spective note in Dionysios of Halikarnassos suggests that the Panio
nia included equestrian and athletic competitions.487 488 This detail, 
however, is not independently attested489 and the wording of the 
passage in Dionysios is so close to that of Thucydides that depend
ence seems certain.490 Nevertheless, Thucydides’ information on 
athletic and equestrian competitions seemingly refers only to the 
festival on Delos (above 71-72), and not to the Ephesia, although cer
tainty is impossible on this point.491 * The Ephesia, then, may or may 
not have included competitions in the fifth century; it certainly did 
include athletic contests in the later fourth century, when Herogei- 
ton of Magnesia won the boys’ stadion. At that point, then, foreigners 
could enter the competitions and entrants were divided into age
classes (paides are attested and so presumably men may be assumed 
as well).498 Agones at Ephesos, moreover, are referred to in a fourth
century grant of citizenship and other honours to a Kyrenaian: 
7tpo85ptr|v sv rotg üyoKJtv,493 and some of these were probably athle
tic or equestrian; equestrian competitions, certainly, are indicated 
by Xenophon’s mention of a hippodrome in early fourth-century 
Ephesos494 * as well as by an inscription of the late fourth century re
cording an equestrian victory at the Epheseiaby an Athenian.4"

was celebrated also formerly”) suggests that this is in fact a re-dedication of a pre
existing festival, which probably existed at least by the later Classical period.
487. Hornblower 1982: 245.
488. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 4.25; see Hornblower 1982: 242.
489. Stylianou 1983: 249.
490. Hornblower 1982: 242 n. 7.
491. Stylianou 1983: 247.
492.1. Delphes 4.216.
493.1. Ephesosi-p&y (“a front seat of honour at the contests”). See also SÄG39 1153.10 of 
325-275:7tpos5ptav eil 7täot rot; dycöot <>i; f] dyst (“a front seat of honour at all 
the contests staged by the state”).
494. Xen. Hell. 3.4.16.
495-IGHa 3'3^-
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A decree of the mid fourth century by Erythrai includes 7tpo85ptr|v 
év roig üyoKJtv among the honours bestowed on a man from 
Mylasa.496

496. SÄG31 969.11 (“a front seat of honour at the contests”).
497. AJPhil 1935: 379-80 no. 4.8 (“a front seat of honour at the contests”). One of these 
«»wif.tniay have been the Klariain honour of Apollo, attested for Hellenistic Kolophon 
(Isa: CosTV 203.12); the festival may possibly be attested in the late fourth century by 
/011=3138, in which case an Athenian won an equestrian victory at Kolophon.
498. Kyle 1993: 61 n. 27.
499.1. Priene 5.8-9 (350-300); “a front seat of honour at the contests”.
500.1. Priene 4.11: “the public contests of the state”.
501. Plut. Lys. 18.4: Saptot 5s to 7totp' avrotg 'Hpata AnoavSpsta Ka/.eiv cA|/i]<pirw.vr<> 
(“The Samians voted to call their local Heraia ‘Lysandreia’”). See also Shipley 1987: 
133-34; Flower 1988: 131-32; Larmour 1999: 173 no. 7.
502. /GXII.6 334.
503. Plut. Lys. 18.4: Ävuuä'/ou 5s rovKoXotpcoviovKat NiKijpüroi) rivo;'HpaKXscOTOv
7toif]pacn AnoavSpsta Stayrovtoapsvrov kt/.. (“When Antimachos of Kolophon and a

An honorary decree by Kolophon dating to the second half of 
the fourth century includes among the privileges bestowed on the 
honorands [7tp]oa5ptav év roig åyæoftv], of which some were prob
ably athletic or equestrian.49?

At Priene, the existence of a fourth-century stadium suggests 
competitions in foot-races.498 A fourth-century decree by the city in 
honour of the Athenian state grants all Athenians 7tpoa5[ptav] év 
roig åyæoi,4" and a late fourth- or early third-century inscription 
refers to roiig Kotvoug rfjg 7r6/.soig åyævag:500 501 502 503 * some of these agones will 
probably have been athletic or equestrian.

After the battle of Aigospotamoi in 405, according to Plutarch, 
the Heraia on Samos were, presumably for a brief period only, re
named Lysandreia to honour the victorious Spartan admiral Lysander 
who, as some saw it, had liberated the island from Athenian oppres
sion.5“ That the Lysandreia included athletic contests is clear from a 
late Classical or early Hellenistic inscription on a statue base from 
the Samian Heraion referring to four victories in the pankration at 
this festival.508 The Lysandreiaincluded poetic contests as well and it 
appears from Plutarch, who presumably cites the early Hellenistic 
historian Douris of Samos itself, that poets from Kolophon and He- 
rakleia competed at the festival in Lysander’s day.5“3 Accordingly, 
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the musical competitions were open to foreign entrants and it is a 
fair assumption that this applies to the athletic contests as well. The 
Heraia proper predated the Lysandreia, presumably even consider
ably so,* 504 505 506 507 and probably included athletic contests prior to the late 
fifth century. Moreover, a late fourth-century honorary decree from 
Samos grants the honorand 7tpoa5ptav sv To[t]g ayootv oig av t] 
7toX[tg] ayr|t 7taotv,5°5 some of which may well have been athletic or 
equestrian.5“6 Samos may thus have been home to several festivals 
with competitive contests.5“7

certain Nikeratos of Herakleia had entered the Lysandreia with poems ....”).
504. After all, the heyday of the Samian Heraion was the Archaic period (Kyrieleis 
1993: 129). Inscribed dedications to Hera begin in the first half of the sixth century 
(/GXII.6 538.II.2-3: Aur/öpt]; I Ipi]t (1 dv<e9>r]K|8V (“Diagoras de[di]cated me to 
Hera”)) and the first elaborately monumental temple was constructed c. 570-560 and 
replaced in the second half of the century by an even more monumental though 
never fully completed construction (Kyrieleis 1993: 126-27, 134).
505. ZGXII.6 38.22-23: “a front seat of honour at all the contests that the city may 
stage.”
506. ZGXII.6 56.26-27 (c. 306) and 150.9 (late fourth century) contain similar grants. 
Note that ZGXII.6 119.12 (c. 280-246) contains a grant of 7tpos5pta sv rcöt Øeætpcot (“a 
front seat of honour in the theatre”) which may suggest that the Samians distinguished 
between honorary seats in the theatre and at the agonistic contests.
507. At 6.2.9 Pausanias discusses a victory monument of the early fourth century 
commemorating a Samian Olympic victor; he does not quote the epigram of the 
monument verbatim but summarizes its contents which i.a. are that Sdptot ta eg 
aO/.qwg dptorot, which, though clearly celebratory, points to a well-developed 
athletic culture on the island.
508. Scanlon 2002: 290.
509. Nilsson 1906: 267-68 with Scanlon 2002: 290.
510. Meiggs & Lewis, GHIno. 30.B.31-34.
511. “when the agon is assembled at the Anthesteria and the Herakleia and the Dia.”

At Teos a “full gymnic program”5“8 509 has been assumed for the fes
tival of the Anthesteria.s°9 The assumption is based on a passage in the 
famous imprecations of the city:510 511 Ka()r|psvoi) roiyovog A v()sorr|pioioiv 
Kat HpaK/.soioiv Kat Aioioiv.5" Clearly, three central festivals are re
ferred to here, but whether they included “a full gymnic program”, 
or even contests at all, must depend on the interpretation of 
royovog; Tod (GHII-. 30) took royovog to mean ‘the people assem
bled to witness a contest’, a perfectly possible meaning attested e.g. 
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in epic poetry.518 If this interpretation is accepted,512 513 contests will be 
attested also for the Herakleia and the Dia, and athletic contests at 
festivals for Herakles and Zeus are, of course, inherently likely.

512. Laser 1987: n-13.
513. As it should be: see Ellsworth 1976: esp. 232; Scanlon 1983: 148-54.
514. I.Iasos Co.
515. “a front seat of honour at the contests.”
516.1.Mylasa 21.9-13.
517. Perlman 2004: 1149.
518. IC IV 64.6.
519. SEG 23 572.3.
520. Tzifopoulos 1998: 158.
521. Suda, is 1535 s.v. opÖLiot:: opÖLiotp rot;yuLivauioi; Kara Kpfjw;; andTzifopoulos 
1998: 151-

20. Karia. An honorary decree of the late fourth century514 by the 
polis of Iasos includes 7tpo85ptr| év rotg åycrøtv515 among the honours 
granted to two Athenians, and these agones probably included ath
letic or equestrian competitions.

A document from Mylasa dating to 317 refers to both apalaistramd. 
a gymnasion in the city,516 and while this is not conclusive evidence for the 
existence of competitions, it does attest to local interest in athletics.

21. Crete. The evidence for athletics in the large island of Crete in 
the late Archaic and Classical periods is exiguous compared to that 
for other areas of similar importance, and no direct evidence for the 
existence of agonistic festivals on Crete has survived. However, as is 
well known, the evidence for late Archaic and Classical Crete in 
general is extremely sparse.517 518 519 520 521 Accordingly, in this case absence of 
evidence need not be evidence of absence, and there are in fact a few 
indications that athletics were practised on Crete during this ‘dark 
age’. The best is the existence at early fifth-century Gortyn of a 
gymnast on.which, even if it is not explicit evidence of competitions, 
at least documents investment in athletic facilities. Such investment 
may possibly also be attested for fifth-century Eleutherna: a very 
fragmentary inscription seems to contain the phrase |s|v opopo5"’ of 
which a possible interpretation is [é]v Spoptp, which may be under
stood as “during a race”,580 “on the race-track”, “in the stadium” or 
perhaps “in the gymnasium”.581
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Moreover, a passage in Xenophon’s Anabasis is of interest in this 
context: when, early in the year 400, the remnants of the Ten Thou
sand Greek mercenaries who had served with the Persian pretender 
Kyros had fought their way back through enemy territory to the 
southern shore of the Black Sea - Greek territory - they celebrated 
with sacrifices and athletic competitions. The longest distance in 
which Greek foot-racers competed was the dolichos. On the occasion 
in question, the dolichos was entered by more than sixty Cretans - and 
seemingly by Cretans only.588

522. Xen. An. 4.8.27: <x>/.i'/pv 5s Kpfjreg TL/.C-foiw 1] s^KOvra sSsov. See also Golden 
1998: 2 and Tzifopoulos 1998:145-46. - It may also be noted that Plato seems to have 
been of the opinion that gymnasia - that is: athletic training (Petermandl 2013: 468 n. 
37) - was an ancient practice on Crete: ijp'/pvro rcöv yopvaotrov 7tpcöTOt Li::v Kpfjreg 
(W- 452d).
523. Moretti, Olympionikaino. 181.
524. Moretti, Olympionikaino. 274.
525. Moretti, Olympionikai nos. 296, 390/398, 367b, and 251, i.e. Ergoteles of Himera, 
who was a Cretan from Knossos by birth.
526. NeuelvOt^.y, see also Ebert 1972b: no. 48.5 and CEGII 849.5.

Finally, Crete produced perhaps as many as seven Olympic vic
tors in the Classical period: one was a boxer,585 one was a sprinter,584 
and four were long-distance runners.585 The seventh Olympionikes is 
attested by NeueIvO 25, an epigram of the fourth century from Olym
pia commemorating a successful runner with two Olympic victor
ies, two Pythian victories, at least one Nemean victory, and a Pan- 
athenaic victory to his credit; he may have been a Cretan, though 
this is not certain.586

Cretans, obviously, must have practised athletics and perhaps 
foot-races in particular, as suggested by the passage from the Anabasis 
and by the Classical Olympionikai from Crete. This emphasis on foot
races may possibly be a reflection of the peculiar social system as
sumed to have existed on the island. On Crete, the term opopci'ig 
(“runner”), it is held, designated a young man of the age-group of the 
dromeis, the first age-group after the ephebeia when the younger men 
still underwent military training and had limited citizen rights. Run
ning, as is suggested by the name, must have been central to the train
ing of young Cretan citizens to be, and thus an important feature of 522 523 524 525 526 
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Cretan society, producing fit and able runners.5“7 However, it should 
be noted that this reconstruction of a Cretan social system is built 
primarily on late Classical literary evidence of sometimes doubtful 
reliability and on Hellenistic inscriptions. Prior to the Hellenistic per
iod the term dromeus is epigraphically attested only at Gortyn (ZCIV 
72) and at Eleutherna (SEG 41 739), curiously enough the very cities 
for which other tiny scraps of evidence suggest the practice of ath
letics: on the basis of the surviving evidence, it cannot be claimed that 
such a social system existed throughout the island, which comprised 
at least 47 poleis in addition to Gortyn and Eleutherna.5“8

527. See the discussion by Tzifopoulos 1998: 150-69.
528. Perlman 2004.
529. Harris i960: 29.
530. Johnston 1977; Amandry 1980: 211 n. 4.I; SEG 27 481. See also Larmour 1999: 181 
no. 27; Parker 2009: 207.
531. “A prize from Rhodos, from <the contests of> Helios.”
532. On the synoecism producing the city-state of Rhodos, see Gabrielsen 2000.
533.1. Lindo sit).
534. “a front [s]ea[t of honour at the contests]”.
535. I.Lindos 1688; Jeffery, ZSJG356 no. 7. On the inscription see Kourou el al. 2002: 
25-26.
536. “[B]eretis <set me up> after a victory in the [-].”

22. Rhodos. Contests in honour of Helios are attested for fifth
century Rhodos - “never particularly noted for athletic festivals”5“9 
- by a bronze hydria of the second half of the fifth century550 inscri
bed: ctO'/.ov sy’Pööo 7tap' A/.io.53' The inscription predates the synoe- 
cism of Rhodos carried out in 408,55“ but the provenance of the hy
dria is not on record, and so the location of the contests attested by 
the vessel is unknown. A black-figure amphora of the fourth century 
from Kamiros “given as prize to victors in the Helieia” is reported in 
SEG 40 669.

A fifth-century proxeny decree555 from Lindos grants the honor- 
and IXIposopl iav év rotg åyoot],527 528 529 530 531 532 * 534 and some of these agones were prob
ably athletic or equestrian. An inscription on a statuette from the 
acropolis of Lindos dating to 600-550535 may possibly refer to a vic
tory in a local Lindian agon: [BJfjpartg vucdoag 7t[—].536 The last word 
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may perhaps be restored II[u0ta],337 although 7r[u<*;]537 538 * 540 541 542 543 544 * or 7t[dXr|v]339 
seems more likely, especially since the statuette is quite modest. If 
one of the latter restorations is preferred, the absence of an indica
tion of the venue of Beretis’ victory may be taken to mean that it was 
evident and thus Lindian, in which case at least one Lindian athletic 
contest dates back to the sixth century.

537. “in the P[ythian Games].”
538. “in b[oxing].”
539- “in w[restling].”
540. SÄG53 819.
541. SEG 53 819 ad loc.: QopbvOto; is not an ethnic, but the name of Euarchos’ 
grandfather.
542. “Euarchos, the son of Andropheles, son of Korynthios, set me, his prize, up”, i.e. 
to Athena.
543. Valavanis 1999: esp. 99 with Fig. 4.
544. Kyle 2007: 149 (for the type, see the coin illustrated at Kyle 2007: 233 fig. 12.1b).
545- Ky!e 2007: 149.

Much the same may be said about a dedication from Ialysos, an 
inscribed sixth-century bronze vase, which is taken to have been 
dedicated by a victorious athlete in the sanctuary of Athena:340 
Euapyog p.' c/.vs()[sk|s 7tatg Avopocps/.sog ro QopuvØto341 [a |sØ/.ov.5P 
The complete absence of any indication of the origin of the prize 
may perhaps suggest that this was self-evident and that the prize 
then hailed from a local festival; or perhaps it suggests that the 
emphasis of the dedicatory text is not on the dedicant’s feat but on 
his social standing as set out by his genealogy, though this need not 
of course mean that the prize was not won at Ialysos itself.

In the synoecized city of Rhodos itself, finally, the Hellenistic 
stadium had a fourth-century predecessor with opposite, i.e. east
west, orientation,343 which suggests the existence of foot-race com
petitions at Rhodos city in the fourth century.

25. Pamphylia. A series of late fifth-century to fourth-century sta
ters from Aspendos in Pamphylia depicts on the obverse belted 
wrestlers in action and this type may be testimony to a local agon
istic festival.344 Kyle suggests that belt wrestling at Aspendos may 
have been “a remnant from much earlier traditions.”343 Such tradi
tions may have been non-Greek: Thucydides at 1.6.5 states that in 
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his day some of the ‘Asiatic barbarians’ wrestled (and boxed) “in 
loincloths”, and the Aspendian type may be a reflection of that. 
Aspendos was presumably a polis whose Greek identity was not ob
vious. It is reported to have been a foundation by Argos,546 but the 
dialect of its inscriptions indicates “a substantial indigenous Pam- 
phylian population.”54? The type, then, may be an attempt to em
phasize a locally rooted Greek identity.

546. Strabo 14.4.2.
547. Keen & Fischer-Hansen 2004: 1215.
548. Sammelbucht 30 no. 355 = SGDI5757: KZeuivero; ApiGToOcLiio; | Maiüvopio; 
SrpotTcoviSsco | rf|p. 7taXateTpi]v dvé9r]K0tv | AtoHcovi.
549. That is, they can be traced right back to the point in time where athletics 
developed into a central feature of Greek culture (Christesen 2007: 59).
550. Morgan 2007: 244-47; above 35-36.
551. Delorme i960: 35.

24. Egypt. At Naukratis, a palaistra dedicated to Apollo is attested 
by a dedicatory inscription of the fourth century.548 549 While not con
clusive evidence of contour staged by Naukratis, it is at least evidence 
indicative of local interest in athletics.

1.3.4 Contests Attested for the Late Archaic Period

Some (of these) athletic festivals can, often even without the evi
dence of epinician poetry, be traced back into the sixth century,545 as 
e.g. the festival on Delos (above 71-72), some of those at Lakedai- 
mon (above 63-65), the Hellotia at Corinth,550 the Anakeia at Athens 
(above 67) or the festival for Herakles at Eretria (above 69). Not all 
evidence for agonistic festivals in the sixth century is conclusive, but 
it is nonetheless worth surveying, along with other evidence atte
sting to the athletic culture in the sixth century.

i. Magna Graeda. Dionysios of Halikarnassos at Ant. Rom. 7.9.3 re
ports the existence of gymnasia at sixth-century Kyme. The histor
icity of this report may seem doubtful,551 but if it is accepted the 
passage will be testimony to publicly sponsored athletic facilities.

At 522a, Athenaios of Naukratis, who probably completed his only 
extant work at the end of the second century AD and thus was a con
temporary of Pausanias, quotes the fourth-century philosopher He- 
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rakleides Pontikos verbatim for the information that in the later sixth 
century the polis of Sybaris had offered large money prizes to victori
ous athletes in contests held at Sybaris, reputedly in order to attract 
athletes to these Sybaritan competitions and away from the Olympic 
Games with which the Sybaritan festival was timed to coincide.558 At 
522c, however, he quotes the fourth-century historian Timaios of Tau- 
romenion on Sicily for much the same information, but this time in 
reference to the polis of Kroton, the mortal enemy of Sybaris.552 553 Both 
Sybaris and Kroton were major poleis and it cannot be entirely exclu
ded that one or both of them consciously attempted to promote their 
own contests even to the detriment of the Olympics, though this dis
respectful motivation is perhaps better attributed to the later writers 
than to the Archaic cities. We are left, then, with fourth-century claims 
that one or two poleis in Magna Graecia staged contests with consid
erable monetary prizes in the later sixth century.554 It may, in addition, 
be noted that late texts report the existence of athletic facilities at 
both Kroton and Sybaris in the sixth century;555 in both cases the 
evidential value of the texts in question is open to doubt,556 though 

552. Ath. 522a = Herakleides Pontikos fr. 45 (Wehrli): 5t67tsp dvdoTaTOt sysvovTO Kat 
5ts(p9dpi]oav dwvT8; oi Kat tov tcöv OA>|i7ticiw tow 7tdvu ayowa dpaopoioat 
sSshpavTSi;. Ka9' ov ydp aysrat Karpov CTtiTiipijrw.vTc.; döXow LOTSpßokfj obg avrou; 
Ka/.8iv 87t8y8tpow tod; a()/.i]Td; (“For this reason they were laid waste and entirely 
destroyed - these people who had even wished to dim the glory of the great Olympics. 
For they waited for the very time that these are held, and then, by an extravagant 
offer of prizes, they tried to lure the athletes to their own city” (transl. Gulick 1943 
(modified))). See also Young 1984: 81-82; Kyle 1996: 116 and Kyle 2007: 82.
553. Ath. 522c = Timaios (FGrHist566) fr. 45: boTSpov 5s Kat oi KpOTOWidrat, cpijotv 0 
Tuiaio;. sTtsysipTpav ti]v OÅ.up.7UKijv 7tavf]yDptv KaraXboat, tcö abrro xpövqi 
7tpo()8VT8; apyupiKOV otpoSpa 7tXobotov ayowa (“Later, however, the people of 
Kroton also, Timaios says, tried to abolish the Olympic festival by setting up at the 
same time with it contests with very rich silver prizes” (transl. Gulick 1943 
(modified))). See also Young 1984: 81-82.
554. In itself, the claim that lavish prizes were offered is not incredible: lavish prizes 
were awarded at the Panathmaia (Anderson 2003:163; Neumann-Hartmann 2014:36), 
though these were not cash prizes.
555. Kroton: Ath. i2-5i8d (palaistrdy Iambi. FP8.37 (gymnasioiiy, Sybaris: Ath. i2-5i8f 
(gymnasia)-, this last bit of information is attributed by Athenaios to the early 
Hellenistic historian Timaios of Tauromenion (= FGrHist566 fr. 49).
556. Delorme i960: 36.
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the existence of athletic facilities at such major city-states seems per
fectly possible.

2. Akarnania. A bronze discus now in the British Museum and 
probably from Kephallenia, is a dedication to the Dioskourov, it dates 
to c. 550-525 and is inscribed as follows: E'/ooioa p' åvéØexe At yog 
popotv peyaXoto // '/ä/.xeov hoi vixeras KecpaXdvag peyaØupog.557 Thus, 
what we have here is a dedication to the patron gods of athletics of, 
it would seem, the very discus that the victor used in the competi
tion and testimony to athletic contests in honour of, it must be pre
sumed, the Dioskouroi on sixth-century Kephallenia - although in 
which, if any single, of the four Kephallenian poleis the contest was 
celebrated, is not clear.558 Moretti felt that the general drift of the 
text indicates that Exoidas himself was not a Kephallenian and, ac
cordingly, that the “modesti agoni locali” at which he was victorious 
admitted foreign entrants.559

557. “Exoidas dedicated me to the sons of mighty Zeus, (the) bronze with which he 
overcame the great-hearted Kephallenians” (Cook 1987: no. 57 (transl. at p. 60) = IG 
IX.i 649).
558. Kephallenia comprised these four/Wm: Kranioi; Paleis; Pronnoi; and Same (on 
which see Gehrke & Wirbelauer 2004). See Moretti, IAGno. 6.
559. Moretti, IAGno. 6 at 13.
560. Schachter 1981: 122 with refs.
561. For the date: Jeffery, LSAG 176.
562. IGTV 801.3; “and the tripod which he won in the race at Thebes” (see Legrand 
1893: 86 and Legrand 1900: 182). See also Kramer 1970: 59; Ringwood 1927: 54. - A

5. Boiotia. The contests in honour of Athena Itonia at Koroneia 
(above 60) may be traced back to the middle of the sixth century if 
it is accepted that the iconography of a series of mid-sixth-century 
Boiotian black-figure vases refers to the cult of Athena: among the 
activities depicted are “agonistic activities”.560 561 562

The Herakleia at Thebes (above 34) may be attested for the sixth 
century if this is the festival referred to in IG IV 801, a grave monu
ment of c. 550-525 from Troizen,5& set up in honour of one Damoti- 
mos by his mother who seems to have crowned the octagonal pillar 
with a tripod won by Damotimos at Thebes: xat rpt7tog /?ov ©eßaoot 
Øéov 8VtK8V.56s Alternatively, Damotimos may have won the tripod 
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in funeral contests, as suggested by Jeffery.5'15 Funeral contests are 
certainly well-attested for Archaic Boiotia (above 18-20), but an 
inscription documenting that Damotimos’ victory was in fact in 
such contests will have been incised on the tripod itself, and so this 
case cannot be settled.5'15 In favour of the view that the Herakleia 
included competitions already in the sixth century may be cited the 
existence of a stadium at sixth-century Thebes (above 34). If it is 
accepted that the victory of Damotimos was won at the Herakleia, 
this festival must have admitted foreign entrants already in the 
sixth century.

4. Corinthia. As already noted, Pindar at 01.13.40 in honour of the 
sprinter and pentathlete Xenophon of Corinth mentions seven vic
tories at the contests of the Hallotia by Xenophon’s father Thessa
los, who was a successful sprinter in the late Archaic period.* 563 564 565 566 567 568 As 
noted above (36), the competitions at this festival may even have 
attracted non-Corinthian entrants. Another contest in Corinth may 
be attested by an inscribed fragment of a presumably sixth-century 
tablet (pinax): IlapaaoØev viQÖp8g[...?];5®® the contest may have 
been associated with a village in the Peraia area, but no details are 
known.5®7

5. Sikyonia. The Pythia at Sikyon (above 36-37) may have been insti
tuted during the reign of the early sixth-century tyrant Kleisthenes, 
if the information provided by a Pindaric scholion is historical.5®8

tripod was also awarded as prize in the Archaic period at the contests at the festival 
of Apollo Triopios at Knidos (below 92-93).
563. Jeffery, LSAG 176. See also McGowan 1995: 622. On funerary games in the 
historical period, see section 1.2 above (15-22).
564. McGowan 1995: 622: “Whether Damotimus won the prize at funerary games or 
in a contest in honor of a deity is not clear.”
565. See also section 1.3.2 (11) at p. 47 above and below at p. 90.
566. “We were victorious at Peraia (?)”.
567. Wachter 2001: COP 85 pp. 151-52; Morgan 2007: 230.
568. Schol. in Pind. JVem. 9 inter.:... 5td w.vrqv ri]v sbspysotav to rpirov tcöv Xatpdpow 
sSooav rm KXstoSsvst Kat Aiaxoviot;. dtp' ob Kat Sikdowioi rd IT69ta 7tpcöTov 7tap' 
f.avTOi; sösoav. For a discussion of the likely source from which the scholiast derived 
this information, see Griffin 1979. See also McGregor 1941: 282-83; Kramer 1970: 54; 
Griffin 1982: 53-54; Hubbard 1992: 82-83; Parker 1994: 414; Kyle 2007: 83; 
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6. Achaia. The competitions at Achaian Pellene (above 37) are at
tested for the late sixth century by an inscription from the Heraion 
in the Argolid which lists a victory at Pellene in an unknown event 
by one Timokles alongside victories at Nemea, Tegea and Klei- 
tor.569

7. Arkadia. The contests at the Koriasia at Kleitor (above 40) are at
tested for the late sixth century by an inscription from the Heraion 
in the Argolid which lists a victory at Kleitor in an unknown event by 
one Timokles alongside victories at Nemea, Tegea and Pellene.569 570

Papakonstantinou 2010: 72. Farrington 2013 accepts that the Pythia were founded by 
Kleisthenes.
569. ZGIV 510; see also SEG14315 and Moretti, IAGno. 7. Morgan & Hall 2004: 485.
570. ZGIV510; see also SEG 14 315 and Moretti, IAGno. 7.
571. I GN.-2 75 (525-500). On this inscription, see Ebert 1972b; Dubois 1986:12-13. See 
also Jost 1985: 374.
572. ZGIV510; see also SEG 14315 and Moretti, IAGno. 7.
573. Ringwood 1927: 63; Roller 1981a: 7; Larmour 1999: 184 no. 35.
574. ByZGV.i 213.
575. For this inscription, see Daly 1939 (late sixth-early fifth century); Friedländer &
Hoffleit 1948: no. 136 (c. 500); Jeffery, LSAG159, 168 no. 15 (525-500?); CEGI 136
(525-500?); SEGn 305 (in. s. V’).

A late sixth-century inscription from Tegea itself probably attests 
to the existence of the Aleaia (above 40) in honour of the chief divi
nity of the polis, Athena Aiea;571 572 573 moreover, a late sixth-century in
scription from the Heraion in the Argolid lists a victory at Tegea in 
an unknown event by one Timokles alongside victories at Nemea, 
Kleitor and Pellene.578

8. Lakedaimon. The Spartan athletic festival of the Parparonia (abo
ve 64) celebrated Sparta’s victory over the Argives at the Battle of 
the Champions at Parparos in Thyreatis, a battle fought in the mid 
sixth century.575 * * Its agonistic competitions are not actually attested 
prior to the later fifth century,574 but if the festival was instituted 
shortly after the battle they may have existed already in the sixth 
century. This must remain uncertain, however.

g. Argolis. Evidence for equestrian competitions at the festival of 
Hera at the Argive Heraion in the late sixth century is provided by 
a sepulchral inscription found at the site and dated to 525-500.575 
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The text commemorates one Hysematas, described as aethlophoros 
(‘prize-winner’) and thus presumably a successful athlete,576 and sta
tes that he was buried [7t]éXag At7to5p6poto, “near the hippodrome”. 
The existence of a hippodrome must be considered evidence for the 
existence of equestrian contests, presumably at the Hekatomboia, ir
respective of who administered the festival at this date.577

576. Or perhaps a successful equestrian competitor: see SÄG33 294.
577. Hall 1995: 589-90, 611-13.
578. Séve 1993: 305; Themistios is Séve 1993: 328 no. 29, dated “vers 530?”; see also 
Perlman 2000: 67 n. 2, “530 B.C. at the latest” and Cogan 2014:101.
579. Deubner 1956: 23; Kyle 1993: 25-28; Parker 1996: 75, 89-91; Bentz 1998: 12; 
Anderson 2003: 161. Three inscriptions of the 560S-550S from the Akropolis attest to 
an athletic agon in honour of Athena, presumably the Panathenaia (IG I3 507-509; 
Raubitschek 1949: nos. 326-28; see also Day 2010: 172-74).
580. Bentz 1998: 123-37.
581. Immerwahr 1990: 183.
582. Bentz 1998: no. 6.001 with pl. 1-2.
583. An apparently even older amphora is described in detail by Moore 1999.
584. “I am one of the prizes from Athens.”

At Nem. 5.50-52, Pindar records a double victory (in boxing and 
in pankratiori) by Themistios of Aigina at Epidauros, i.e. at the Tj/c/r- 
pieia (above 43). According to the scholiast, Themistios was the ma
ternal grandfather of Pytheas, the honorand of Nemea5 and a boy 
victor in the Nemean pankration in the 480s; Themistios’ Epidaurian 
victories, then, must belong to the sixth century and they are com
monly placed c. 530.578 Epidauros, in conclusion, was hostess of an 
athletic agon already in the 530s, an agon by then open to non-Epi- 
daurians.

10. Attika. At Athens, the Great Panathenaia were instituted (or re
formed) in 566/5-579 No fewer than 172 of the distinct Panathenaic 
amphoras - which held the olive oil from the sacred trees of Athena 
given as prize to athletic victors - dating to the sixth century are 
catalogued by Bentz.580 The earliest of these amphoras belong to 
the decade 570-560, during which the Panathenaia were (re)founded; 
from early on they tend “to have an inscription to indicate that the 
vase is one of the prizes for the contests”.581 582 Thus, the famous Bur- 
gon amphora,588 one of the very earliest,583 is inscribed: TON 
A0ENE0<E>N A0AON EMI.584 These sixth-century amphoras 
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have been found at Athens, of course, but also at Aiane, Corinth, 
Istros, Kyrene, Naukratis, Pantikapaion, Samos, Sparta, Syracuse 
and at Taras, as well as elsewhere. But, as explained above (49), 
these amphoras are not necessarily evidence of competitors from 
these poleis, though it is likely enough that the sixth-century Pa- 
nathenaia attracted non-Athenian competitors.585 In fact, the triple 
victory in stadion, diaulos, and hoplite race by Thessalos of Corinth 
discussed above (47) presumably dates to the late-sixth century: 
Moretti dates his Olympic victory to 504,586 and Shear suggests 
506/5 for his Panathenaic victories.587 But, as pointed out above 
(49), the contexts in which Panathenaic amphoras are found may of 
course suggest participation rather than trade; if, e.g., amphoras are 
found in sanctuaries, as at Sparta where amphoras have been found 
at the Menelaion588 and in the sanctuary of Athena Chalkioikos589 on 
the akropolis, a fair assumption is that they were dedicated there by 
victorious participants in the Athenian contests.59“ Sixth-century 
amphoras have been found in sanctuaries also at Corinth, Kyrene, 
Samos, Taras and Taucheira;591 592 one dated to 500-490 has been found 
in the sanctuary of Aphaia in Aigina.598

585. Anderson 2003: 226 n. 18 with refs.
586. Moretti, Olympionikai no. 154.
587. Shear 2003: 106-7.
588. Bentz 1998: no. 6.067.
589. Bentz 1998: no. 6.097-103.
590. Hodkinson 1999: 161 (accepted by Potter 2012: 112).
591. Taras: Bentz 1998: no. 6.136; Corinth: no. 6.032; Kyrene: nos. 6.045, 6.091, 
6.166-67; Samos: Anhang 11, 224; Taucheira: no. 6.042.
592. Polinskaya 2013: 191 n. 227.
593. Bentz 1998: Cat. no. 6.002 attesting to men’s stadion-, see also the amphora 
discussed in Moore 1999, likewise attesting to men’s stadion-, see also Brandt 1978: 21.
594. Stadion: Bentz 1998: Cat. nos. 6.002, 006, 007, 016, 017; diaulos: Bentz 1998: Cat. 
nos. 6.on, 044 (see also Brandt 1978: 11 n. 3).
595. Pentathlon is probably referred to also in IG I3 597.

Moreover, some inscriptions on sixth-century amphoras attest to 
the existence of age-classes593 as well as to both stadion and diaulos as 
events.594 595 The iconography of sixth-century Panathenaic amphoras, 
in addition, attests to the existence of contests in e.g. the hoplite
race, the dolichos, the pentathlon,^ pankration, boxing, wrestling and in 
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equestrian events; an equestrian victory by the Athenian Alkmeoni- 
des is attested by a dedication from the sanctuary of Apollo Ptoieus 
in Boiotia."6

Two pieces of evidence suggest competitions on a local level in 
sixth-century Attika: contests seem to be attested for the deme Oe 
by a late sixth-century marble discus inscribed: OeØsv åØXa;596 597 and 
the Eleusinia at Eleusis is attested for the first half of the sixth century 
if the inscribed jumping weight of 575-550 found at Eleusis and 
commemorating a victory in jumping (or pentathlon) celebrates a vic
tory won in the Eleusinia, as seems likely."8

596. /GI31469 on which see Schachter 1994b and Nicholson 2005:53-57. On the early 
programme of the Panathenaia: Brandt 1978: 20-21; Bentz 1998: 63; Moore 1999: 49; 
Neils 2007.
597. /GI3i3g6 (“Prizes from Oe”).
598. Moretti, IAG no. 1 (Ao./.oiievo; viksosv l Aaivero;) with discussion; Kramer 
1970: 36; Kyle 1993: 47, 201 A22. See also IG I3 ggi, an inscription of c. 550 testifying 
to a opÖLio;, i.e. a stadion or a hippodrome, at Eleusis (McGowan 1995: 623, 629; Day 
2010: 174).
599. Ael. I7/4.24; see Delorme i960: 86.
600. Bacchyl. 1, 2, 6, 7, 8; Moretti, Olympionikainos. 116, 288.
601. Kat oi TsXsDTifoavTt [sc. Miltiades the Elder] XepGOvqoirai 9dodoi (>: voiio; 
oiKtorfj, Kat dycöva imtiKov re Kat yuuviKov 87ttoTdot, sv to> AaiiA|/aKi]v6)v oi)8svi 
eyytyverai dyrovt(so9at (“Ever since his death [sc. Miltiades’] the people of the 
Chersonese have offered in his honour the sacrifices commonly due to the Founder 
of a state, with chariot-races and athletic contests in which nobody from Lampsakos 
is allowed to compete” (transi. De Sélincourt 2003). Herodotos’ wording (esp. 
9t)0D<Jt and 87ttOTdot) suggests that the agon still took place in his own day. On the 
passage: Malkin 1987: 190-95.
602. Malkin 1987: 195-200.
603. Isaac 1986: 171.

11. The Aegean. At Koresia on Keos the existence of a sixth-century 
palaistra is reported by a late source of doubful historicity;599 how
ever, the success of Keian athletes in Panhellenic competitions in 
the sixth and fifth century600 is an argument in favour of an active 
athletic milieu on the island.

12. Thrace. At Chersonesos, as Herodotos reports at 6.38.1,601 602 were 
staged, presumably annual,608 equestrian and athletic competitions 
in honour of Miltiades of Athens as had he been the oecist (‘foun
der’) of the city, presumably from the time of his death (c. 524?).603 
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Herodotos’ note that no citizen of Lampsakos - a city against which 
Miltiades had been waging war and which had at one point taken 
him prisoner604 - could participate in these contests suggests that 
they were in fact open to citizens of other poleis in the area.6“5 Even 
such rather local competitions, then, may regularly have been open 
to outside competitors already in the Archaic period, as e.g. the 
competitions at Epidauros demonstrably were (above 89).

604. Hdt. 6.37.1: o Mi/.uüöi]; ... 87toXep.T]CJ8 Aa(.t\|/aKi]vofci- Kat |iiv oi Aa(.i\|/aKi]voi
atpeovot Cmypti] (“Miltiades next attacked Lampsakos; but he was 

ambushed and taken prisoner” (transi. De Sélincourt 2003)).
605. Scott 2005: 176.
606. Z.Z>w42.3: OTa5to5p[—].
607. As deduced by Laitar 2004: 917: “Games may be deduced from an archaic 
inscription mentioning a stadion-wnner (J-Byy:; 42.3).” The inscription may also refer 
to the hoplite race: I.Byz ad 42.4. At 918, Laitar even assumes the existence of a 
stadium on the basis of this fragment: “The existence of the stadium may be deduced 
from an archaic inscription mentioning a stadion-runner (I.Byy:;. 42).”
608. Fr. 34 (Wehrli).
609. Delorme i960: 35.
610. As by Shipley 1987: 72 and 90.
611. Sy//.31065.15; 1067.5.
612. sv yap rro åyrovi tov Tpto7tiov Ä7t6Hrovo<; e.riOe.uav to w/.ai rpiroioa; '/a/.K;':ov; 
Totot vtK&Jt (“It used to be customary at the Games of the Triopian Apollo to give 
bronze tripods as prizes” (transi. De Sélincourt 2003)).

iß. Propontic Thrace. An Archaic inscription from Byzantion con
tains part of the word stadiodromos (‘stadion-runncr") .6o6 607 608 Though other 
interpretations are obviously possible, it cannot be excluded that 
this is evidence for athletic competitions at Archaic Byzantion.60?

14. Ionia. Athenaios of Naukratis at 13.603d - a passage drawing 
on the third-century philosopher Hieronymos of Rhodos6“8 - re
ports the existence of a palaistram sixth-century Samos; the histor
icity of this report may seem doubtful,609 but if it is accepted6“ the 
passage is testimony to local interest in athletics.

iß. Karia. According to Herodotos (1.144), the Dorian hexapolis of 
Halikarnassos, Ialysos, Kamiros, Knidos, Kos and Lindos celeb
rated an agon - called Dorieia in late sources611 612 - in honour of Apollo 
Triopios at which a bronze tripod was the prize for victory.6“ It is 
not clear from Herodotos which disciplines the agon included, but it 
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is commonly taken to be an athletic agon613 and clearly was so in later 
periods.614 Nor is Herodotos explicit on the date at which the festi
val was initially celebrated, but it is commonly taken to go back to 
the Archaic period and Herodotos’ phrase to 7tdXat (“in ancient 
times”) certainly suggests so.6is

613. Forrest 2000: 281; Asheri etal. 2007: 175.
614. Sylls 1065.16 (boys’ panbation)-, 1067.5 (men’s stadion).
615. Jeffery 1976:195. Fifth-century coins from Kos depicting a diskobolos are interpreted 
by Klose & Stumpf 1996: ad no. 78 to refer to these games in honour of Apollo, 
which, if correct, means that they surely included athletics and persisted into the 
Classical period; see also n. 447 above.
616. Delorme i960: 35-36.
617. Schol. in Pind. Nem. g inscr. (text above in n. 568).

1.4 Limitations of the Evidence and Problems of 
Interpretation

On an optimistic interpretation the Archaic evidence surveyed in 
the sections above attests to athletic competitions (or at least ath
letic activities) in more than thirty city-states in twenty different geo
graphical areas across the Greek world in the sixth century. It is, 
however, obvious that not all the sources cited provide conclusive evi
dence for the existence of agonsitic festivals. Installations such as 
gymnasia or palaistrai, clearly, attest to training and the athletic life
style as such, rather than to competitions, though these were an essen
tial part of the athletic lifestyle. Another problem is that the exis
tence of such installations are often reported by rather late sources 
whose reliability may be doubted: in some cases, such as Samos, the 
report may perhaps be cautiously accepted as reliable, whereas in 
other cases it may be suspected that references to such installations 
serve the literary purposes of their authors, as pointed out by Del
orme in the cases of e.g. Kyme and Kroton,616 617 and may, accordingly, 
lack a historical base. Similar problems of reliability obtain in the 
case of agonistic festivals whose sixth-century existence is attested 
only by scholiasts: the Pythia at Sikyon is a case in point. The sixth
century existence of this festival is reported by a Pindaric scholion,61? 
and the reliability of the information cannot be assessed.
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Other groups of source do not admit of indisputable interpreta
tions, ceramic iconography being an obvious example: competi
tions at the festival for Athena at Koroneia are inferred from agoni
stic scenes on mid sixth-century Boiotian black-figure vases whose 
iconography seems to refer to the cult of Athena - but, as pointed 
out by Schachter, pictures on vases are “always a tricky thing to deal 
with”.618 619 620 621

618. Schacther 1981:122.
619. See the editorial comment Wlinc 2: “Es ist vielleicht von einem Waffenlauf die 
Rede.”
620. Moretti, IAGno. 7; Jeffery, LSAG169 no. 16.
621. Ebert 1972a: no. 10; SEG14 315.

Fragmentary inscriptions, likewise, are often difficult (or impos
sible) to interpret. An extreme example is provided by the inscrip
tion from Byzantion from which the existence of a stadium and ath
letic competitions has been inferred (I.Byzyz)'-

COTOga[—] 
ai'/j.icrra[—] 
araötoöpf—] 
Ö TÖ7IOC a[—]

The existence of an Archaic stadium is inferred from the third frag
mentary line which probably preserves a part of some form of the 
word stadiodromos (‘stadion-runncf). This is not quite the same as a 
stadium, and even if the text does refer to athletics here - as it cer
tainly seems to do - it need not be athletics and competitions at 
Byzantion. This applies even if we accept the editor’s suggestion that 
the second fragmentary line refers to aichmatai (‘spearmen’) and take 
this as a reference to a race in armour —6i9 though Greek hoplitodromoi 
did not usually run with spears. Clearly, this inscription may refer to 
competitions at Byzantion - or it may not.

Another serious problem is presented by the fact that inscriptions 
often admit of only tentative datings. IG IV 510, to give a single 
example, is dated from its letter forms to the late sixth century (525- 
500) by Moretti and Jeffery,6so followed by Ebert and SEG.'}j' Such a
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date can be only approximate, and The Packard Humanities Insti
tute’s webpage of searchable Greek inscriptions688 gives the date 
“bef. 460 BC” to the inscription. If the inscription in fact belongs to 
the fifth century, evidence for the sixth-century existence of the ago
nistic festivals at Kleitor and Pellene disappears.

622. http://epigraphy.packhum.org/inscriptions/ (visited August n, 2013).
623. Page, FGE'iiyi.
624. Section 1.3.2 (11) above (47) and Moretti, Olympionikaino. 154.

On the other hand, some of the evidence treated as referring to 
the fifth century in the survey above may not impossibly refer to the 
sixth. The epigram celebrating the Corinthian athlete Nikolaidas 
perhaps belongs to the late Archaic period and thus possibly to the 
sixth century.6^ If it does date to the sixth century, it attests to ath
letics competitions in the sixth century at Aigina, Epidauros, Mt. 
Lykaion, Megara, Pellene, Phleious, Tegea and Thebes, some of 
which are not otherwise attested for the Archaic period. Pindar’s 
Olympian 13 may also contain evidence relating to the sixth century. 
The ode celebrates a double Olympic victory of 464 by Xenophon 
of Corinth, but also makes several references to victories achieved 
by Xenophon’s father Thessalos and other members of his exten
ded family, the Oligaithidai. Thessalos, as pointed out above (90), 
was a successful athlete of the late sixth century and had won victor
ies in both Olympia and Delphi as well as in Athens.684 At 01.13.98- 
113 Pindar catalogues the victories won by Xenophon’s extended 
family at both periodic and lesser festivals. The ode claims sixty 
victories for the family at both Nemea and the Isthmos (01.13.99) 
and some of these must almost of necessity belong to the sixth cen
tury, like Thessalos’ Olympic victory of c. 504. A sixth-century date 
is, then, also a possibility for some of the other victories which Pin
dar goes on to list (107-112). These were won at Argos, Eleusis, Ma
rathon, Megara, Mt. Lykaion, Thebes, Pellene, Sikyon as well as on 
Sicily and Euboia. Similarly, some of the victories won by ancestors 
of Theaios of Argos may perhaps belong to the sixth century: The- 
aios is celebrated in Mem. 10 for a victory at the Argive Hekatomboia, 
achieved presumably around 464. At w. 43-48 the ode lists victories 
won by maternal ancestors of Theaios and these include, in additi- 622 623 624 
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on to victories at the Isthmos and Nemea, successes at Kleitor, Pel
lene, Sikyon, Tegea, in Achaia and on Mt. Lykaion.

Clearly, a survey of sixth-century athletic festivals such as the 
one attempted above must of necessity be somewhat impressionistic 
in nature. It is, however, important to realize that some festivals are 
in fact attested for the sixth century by good evidence. Well-attested 
sixth-century athletic festivals include e.g. the Panathenaia, the Eleu
sinia and AacAnakeia at Athens, the Delia as well as festivals on Kephal- 
lenia, at Corinth, the Argive Heraion, Epidauros, Tegea, several at 
Sparta, as well as those at Chersonesos and the Dorian hexapolis. It 
should be noted, moreover, that some festivals are attested by only 
a single piece of evidence, as e.g. the festival at Chersonesos: had 
Herodotos not remarked upon this festival, we would not have 
known that sixth-century Chersonesos staged an athletic festival 
which admitted foreign entrants. This festival, then, is attested by 
pure chance, as are several others. What this suggests is, of course, 
that there must have existed a number of athletic festivals which 
have left no mark in our records at all,6“5 though there is no way of 
quantifying this Dunkelziffer. The conclusion must be that athletic 
competitions were included into numerous religious festivals already 
in the sixth century and that there are good reasons to believe that 
there were in fact many more such athletic festivals than are attested 
by the surviving evidence, sparse and fragmentary as it is.

625. As an example of an athletic festival which is not attested in the Archaic or even 
in the Classical period the festival at Arkadian Mantinea in honour of the patron 
divinity Poseidon Hippios may be mentioned: it is known only from the Hellenistic 
period (/GIVa.i 629) but almost certainly was much older (Jost 1985:133).
626. The following draws on Nielsen 2013b.
627. Stroud 1968: 66-70; Gagarin 2008: 93.
628. /GI3104 (on the inscription: Stroud 1968).

The survey presented here, then, can give only a vague impres
sion of the sixth-century athletic circuit. A passage in the Athenian 
homicide law of Drakon may, however, add a few valuable details to 
this impressionistic picture of the Archaic circuit.6“6 The law was 
probably enacted in the late 620s.6s? It survives as a fragmentary in
scription from 409/8,6s8 and the crucial passage to be discussed is 
cited almost verbatim in Demosthenes (23.38). That provides the 
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basis for a restoration that accords with the preserved remains of 
text in the fragmentary inscription, which is laid out in stoichedon 
style (ZG I3104.26-29): the evidence for the wording of this passage 
of the law, then, is quite solid.6“9 As the penalty for unpremeditated 
homicide the law first stipulates exile. It then adds further stipula
tions including one protecting such a killer while in exile (Dem. 
23.38): ‘adv rig d7toKT8tvr| rov dvSpocpovov' (prpiv ’f| atitog f] cpovou, 
d7t8y6|t8vov dyopag ecpopiag Kai dO/.oiv Kai ispdiv ApcpucnioviKdiv, 
<BO7t8p rov A0r|vaiov Kieivavia, ev roig aüroig évéyeoØat.’629 630 This sti
pulation is, as pointed out by Gagarin,631 632 633 a protection of the andro- 
phonos, but e contrario it appears that the killing of an exiled andropho- 
nos at a border market (dyopag acpopiag), athletic contests (dO/.oiv) or 
Amphiktyonic rites (ispdiv ApcpiKriioviKdiv)'1-2 is not considered 
homicide under Drakonian law. Elsewhere, apparently, the andro- 
phonos counted as an Athenian citizen, who could not legally be kil
led. The term athloi of the law is commonly understood to refer to 
athletic contests by modern students of Greek law/33 but more im
portantly Demosthenes (23.40) so understood it and paraphrased it 
by oi Kara vqv 'EXXaS' dyævsg, “the athletic contests in Hellas”: clea
rly, he understood it to refer to athletic competitions outside Attika. 
Why does the law single out markets, contests and Amphiktyonic 
sacrifices outside Attika as gatherings an androphonoshad better avo
id? Presumably because it was a reasonable assumption that he ri- 

629. See also Gagarin 2008: 93.
630. “If someone kills the slayer or is responsible for his being killed while he is 
avoiding a frontier market, games, and Amphiktyonic rites, he shall be treated on the 
same basis as one who kills an Athenian” (transl. Stroud 1968: 7). As pointed out by 
Stroud 1968: 54 n. 95 ÅLicptKWOVUrøv should be construed only with ispcöv and not 
with otSXcov as well.
631. Gagarin 2008: 98.
632. What exactly Amphictyonic rites may have referred to in the 620s is unclear; 
Demosthenes’ paraphrase (røv ispcöv røv ev ApcptKWOOtv) suggests that he took it 
to refer to rites at Delphi, and it seems a reasonable assumption that the phrase 
referred to institutionalized and recurrent rites, not impossibly at Delphi (van 
Effenterre & Ruzé 1994: 20; Lefevre 1998: 65). - It is likewise unknown exactly what 
a border market was, though it was obviously some kind of gathering (Stroud 1968: 
53)-
633. Stroud 1968: 7, 54; Hansen 1969: 21; Gagarin 2008: 98.
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sked meeting Athenians there and thus the kinsmen of this victim(s), 
who could legally kill him - or to quote Gagarin: “Frontier markets, 
athletic contests and Amphictyonic sacrifices were international 
events outside of or on the border of Attica, where a killer and his 
victim’s relatives might encounter one another. It would be essen
tial to know whether the killer would be protected if he attended 
them. Draco’s new law provides this information.”634 Drakon, ac
cordingly, must have assumed that if Athenians travelled outside 
Attika, they would not be unlikely to travel to athletic contests, be 
it as competitors or spectators. It cannot be entirely excluded that 
he was thinking of funerary contests (section 1.2 above (15-22)), but 
these can hardly have been frequent enough to merit mention in an 
Athenian law. Moreover, the juxtaposition of dO/.mv (“contests”) 
with ispmv ApcpiKTUOviKoiv (“Amphiktyonic rites”) suggests that 
Drakon was in fact thinking of recurring events - which means that 
he thought of contests at religious festivals. Which festivals these 
can have been in the late-seventh century is a matter for speculation 
only: the Olympics, presumably, since Athenians had already been 
victorious at Olympia by the 620s, but the other three festivals of 
the periodos had not yet been institutionalized, and possibly did not 
yet exist,635 at least not in their later form.636 Most probably they will 
have been festivals in neighbouring areas such as Boiotia and the 
Peloponnese and islands close to Attika such as Euboia and Aigina: 
as we have seen, athletic festivals there are well attested for the sixth 
century and the Classical period. But the passage of Drakon’s law 
discussed here suggests the important possibility that there were 
such festivals already by the late seventh century63? and that they 
could be expected to attract Athenians.638 These are valuable addi- 

634. Gagarin 2008: 98.
635. Miller 2004, 87-112; Kyle 2007,137-48; see also Funke 2005.
636. -Zfthe reference is in fact to athletic festivals at Delphi, Nemea and on the 
Isthmos, the passage of the law documents an early phase of the later periodos, a 
conclusion almost as important as the one suggested here.
637. It is just possible that the Delia on Delos is attested for the seventh century: see 
n. 443 above.
638. Athenian athletes almost certainly travelled to funerary contests in Boiotia in
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tions to the picture of the Archaic circuit emerging from the survey 
above.639

The athletic circuit of the Classical period is much better known 
than that of the late Archaic period, due to the appearance of new 
literary genres such as epinician poetry and historiography as well 
as the ever increasing number of inscriptions. But even in the Clas
sical period we find athletic festivals attested by a single piece of evi
dence: the competitions at Phleious are a case in point/40 if the Ni- 
kolaidas-epigram is not in fact Archaic (above 95). Others are e.g. 
the Aianteia at Opous, VacAktias at Anaktorion, the festival for Hera
kles at Thespiai, the one for the Dioskouroi at Pheneos, and that for 
Acheloos at Metapontion, or most of those attested by the stele of 
Damonon (ZG V.i 213): without this unique piece of evidence, a 
good deal less would have been known about athletics at Sparta. 
Again, what this suggests is that even in the Classical period the at
tested athletic festivals represent only the tip of an enormous ath
letic iceberg: there mart have been athletic festivals which have left 
no traces whatsoever in the surviving evidence.

the seventh century (section 1.2 above (15-22)) and thus the idea that Athenians 
competed outside Attika in the seventh century finds solid support.
639. It may also be noted that at Hes. Theog. 435 we find the phrase dsSXsnstv sv 
dycövt and that Tyrtaios fr. 12.2 (West) refers to feats in foot-races and wrestling - 
7to5cöv dpsrfjc, and w/.aiLiOGW'i]The references may be to competitions at funeral 
contests, but as the discussion of Drakon’s law demonstrates, it cannot be excluded 
that the poets have competitions at religious festivals in mind.
640. From Xen. Hell. 4.2.16 it appears that Phleious proclaimed an ekecheiriain the 
fourth century, but the passage does not reveal for which festival this truce was 
proclaimed; it cannot, of course, be excluded that it was for the festival at which 
Nikolaidas won his victory; Piérart 2004: 614 notes cults of Ganymede and Hera at 
Phleious.
641. Thue. 3.106.6 (see Parke 1946:106 with n. 3).

Another problem is presented by the question of the lifespan of 
the attested agonistic festivals. This problem is, of course, partic
ularly acute in the case of festivals attested by a single piece of evi
dence: did they exist prior to their only attestation? And did they 
continue to be celebrated beyond this singular attestation? Some 
agonistic festivals were in fact discontinued, even some of appar
ently major standing such as the Delia on Delos/41 and new festivals * * * 
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were founded continuously, such as e.g. the Basileia at Lebadeia in 
Boiotia (above 60-61). The athletic circuit, then, was a dynamic 
phenomenon and the existence of a certain festival at one point in 
time cannot be taken as evidence that it existed throughout (the late 
Archaic and) Classical period.

While this is an important reservation, it must be emphasized 
that numerous festivals did in fact exist throughout the Classical 
period. Uncontroversial cases are the Herakleia at Thebes, theÆÆ«- 
thoia at Megara, the Pythia at Sikyon, the Lykaia in Arkadia, the Heka- 
tomboia at the Argive Heraion, the Asklepieia at Epidauros, the Panathe- 
naia, Anakeia, Epitaphia and Eleusinia at Athens, the Ephesia at Ephesos 
and the Heraia on Samos. In several other cases it is a reasonable 
assumption that a festival existed throughout the Classical period 
though this cannot be proved-, the Koriasia at Kleitor are attested for 
the fifth century and again by post-Classical inscriptions; the Aleaia 
at Tegea are attested for the fifth century and again by an early Hel
lenistic inscription; the Tlapolemeia in Rhodos are attested for the 
fifth century and again by a Hellenistic inscription. In all these as 
well as other cases, a period of discontinuity followed by a later re
foundation cannot be entirely excluded, but it seems a much more 
economical assumption that they all existed throughout the Classi
cal period but are simply unattested at various points in time due to 
the general scarcity of our evidence.648 The same can be said for 
such festivals as the Aianteia at Opous, the Aktias at Anaktorion and 
the Dorieiaof the Dorian pentapolis.

642. The Aleaia nt Tegea must have been incorporated into the panegyrisot (Athena) 
Aiea, and this festival is attested for the fourth century by IGN.t 3.8, 26 (7tavdYOpot<; 
(see Chantraine 2009: 9 s.v. dystpro)). The festival, clearly, took place in the fourth 
century and so presumbably did the competitions.

Other problems involved in interpreting the Classical evidence 
surveyed above are the same as those involved in interpreting the 
Archaic evidence: gymnasia are a better testimony to the athletic life
style than to actual competitions; the reliability of late authors such 
as Diodorus Siculus cannot always be ascertained; and fragmentary 
evidence does not always allow indisputable interpretations. But a 
few other problems call for special comments, such as e.g. the use of 642 
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coinage to infer the existence of agonistic festivals. The festival for 
Acheloos at Metapontion may serve to illustrate the problems invol
ved in interpreting numismatic evidence. It has been inferred from 
coins carrying the legend AXEAOIO AEØAON.643 These coins pre
sumably served as prizes at competitions in honour of Acheloos. To 
my knowledge, it has never been denied that this coinage is evidence 
of competitions at Metapontion, but the coins themselves evidently 
do not clarify whether these were athletic competitions. And since 
the Greeks could turn almost anything into a competition,644 it can
not be considered certain that Metapontion put on athletic competi
tions, though it is of course in itself more than likely. The famous 
coins from fifth-century Kos depicting a diskobolos have also been 
interpreted as evidence for “prestigious local games”,645 and if that 
is a valid interpretation - and other interpretations have been sug
gested (n. 447 above) - the type itself reveals that the competitions 
must have been athletic. The reference may perhaps be to the con
tests in honour of Apollo Triopios staged by the Dorian pentapolis 
and known from Herodotos (1.144),646 but it should be obvious that 
the evidence provided by the coins is too general to allow any de
finite conclusion on this matter. Numismatic evidence, then, is 
usually too vague to allow us to establish the existence of athletic 
competitions at a given polis with complete confidence and it must, ac
cordingly, be noted that the survey above tentatively infers com
petitions at 13 sites on the basis of numismatic evidence alone.

643. ‘A prize <from the contests in honour» of Acheloos”; see Nielsen 1996: 58; 
Rutter 1997: 49 and Rutter 2001: no. 1491; Brown 2003: 138.
644. Burkert 1985:105; Donderer 1996; see also Kyle 1998:117.
645. Smith 2007: 121 Fig. 22; see also Aegean of the coins
646. Aegean of the coins 89.
647. SEG 33 716 (460-450); ZGXII.g 1190; see also Cairns 1983.

Another serious problem concerns the interpretation of the term 
åycbv (‘contest’). The survey above in several instances infers the 
existence of athletic festivals on the basis of the occurrence of this 
term. However, as already pointed out, the Greeks made contests of 
almost anything. Thus competitions in pyrrhic dance in honour of 
Artemis are attested for fifth-century Histiaia on Euboia.647 In gen
eral, “[t]he number of things which the Greeks can turn into a con
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test is astounding: sport and physical beauty, handicraft and art, 
song and dance, theatre and disputation.”648 The survey above in
cludes what can reasonably be taken to be athletic or equestrian 
contests and thus excludes evidence which is too vague or general. 
The existence of the office of agonothetes (‘arranger of agones') in a 
given polis, for example, need not be evidence of athletic or equestrian 
competitions: IGN.a 450, to illustrate this point, is a fourth-century 
inscription from the theatre at Megalopolis recording a dedication 
made by one Antiochos who had served as agonothetes-. Avrtoyog 
«.YOivoOsrqoag åvéØr|K8 iög Øpovog 7tdvrag Kat rov oyerov.649 650 651 The na
ture and location of the dedication makes it a reasonable inference 
that Antiochos had served as agonothetes for a dramatic festival. Si
milarly, SEG 52 741, an inscription commemorating the dedication 
of a propylon at the sanctuary of Dionysos in the first half of the 
fourth century at Nymphaion on the Black Sea reads: 08O7tpo7tt5r|g 
MsyaKXeog vqv si'oooov åvéØr|K8V Atovnocot åytovoØerécov ...;65° again, 
the nature of the dedication suggests that Theopropides had served 
as agonothetes for a dramatic or musical competition in honour of 
Dionysos. On the other hand, the existence of the office may, of 
course, be indicative of athletic or equestrian competitions, and so 
it is perhaps worth noting that the office is attested throughout most 
of the Greek world in the Classical period.691

648. Burkert 1985:105; contests in painting and drawing are known from Delphi and 
Corinth (Donderer 1996); see also Kyle 1998: 117.
649. “Antiochos who served as agonothetes dedicated all the thrones and the water
pipe.”
650. “Theopropides, son of Megakles, dedicated the entrance to Dionysos while 
serving as agonothetes...”; for a similar text from Boiotian Orchomenos, see SEG 42 
418.
651. Agonothetai are attested e.g. in the following poleis-. Taras: SEG 30 1218 (fourth 
century); Orchomenos: SEG 11 1104 (fourth to third century); Tegea: SEG 11 1070 
(350-300); Argos: SEG34 282 (330-300); Olbia: SEG51 970.1 (c. 550-510); Tyras: VDI 
(1959) 412 1.9 (late fourth or early third century); Hermonassa: CIRB 1039 (mid
fourth century); Phanagoria: IOSPEo. 345 (fourth century); Mytilene: /GXII.2 5.13 
(350-300); Chios: Isa'. Cos ED 71.A.V.8 (late fourth century); Erythrai: SEG ig 696 
(330s); Samos: /GXIL6 56.3 (late fourth century); Rhodos: I.landos 696a.2 (c. 330); 
etc.
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Whatever the etymology and early meaning of the Greek term 
üycbv was/58 by the Classical period it was the standard term em
ployed to refer to competitive contests, as demonstrated by 
Ellsworth,653 who points out that it is clear from Herodotos 9.33-36 
that even in ambiguous contexts fifth-century Greeks would com
monly understand agon to refer to athletic contests/54 Herodotos 
here relates a story about the mantis (‘seer’) Teisamenos of Elis who 
had received from the Pythia an oracle to the effect that he would 
“win the five greatest contests” (åydivag rolig paytoroug åvatpijosoOai 
7tévT8). Teisamenos - mistakenly (apaprov rou yprpvriptoi)) - inter
preted the oracle as referring to athletic victories (tbg ctvatprpöpsvog 
yupvtKoug üyovag) and devoted himself (7rpoosr/s yupvaototot) to 
the pentathlon, in which he reached the finals at the Olympics only to 
be defeated by Hieronymos of Andros, possibly in 484.652 653 654 655 656 657 The Lake- 
daimonians, however, realized that the reference was not to athletic 
contests but to ‘contests of Ares’ (paØovrag oük ég yupvtKoug åXX' ég 
åprpoug åyævag cpépov ro Tstoapsvob pavvqtov) and made Teisamen
os a Spartan citizen, in which capacity (ysvopsvog E7tapTujrr|g) he 
proceeded to function as mantis at five major military victories of the 
Lakedaimonians (listed in Hdt. 9.35.2). This story demonstrates 
that even a mantic expert could be represented as taking agones to 
refer to athletics/56 even in this ambiguous oracular context. But, of 
course, it also demonstrates that on occasion the term could refer to 
military contests (though it took a community of martial experts to 
realize this). Moreover, it is well known that the term was also 
employed to refer to legal processes (‘forensic contests’)/57 Accor
dingly, even if the standard meaning of agon was by the Classical 
period ‘athletic contest’ it does on occasion carry another - possibly 
an older - meaning and the occurrence of the term in, e.g., an in

652. On this, see Scanlon 1983.
653. Ellsworth 1976: 229-30.
654. Ellsworth 1976: 229 n. 7.
655. Flower & Marincola 2002:168 ad9.33.2; Hieronymos is Moretti, Olympionikaino. 
z73-
656. See further Flower 2008: 40-42 who points out (42) that the story was probably 
designed to enhance the stature of Teisamenos.
657. E.g. Antiph. 6.21.
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scription cannot be taken with/«// certainty to be evidence for the 
existence of athletic contests (gymnikoi agones) at a given site. One 
example will suffice: At Teos a “full gymnic program” has been as
sumed for the festival of the Anthesteria.6^ The assumption is based 
on a passage in the famous early fifth-century imprecations of the 
city, containing the passage KaØr||iévoi) ræyævog AvOsorqpiotoiv Kat 
HpaK/.soioiv Kat Aioioiv.'15'-’ Clearly, three central festivals are refer
red to here, but whether they included “a full gymnic program”, or 
contests at all, must depend on the interpretation of ræyævog (“the 
agon"). Tod took it to refer to “the people assembled to witness a 
contest”,658 659 660 a perfectly possible meaning attested already in epic.661 662 
Ellsworth, however, insists that the reference here is in fact to athletic 
contests: “To be sure, KaØr||iévoi) indicates that åyævog designates 
people gathered together. The question is, for what purpose are 
they gathered? The inscription limits åyævog to the Anthesteria, He- 
racleia, and Dia; very little is known about these festivals. When 
one considers that at this time (i) religious festivals and athletic 
contests were closely associated, and (2) one of the most common 
meanings of aycbv was ’games, contest(s)’, it is reasonable to con
clude that these festivals included contests.”668 Ellsworth’s conclu
sion is in all probability correct; but certainty is impossible and the 
existence of athletic contests at Teos must remain an assumption, 
though it would not at all be surprising to find athletic competiti
ons incorporated into festivals in honour of Zeus and Herakles.

658. Scanlon 2002: 290.
659. Meiggs & Lewis, GZ//30B .31-34: “when the agonis assembled at theAnthesteria 
and the Herakleia and the Dia."
660. Tod, GHII: 30.
661. Ellsworth 1976: 232 and Laser 1987: n-13.
662. Ellsworth 1976: 232.

In other, more special, cases the existence of athletic contests can 
be inferred with some confidence. Classical poleis often granted an 
honorand proedria - an honorary seat in the front row - when they 
voted honorific decrees. The term proedria is not infrequently speci
fied by the addition of a phrase like év rotg ayamtv or sig roug åyævag 
(“at the competitions”). Poleis granting the privilege of proedria en tois 
agosin presumably arranged more than one agonistic festival and it 
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seems a reasonable assumption that some of these will have been 
athletic or equestrian. The survey above infers athletic competitions 
at twelve poleis on the basis of such phrases.

A final problem concerns the programmes of athletic festivals 
and in particular the use of epinician poetry to reconstruct an out
line of the agonistic programmes of various festivals. In the survey 
above and the catalogue below it is assumed that if an honorand of 
an epinician ode is celebrated for a victory in, say, wrestling, then 
victories recited in a victory catalogue of the ode will likewise have 
been achieved in wrestling. To give a few examples: Pindar’s Olym
pian Nine celebrates Epharmostos of Opous for his Olympic victory 
in 468. That this victory was in wrestling is clear from verse 13 
(7taXatopaotv). At 84-99 the ode catalogues for Epharmostos, in ad
dition to victories at the three other periodic festivals, victories at 
Argos, Athens, Marathon, Mt. Lykaion, Pellene, Thebes and Eleu
sis: these victories, I assume, were in wrestling as well. Pindar’s 
Olympian Seven celebrates an Olympic victory by the famous Diago
ras of Ialysos in Rhodos in 464. That Diagoras was a boxer is clear 
from verse 16 (Ttnypag) and 89 (ro^). At 77-86 the ode lists, in addi
tion to victories at the three other periodic festivals, victories by 
Diagoras at Rhodos, Athens, Argos, Mt. Lykaion, Thebes, Boiotia, 
Pellene, Aigina and Megara: these, too, were victories in boxing, I 
assume, and accordingly this event is attested for these festivals in 
the fifth century. As a general rule such assumptions are probably 
reasonable enough, but it should be noted that some athletes were 
in fact quite versatile: Theogenes of Thasos, for example, competed 
not only in boxing and pankration but also in long-distance running 
(dolichos), and it was not uncommon that pentathletes were accom
plished sprinters, as is clear from the cases of Phayllos of Kroton, 
Nikolaidas of Corinth and Eupolemos of Elis.663 Among the Pinda
ric honorands Xenophon of Corinth was one such versatile athlete: 

663. Phayllos of Kroton won both the pentathlon and the stadion at Delphi (Paus. 
10.9.2); Nikolaidas won the.pentathlon at Delphi and at the Panath.enaia and the stadion 
at several other festivals (see Anth. Pal. 13.19 with Maroti 1990); Eupolemos of Elis 
won the stadion at Olympia in 396 and the pentathlon twice at Delphi and once at 
Nemea (Paus. 6.3.7); on Eupolemos’ Olympic victory of 396, see Crowther 1997 and 
Romano 2007.
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he won both the stadion and the pentathlon at Olympia (Pind. 01. 
13.29-31) - on the same day!664 Sprinters, too, may have excelled in 
several events.665 Clearly, it cannot be crrton that all of e.g. Diagoras’ 
victories were in boxing, though it seems a reasonable working as
sumption.

664. Schol. in Pind. 01.13.1a: Kara ri]V aurijv r|pépctv.
665. See section 1.3.2 (11) above (47) on Thessalos of Corinth (the father of 
Xenophon).
666. Golden 1998: 40-45; see also Lee 2001.

Moveover, it cannot be assumed that athletic programmes re
mained unchanged for centuries: even the programme at Olympia 
was subject to changes,666 and programmes at minor festivals must 
have been so as well. Such developments can sometimes be ob
served in our sparse evidence: as was pointed above (64), the dolichos 
for boys was added to the programme at the Spartan festival of 
Lithehia at some point in the later fifth century, and equestrian con
tests were added to the Delia by the Athenians in the fifth century 
(above 72). Accordingly, the picture of the programmes of minor 
festivals emerging from the survey above must, once more, be trea
ted as a kind of impressionistic sketch.

What is clear from the survey, however, is that agonistic festivals 
proliferated throughout the late Archaic and Classical Greek world. 
Numerous competitions existed besides the Big Four Panhellenic 
festivals of the periodos. Certain athletic festivals outside the famous 
periodos attested throughout or at various points within the late Ar
chaic to Classical period number no fewer than 76; but the evidence 
in fact probably attests to 113 festivals and possibly even to as many 
as 155, staged by more than 90 different poleis in more than thirty dif
ferent geographical areas.

The Greek way of athletics, moreover, also penetrated into areas 
normally conceived of as on the fringe of the Greek world proper, 
such as Etruria and Macedonia. According to Herodotos (1.167.2), 
the Etruscans of Agylla were ordered by the oracle at Delphi to in
stitute athletic and equestrian competitions in order to atone for 
their execution of Phokaian prisoners of war after the naval battle 
of Alalia in c. 540; Herodotos claims that these contests were still 
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staged in his own day, and there is no reason to disbelieve his infor
mation.66? Also in western Greece, on Sicily, references are frequent
ly made to agones in the late fourth-century and early third-century 
Greek decrees of the city of Entella, an originally indigenous city 
which was gradually Hellenized, and it seems a reasonable infer
ence that some of these ö«»nmvcrc athletic.667 668

667. Asheri etal. 2007: 187 <24167.2.
668. .STG'30 1117.18; 1118.21; 1121.15; 1122.15-16.
669. Diod. 15.51.1: Mera 5s tijv aXcomv rfj; 'OXwSon 'OW>|i7tta 7101400; rot; 9sot; 
87tiviKia Li8.'/o/.<>7tp8.7t8.i; Ouaia; ouvsrsXsosv wvipDpiv 5s peydXriv oi)orr]oä|.i8vo; 
Kai /.aiutpoi); dycöva; 710140a; 7toHoi); rcöv 871164 (lowtcov cévmv 87ti rd; soudost; 
7tapsXä|ißav8.
670. Diod. 17.16.3; Arr. Anab. 1.11.1 and Schol. in Dem. 19.192; see also Badian 1971-72: 
35; Larmour 1999: 173 no. 9; Greenwait 2003: 145-49; Hatzopoulos 2013: 164-65.
671. Hammond & Griffith 1979:149ft; Borza 1990:174; Adams 2003: 209-n. It appears 
from Diod. 17.16.3 that the festival included musical performances as well.
672. Pandermalis 1999: 76, 80-81; see also Hatzopoulos 1996.II: no. 57 = SEG 46 
739.2-4, an honorary decree of 325-300 from Dion which grants the honorand [7tpo]- 
sSpiav 8V rot; [yuuviKjoi; dycöot. The reference is presumably to the Olympia 
(Hatzopoulos 1996.1: 128). The contests are known to have included the pentathlon, 
the dolichosxnA Thessalian-style taurotheria (Hatzopoulos 1996.1:129 n. 2; see also SEG 
52 594)-
673. Ellis 1976: 223 with 306-7 n. 57.

By the Classical period, Greek-style athletics were firmly rooted 
in Macedonia as well. Thus, King Philip II celebrated his capture of 
Olynthos by performing the Olympia with unusual splendour, in
cluding ‘splendid contests’.669 This Macedonian festival of Olympia 
had been instituted at Dion by King Archelaos (413-399),670 and is 
commonly taken to to have included athletic contests from its be
ginning.671 672 The discovery of a late sixth-century stadium at Dion - a 
city which owes its name to Zeus - even suggests that the competi
tions there were not an innovation by Archelaos.678 Furthermore, 
the second day of the wedding festivities celebrated at Aigai in 336 
- the day on which King Philip II was assassinated - were perhaps 
to have included athletic games: Diodorus (19.92.1, 92.5) refers only 
to musical agones, but Just. Epit. 9.6.3 refers to ludorum magnificentia, 
and this is interpreted by Ellis as a reference to athletic contests.673 
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According to Arrian/74 King Alexander the Great celebrated the 
Olympia before his march on the Hellespont/75 and during his cam
paign, Alexander regularly staged athletic contests.674 675 676 Also worth 
noting is the discovery of a fifth-century prize tripod from the Heka- 
tomboia at the Argive Heraion in a royal tomb at Vergina in Macedo
nia (above 42), since it suggests that a member of the royal dynasty 
had competed in the contests of the festival. Participation in the 
Olympic Games is, finally, famously if perhaps less than reliably677 
reported by Herodotos for King Alexander I of Macedonia/78 679 se
curely attested for King Philip II/75 and at least possible for King 
Archelaos.680

674. Arr. Anab. i.ii.i: rov dycöva sv A 170.1; 5is9i]K8 w. 'O/.ÜL17UO. The festival is 
mislocated by Arrian and in fact it took place at Dion, not Aigai: Bosworth 1976: 
119-21.
675. Brown 1977: 83.
676. For athletic competitions staged by Alexander the Great during his campaigns, 
see e.g. Arr. Anab. 2.24.6; 3.1.4; 3.5.2; 3.6.1; 3.16.1; 3.25.1; 4.4.1; 5.3.6; 5.8.3; and the 
inscription published by Koukouli-Chrysanthaki 1971 (cf. SEG 48 716te); see also 
Oliva 1993; Potter 2012:109-10; Günther 2013.
677. Kyle 2007: 232 calls the participation by Alexander “suspicious”.
678. Hdt. 5.22 on which see Roos 1985 and Hall 2002: 154-56.
679. Moretti, Olympionikai nos. 434, 439, 445.
680. Adams 2003: 206-7. For athletics in Macedonia, see further Slowikowski 1989; 
Romano 1990; Kertész 1999; and Adams 2014.

Athletic contests at religious festivals, in conclusion, were a central 
feature of late Archaic and Classical Greek civilisation and neigh
boring areas: agonistic festivals proliferated throughout the far-flung 
Greek world, where numerous festivals existed alongside the Big 
Four.

1.5. i Catalogue of Agonistic Festivals in Late Archaic and 
Classical Greece Summarizing the Main Evidence 
Discussed in the Survey Above

Introductory Note and Key
In this catalogue I summarize the evidence presented and discussed 
in the survey above, thus giving what I find is the most reasonable 
interpretation of the main evidence collected - though it should be 
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clear from the problems discussed in section 1.4 (93-108) that in 
many cases this can represent only my own considered judgement: 
the resulting picture can be only a sketch, as I have repeatedly em
phasized.

Each entry is introduced by a running counter, in bold in case of 
festivals which certainly comprised athletic competitions (i.e. A, see 
below). Under Typel indicate by the letters A, B, and C the degree 
of certainty with which I estimate the summarized sources to attest 
to an athletic festival: A means that I consider it certain that the evi
dence testifies to an athletic festival, B that it probably does, and C 
that it possibly does so. Under Eocadon and Foreign entrants serial num
bers in brackets refer to the entries in Hansen & Nielsen 2004. 
Under AttestedinC means ‘century’, e.g. C5 = fifth century; e = early; f 
= first half; m = middle, s = second half, 1 = late, e.g. C4S = second half 
of the fourth century. Under Age-classes I use ‘men’ or ‘boys’ to indi
cate my own inferences and andres, paides or ageneioi to indicate direct 
attestation in the evidence (if this entry is not included, ‘men’ may 
be assumed). Under Attested events A means ‘athletic’ in contradis
tinction to E which means ‘equestrian’. Page references in bold un
der Main discussions are to the survey above. The geographical order 
corresponds to that adopted in Hansen & Nielsen 2004.
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Sicily
1-2
Type-. A
Location-, unknown, but near Mt. Aitna
Type of attestation-, epinician victory catalogue
Attested in-, C6 or C5
Foreign entrants-, from Corinth (no. 227)
Other, best candidates for locations are Aitna (no. 8); Leontinoi (no. 
33); Messana (no. 51); or Syracuse (no. 47)
Sources-. Pind. 01.13.in; Schol. Pind. 01. 6.162a
Main discussions-. 31-32; Kramer 1970: 55; Gerber 2002: 72

3
Type: C
Location: Syracuse (no. 47)
Dedicatee: Artemis Alpheioa
Type of attestation: epinician ode
Attested in: C5
Attested events: E
Other: the festival is assumed to have been the occasion for the vic
tory celebrated by Pind. Pyth. 2
Sources: Pind. Pyth. 2
Main discussions: 32; Farnell 1932: 119; Mikalson 2007: 38

4
Type: B
Location: Syracuse (no. 47)
Dedicatee: Zeus Eleutherios
Type of attestation: attestation of ö«»min historiographical note 
Attested in: C5
Attested events: none attested, but both A and E probably envisaged 
Other: instituted to commemorate the overthrow of the tyrant Thra- 
syboulos in 466
Sources: Diod. 11.72.2
Main discussions: 57

no
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5
Type: C
Location: Syracuse (no. 47)
Type of attestation: coins inscribed: AØAA
Attested in: C5I
Other: presumably not to be identified with the Asinaria instituted to 
commemorate the victory over the Athenian armada in 413 (Plut. 
Nie. 28.1-2)
Sources: coins inscribed: AØAA
Main discussions: 58; Kraay 1976: 223-24; Jenkins 1990: 105; Rutter 
1997:157; Pleket 2001:168

6
Type: B
Location: Syracuse (no. 47)
Dedicatee: Timoleon
Type of attestation: decree preserved in later sources prescribing agones 
mousikoi kai hippikoi kai gymnikoi
Attested in: C4S
Attested events: A and E
Other: instituted by the city of Syracuse in honour of Timoleon of 
Corinth to commemorate his overthrow of tyrants and defeat of bar
barians
Sources: Diod. 16.90; Plut. 39
Main discussions: 58

Magna Graecia
7-8
Type: C
Location: unknown, but presumably near Kroton (no. 56)
Type of attestation: fragment of epinician ode referring to earlier victor
ies
Attested in: C5
Foreign entrants: from Kroton (no. 56)
Attested events: foot-races
Age-classes: men

in
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Other, the ode is in honour of Astylos of Kroton, who had been vic
torious at festivals close to home
Sources-. Simon, fr. 506 (Campbell)
Main discussions-. 32; Molyneux 1992: 215-18

9
Type-. C
Location-. Kroton (no. 56)
Type of attestation-, retrospective historiographical note
Attested in-, C6
Foreign entrants-, the logic of the passage demands it, but not explicitly 
attested
Attested events-, presumably more or less like the programme at Olym
pia
Other. Cß palaistra and gymnasium reported by late sources
Sources-. Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 45; Ath. i2.i8d; Iambi. VPR.-y,-]
Main discussions-. 85; Young 1984: 81-82

10
Type-. C
Location-. Kyme (no. 57)
Type of attestation-, existence of gymnasia
Attested in-, C6
Sources-. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.9.3
Main discussions-. 84; Delorme i960: 35

11
Type-. C
Location-. Metapontion (no. 61)
Dedicatee-. Acheloos
Type of attestation-, coins inscribed: AXEAOIO AE0AON
Attested in-. 05m
Other. A or E not explicitly attested by other evidence
Sources-, coins inscribed: AXEAOIO AE0AON
Main discussions-. 53, 101; Nielsen 1996: 58; Rutter 1997: 49; Rutter 
2001: no. 1491; Brown 2003:138
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12
Type: B
Location-. Neapolis (no. 63)
Dedicatee-. Parthenope
Type of attestation: historiographical notes and coins
Attested in-. Classical period
Attested events-, lampados agon, agon gymnikos
Other, instituted in the fifth century by the Athenian naval comman
der Diotimos
Sources: Timaios (FGrHistfsG) fr. 98; Strabo 5.4.7; coins: Rutter 1979:46 
Main discussions: 58-59; Rutter 1979: 45

13
Type: C
Location: Sybaris (no. 70)
Type of attestation: retrospective historiographical note
Attested in: C6
Foreign entrants: the logic of the passage demands it, but not explicitly 
attested
Attested events: presumably more or less like the programme at Olympia 
Other: a C6 gymnasium reported by a late source
Sources: Herakleides Pontikos fr. 45 (Wehrli); Timaios (FGrHist 566) 
fr. 49
Main discussions: 85; Young 1984: 81-82; Kyle 1996:116; Kyle 2007: 82

14
Type: C
Location: Taras (no. 71)
Type of attestation: coin types
Attested in: C4
Attested events: E
Other: no corroborative evidence
Sources: coin types: Klose & Stumpf 1996: nos. 150-51
Main discussions: 59; Brauer 1974-75: 7; Klose & Stumpf 1996: Wnos.
I5O-51
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Type. C
Location-. Thourioi (no. 74)
Type of attestation-, existence of gymnasion
Attested in-, C4
Sources-. Pl. Leg. 636b
Main discussions-. 59; Fischer-Hansen etal. 2004: 306

Akarnania
16
Type-. A
Location-, unknown, but on Kephallenia
Dedicatee-. Dioskouroi
Type of attestation-, inscribed dedicatory bronze discus
Attested in-, C6
Foreign entrants-, presumably
Attested events-, diskos (or pentathlon)
Sources-. Cook 1987: no. 57 = IG IX.1 649; Moretti, TAG no. 6 
Main discussions-. 86; Moretti, TAG it,

Type-. A
Location-. Anaktorion (no. 114)
Name offestival-. Aktias
Dedicatee-. Apollo Aktios
Type of attestation-, reference to the festival in Hypereides; coins 
Attested in-, C4S
Other, well-known from the post-Classical period
Sources-. Hyp. fr. 155 (Jensen); coins: Habicht 1957:102-3
Main discussions-. 59; Habicht 1957:102-9; Paviogiannis etal. 2009

18
Type-. C
Location-. Zakynthos (no. 141)
Type of attestation-, existence of a gymnasion
Attested in-. C'4m
Sources-. Plut. Z)/o 23.4
Main discussions-. 59
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Phokis
19-20
Type: B
Location-. Delphi (no. 177)
Type of attestation: the phrase nposopiav sp 7rö.oi rotg üycbvotg oig å 7toXtg 
TtØT|Tt
Attested in: C41T1
Sources: I.Delphes 1.146.2-3
Main discussions: 60

Boiotia
21-22
Type: A
Location: unknown, but in Boiotia
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogue; agones
Attested in: C5
Foreign entrants: from Ialysos (no. 995)
Attested events: boxing
Age-classes: men
Other: Thebes (no. 221) is excluded as location; possible candidates 
are Oropos (no. 214); Plataiai (no. 216); andThespiai (no. 222), but 
other locations cannot be excluded
Sources: Pind. 01. 7.84 (üyoivsg svvopoi Botcortcov)
Main discussions: 33

23
Type: A
Location: Onchestos, in the territory of Haliartos (no. 206)
Dedicatee: Poseidon
Type of attestation: epinician poetry
Attested in: C5
Foreign entrants: from Thebes (no. 221)
Attested events: E
Sources: Pind. Isthrn. 1.33; Isthrn. Parth. 2.45-46
Main discussions: 33; Kramer 1970: 46; Schachter 1986: 219-20
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24
Type: C
Location-. Akraiphia (no. 198)
Dedicatee-. Ptoios
Type of attestation-, archaeology
Attested™-. C6, C5, C4
Attested events-. A and E
Sources-, archaeology
Main discussions-. 60; Schachter 1994a: 17-19

25
Type-. A
Location-. Koroneia (no. 210)
Dedicatee-. Athena Itonia
Type of attestation-, mention of nAazin choral lyric
Attested in-. C6, C5
Foreign entrants-, from Thebes (no. 221)
Attested events: E (but presumably also A)
Sources: Pind. Parth. 2.45-46
Main discussions: 60, 94; Schachter 1981: 122-23; Turner 1996; Larson 
2007:134-36; Ganter 2013: 99

26
Type: A
Location: Lebadeia (no. 211)
Nameoffestival: Basileia
Dedicatee: Zeus Basileus
Type of attestation: epigraphy; retrospective historiographical note 
Attested™: C4
Foreign entrants: from Thebes (no. 221) and Tanagra (no. 220) 
Attested events: E (but presumably A as well)
Other: instituted by the Boiotian Confederacy to commemorate the 
Boiotian victory at Leuktra in 371; entrants from Thebes and Tana
gra, accordingly, are not ‘foreign’ in the usual sense
Sources: IGNLl 552; ZGVII 2532 (= CEGII 630); Diod. 15.53.4
Main discussions: 60-61; Ringwood 1927: 35-37; Kramer 1970: 43;
Schachter 1994a: 115-18; Ganter 2013: 94-96
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27
Type-. A
Location-. Orchomenos (no. 213)
Name offestival: Minyeia
Dedicatee-. Minyas
Type of attestation-, epinician victory catalogue
Attested in-, C5
Foreign entrants-, from Thebes (no. 221)
Attested events-. E
Sources-. Pind. Isthm. 1.56
Main discussions-. 33; Kramer 1970: 48; Schachter 1986:143-44

28
Type-. A
Location-. Oropos (no. 214)
Name offestivai. Amphiareia
Dedicatee-. Amphiaraos
Type of attestation-, epigraphy
Attested in-, C4
Foreign entrants-, from Thebes (no. 221); Sikyon (no. 228); Elis (no. 
251); Argos (no. 347); Phleious (no. 355); Athens (no. 361); Larisa 
(no. 401); Pharsalos (no. 413); Andros (no. 475); Sinope (no. 729); 
Kolophon (no. 848); Kyrene (no. 1028)
Attested events-, dolichos, stadion, diaulos, pentathlon, hippios, wrestling, pan- 
kration, boxing, hoplitodromos, E
Age-classes-, andres, ageneioi, paides
Other. Athens (no. 361) actively promoted the scale of the festival in 
329/8 when Oropos was an Athenian dependency
Sources-. I.Oropos 298; ZG VII 414 = I.Oropos^o
Main discussions-. 61; Ringwood 1927: 44-47; Schachter 1981: 24; Os
borne 1993: 24

29
Type-. C
Location-. Tanagra (no. 220)
Nameoffestival-. Delia
Type of attestation-, retrospective historiographical note
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Attested in: C5, C4 (?)
Foreign entrants: from Athens (no. 361) (if ZGIIS 2971 refers to this fes
tival)
Attested events: E (if ZGIP 2971 refers to this festival)
Other: instituted to commemorate the defeat of Athens at Delion in
424 by the Boiotian Confederacy
Sources: Diod. 12.70.5; ZGIP 2971 (?); ZGVII 20.11-12
Main discussions: 61; Schachter 1981: 47

3°
Type: A
Location: Thebes (no. 221)
Nameoffestival: Herakleia (or Ioleia)
Dedicatee: Herakles
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogues; epigraphy; archaeolo
gy
Attested in: C6 (?); C5; C4
Foreign entrants: from Corinth (no. 227); Athens (no. 361); Troizen 
(no. 357); Aigina (no. 358); Opous (no. 386); Ialysos (no. 995) 
Attested events: foot-races; pentathlon-, boxing; wrestling; pankration-, E 
Age-classes: andres, paides
Other: the festival was presumably annual
Sources: Pind. 01. 7.84; 01. 9.99; 01.13.107; Nem. 4.18; Isthrn. 1.55; Isthrn. 
4.70-71; Bacchyl. 10.30; Plut. Mor. 587D; BCHc^ (1971) 617.VII; IG IV 
801; CEGII 630; Paus. 9.23.2
Main discussions: 34, 86-87; Ringwood 1927: 54-55; Kramer 1970: 56- 
59; Roesch 1975; Symeonoglou 1985: 108-9, T4°; Schachter 1986: 
25-30; Larmour 1999: 189 no. 71; Gerber 2002: 64

31
Type: A
Location: Thespiai (no. 222)
Dedicatee: Herakles
Type of attestation: inscribed prize hydria
Attested in: C5
Foreign entrants: presumably from Epeiros (where the hydria was 
found)
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Other, on Herakles at Thespiai: Schachter 1986: 31-36
Sources-. SEG30 541 (see also BCII<y<y (1975) 752)
Main discussions-. 62; Johnston 1977:157; Amandry 1980: 211-12 n. 4.II

Megaris
32
Type-. A
Location-. Megara (no. 225)
Name opfestival: Alkathoia
Dedicatee: Alkathoos
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogues; epigram; epigraphy 
Attested in: possibly C61, C5, C4
Foreign entrants: from Corinth (no. 227); Hermion (no. 350); Aigina 
(no. 358); Ialysos (no. 995); Kyrene (no. 1028)
Attested events: boxing, foot-race(s) and/or pentathlon, wrestling, pan- 
kration
Age-classes: men, ageneioi (?), boys
Other: Megara probably staged more agonistic festivals than the Al
kathoia: Schol. Pind. Nem. 3.147, 5.84a; see also IG VII 1.14-15: 
7tpoa5ptav sp 7taot rotg åyoioi oig å 7toXtg rt0r|Tt
Sources: Anth. Pal. 13.19; ZGIV 673; Pind. 01. 7.86; 13.109; Pyth. 8.78; 
9.91; Nem. 3.84; 5.46; Isthm. 8.67
Main discussions: 34-35; Ringwood 1927: 32-33; Hanell 1934: 27-28; 
Kramer 1970: 45

Corinthia
33
Type: A
Location: Corinth (no. 227)
Name offestival: Hellotia
Dedicatee: Athena
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogue
Attested in: C6, C5, C4
Foreign entrants: possibly from Sparta (no. 345)
Attested events: foot-races, pankration (?)
Other: facilities such as a stadium for this festival are archaeologi- 
cally attested for the Classical period
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Sources: Pind. 01.13.38-40; P.Oxy. 2541
Main discussions: 35-36, 87; Ringwood 1927: 65; Kramer 1970: 41; Wil
liams & Russel 1981: 2-21; Romano 1993: 43; D’Alessio 2012

34
Type: B
Location: unknown, but in Corinthia, possibly in the Peraia area 
Type of attestation: inscribed pinax
Attested in: C6
Sources: Wachter 2001: COP 85 pp. 151-52
Main discussions: 87; Morgan 2007: 230

Sikyonia
35
Type: A
Location: Sikyon (no. 228)
Nameoffestival: Pythia
Dedicatee: Apollo
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogues; epigraphy
Attestedin: C6, C5, C4
Foreign entrants: from Aitna (no. 8); Thebes (no. 221); Corinth (no. 
227); Sparta (no. 345); Argos (no. 347); Athens (no. 361); Rhodos 
(no. 1000)
Attested events: foot-races, E
Sources: Pind. 01.13.109; Nem. 9; Nem. 10.43; Isthm. 4.44: Bacchyl. 10.32; 
SEG11 257; SEG11 338; I.Lindos 68.9; Schol. in Pind. Nem. 9 inscr.
Main discussions: 36-37,87; Ringwood 1927: 64; Barron 1984; Larmour 
1999:184 no. 38

Achaia
36-37
Type: A
Location: unknown, but in Achaia (though not at Pellene (no. 240)) 
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogue
Attestedin: C5 (possibly even C6)
Foreign entrants: from Argos (no. 347) 
Sources: Pind. Nem. 10.47
Main discussions: 37
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38
Type-. A
Location-, Pellene (no. 240)
Name offestival: Theoxenia
Dedicatee-. Apollo (?)
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogues; epigraphy
Attested in-. C6, C5
Foreign entrants-, from Corinth (no. 227); Argos (no. 347); Athens (no. 
361); Opous (no. 386); Ialysos (no. 995)
Attested events-, foot-races; boxing; wrestling; E
Other, scholiasts refer to several other festivals at Pellene: Heraia; Her- 
maia; and Diia. These may have been distinct from the Theoxenia or 
alternative names for that festival (Morgan & Hall 2004: 485) 
Sources-. Pind. 01. 7.86; 9.98; 13.109; Nem. 10.44; Bacchyl. 10.33; Si
mon. fr. 514 (Campbell); Anth. Pal. 13.19; ZGIV 510 (see also SEG 14 
315 and Moretti, MG no. 7)
Main discussions-. 37, 88; Ringwood 1927: 99; Kramer 1970: 50

Arkadia
39
Type-. A
Location-. Mt. Lykaion
Name offestival-. Lykaia
Dedicatee-. Zeus Lykaios
Type of attestation-, epinician victory catalogues; epigraphy; archaeology 
Attested in-, possibly C61, C5, C4
Foreign entrants-, from Akarnania; Syracuse (no. 47); Corinth (no. 
227); Elis (no. 251); Sparta (no. 345); Argos (no. 347); Hermion (no. 
350); Athens (no. 361); Opous (no. 386); Ialysos (no. 995); Rhodos 
(no. 1000); Kassandreia; Macedonia
Attested events-, stadion-, diaulos-, dolichos-, hoplitodromos-, pankration; pentath
lon-, boxing; wrestling; E
Age-classes-, andres, paides
Sources-. Anth. Pal. 13.19; Pind. 01. 7.83; 9.95-96; 13.108; Nem. 10.48; 
Syli.3 82; ZGIV 673; SEG17 150 (Amandry 1980: 220); SEG 35 267; IG 
V-2 549-550
Main discussions-. 37-40; Ringwood 1927: 95-98; Kramer 1970: 30; Jost 
1985: 267-68
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40
Type: A
Location-, on Mt. Mainalon or in the city of Mainalos: the only preser
ved source has sp MatvdXcot, which may mean both
Type of attestation-, epigraphical victory catalogue
Attested in-, C4
Foreign entrants-, from Argos (no. 347)
Attested events-, wrestling
Sources-. SEG17 150
Main discussions: 63

41
Type: A
Location: Kleitor (no. 276)
Name offestival: Koriasia
Dedicatee: Athena
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogue; epigraphical victory ca
talogue
Attestedin: C6, C5 (and Hellenistic period)
Foreign entrants: from Argos (no. 347)
Attested events: boxing and dolichos attested for the Hellenistic period; 
E assumed for the Classical period on the basis of coin types 
Sources: IGI\' 510; Pind. Nem. 10.47; ^GVII 47; BCH10 (1886) 83-84 
Main discussions: 40, 88; Kramer 1970: 40; Jost 1985: 42

42
Type: A
Location: Lousoi (no. 279)
Name offestival: Hemerasia
Dedicatee: Artemis Hemera
Type of attestation: epangeliam C4 combined with Hellenistic attestati
ons of an agonistic festival
Attestedin: C4I
Foreign entrants: from Thouria (no. 322) in Messenia (C3), but the C4I 
system of epangelia implies foreign entrants already in C4
Attested events: foot-races (C3)
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Sources: IGN.z 390,392; ZGV.i 1387.2
Main discussions: 62; Merkelbach 1973; Tausend 1999: 372-73; Perlman 
2000:158-60

43
Type: A
Location: Pheneos (no. 291)
Dedicatee: Dioskouroi
Type of attestation: inscribed prize hydria
Attested in: C5
Foreign entrants: presumably from Sinope (no. 729)
Other: the inscribed prize hydria was found at Sinope (no. 729) 
Sources: SEG39 1365
Main discussions: 62-63

44
Type: C
Location: Pheneos (no. 291)
Name offestival: Hermaia
Dedicatee: Hermes
Type of attestation: Pindaric scholia
Attested in: C5 (?)
Other: Hermes was the principal divinity at Pheneos (no. 291); Pind. 
01. 6.77-78 may possibly refer to this festival
Sources: Schol. Pind. 01. 7.153a; Paus. 8.14.10
Main discussions: 62; Bölte 1938:1970; Jost 1985: 27-37,102-3; Tausend 
1999: 374-75; Nielsen 2007b: 76-77

45
Type: A
Location: Tegea (no. 297)
Name offestival: Aleaia
Dedicatee: Athena Aiea
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogue; epigraphy
Attested in: C6, C5 (and C3)
Foreign entrants: from Corinth (no. 227); Argos (no. 347)
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Attested events-, stadion; dolichos (C3)
Age-classes-, andres and paides attested for C3
Sources-. Pind. Nem. 10.47; Anth.Pal. 13.19; ZGIV 510; IGN.z 75,113,142 
Main discussions-. 40, 88; Kramer 1970: 57; Ebert 1972b; Jost 1985: 374; 
Dubois 1986:12-13; Larmour 1999:187 no. 57

Messenia
46
Type-. A
Location-. Thouria (no. 322)
Name offestival: Pohoidaia
Dedicatee-. Poseidon
Type of attestation-, epigraphical victory catalogue
Attested in-, C5I
Foreign entrants-, from Sparta (no. 345)
Attested events-. E
Other: Thouria (no. 322) was a perioikic dependency of the Lakedai- 
monian state in C5I
Sources: IGN.i 213.18-19
Main discussions: 63; Ringwood 1927: 89; Luraghi 2008: 31, 35

Lakedaimon
47
Type: A
Location: at Cape Malea or at Kosmas in Kynouria (and thus outside 
Lakedaimon proper)
Name offestival: Maleateia
Dedicatee: Apollo Maleatas
Type of attestation: epigraphical victory catalogue
Attested in: C5I
Attested events: stadion; diaulos
Age-classes: paides (and so presumably men)
Sources: IGN.i 213.56-58
Main discussions: 63; McInerney 2013: 62
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48
Type: A
Location-, at Helos in southern Lakedaimon
Dedicatee-. Poseidon
Type of attestation: epigraphical victory catalogue
Attested in-, C5I
Attested events-. E
Sources-. IGN.i 213.12-17
Main discussions-. 63; Hodkinson 2000: 305

49
Type: A
Location: in the Thyreatis and so outside Lakedaimon proper
Nameoffestival: Parparonia
Type of attestation: epigraphical victory catalogue
Attested in: C5I
Attested events: stadion-, diaulos-, dolichos-, E
Age-classes: paides (and so presumably men)
Other: instituted to commemorate the Spartan victory over Argos at 
the Battle of the Champions in C6m and not impossibly celebrated 
in C6s
Sources: IGN.i 213.44-47
Main discussions: 64; Larmour 1999:184 no. 35

50
Type: A
Location: Geronthrai (no. 332)
Type of attestation: epigraphical victory catalogue
Attested in: C5
Attested events: stadion-, diaulos-, dolichos-, hoplitodromos
Sources: IG V.i 1120
Main discussions: 65; Hodkinson 1999: 156-57
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51
Type: C
Location: Sparta (no. 345)
Dedicatee: Dioskouroi, Herakles and Hermes
Type of attestation: epinician poetry
Attestedin: C5C
Foreign entrants: from Argos (no. 347)
Sources: Pind. Nem. 10.49-53
Main discussions: 40-41

52
Type: A
Location: Sparta (no. 345)
Dedicatee: Poseidon Gaiawochos
Type of attestation: epigraphical victory catalogue
Attestedin: C5I
Attested events: stadion-, diaulos-, dolichos-, E
Age-classes: paides (and so presumably men) 
Sources: IGN.i 213.6-9, 49-52, 92-96
Main discussions: 64

53
Type: A
Location: Sparta (no. 345)
Name offestival: Pohoidaia
Dedicatee: Poseidon
Type of attestation: epigraphical victory catalogue
Attestedin: C5I
Attested events: E
Sources: IG V.i 213.12-17
Main discussions: 64

54
Type: A
Location: Sparta (no. 345)
Name offestival: Eleuhynia
Dedicatee: Demeter (?)
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Type of attestation: epigraphical victory catalogue
Attested in-, C5I
Attested events-. E
Sources-. IG V.i 213.31-34
Main discussions-. 64

55
Type: A
Location: Sparta (no. 345)
Name offestival: Athanaia
Dedicatee: Athena
Type of attestation: epigraphical victory catalogue
Attested in: C61, C5I
Attested events: stadion-, E
Age-classes: paides (and so presumably men)
Sources: IGN.i 213.10, 65, 72, 80; IGN.i 222
Main discussions: 64; Hodkinson 1999: 153; Morgan 2007: 215; Day 
2010: 206

56
Type: A
Location: Sparta (no. 345)
Name offestival: Karneia
Dedicatee: Apollo
Type of attestation: epigraphical victory catalogue
Attested in: from C61
Attested events: dolichos and a race termed ho makros
Sources: IG V.i 222
Main discussions: 65; Hodkinson 1999: 153; Morgan 2007: 215; Day 
2010: 206

57
Type: A
Location: Sparta (no. 345)
Name offestival: twice referred to by the phrase év Aptovrtag
Type of attestation: epigraphical victory catalogue 
Attested in: C5I
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Attested events-, dolichos-, E
Sources-. IG V.i 213.24-30, 40-42
Main discussions-. 64

58-59-60-61
Type-. A
Location-. Sparta (no. 345)
Name of festival: Lithehia
Type of attestation: epigraphical victory catalogue
Attested in: C5I
Attested events: stadion-, diaulos-, dolichos-, E
Age-classes: paides (and so presumably men)
Other: Sparta presumably staged more agonistic festivals than nos. 
43-45 and 47-54: IG V.i 222, a victory catalogue, refers, in addition 
to the Karneia and the Athanaia, to a festival called Syrmaia-, Antio- 
chos of Syracuse (FGrllistyyf) fr. 15 seems to attest to an agon at the 
Hyakinthia in the Archaic period; and some kind of competition for 
boys at the festival for Artemis Orthia is attested for C4 by IG V.i 
255
Sources: IG V.i 213.36, 37, 53-55
Main discussions: 64

Argolis
62
Type: A
Location: Argos (no. 347)
Dedicatee: Dioskouroi
Type of attestation: epigraphical victory catalogue
Attestedin: C5C
Attested events: stadion-, hoplitodromos
Other: it cannot be excluded that IG IV 561 in fact refers to more than 
one athletic festival
Sources: IG IV 561 (= SEG11328; C'EGI 364)
Main discussions: 66; Morgan 2007: 233
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63
Type: A
Location-, at the Heraion of Argos (no. 347)
Nameoffestival: Hekatomboia
Dedicatee-. Hera
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogues; epigraphy; inscribed 
prize vessels
Attested in: C61, C5, C4
Foreign entrants: from Macedonia; Magna Graecia; Corinth (no. 227); 
Athens (no. 361); Opous (no. 386); Thasos (no. 526); Sinope (no. 
729); Ialysos (no. 995)
Attested events: foot-races, including dolichos-, boxing; wrestling; pankra- 
tion; E
Other: Argos seems to have taken over the administration of the festi
val only in the 460s; in C4, the festival was served by a system of

Sources: CEGI 136 (= Friedländer & Hoffleit 1948: no. 136; Jeffery, 
LSAG168 no. 15; SEG11305); Pind. OL 7.83; 9.88; 13.107; Nem. 10; Bac- 
chyl. 10.32; SyllA 82; Ebert 1972a: no. 37.12-14; SEG17 150; SEG 30 
1456; SEG35 267; SEG39 1061; Amandry 1971: 615.Ill
Main discussions: 41-43, 88-89; Nilsson 1906: 42-45; Ringwood 1927: 
67-69; Daly 1939; Kramer 1970: 29; Amandry 1980; Hall 1995; Perl
man 2000: 99-155

64
Type: A
Location: Epidauros (no. 348)
Name offestival: Asklepieia
Dedicatee: Asklepios
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogue; epigraphical victory ca
talogue; epigraphy; archaeology
Attested in: C6s, C5, C4
Foreign entrants: from Corinth (no. 227); Argos (no. 347); Hermion 
(no. 350); Aigina (no. 358); Ialysos (no. 995)
Attested events: stadion-, hoplitodromos-, boxing; pankration-, E
Age-classes: men and boys
Other: in C4, the festival was served by a system of epangelia
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Sources: Syll.3 82.5; Pind. Arm. 3.84; 5.50-52; 5.82; Isthm. 8.68; Anth.
Pal. 13.19; SEGy^ 267 (= CEGTl 814); IG IVs.1153; IG IV 673
Main discussions: 43-44, 89; Ringwood 1927: 70-71; Kramer 1970: 37; 
Ebert 1986; Séve 1993; Perlman 2000: 67-97; Miller 2004: 129-32; 
Nielsen 2007b: 63-68

65
Type: C
Location: Halieis (no. 349)
Type of attestation: existence of a Classical stadium
Attestedin: Classical period
Sources: Romano 1993: 36
Main discussions: 66; Romano 1993: 36

66
Type: A
Location: Phleious (no. 355)
Type of attestation: victory epigram
Attestedin: C61 or C5
Foreign entrants: from Corinth (no. 227)
Attested events: stadion
Other: Xen. Hell. 4.2.16 demonstrates that Phleious proclaimed an 
ekecheiria in C4, but the passage does not reveal for which festival 
this truce was proclaimed: not impossibly the present one 
Sources: Anth. Pal. 13.19
Main discussions: 66; Maröti 1990; Nielsen 2014a: 11-13

67
Type: C
Location: Troizen (no. 357)
Type of attestation: existence of stadium
Attestedin: C4
Other: athletic competitions may have taken place at the Pythia attes
ted for Troizen by IG IV 750.39 (C3e)
Sources: IG IV 753
Main discussions: fry, Welter 1941: 35-38; Delorme i960: 68; Jameson et 
al. 1994: 83;
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Aigina
68
Type-. A
Location-, Aigina (no. 358)
Name offestival: Aiakeia
Dedicatee-. Aiakos
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogues
Attested in-, possibly C61, C5
Foreign entrants-, from Corinth (no. 227); Athens (no. 361); Ialysos (no. 
995)
Attested events-, stadion-, boxing
Sources-. Pind. 01. 7.86; 13.109; Nem. 5.41; Isthm. 8.64-65; Bacchyl. 
10.34-35; Anth. Pal. 13.19
Main discussions-. 45-46; Ringwood 1927: 62; Kramer 1970: 27; Neu
mann-Hartmann 2007:135; Polinskaya 2013:126-63

69
Type-. A
Location-. Aigina (no. 358)
Name offestival: Heraia
Dedicatee-. Hera
Type of attestation-, epinician victory catalogue; Pindaric scholion 
Attested in-, C5
Attested events-, boxing
Age-classes-, men and boys
Other. Schol. in Pind. Pyth. 8.113c claims that this festival imitated the 
Hekatomboia at the Argive Heraion; if this is correct, it will have 
featured more than boxing
Sources-. Pind. Pyth. 8.79; Schol. in Pind. Pyth. 8.113c
Main discussions-. 46; Ringwood 1927: 61; Polinskaya 2013:121-23

70
Type-. A
Location-. Aigina (no. 358)
Name offestival-. Delphinia
Dedicatee-. Apollo
Type of attestation-, epinician victory catalogue; Pindaric scholion
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Attested in: C5
Attested events: pankration; pentathlon
Age-classes: men and boys
Sources: Pind. Nem. 5.45; Schol. in Pind. Pyth. 8.91
Main discussions: 46; Ringwood 1927: 61-62; Kramer 1970: 27; Polin- 
skaya 2013: 219-25

Attika
71
Type: A
Location: Athens (no. 361)
Name offestival: Panathenaia
Dedicatee: Athena Polias
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogues; inscribed prizes; epi
graphy; literary references
Attestedin: C6m, C5, C4
Foreign entrants: from Akragas (no. 9); Syracuse (no. 47); Taras (no. 
71); Zakynthos (no. 141); Thebes (no. 221); Oropos (no. 214); Co
rinth (no. 227); Sikyon (no. 228); Asea (no. 267); Sparta (no. 345); 
Argos (no. 347); Troizen (no. 357); Aigina (no. 358); Opous (no. 
386); Amphanai (no. 393); Larissa (no. 401); Pharsalos (no. 413); 
Amphipolis (no. 553); Poteidaia (no. 598); Pantikapaion (no. 705); 
Erythrai (no. 845); Samos (no. 864); Iasos (no. 891); Herakleia on 
Latmos (no. 910); Ialysos (no. 995); Paphos (no. 1019); Naukratis 
(no. 1023); Kyrene (no. 1028); Taucheira (no. 1029)
Attested events: stadion-, diaulos-, hoplitodromos-, dolichos-, pankration; pentath
lon-, boxing; wrestling; E
Age-classes: andres, ageneioi, paides
Sources: SEG 11 257; SEG17 150; SyllA 82; IG I3 507-509, 1469; IG IIs 
2311, 2312; Pind. 01. 7.82; 9.88; 13.38; Nem. 2.23; 4.18; 10.34; Anth. Pal. 
13.19; Plut. Per. 36.3; Schob in Pind. 01. i3-5id
Main discussions: 46-50, 89-91; Deubner 1956: 23; Frei 1973; Brandt 
1978: 20-21; Johnston 1987; Pinney 1988; Stadter 1989: 328; Immer
wahr 1990: 183; Boardman 1991: 167-77; Tracy 1991; Neils igg2ab; 
Neils 2007; Kyle 1993: 25-28, 33-40; Schachter 1994b; Parker 1996: 
75, 89-92; Parker 2005: 253-69; Bentz 1998; Hodkinson 1999: 161; 
Moore 1999; Anderson 2003:161, 226 n. 18; Shear 2003; Miller 2004: 
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132-45; Tyrrell 2004:144-56; Palagia & Choremi-Spetsieri 2007; Sta- 
matopoulou 2007b: 220,335-36; Forsén 2008:120; Potter 2012:112

72
Type: A
Location-, Athens (no. 361), at Marathon
Name offestival: Herakleia
Dedicatee-. Herakles
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogues; epigraphy
Attested in-, possibly C6, C5
Foreign entrants-, from Corinth (no. 227); Aigina (no. 358); Opous (no. 
386)
Attested events-, wrestling
Age-classes-, andres, ageneioi, paides
Other. Amandry in BCH 95 (1971) 602-25 suggests that three fifth
century bronze cauldrons were given as prizes at these games which 
after the Battle of Marathon presumably developed also into an 
agon in honour of the Athenian battle casualties; they are inscribed: 
AØevatot åØXa 87tt rotg év rot 7toXépot and are now IG I3 523-25 (see 
also SEG 28 26 and SEG39 631); but see below no. 75
Sources: IGI3 3; Pind. 01. 9.89; 13.no; Pyth. 8.79
Main discussions: 50; Vanderpool 1942: 333-37; Vanderpool 1984; 
Deubner 1956: 227; Robertson 1985: 242; Parker 1996: 97 n. 124; Par
ker 2005: 473; Gerber 2002: 61; Jung 2006: 28-38

73
Type: A
Location: Athens (no. 361), at Eleusis
Name offestival: Eleusinia
Dedicatees: Demeter and Kore
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogues; epigraphy
Attested in: C6, C5, C4
Foreign entrants: from Thebes (no. 221); Corinth (no. 227); Opous 
(no.386)
Attested events: jump/pentathlon; wrestling; E
Other: IG I3 991 of C6m attests to a dromos, i.e. a stadium or a hippo
drome, at Eleusis
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Sources: IG I3 988, 991; IG IIs 3124, 3126; Pind. 01. 9.99; 13.no; Isthm. 
T-57
Main discussions: 51, 91; Deubner 1956: 91-92; Kramer 1970: 36; Clin
ton 1979; Kyle 1993: 47, 201; McGowan 1995: 623, 629; Parker 1996: 
97; Parker 2005: 468-69; Day 2010:174

74
Type: A
Location: Athens (no. 361)
Name offestival: Anakeia
Dedicatees: Dioskouroi
Type of attestation: inscribed prize vessels
Attestedin: C6, C5, C4
Foreign entrants: presumably from Pydna (no. 544) and Chersonesos 
(no. 695)
Attested events: A; E
Other: foreign entrants are inferred from the provenances of two in
scribed prize vessels, which were found at Chersonesos and Pydna 
Sources: SEG 46 802; BCH 95 (1971) 615; Lys. fr. 279 (Carey); Ath. 
235b
Main discussions: fyj-, Deubner 1956: 216; Parker 1996: 97; Parker 2005: 
457

75
Type: A
Location: Athens (no. 361)
Name offestival: Epitaphia
Dedicatees: Athenian war casualties
Type of attestation: inscribed prize vessels; literary references
Attestedin: C5, C4
Foreign entrants: from Chalkidike
Attested events: A; E
Other: the festival was annual; foreign entrants are inferred from the 
provenance of one of the inscribed prize vessels (SEG 28 26.2), 
which was found on Chalkidike
Sources: IG I3 523-25; SEG 28 26; SEG 39 631; Lys. 2.80; Pl. Menex. 
249b; Arist. Ath. Pol. 58.1
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Main discussions-. 67-68; Deubner 1956: 230-31; Clairmont 1983; Kyle 
1993: 44; Osborne 1993: 23; Parker 1996:131-41; Parker 2005: 469-70

76
Type-. A
Location-, Athens (no. 361)
Dedicatee-. Eirene
Type of attestation-, founding decree
Attested in-, C4S
Foreign entrants-, apparently envisaged
Attested events-. A and E apparently envisaged
Other, the inscription seems to envisage a major Panhellenic festival; 
whether it materialized is unknown
Sources-. SEG15 55 (see also SEG 29 88)
Main discussions-. 68; Sosin 2004; Parker 2005: 478; Hunt 2010: 240- 
43

77
Type-. C
Location-. Athens (no. 361), at Athmonon
Name offestival-. Amarysia
Dedicatee-. Artemis
Type of attestation-, epigraphical attestation of agon
Attested in-, C4S
Attested events-, possibly A
Sources-. IG IP 1203.17
Main discussions-. 68; Deubner 1956: 210; Parker 2005: 457

78
Type-. A
Location-. Athens (no. 361), at Oe
Type of attestation-, marble discus inscribed: OeØev åØXa
Attested in-, C6
Attested events-, diskos/pentathlon
Other, in addition to nos. 71-78, Athens staged other athletic festi
vals, e.g. the Bendideia; the Nemeseia; the Olympieia; and the The
seia (see Kyle 1993: 41-48; Osborne 1993; Parker 2005: 456-85);
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Athens, then, seems to have staged more athletic festivals than any 
other Greek polis
Sources-. IG I31396
Main discussions-. 91

79
Type-. B
Location-. Salamis (no. 363)
Type of attestation-, epigraphical attestation of sizes of prizes
Attested in-. C51T1
Attested events-, wrestling; boxing; pankration
Age-classes-, andres, ageneioi, paides
Sources-. IG I31386
Main discussions-. 68; Taylor 1997:186-87

Euboia
80
Type-. B
Location-. Eretria (no. 370)
Name offestival-. Artemisia
Dedicatee-. Artemis
Type of attestation-, epinician victory catalogues
Attested in-, C6 (?), C5
Foreign entrants-, from Thebes (no. 221); Corinth (no. 227); Athens 
(no. 361)
Attested events-, foot-races; pentathlon (?); E
Other, the epinician passages do not explicitly locate the victories 
mentioned at this festival, but it is the standard assumption in mod
ern scholarship that they were achieved here; other agonistic festi
vals are, however, attested for Eretria (nos. 81-83), and a Pindaric 
scholion refers to a festival at Karystos as well
Sources-. Pind. 01.13.112; Isthrn. 1.57; Bacchyl. 10.34
Main discussions-. 51; Ringwood 1929: 386-88; Kramer 1970: 38; Cairns 
1983: 33 n. 21; Larmour 1999:178 no. 18; Walker 2004: 34
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8l
Type-. A
Location-, Eretria (no. 370)
Dedicatee-. Herakles
Type of attestation-. inscribed prize vessel; victory dedication
Attested in-. C6, C5
Attested events-, pentathlon
Age-classes-, andres (and presumably boys and/or beardless as well) 
Sources-. IG XII.2 272; SEG 31 806
Main discussions-. 69; Ringwood 1929: 388 n. 2; Altherr-Charon & Las- 
sere 1981

82-83
Type-. A
Location-. Eretria (no. 370), at Tamynai
Dedicatee-. Apollo
Type of attestation-, existence of hippodrome
Attested in-, C4
Attested eventi E
Sources-. Aischin. 3.88
Other. Eretria may have staged other athletic festivals, e.g. at the 
Amarysia at Amarynthos (Walker 2004: 31-38); a C5 decree (Meiggs 
& Lewis, GHI no. 82.8) grants a honorandproedria es tos agonas 
Main discussions-. 69-70

84
Type-. C
Location-. Histiaia (no. 372)
Type of attestation-, existence otpalaistra
Attested in-, C4
Sources-. [Plut.J Am. narr. 3.773t
Main discussions-. 70; Delorme i960: 87
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East Lokris
85
Type-. B
Location-. Opous (no. 386)
Name offestivaT. Aianteia
Dedicatee-. Aias
Type of attestation-, epinician poetry and associated scholia
Attested in-, C5 (and the Hellenistic period)
Foreign entrants-, attested only for the Hellenistic period (from Epi- 
dauros(no.348))
Attested events-, wrestling (diaulos attested for the Hellenistic period) 
Sources-. IG IVs.1 629.7-8; Pind. 01. 9.112; Schol. in Pind. 01. 9.166a, 
166b,167
Main discussions-. 51-53; Neumann-Hartmann 2009: 9

Thessalia
86
Type-. A
Location-, unknown, but in the Tempe valley
Name offestival: Petraia
Dedicatee-. Poseidon
Type of attestation-, epinician ode celebrating a victory at the festival 
Attested in-, C5
Attested events-. E
Sources-. Bacchyl. 14; Schol. in Pind. Pyth. 4.246b; Servius on Virg. 
Georg. 1.12
Main discussions-. 53-54; Ringwood 1927:19; Kramer 1970: 61; Maehler 
1982: 294; Stamatopoulou 2007a: 333

87
Type-. B
Location-. Thessalia, in mythical Phthia but cannot be located pre
cisely
Dedicatee-. Achilleus
Type of attestation-, retrospective note in Pausanias
Attested in-, C5
Foreign entrants-. fromThasos (no. 526)
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Attested events: dolichos
Other: Stamatopolou 2007a: 334 takes Pausanias to refer to no. 96 
below
Sources: Paus. 6.11.5
Main discussions: 70-71

88
Type: C
Location: Krannon (no. 400)
Type of attestation: coin types
Attested in: Classical period
Attested events: taurotheria
Sources: see Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335 with n. 163
Main discussions: 70; Gallis 1988: 221-23; Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335

89
Type: B
Location: Larisa (no. 401)
Type of attestation: coin types
Attested in: Classical period
Foreign entrants: presumably (see s.v. Other)
Attested events: aphippo dromas-, taurotheria
Other: it is commonly assumed that the two attested events were in
corporated into a major athletic festival in honour of Apollo or 
Athena already in C5 (Gallis 1988: 226-28; Larmouriggg: 174 no. 13; 
Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335). The best evidence for the C5 existence 
of the festival is Soph. fr. 378 (Radt), and if it is accepted that the 
fragment is modelled upon contemporary realities at Larisa, the fes
tival presumably admitted foreign entrants (see 7tdy^svog): see 70 n.
43°
Sources: see Klose & Stumpf 1996: nos. 166-68; Kyle 2007: 149; Sta
matopoulou 2007a: 335 with n. 163;
Main discussions: 70; Gallis 1988: 220-23; Klose & Stumpf 1996: nos. 
166-68; Kyle 2007:149; Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335 with n. 163
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9°
Type-. C
Location-. Pelinna (no. 409)
Type of attestation-, coin types
Attested in-. Classical period
Attested events-, taurotheria
Sources-, see Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335 with n. 163
Main discussions-. 70; Gallis 1988: 221-23; Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335

91
Type-. C
Location-. Pharkadon (no. 412)
Type of attestation-, coin types
Attested in-. Classical period
Attested events-, taurotheria
Sources-, see Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335 with n. 163
Main discussions-. 70; Gallis 1988: 221-23; Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335

92
Type: C
Location: Pherai (no. 414)
Type of attestation: coin types
Attestedin: Classical period
Attested events: aphippodromas; taurotheria
Sources: see Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335 with n. 163
Main discussions: 70; Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335

93
Type: C
Location: Skotoussa (no. 415)
Type of attestation: coin types
Attestedin: Classical period
Attested events: taurotheria
Sources: see Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335 with n. 163
Main discussions: 70; Gallis 1988: 221-23; Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335
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94
Type: C
Location-, Trikka (no. 417)
Type of attestation: coin types
Attested in-. Classical period
Attested events-, taurotheria
Sources-, see Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335 with n. 163
Main discussions-. 70; Gallis 1988: 221-23; Stamatopoulou 2007a: 335

Malis
95
Type: A
Location: unknown, but in Malis
Dedicatee: Protesilaos
Type of attestation: inscribed prize hydria (of unknown provenance) 
Attested in: C'5f
Other: Stamatopoulou 2007a: 333-34 connects this hydria with no.
96 below
Sources: BCIIg-j (1971) 617.VIII (see also SEG45 2186)
Main discussions: 71; Helly 1995: 137-38

Achaia Phthiotis
96
Type: A
Location: Phylake (no. 440)
Dedicatee: Protesilaos
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogue
Attested in: C5
Foreign entrants: from Thebes (no. 221)
Attested events: E
Other: Kramer 1970: 51 argues for A at this festival; Stamatopoulou 
2007: 333 connects an inscribed prize hydria with this festival; fol
lowing Helly 1995:137-38 this hydria is here assigned to no. 95 abo
ve; Stamatopoulou (334) also connects the passage at Paus. 6.11.5 
with the present festival; the festival attested by the passage is here 
taken to be no. 87 above
Sources: Pind. Isthm. 1.59
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Main discussions-. 53; Ringwood 1927: 15; Kramer 1970: 51; Larmour 
1999:190 no. 8; Stamatopoulou 2007a: 333-34

The Aegean
97
Type: C
Location: Minoa (no. 473)
Type of attestation: existence of gymnasium
Attestedin: C4
Sources: see Marangou 1987: 255
Main discussions: 71

98
Type: A
Location: Delos (no. 478)
Nameoffestival: Delia
Dedicatee: Apollo
Type of attestation: literary references; epigraphy
Attestedin: C7 (?), C6, C5, C4
Foreign entrants: from Athens (no. 361)
Attested events: A; E
Sources: CEGI 404,406.3; IG IIs 2971; Hom. Hymn. Apoll. 149-50; Thue. 
3.104; Zenobius 6.15
Main discussions: 71; Ringwood 1933

99
Type: C
Location: Kos
Type of attestation: coins depicting diskobolos
Attestedin: C5
Sources: see Smith 2007:121 Fig. 22
Main discussions: -pi, 101; Head, HN 632; Kraay 1976: 245; Sherwin- 
White 1978: 35; Smith 2007:121
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IOO-IOI

Type: B
Location-. Myrina (no. 592) on Lemnos
Dedicatee-, i. a. Artemis
Type of attestation-, the phrase 7tpoa5pta év rotg åyæotv rotg OTiporsZsoiv 
Attested in: c. 400
Source: IG XII.8 2
Main discussions: 72; Parker 1993

102
Type: C
Location: Koresia (no. 493) on Keos
Type of attestation: existence of palaistra (?)
Attested in: C6
Sources: Ael. PH4.24
Main discussions: 91; Delorme i960: 86

103-104
Type: B
Location: Naxos (no. 507)
Type of attestation: the phrase 7tpo85pta év rotg åyoioiv
Attested in: c. 300
Sources: SEG 33 676
Main discussions: 72

105
Type: C
Location: Paros (no. 509)
Type of attestation: epigraphical attestation of a«»nancl victory in stadion 
Attested in: C41-C3e
Attested events: stadion
Other: the inscription may possibly not refer to a festival on Paros 
itself
Sources: SEG 54 795
Main discussions: 73
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106
Type: C
Location-. Tenos (no. 525)
Name offestival: Posideia
Dedicatee-. Poseidon
Type of attestation-, epigraphical attestation of agon 
Attested in-, c. 300
Other, this may have been a purely dramatic agon
Sources-. SEG 688.12-13
Main discussions-. 73

107-108
Type: B
Location-. Thasos (no. 526)
Dedicatee-, war casualties and/or Herakles
Type of attestation-, the phrase 7tpo85ptr| ég roug åyævag
Attested in: C4
Other: the office of gymnasiarch is attested for C4I Thasos
Sources: Pouilloux 1954: 371 no. 141.14; IG XII.8 377
Main discussions: 73; Pouilloux 1954: 378; Roller 1981a: 9-10; Scullion 
2000:166-67

Chalkidike
109
Type: A
Location: Amphipolis (no. 553)
Dedicatee: the oecist Hagnon of Athens, transferred to Brasidas of 
Sparta in 422
Type of attestation: historiographical note referring to agones
Attested in: C5
Sources: Thue. 5.11
Main discussions: 73; Malkin 1987: 228-32; Hornblower 1996: 450-55; 
Flendsted-Jensen 2004: 819
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IIO

Type: C
Location-. Amphipolis (no. 553)
Type of attestation: coin types depicting torch-race
Attested in-, C4
Other, a gymnasium is attested for C4 Amphipolis
Sources-, see Lazaridis 1988 and Lazaridis 1989; Klose & Stumpf 1996:
49 no-7°
Main discussions-. 74

in

Type: B
Location-. Akanthos (no. 559)
Type of attestation-, C5 strigil inscribed: Aspooir]
Attested in-, C5
Attested events-. A
Other, the strigil may have served as a prize
Sources-. Macedonians 1994: 76-77 no. 9
Main discussions-. 74; Macedonians 1994: 76

112
Type: B
Location-. Poteidaia (no. 598)
Type of attestation-, epigraphical victory catalogue
Attested in-, C4
Foreign entrants-, from Hermion (no. 350)
Attested events-, pankration
Sources-. IG IV 673
Main discussions-. 74

Thrace
113
Type: B
Location: Abdera (no. 640)
Dedicatee: Abderos
Type of attestation: literary reference; coin types
Attested in: Classical period
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Attested events-, major agonistic programme (but not equestrian 
events)
Sources-. SEG 46 841; Hellanikos (FGrHist 4) fr. 105; Philostr. Imag. 
2.25; Servius on Virg. Aen. 1.756; Klose & Stumpf 1996: no. 77
Main discussions-. 74-75; May 1966 208-9; Kallintzi & Veligianni 1996;
Klose & Stumpf 1996: no. 77; Loukopoulou 2004: 874

114
Type-. A
Location-. Chersonesos (no. 661)
Dedicatee-. Miltiades of Athens (as if oecist)
Type of attestation-, historiographical note attesting major agon
Attested in-. C6, C5
Foreign entrants-, not explicitly attested, but clearly envisaged (except 
for entrants from neighbouring Lampsakos (no. 748))
Attested events-, agon hippikos te kaigymnikos
Sources-. Hdt. 6.38.1
Main discussions-. 91-92; Isaac 1986: 171; Malkin 1987: 190-200; Scott 
2005:176

115
Type: C
Location: Kardia (no. 665)
Type of attestation: existence of gymnasium
Attestedin: C4
Sources: Plut. Eum. 1
Main discussions: 75

116
Type: C
Location: Byzantion (no. 674)
Type of attestation: possible C6 stadium; gymnasium from the Classical 
period
Attestedin: C6 (?), Classical period
Attested events: A
Sources: I.Byz^; Arist. Oec. 1346)319
Main discussions: 7$, 92, 94
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The Black Sea Area
117-118
Type-. B
Location-. Olbia (no. 690)
Type of attestation-, epigraphical attestation of agones
Attested in-, C4
Attested events-, archery
Other, an honorary decree grants proedria, presumably at these agones-, 
a gymnasium existed at Olbia already c. 475. Kublanow i960:131-32 
suggests that one of the «<wiwas in honour of Achilleus and exis
ted already in C5; competitions existed at Olbia as early as c. 550-510 
(SEG51 970)
Sources-. SEG51 970; Syll.3 286.13; Dubois, Olbianos. 19, 47
Main discussions-. 75; Kublanow i960: 131-32; Hedreen 1991: 319; Av- 
ram etal. 2004: 939; Skrzhinskaia 2005: 77

Propontis
"9
Type-. C
Location-. Kyzikos (no. 747)
Type of attestation-, coin type
Attested in-, c. 475
Attested events-, hoplitodromos
Sources-, see Klose & Stumpf 1996: no. 73
Main discussions-. 75-76

Troas
120-121
Type-. A
Location-, unknown, but probably in Troas
Type of attestation-, ‘epinician’ victory catalogue
Attested in-. C'5f
Foreign entrants-, from Tenedos (no. 793)
Attested events-, wrestling mApankration
Sources-. Pind. Nem. n. 19-21
Main discussions-. 76; Bury 1890: 223
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122
Type-. A 
Location-. Ilion (no. 779) 
Dedicatee-. Athena
Type of attestation-, epigraphical victory catalogue
Attested in-, C4I
Sources-. IG IIs 3138
Main discussions-. -fr, Preuner 1926:130-32

123
Type-. B 
Location-, Skepsis (no. 792)
Dedicatee-. Antigonos Monophthalmos
Type of attestation-, foundation decree attesting to agon 
Attested in-. 311
Other, the festival was to be annual; it may have been a re-dedication 
of a pre-existing festival (see OGIS 6.22-26: vqv 5a Ouoiav Ka[t] rov 
åyæva Kat vqv orscpavqcpopiav Kat vqv Xot7tqv 7tav[f|Y]i)piv yivsoOai 
aurait Ka0' skuotov sr|og, Ka|0a.7rsp Kat 7tpor8po[v] guvsts/.sito) 
Sources-. OGIS 6
Main discussions-. -fö

Ionia
124-125
Type-. A 
Location-, Ephesos (no. 844)
Name offestival-. Ephesia (and others)
Dedicatee-. Artemis (?)
Type of attestation-, literary references; epigraphy 
Attested in-, C5, C4
Foreign entrants-, from Athens (no. 361); Magnesia (no. 852) 
Attested events-, stadion (but presumably full agon gymnikos~); E 
Age-classes-, paides and so presumably men
Other. Ephesos probably staged other athletic festivals than the 
Ephesia: the phrase 7tpoa5ptq év rotg aytDCJtv is found at I.Ephesos 
1389; Xen. Hell. 3.4.16 refers to a hippodrome at Ephesos
Sources-. I.Ephesos 1389; I.Delphes 4.216; IG IIs 3138; Thue. 3.104.3; Xen.
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Hell. 3.4.16; Diod. 15.49.1; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 4.25
Main discussions-, 77-, Hornblower 1982; Stylianou 1983

126-127
Type: B
Location-, Erythrai (no. 845)
Type of attestation: the phrase 7tpo88ptr| év rotg åyoioiv
Attested in-, C41T1
Sources-. SEG31 969.11
Main discussions-. 78

128-129
Type: B
Location-, Kolophon (no. 848)
Type of attestation: the phrase uposopia év rotg åyæotv
Attested in: C4S
Sources-. AJPhil 1935: 379-80 no. 4.8
Main discussions-. 78

130-131
Type: B
Location-, Priene (no. 861)
Type of attestation-, the phrases uposopia év rotg åyoioi and oi Kotvot rrjg 
7t6X8tog åyoivsg; existence of stadium
Attested in: C4
Sources-. I.Priene 4.11, 5.8-9; Kyle 1993: 61 n. 27
Main discussions-. 78; Kyle 1993: 61 n. 27

132
Type-. A
Location-, Samos (no. 864)
Name ffestival: Heraia (briefly Lysandreia)
Dedicatee: Hera (briefly Lysander of Sparta)
Type of attestation: retrospective biographical note; epigraphy
Attested in: C5, C4
Foreign entrants: not explicitly attested for the athletic events, but at
tested for the musical contests (from Kolophon (no. 848) and He- 
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rakleia (no. 715) (?)) and so a reasonable assumption for the athletic 
competitions as well
Attested events-, pankration
Other, the festival was briefly named Lysandreia after Aigospotamoi 
to honour the Spartan admiral Lysander
Sources-. IG XII.6 334; Plut. Lys. 18.4
Main discussions-. 78-79; Shipley 1987:133-34; Larmour 1999:173 no. 7

133
Type: B
Location: Samos (no. 864)
Type of attestation: the phrase 7tpoa5pta év rotg åydrøiv oig av f] 7toXtg ayr|
71(7.0 IV
Attestedin: C4
Other: a C6 palaistra is reported by Hieronymos of Rhodos fr. 34 
(Wehrli)
Sources: IG XII.6 38.22-23
Main discussions: ycy, Delorme i960: 35; Shipley 1987: 72, 90

i34-i35-!36
Type: B
Location: Teos (no. 868)
Name offestival: Anthesteria, Herakleia, Dia
Dedicatee: Herakles and Zeus
Type of attestation: epigraphical attestation of a«»nat these three festi
vals
Attestedin: c. 470
Sources: Meiggs & Lewis, GUI no. 30.B.31-34
Main discussions: 79-80; Nilsson 1906: 267-68; Tod, GHIL. 30; Ells
worth 1976: 232; Scanlon 1983:148-54; Scanlon 2002: 290

Karia
T37
Type: A
Location: at the Triopion in the territory of Knidos (no. 903)
Name offestival: Dorieia
Dedicatee: Apollo Triopios
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Type of attestation-, historiographical note attesting an agon
Attested in-, from the Archaic period onwards
Foreign entrants-, the festivals seems to have been confined to members 
of the Dorian hexapolis of Halikarnassos (no. 886), Ialysos (no. 
995), Kamiros (no. 996), Knidos (no. 903), Kos (no. 497) and Lin
dos (no. 997), from which Halikarnassos was at some point prior to 
05m expelled
Attested events-. A assumed (attested for later periods along with E) 
Sources-. Sy//.31065,1067; Hdt. 1.144; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 4.25.4 
Main discussions-. 92-93; Jeffery 1976: 195; Klose & Stumpf 1996: no. 
78; Forrest 2000: 281; Asheri etal. 2007:175

138-139
Type-. B
Location-. Iasos (no. 891)
Type of attestation-, the phrase 7tpo85ptr| év rotg dyoioiv
Attested in-, C4I
Sources-. I.Iasos 60
Main discussions-. 80

140
Type-. C
Location-. Mylasa (no. 913)
Type of attestation-. Existence of palaistra and gymnasium
Attested in-. 317
Sources-. I.Mylasa 21.9-13
Main discussions-. 80

Crete
141
Type-. C
Location-. Eleutherna (no. 957)
Type of attestation-, epigraphical attestation of dromos, possibly in the 
sense of‘stadium’ or ‘gymnasium’; existence of age-class of dromeis 
Attested in-, C5
Sources-. SEG 23 572.3; SEG 41 739
Main discussions-. 80-82
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142
Type: C
Location-. Gortyn (no. 960)
Type of attestation-, epigraphical attestation of existence of gymnasium; 
existence of age-class of dromeis
Attested in-, C5
Sources: ICTV 64.6, 72
Main discussions: 80-82

Pamphylia
143
Type: C
Location: Aspendos (no. 1001)
Type of attestation: coin types
Attestedin: C5, C4
Attested events: belt-wrestling
Sources: see Kyle 2007:149
Main discussions: 83-84; Kyle 2007:149

Rhodos
144
Type: A
Location: Rhodos
Nameoffestival: Tlapolemeia
Dedicatee: Tlepolemos
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogue
Attestedin: C'5f (and the Hellenistic period)
Attested events: boxing (stadion attested for the Hellenistic period) 
Age-classes: andres and paides
Sources: Pind. 01.7.77-80; Schol. in Pind. 01. 7.147c; SyllA 1067.8
Main discussions: 54; Kramer 1970: 53

145
Type: A
Location: Rhodos
Dedicatee: Helios
Type of attestation: inscribed prize kalpis
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Attested in: C5S
Sources: SEG %■] 481
Main discussions: 82; Johnston 1977; Amandry 1980: 211 n. 4.I; Lar- 
mour 1999:181 no. 27; Parker 2009: 207

146-147
Type: B
Location: Lindos (no. 997)
Type of attestation: the phrase [7t]poa5p[ta év rotg äyo)o(|
Attested in: C5
Other: a C6 festival will be attested for Lindos if I.Lindos 1688 refers 
to a local festival
Sources: I.Lindosi^, 1688
Main discussions: 82; Kourou etal. 2002: 25-26

148
Type: C
Location: Ialysos (no. 995)
Type of attestation: inscribed dedication
Attested in: C6
Sources: SEG 53 819
Main discussions: 83

149
Type: C
Location: Rhodos (no. 1000)
Type of attestation: existence of stadium
Attested in: C4
Sources: see Valavanis 1999: 99 Fig. 4
Main discussions: 83

Egypt
i5°
Type: C
Location: Naukratis (no. 1023)
Type of attestation: existence of palaistra
Attested in: C4
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Sources: Sammelbuchl 30 no. 355 = SGDI5757
Main discussions: 84

Kyrenaika
I51
Type: C
Location: Kyrene (no. 1028)
Name offestival: Karneia
Dedicatee: Apollo
Type of attestation: epinician poetry
Attestedin: C'5f
Attested events: none explicitly attested, but competitions may be ten
tatively assumed from their existence at homonymous festivals such 
as that at Sparta (above no. 56)
Sources: Pind. Pyth. 5.80
Main discussions: 54; Kramer 1970: 42

T52
Type: A
Location: Kyrene (no. 1028)
Dedicatee: Pallas Athena
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogue
Attestedin: C'5f
Attested events: foot-race(s)
Sources: Pind. Pyth. 9.97-98
Main discussions: 54; Kramer 1970: 42; Instone 1996:138

T53
Type: A
Location: Kyrene (no. 1028)
Name offestival: Olympia
Dedicatee: Zeus Olympios
Type of attestation: epinician victory catalogue
Attestedin: C'5f
Attested events: foot-race(s)
Sources: Pind. Pyth. 9.101
Main discussions: 54; Kramer 1970: 42; Instone 1996:138
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I54-I55
Type-. A 
Location-. Kyrene (no. 1028) 
Dedicatee-. Gaia
Type of attestation-. epinician victory catalogue 
Attested in-. C'5f
Attested events-, foot-race(s)
Other, in addition to nos. 151-53, Kyrene probably staged other ath
letic festivals: Pind. Pyth. 9.102-3 refers, in addition to nos. 151-53, to 
7taotv 87ttycoptot<; [sc. aethlois] and Schol. in Pind. Pyth. 5.10a refers to 
possibly very early Dioskoureia at Kyrene
Sources-. Pind. Pyth. 9.102
Main discussions-. 54; Kramer 1970: 42; Instone 1996:138

1.5.2 A ‘Snapshot’ of the Greek Athletic Landscape in the 
fifth century

In order to briefly illustrate what the data catalogued above all add 
up to, I present here a ‘snapshot’ of the Greek athletic landscape as 
it looked in the fifth century, confining myself to certain (A) and 
probable (B) athletic festivals (serial numbers in bold refer to the 
catalogue in 1.5.1). Thus, the snapshot is certainly very minimalistic, 
but even so still comprises 78 athletic festivals:

In the western Greek world, athletic festivals are attested for the 
fifth century on Sicily and in Southern Italy. On Sicily, one festival 
is attested for Syracuse (4), and we have evidence for two more 
which cannot be assigned to specific poleis (1-2); in Southern Italy, a 
festival is attested for Neapolis (12). Moving to central Greece, two 
festivals in Boiotia cannot be assigned to specific poleis (21-22), but 
festivals are securely attested for Haliartos (23), Koroneia (25), 
Orchomenos (27), Thebes (30), and Thespiai (31); the festival at 
Thebes, the Herakleia, was clearly a major event. At Megara, we find 
the Alkathoia (32), at Sikyon the Pythia (35) and at Corinth, in addi
tion to the Istmian festival, we find the Hellotia (33) in honour of 
Athena. Moving further into the Peloponnese, we find a well-attes
ted festival at Pellene in Achaia (38), and Achaia was also home to 
two festivals which cannot be assigned to specific poleis (36-37). In 
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Arkadia we find a famous festival on Mt. Lykaion (39), and festivals 
are attested also for Kleitor (41), Pheneos (43), and Tegea (45). In 
Messenia we find a festival in honour of Poseidon at Thouria (46). 
In Lakedaimon a surprising number of festivals is attested: At Spar
ta itself we find nine festivals (52-60) and four festivals are found in 
territory subject to Spartan authority (47-50). In the Argolid, two 
festivals were staged by Argos (62-63) of which the Hekatomboia 
must have been a major event. Festivals are found also at Epidauros 
(64) and Phleious (66). On the island of Aigina were three athletic 
festivals (68-70); and in Attika at least five major events (71-75) in 
addition to one on the island of Salamis (79). On Euboia, the city of 
Eretria celebrated no less than four athletic festivals (80-83); an<^ in 
East Lokris we find a festival at Opous (85). In Thessalia and adja
cent areas, we find a festival at Larisa (89), two which cannot be 
assigned to specific poleis (86-87), one in Malis which likewise is 
unassigned (95), and one in Achaia Phthiotis at Phylake (96). In the 
Aegean, there is the Delia on Delos (98) as well as two festivals at 
Myrina on the island of Lemnos (100-101). On Chalkidike we find 
festivals at Amphipolis (109) and Akanthos (hi), and in Thrace at 
Abdera (113) and Chersonesos (114). In Ionia, we find festivals at 
Ephesos (124) and on Samos (132); atTeos were three festivals (134- 
136). In Karia there was a festival at Triopion in the territory of Kni
dos (137) and on the island of Rhodes were four festivals (144-147). 
Finally, four festivals are attested for Kyrene in Libya (152-155).

In the fifth century, then, athletic festivals are found practically 
everywhere in the Greek world. A few of these festivals were dedi
cated to mythological or historical founders (109,113,114) or to my
thological figures such as Protesilaos or Achilleus (27,32, 68, 85, 87, 
95, 96,144); a few were dedicated to minor divinities such as Helios 
(12, 64,145,154); three were dedicated to the Dioskouroi (43, 62,74) 
and five to Herakles (30, 31, 72, 81,135), but most were dedicated to 
the great gods of the Olympic pantheon: Apollo (35, 38, 47, 56, 70, 
82, 98,137); Athena (25, 33, 41, 45, 55, 71,152); Poseidon (23, 46, 48, 
52, 53, 86); Zeus (4, 39,136,153); Artemis (80, 100, 124); Hera (63, 
69,132); Demeter (54, 73); and Dionysos (134). These festivals stan
dardly accepted foreign entrants and contestants were normally di
vided into two or three age-classes. Apart from a few local curios
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ities such as aphippodromas and taurotheria at Larisa, the events at these 
festivals were those known from the Olympic games: foot-races for 
various distances, pentathlon and the ‘heavy events’: boxing, wrest
ling måpankration, and equestrian events too were widespread. This 
implies, of course, that (training for and investing in) these events 
constituted one of the main pastimes of the elites across the entire 
Greek world.

Finally, it may be noted that there is no correlation between con
stitutional form and the existence of athletic festivals.681 In the fifth 
century, Athens and Argos were democracies and both arranged 
athletic festivals, and at Syracuse the athletic festival in honour of 
Zeus Eleutherios (4) was established to celebrate the introduction 
of democracy; Megara may also have been a democracy. But e.g. Si- 
kyon and Corinth were stable oligarchies and arranged athletic fes
tivals as well. The poleis of Boiotia were also oligarchies for most of 
the fifth century, and quite a few of them arranged athletic festivals; 
Tegea in Arkadia was presumably also an oligarchy in the fifth cen
tury, and so were the poleis of Achaia; Aigina, too, was an oligarchy 
in the fifth century. At Samos, the constitution seems to have chan
ged from oligarchy to democracy in the middle of the fifth century, 
and this apparently did not affect the Heraia (132) at all. The Sicilian 
festivals attested in the early fifth (1-2) centuries were celebrated in 
a period and in areas dominated by tyrants, and the Panathenaia at 
Athens (71) existed under the tyranny, as it did under the previous 
traditional aristocracy and later during the democracy. The consti
tution of Sparta was famously mixed but of course had a clear auto
cratic element in the form of the two kings: the city arrangeed at 
least nine athletic festivals. Kyrene, on the other hand, was a demo
cracy with autocratic elements in the form of inherited kingship: the 
city celebrated at least four athletic festivals. The athletic festival, 
then, was not a characteristic of any particular constitutional form, 
but rather a feature of Greek culture and religion in general.

681. The details on constitutional history underlying the following may be found in 
Hansen & Nielsen 2004.
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1.6 Some Remarks on the Significance of the Athletic 
Culture

Let me end this study with a few remarks on the historical significance 
of the extent of the athletic circuit. It is clear that the identification 
of some 155 athletic festivals or sites with athletic competitions rests 
on a number of sometimes unverifiable assumptions, but it does not 
seem unreasonable to assume that this number must be of the right 
order of size, and perhaps even a minimum figure. This large num
ber may perhaps be quite surprising, but it may still be asked what 
the significance of this great extent of the athletic culture is: does it 
matter? In the following, I shall attempt to outline a brief answer to 
this question, focusing on what I take to be the most important his
torical implications of the survey carried out above. The following, 
then, is deliberately selective.

It seems rather clear that the Greeks took the traditional athletic 
festival to be something distinctively Greek, something which dis
tinguished Greeks from ‘Barbarians’, or, in other words, that athle
tics constituted an ethnic boundary marker separating the Greeks 
from their neighbours.688 In this connection reference is commonly 
made to the ethnic exclusiveness of the Olympics. In fact, the rule 
for admission to the Olympics was formulated, not as a ban on 
barbarians,682 683 but as an invitation to non-Eleian athletes to com
pete, since it allowed ö ßouXopsvog ræv 'EXXqvcDV (“any Greek who 
wanted”) to compete.684 In this respect, the Olympics simply resem
bled most other athletic festivals, which as a rule permitted non-ci
tizens to compete, as should be clear from the survey above. But it 
is also clear that the Olympic stipulation could on occasion be inter
preted as a ban on barbarian participation, as is clear from Herodo- 
tos’ story about King Alexander I of Macedonia: according to 
Herodotos (5.22), the other competitors filed a protest against the

682. This point has, of course, often been made in modern research on Greek culture, 
e.g. by Golden 1998: 4-5; Hansen 2000: 144; and Kyle 2007: 80. See also Nielsen 
2007b: 12-28.
683. On this topic, see the forthcoming studies by Remijsen (Greeks Only?) and Roy 
(Son ofPh.arnabazos).
684. Hdt. 2.160 and 5.22 with Nielsen 2007b: 18-21. See also Nielsen 2014b: 134-35.
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Olympic participation of King Alexander on the ground that the 
Olympics were not open to barbarians, and in this connection it 
does not much matter whether this story - which ends by affirming 
the Hellenic identity of King Alexander - is a propagandistic fabri
cation, since it had at least to resemble reality in order to be persua
sive.685

685. On Herodotos’ story of King Alexander at Olympia, see Badian 1971-72: 34-35; 
Borza 1982:10-11; Borza 1990:110-14; Roos 1985; Scaife 1989:133-34; Hall 2002:154- 
56; Adams 2003: 205-8; Kertész 2005; Mitchell 2007: 45.
686. Transl. Vince 1930.
687. Dem. 9.31; cf. 3.24; cf. Badian 1971-72: 42; Hunt 2010: 77-84.
688. roi; yap ßapßäpot; 5tä ra; wpawt5a<; aio/pov tovto [sc. paederastic relations] 
re Kat fj ye. (ptXoootpta Kat f] (pAoyopvaorta.

But the idea that athletics distinguish Greeks from barbarians is 
found in other texts than Herodotos, as e.g. in Demosthenes’ First 
Philippic (40) where the orator compares the way in which the Ath
enians react to the moves of King Philip II of Macedonia to the way 
an inexperienced barbarian boxer would meet the attacks of an ac
complished adversary, who of course must be taken to be a Greek. 
Demosthenes says: “You carry on your war with Philip exactly as a 
barbarian boxes. The barbarian, when struck, always clutches the 
place. Hit him on the other side, and there go his hands. He neither 
knows nor cares how to parry a blow or how to watch his adversary. 
So you, if you hear of Philip in the Chersonese, vote an expedition 
there; if at Thermopylai, you vote one there.”686 The underlying 
idea here is that a Greek knows boxing, whereas a barbarian does 
not, and that of course is part of the more general idea that athletics 
distinguish Greeks from non-Greeks. The real sting of the compar
ison is surely that it is the Athenians who are cast in the role of an 
unsophisticated barbarian boxer, whereas Philip - a barbarian to 
Demosthenes687 - is assigned the role of an elegant Greek fighter.

A passage in Plato suggests that at least some Greeks considered 
the role played by athletics in Greek society to be a function of the 
Greek way of life and thus again something distinctively Greek. In 
Symposion (182b)688 Plato has Pausanias state that among the barbar
ians pederastic relationships, philosophy and philogymnastia (“fond
ness for gymnastics”) are considered aischron, “a bad thing”. It 
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should follow e contrario that philo,gymnastia was not considered a bad 
thing among the Greeks, and it is interesting to note that the reason 
given for barbarian dislike ofphilogymnastia is their political constitu
tions: 5td rupawtSag, “because of their dictatorial governments”, 
from which it ought to follow that there is a connection between 
athletics and the Greek way of life. Again, such a statement is part of 
the more general idea that athletics distinguish Greeks from non
Greeks.

Now, it is not true, as for instance Thucydides was well aware,689 
that the barbarians did not practice various forms of athletics - even 
boxing, actually - but even so the Greek practice of athletics was 
construed as an ethnic boundary marker, and if the Greek athletic 
culture was in fact as extensive a phenomenon as I have suggested 
above, we are in a better position to appreciate on what basis the 
Greek notion was founded and acknowledge that it did in fact have 
a solid base in the social and religious life of the Greeks. Clearly, the 
study of athletics matters for the wider study of Greek culture as 
such.

689. Thue. 1.6.5: eu 5s Kai sv toi; ßapßäpot; souv oi; vw. Kai lkW.igw.toi; Ama vol;. 
7ruyp.fjg Kai 7tdÅ.T]g aO/.a riösrai, Kai oioImliAvoi touto Spcöoiv.
690. Hom. Od. 8.147-48: of) |L8v yap iiellov k/.;':o; avspog, öeppa ksv tjoiv, i] (hi 
raxroiv re péci] Kai yspoiv sfjoiv.
691. Heubeck el al. 1988 adloc.

Another important aspect of the way the Greeks practised athlet
ics, and an aspect which was well understood by the Greeks them
selves, is that athletics constituted a perfect setting for the pursuit of 
fame - kleos. The locus classicus is a passage from The Odyssey in the con
text of the athletic games put on by King Alkinoos to entertain the 
anonymous stranger who is Odysseus. When encouraging Odys
seus to participate in the contests, the young Phaiakian prince Lao- 
damas says, “There is no greater glory - kleos - for a man so long as 
he lives than that which he achieves by his own hands and his 
feet.”690 There may perhaps be some poetic exaggeration involved 
in this statement,691 but the sentiment is not unique to this passage. 
One of the things constituting real kleosis that a man’s name and his 
achievements are remembered and spoken of by future generations.
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Consider the beginning of the Nikolaidas-epigram from this per
spective: 'Av0t|ksv t65' ayaXpa KoptvØtog, öo7tsp évtKa| év As/.cpoig 
7tOT8, NucoXaSag. These two verses implicitly claim that Nikolaidas 
will be spoken of by future generations on account of his Pythian 
victory: “This monument a Corinthian erected, who won at Delphi 
once, Nikolaidas.” By his use of pote - once - the author of the epi
gram takes the perspective of a future reader,!"Ji and a future reader 
would, by reading the poem aloud to himself and others, prove the 
poem’s implicit claim to kleos to be true when he read the word /wte 
aloud; and that claim to kleos is followed immediately by the name 
of the athlete, who is, accordingly, made to live on the lips of future 
generations.

The Nikolaidas-epigram is, of course, not alone among post-Ho- 
meric sources in promoting athletic achievement as a claim to fame. 
Not surprisingly, the idea is found in Pindar, whose assignment it 
was to perpetuate the glory created by victory. The most general 
statement of the idea is found in the opening of Isthmian^ in honour 
of the pankration-fighter Phylakidas of Aigina:

and in athletic competitions a man gains
the glory (kleos') he desires, when thick crowns 
wreathe his hair after winning victory with his hands 
or the swiftness of his feet.692 693

692. Ebert 1972a: no. 26 comm, adloc.
693. Isth. 5.7-10: év t' aymvioi; </;':(l/.oioi 7to9stv6v | supa^sv, ovriv’ d9p6ot 
orstpavot I /spot vtKdoavr' dveSpoav s9stpotv | i] w./vtoti 7to5cöv (transi. Race 
1997b)-
694. 01. 8.10-1: psya rot aist, | qmvt gov yépo; sottst' dyXaöv.

In addition to this gnomic sort of remark we find statements to the 
effect that particular victories brought kleos to the victor. Thus, in 
the opening of Olympian 8 Pindar states that an Olympic victory 
brings “great and eternal glory” - péya KXéog atat - to the victor, the 
implication being that mega kleos is what the young Alkimedon of 
Aigina has earned himself.694 Similarly, Olympian i claims that the 
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kleos of Hieran of Syracuse shines brightly at Olympia on account of 
the victory won by his famous horse Pherenikos.6"

The same idea - that athletic victory generates kleos - is found in 
epigrams accompanying sculptures set up to commemorate victory. 
A rather fragmentary fourth-century epigram from Olympia says of 
an unidentified runner that “twice has he gained kleos at the foot of 
Parnassos”;695 696 and another, commemorating an equestrian victory 
at Olympia by one Xenombrotos of Kos, states that “Greece sings 
his imperishable kleos m remembrance of his horsemanship.”697 Fi
nally, a fourth-century epigram from Delphi says the following of 
the equestrian victor, Archon of Pella: “Twice, o happy Archon, did 
you receive a wreath of beautiful kleos when you were victorious by 
your horsemanship at the Isthmos and at Delphi.”698 699 The Greeks, 
then, developed two highly complex artistic genres to commemo
rate victory, epinician ode and athletic sculpture, two wonderful 
and extremely expensive ways of creating and perpetuating the 
fame created by agonistic victory. That fame, clearly, must have 
been central to what athletes thought they were doing, and athletics 
must have constituted one of the primary arenas in which individ
uals pursued their fame. And since obsession with fame is one of the 
most fundamental characteristics of Greek culture, we have here 
one more reason why athletics matter, and the sheer extent of the 
athletic culture emphasizes just how much it really matters.

695. 01.1.23-24: /Aiutei 5s oi | sv svavopt Av8of> I Iwotto; ÖOTOtKtot.
696. NeuelvO 25 = Ebert 1972a: no. 48.7: Sig 5s vmb IIapvaoooto tpspst
697. Ebert 1972a: no. 49.5-6: [on K/.;':<> ; | TAAk | wpOrtov aet5s[t] pivroptsva itutouwa;.
698. Ebert 1972a: no. 46.1-2: 'II (läKOtp euK/.eia; Äpycov OTs[(pavov Sig eoécMj | 
"IuOiua vtKipog I lüOtü re t7t7t[ocyf)vat]- - Cf. Xenophanes fr. 2 (West) 6: dorototv k' 
sir] Kuoporepo; Kpocropav.
699. rivtppavsv pisyaXav Köptvöov (Ebert 1972a: no. 26.12). See also the epigram 
celebrating Theogenes of Thasos discussed below in section 2.6.4 (206-209).

Greek poleis took the athletic victories of their citizens to reflect 
on themselves. This is clear e.g. from the Nikolaidas-epigram, which 
states that his victories were a joy unto the mighty city of Corinth.6" 
Though an athletic victory was won by an individual, it was stan
dard to construe victories as being also victories of the home-city of 
the athlete. Thus, a Lysianic speaker can say that when his father 
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was crowned as equestrian victor at the Isthmos and at Nemea, the 
polis of the Athenians was “proclaimed by the herald” (vqv 7r6z.iv 
KT|pu/0fjvat) .7°° This was not an entirely unreasonable thing to 
claim, since the herald’s proclamation of the victor contained his 
city-ethnic and since in this way the/w/« of the victor was in fact pro
claimed.700 701 * However, the thought often drifts to the metaphorical 
statement that during the victory ceremony the victor crowned his 
polis, as in a late fourth-century decree from Ephesos honouring a 
Nemean boy victor, Athenodoros, who, though in fact a metic, had 
himself proclaimed an Ephesian at the victory ceremony: “Since 
Athenodoros, son of Semon, a foreigner of equal rights and residing 
at Ephesos, has won the boxing contest for boys at Nemea and by 
being proclaimed as an Ephesian has crowned our city”, let it then 
be resolved that he be made an Ephesian citizen and receive various 
honours.708 The idea is fairly common,703 704 * * * and there can be no doubt 
that the home^wta of victorious athletes shared in the glory created 
by their victories. In short, such victories enhanced the fame of the 
home cities, as is clearly stated by both Xenophon and Isokrates.7“4 
In other words, athletics constituted an arena in which poleis com
peted with each other for fame and honour, in much the same way 

700. Lys. 19.63.
701. On the herald’s proclamation of victory, see Wolicki 2002.
702.I.Ephesos 1415.2-4: 87tE.|ioi] Ä(h]v<><Y'>p<>; Xt]Liovo; igoto/.t] ; wy Kat KaTot[Kcöv] sv 
'Etpsorot vsvtKi]K8v to Nspsa 7taioa; mti]v [Kat avaJp'As/.ei; T/pÉGio; soTstpavcoKS 
ri]V 7toXlv, [s8o^s]v rfjt ßoii/.i] Kat Tcöt Sqprov kt/.. On this decree, see further section 
2.6 (5) below (209-213).
703. See the evidence cited in n. 234 below at p. 210.
704. Xen. Mem. 3.7.1: XapLii<h]V 8s tov I/.avKrovo; öpcöv acto/.070v iisv av8pa ovra 
Kat 7toXXq> SwaTOÖTSpov tcöv to 7to/.iTiKa tots KpaTTOVrøv, OKVowra 8s 7tpootsvat
Tro 81'11.105 Kat Trøv Tfß 7t<>/.;:rø; 7tpaY|iætrøv s7tt|.isXsio9ai, Eius pot, scpi], 0'5 XapptSi], st
mg iicavo ; röv Toig OTsepavtTo; ayrova.; vikov Kat 61a todto auro ; ts Ttpäoöat Kat ri]v 
7taTpi8a sv Tfj 'EHa8t sf)8oKipo5T8pav 7totstv j.if] OÉ/.01 ayo5vt([8o9at, 7totöv Ttva
tovtov voiiiCoi; äv tov av8pa sivat; Afj/.ov on, scpi], iia/.aKov ts Kat Sei/.ov. - Isocr. 
16.32: öpcöv Ti]v sv OXnp7ttg 7tavi'prøpiv wo 7tävTO5v avOpowiv aya7tr')Li;':vi]v Kat
OanpaCoLisvip’. Kat toix; "EXXr]vcg S7tt8st^tv sv arÜTfj tohodlisvod; 7A01JTOD Kat pdiin]: 
Kat 7tat8sr)O805<;, Kat totx; t' a()/.i]Ta; yj/.ODLisvoi); Kat to; Tto/.s.tg ovoiiarrTa; 
ytyvopsvai; to; tcöv vikoövtcov. See also Ebert 1972a: no. 46.3-4: gp.ovTai 8s 7tari]p 
K/.eivo; k[Xutou stvsKa 7tai8o<;] | IIsHa ts astpvaoTov 7taTpi; s[Xoi)oa KXsogJ.
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as that the athletes themselves did, and that is one more reason why 
athletics matter to the ancient historian: it must be considered a 
fundamental characteristic of the interaction between poleis in the 
Greek city-state culture.

As is well known, poleis celebrated their victors in various and of
ten extravagant ways. Cash payments for victory in the periodos are 
known from, e.g., Athens, Sybaris7“5 and Ephesos7“6 and mentioned 
already by Xenophanes,7“7 who also mentions such honours asproed- 
ria and public entertainment, known also from Athens in the form 
of entertainment in the prytaneion, the symbolical centre of the po- 
lis.i°* On occasion, such honorific gestures were highly extravagant, 
as in 412, when Exainetos of Akragas was escorted into the city by 
300 chariots drawn by white horses on his return home after his sec
ond Olympic victory in the stadion.^ Now, since athletic victories 
were construed as victories of the poleis of the athletes, what a polis 
was celebrating by such honorific gestures was in fact itself, and in 
this way athletics will have helped promote a sense of civic cohe
sion. This is another good reason why athletics matter and why the 
extent of the athletic culture is not a question of mere antiquarian 
interest.

705. Athens and Sybaris: Nielsen 2007b: 95.
706.I.Ephesos 1515.10-12.
707. Xenophanes fr. 2.9 (West): Scöpov 0 oi Keun’p.iov eir|.
708. Nielsen 2007b: 52. On the prytaneion as the symbolical centre of the polis, see 
section 2.6 (3) below (205).
709. Diod. 13.82.7: Kat Kara ri]v Kporspav 5s w.üri]; OXup.7U.d5a, Ssvrspav 87tt rat; 
cveaijkovw.. vtKijrw.vTO; TZaivéroi) ÄKpayavuvou. Kuripayov auröv ei.; ri]v toi/.iv 
stp' dpLiaro;' cyuv87t6p7t8uov 5' aurro '/Opt; row otXXcov rruvoipioe; TptaKÖotat Xsukcöv 
t7t7tcov. On the significance of chariot processions, see Sinos 1998: 75-78.

The last point to which I want to draw attention is that athletic 
festivals must have created a good deal of interaction among the 
Greek poleis and their citizens, and must have sent large numbers of 
individuals onto the roads and seas, travelling to athletic destina
tions. In the survey above I have repeatedly noted foreign entrants at 
the festivals under discussion, and it seems clear that most if not all 
athletic festivals were open to athletes from other poleis than the one * 
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arranging the festival:7“ Nikolaidas of Corinth competed at Thebes 
and Athens, Corinthians competed on Sicily, athletes from Aigina 
competed at Epidauros, Theogenes of Thasos competed in Thessa
ly and at Argos, and the great boxer Diagoras of Rhodos competed 
not only at all the contests of the periodos but also in Arkadia and 
Boiotia as well as at Athens, Argos, Thebes, Pellene, Aigina and Me
gara.710 711 Clearly, Diagoras must have travelled a lot, as must Theoge
nes of Thasos and many others. How did they know where to go? In 
the cases of the festivals of the periodos as well as in the cases of Epi
dauros7“ and tiny Lousoi in Arkadia,713 we know that the polis ar
ranging an athletic festival announced upcoming celebrations inter
nationally by epangelic systems. The many other poleis who arranged 
athletic festivals probably did so as well in one way or another, not 
least in order to attract high-profile athletes. They need not all have 
done so on a Panhellenic scale, as Epidauros did, but may have re
stricted the announcement to for instance a regional level, as Chers- 
onesos probably did if it announced its games for the ‘oecist’ 
Miltiades outside the city itself; but even so the simple business of 
announcing upcoming celebrations must have sent a good deal of 
official delegations onto the roads or the sea to make announce
ments in foreign poleis and this must have created extensive official 
interaction among city-states. Official delegations and private indi
viduals will have travelled to athletic destinations to watch the rit
uals and the contests as representatives of their homc-/Wai, or for 
their own pleasure. Not every single local festival will have resem
bled the Olympics in this respect, but some will, such as for example 
\heAsklapieia, the Hekatomboia and the Panathenaia. Others such as the 
festival at Thespiai in Boiotia will probably have created such inter
action on a more modest level, but what matters here is not really 
the individual festivals but the large number of festivals which must 
all have created at least some interaction. Such interaction will have 
eased the establishment of private intercity networks, it will have 

710. On this topic, see Nielsen, Foreign Entrants.
■jii. On the career of Diagoras of Rhodes, see Pind. 01. 7.80-87.
712. Perlman 2000: 67-97.
713. Perlman 2000: 158-60.
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helped spread news, rumours and new ideas in for instance politics 
and other, intellectual spheres. In short: it will have contributed to 
the sense of intercity cohesion among the Greeks, and that is one 
more, and perhaps the most important, reason why athletics should 
really matter to classicists.

Moreover, this function of athletic festivals was one which was 
well understood by at least Greek intellectuals, as appears clearly 
from two well-known passages in Lysias and Isokrates. Thus, the 
orator Lysias in his Olympikos, delivered at Olympia in 388, ascribes 
to Herakles, the mythical founder of the Olympics, the wish to pro
mote friendship (philia) among the Greeks as his motive for found
ing the festival;714 and the Athenian intellectual Isokrates in his 
Panegyrikos, a literary essay in the style of an Olympic oration, has a 
longer and more general reflection on the benefits of panegyms as 
such:

714. Lys. 33.2: ijyijoaTO yap tov sv9d5s cnAXoyov dpxf]v ysvijo8o9at rot; ''EHqot rfj; 
7tp<>: aHf]Xov; <pt/.ia;.
715. Isocr. Paneg. 43: TcövTOtvuvTd;7tavi'|Y'6p8t;KaTao'n'|odvTO5v5tKaio5;87tatvov|.i8vo5v 
ort toioutov sOo ; ij iitv 7taps5ooav oiors mtsioapsvov c, Kai ra;;?/_()pa ; ra ; svscmiKvia; 
oia/.urw.Liévou; cmvsXØsiv si; toütov, Kai lis.tu xaur' snyd; Kai 9voia; Kotvd; 
roujuaLiivou; dva|ivr]cj9fjvat lisv rfj; miYysvsia; rfj; 7tpo; dHijXov; wtap'/oürri] 
8L)|L8V8GT8pco; 5' si; tov /.outov xpovov SiarsSfjvai 7tpo; f]|id; auroi);, Kai rd; re 
7taXatd; csvia; dvavso'ioao9at Kai Kaivd; srspa; 7totijoao9at kt/.. (transl. Norlin 
1928). - Cf. Pl. Leg. 950c where the four festivals of the periodos are referred to as 
sipqvtKat; owovoiat;.

Now the founders of our great festivals are justly praised for handing 
down to us a custom by which, having proclaimed a truce and resol
ved our pending quarrels, we come together in one place, where, as 
we make our prayers and sacrifices in common, we are reminded of 
the kinship which exists among us and are made to feel more kindly 
towards each other for the future, reviving our old friendships and 
establishing new ties.715

It is tempting to brush such passages aside as mere rhetoric, but 
that temptation should be resisted. Not only does even rhetoric 
have to be persuasive, but the great extent of the athletic culture in 
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Greece, which I have attempted to illustrate in the survey above, 
should make us realize, once again, that such ideas may in fact have 
a solid foundation in the social and religious life of the Greeks; and 
that though they may be ideals, they may well be ideals with a good 
admixture of reality.

Finally, two more reasons why athletics matter may briefly be 
added. One is that athletic festivals were clearly wonderful oppor
tunities for recreation, as Thucydides has Perikles say in the famous 
funeral oration;716 the Hellenistic historian Diodorus Siculus even 
highlights such festivals as among the ingredients that make up hu
man happiness.717 Another reason is that athletics must be consid
ered the clearest expression of, and perhaps even a celebration of, 
one of the most central social principles in Greek culture, namely 
the principle that competition is useful.718 There are, then, several 
good reasons why athletics is important to the ancient historian, 
and the enormous extent of the athletic culture should serve to 
emphasize just how important these reasons really are.

716. Thue. 2.38.1: towtoSvcov 7t/.8.ir)W.; avoa/w.a: rfj yvo3j.IT] 87toptodjt89a, dycöot jisv 
ys Kai Owiai; Stsujotot^ (“Further, we provide plenty of means for the mind to 
refresh itself from business. We celebrate games and sacrifices all the year round” 
(transl. Crawley 1996)).
717. Diod. 12.26.4: 5t67tsp 7to/.8.LiiKT] jisvKat acia LLViiin];7tpdct: obSsjtta cwvstsXsoöi] 
Kara tovtod; toix; '/povon;. sipf]vr| 5s ilia ctovstsXsoSi], Kat 7tavi]yDp8t<; Kat dycövst; 
Kat 08CDV Snotat Kat rd/./.a rd 7tpo; sbSatjtoviav avi'jKovra 7tapd 7taotv 87t87t6Xa^sv 
(“Consequently, during this period no military action worthy of mention took place, 
and universal peace prevailed; while festivals, games, sacrificial feast-days in honor 
of the gods, and all other elements that go to make a happy life flourished everywhere” 
(transl. Green 2006)). - Cf. Eur. Autolykosh. 282.13-15: tov ’EXXt]vcov völiov. | o’i tcövS' 
SKart cnAXoyov 7totonjt8vot | Ttjicoo' a/peion; qoova; oatro; ydptv (“the custom of 
the Greeks who assemble to watch athletes and thus honor useless pleasures in order 
to have an excuse for a feast” (transl. Miller 1991)).
718. Spivey 2004: 15; Cartledge 2006: 207-9, esp. 207 where Cartledge singles out as 
one of the fundamental characteristics of ancient Greek culture “a devotion to 
competition in all its forms, almost for its own sake”. See also Burckhardt 1999 [1898- 
1902]: 160-213.





PART 2

The Prestige of a Nemean Victory

2.1 Introduction

In explaining why the Peace of Nikias was not to be published at 
Nemea, though the contracting Spartans and Athenians agreed to 
have the treaty published at Athens and Sparta and at Olympia, 
Delphi and on the Isthmos1 2 3 - that is, at all the three other famous 
Panhellenic sanctuaries of the periodos - Simon Hornblower stated 
bluntly that the sanctuary at Nemea was the least prestigious of the 
four Panhellenic sanctuaries? In addition, he noted that Nemea was 
the only Panhellenic sanctuary not to receive a commemorative vic
tory dedication by the Hellenic League after the Persian invasion of 
480-479?

1. Thue. 5.18.10: nBp.a; 5s orfjoat 'O/TOLiTOam Kai IIv9oi Kai ’IgOlkh Kai A (h; vi]C7tv sv 
tov.et Kai sv AaKe.oaiiiovi sv AgUKlaiq) (“Pillars shall be erected at Olympia, Pythia, 
the Isthmus, at Athens on the Acropolis, and at Sparta in the temple at Amyclae” 
(transi. Crawley 1996 )).
2. Hornblower 1996: 483.
3. For this, see Nielsen 2007a and section 2.8 below (215-229).
4. Cairns 1991: 95.

The latter assertion is certainly correct and the former may very 
well be so as well. Cairns (1991), for example, has pointed out some 
of the ways in which the ranking of the four Panhellenic sanctuaries 
and their festivals is reflected in the epinician poetry of Pindar and 
Bacchylides:

(1) Whereas we find in these commissioned poets the laudatory 
compounds 'OXt)|t7ttovtKag and 'OXt)|t7tt6vtKog (“Olympic victor”); 
IIuØtovtKog (“Pythian victor”); and even'IoØptovtKag and'IoØptovtKog 
(“Isthmian victor”), there is no example of NapaovtKog (“Nemean 
victor”) in these poets, and this may possibly, as Cairns concludes,4 
mean that “neither Pindar nor Bacchylides ... can have felt it hon
orific to call a man NapaovtKog.”
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(2) Whereas in Pindaric odes celebrating Olympic and Pythian vic
tories there is extensive mentioning of the presiding divinity and 
well-known features of their santcuaries, there is less such encomi
astic material in Isthmian odes, and Nemean odes even make do 
“with only a passing reference to Nemea or its festival.”5

5. Cairns 1991: 96.
6. See, e.g., Ebert 1972a: no. 43 which lists Nemean victories prior to both Pythian 
and Isthmian victories, perhaps for metrical reasons (see Gerber 2002: 78); and no. 
50, which lists Nemean victories prior to Isthmian victories. No. 50 is a public 
sepulchral inscription commemorating Cheilon of Patrai, on whom see Merker 1991.
7. See also Gerber 2002: 72.
8. The epigram is commonly taken to be an epitaph, but may have accompanied a 
victory monument: see Ebert 1972a: 67.
9. Dandis is Moretti, Olympionikainos. 210 and 222; Strasser 2001: no. 35; Farrington 
2012: no. 1.37; and Kostourou 2008: no. 44.
10. Anth. Pal. 13.14 = Ebert 1972a: no. 15 (after 472).
11. “Twice at Olympia, thrice at Delphi, two victories on the Isthmos and fifteen at 
Nemea.”
12. Sostratos is Moretti, Olympionikai nos. 420, 425, 433; Strasser 2001: no. 74; 
Farrington 2012: no. 1.66; and Kostourou 2008: no. 187.
13. Ebert 1972a: no. 39 (c. 356).
14. “by winning thepankration three times at Olympia, and twice at Delphi, and by
taking twelve crowns at the Isthmos and Nemea.”

The evidence of the great epinician poets, then, may be inter
preted to indicate that Nemea was the least prestigious of the four 
great Panhellenic sanctuaries, and such a ranking of the four sanc
tuaries may also be illustrated by athletic victory catalogues which 
regularly (though not always)6 7 mention Nemea as the last of the four 
athletic avenues,? like the fifth-century epitaph8 of the great Argive 
sprinter Dandis9 which proudly lists his twenty-two victories in the 
periodos, with Nemea last:10

’O/-i)|.i7riai oic. év 5é IIuØcovi rpia
öTJOJ 5’ év 'IaOpoi. 7tevreKai5eK’ év Nepéat.11 12

Or, similarly, a Delphic monument celebrating the famous pankra- 
tiast Sostratos of Sikyon,18 which lists his seventeen Panhellenic vic
tories, again with Nemea listed last:13

viKcbv 7tavKpdriov epic ’Oz-ipmia, oic 5’ évi IluØoi, 
öcööeica 5’ é£ ’I GØ pof) [Kai Ncpjéac orecpavoug.14 *
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Clearly, such evidence may be taken to suggest that Nemea was the 
least prestigious of the four Panhellenic sanctuaries and a final indi
cation of the same may be cited: even in an ode celebrating a Ne- 
mean victory, Pindar may treat the victory as a prelude to an Olympic 
victory. '5 It thus seems clear that when compared with the other fes
tivals of the periodos and the Olympics in particular, the Nemean 
Games pale a little. But everything pales in comparison with the 
Olympics, and it would be more reasonable to recognize how 
brightly the Nemean Games shine when compared to the innumer
able other athletic festivals documented by the survey in Part I of this 
book. In this study, I shall attempt to illustrate that even if the sanc
tuary of Zeus at Nemea may have been less prestigious that those at 
Olympia, Delphi and (perhaps) on the Isthmos, it does not follow 
that an athletic victory at Nemea was not an item of immense prestige 
to the victor and his polis. In section 2.2 (172-174) I discuss delib
erately selective victory catalogues and emphasize that such cata
logues regularly include Nemean victories. The regular inclusion of 
Nemean victories in such brief victory catalogues demonstrates that 
Nemean victories were highly prestigious. The brief section 2.3 
(174-177) discusses the celebration of Nemean victories by epini- 
cian odes. At least eleven epinician odes were composed by Bacchy- 
lides and Pindar to celebrate Nemean victories, and this is far more 
than than any of the ‘lesser’ festivals attracted and another testi
mony to the high prestige of a Nemean victory. Inscriptions ac
companying victory monuments erected at Olympia almost never 
refer to victories won by the honorand at the ‘lesser’ festivals but 
frequently refer to vicories won at Delphi, the Isthmos and Nemea. 
This is discussed in section 2.4 (177-186) which demonstrates that 
this detail is also eloquent testimony to a very high prestige for a 
Nemean victory. Section 2.5 (187-200) discusses victory monu
ments celebrating Nemean victories erected by private citizens at 
sanctuaries outside the periodos. Several such monuments are known, 
from Metapontion in the west to Rhodos in the east, and they, too, 
are important testimony to the great symbolic value which victors

15. Instone 1996: 149; Race 1997b: 17; and Graziosi 2002: 208 on Pind. Wem. 2.1-12. 
See, however, Hubbard 1995: 51-55 for a critical discussion of this idea. 
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attached to their feats at Nemea. Section 2.6 (201-213) discusses 
the value attached to Nemean victories by the home communities of 
the victors. Evidence from seven different poleis demonstrates that 
they attached high prestige to the Nemean victories of their citi
zens. The findings of the study is summed up in the conclusion (2.7, 
213-215) and, finally, a postscript (2.8, 215-229) suggests some alter
native explanations for the anomalies noted by Hornblower and 
Cairns.

2.2 Inclusion of Nemean Victories in Explicitly Selective 
Victory Catalogues

Now, even if victory catalogues such as those celebrating Dandis of 
Argos and Sostratos of Sikyon may be said to treat the Nemean 
Games as the least prestigious of the Big Four athletic festivals, it 
should rather be emphasized that Nemean victories are in fact inclu
ded in both of them. This inclusion speaks volumes about the pres
tige of a Nemean victory, as is abundantly clear from the way these 
two catalogues continue. Having meticulously listed the Olympic, 
Pythian, Isthmian and Nemean victories achieved by Dandis in 
three verses, the five-verse epigram concludes as follows:16 rag 5' 
d/./.ag vticag oi’ik aipapsg éor' åptØprjoat.1? Similarly, the Delphic 
monument celebrating Sostratos, having first listed his seventeen 
periodic victories, states simply:18 19 [rjoug 5' d/./.ODg Ü7to[pov oracpd] 
voug S7uostgai åptØpov.^ So, even if both these catalogues place Ne
mea last among the periodic festivals, it is clear that its prestige was 
such that it would be counterproductive not to mention Nemean 
victories even in brief epigrams of this celebratory nature. And, the 
fact that both Dandis and Sostratos must have entered the competi
tions at Nemea regularly over a prolonged period of time indicates, 
of course, that they must have valued victory there highly. The same 
may be said for other multiple victors such as Agias of Pharsalos (5 

16. Ebert 1972a: no. 15.5.
17. “But the other victories it is not easy to number.”
18. Ebert 1972a: no. 39.5.
19. “But as to the number, it is impossible to account for the other wreaths.”
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victories), Dorieus of Ialysos (7), Dromeus of Stymphalos (5), Glau
kos of Karystos (8), Milon of Kroton (9), Nikandros of Elis (6), 
Pythodelos of Athens (7), andTheogenes ofThasos (9), to mention 
just a handful of the most remarkable multiple NemeonikaiN

The victory catalogues of the epigrams celebrating Dandis and 
Sostratos are clearly selective in that they include only victories achie
ved in the periodos even though these two athletes had many other 
victories to their credit. A similarly selective victory catalogue is 
found in Pindar’s brief Nemeam. It opens by celebrating the hon- 
orand Timodemos of the deme Acharnai at Athens for a Nemean 
victory in the pankration and closes by celebrating the extended fam
ily of Timodemos, the Ttmodemidai. Members of the family won four 
Pythian victories (19), eight Isthmian victories (22), and seven at 
Nemea (23-24), while, Pindar states, those won at home (ret otKot) 
are pdooov' åptØpou, “too many to count” (23). Again, Nemean vic
tories are treated as items of high prestige, even to the exclusion of 
victories achieved in the home-state of the honorands. Nemean 6 is 
very similar. It is a celebration of the extended family, the Bassidai, 
of the honorand Alkimidas of Aigina.81 The Bassidai achieved 25 ath
letic victories, all told (58), and as pointed out by Carey,88 some of 
these “must have been in minor festivals”. However, the ode identi
fies only Olympic, Pythian, Isthmian and Nemean victories and lea
ves those won at other festivals of lesser prestige unidentified.

A truly conspicuous example of a selective victory catalogue me
ticulously listing Nemean victories is provided by a fourth-century 
monument from Delphi celebrating the great fifth-century heavy
weight Theogenes ofThasos.83 The epigram lists two Olympic victo
ries (3-4), three Pythian (5), ten Isthmian (7) and nine Nemean vic
tories (10), in that order. It concludes (11-12) by stating that in his

20. On these athletes, see their entries in Kostourou 2008. Note also the Corinthian 
family of the Oligaithidai, for whom Pind. 01. 13.99 claims 60 victories at Nemea, 
which must date to the late sixth or early fifth century (on the Oligaithidai: Barrett 
I978)-
21. Burnett 2005: 157-58.
22. Carey 1989: 8.
23. Ebert 1972a: no. 37, on which see also section 1.3.1 above (27-28) and, in particular, 
section 2.6 (4) below (206-209).
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career Theogenes achieved 1,300 victories - but it does not name a 
single one apart from the victories achieved in the periodos. To the 
metrical epigram is appended a prose catalogue listing all the victor
ies achieved in the periodos one by one. Only one victory achieved 
outside the periodos is listed - last of all: the extraordinary victory in 
the dolichosachieved at the Argive Hekatomboia.^ This monument, ob
viously, treats Nemean victories as items of real prestige.

Such selective victory catalogues, then, demonstrate that 
Nemean victories were of high prestige and that victors attached 
such value to them that it was regularly considered counterproduc
tive not to include them even in the briefest of epigrams and epini- 
cian victory catalogues.

2.3 Celebration of Nemean Victories by Epinician Odes

Victories at festivals outside the periodos were occasionally celebrated 
by epinician odes commissioned from the preeminent masters of 
the art?5 The earliest known epinician ode, in fact, celebrated a vic
tory outside the periodos. As pointed out above (section 1.3.2 (5), p. 
36), Barron has suggested that Ibykos was the pioneer in the produ
ction of epinician odes,86 and this is now commonly accepted?7 
More specifically, Barron suggested that Ibykos composed an epini
cian ode in honour of a Spartan who had achieved an athletic vic
tory at the Pythia^ at Sikyon?9 A Spartan commission of an epini
cian ode is, as pointed out by Hodkinson,5° rather unexpected, and 
should be interpreted as evidence that the commissioner attached 
real value to his Sikyonian victory?1 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

24. See above p. 30.
25. Abovep. 31.
26. Barron 1984.
27. See, e.g., Jenner 1986; Hornblower 2004: 21-22; Hornblower & Morgan 2007b: 11; 
Thomas 2007:146; Lowe 2007: 167; Rawles 2012.
28. On which see above pp. 36-37.
29. Barron 1984: 22; see also Hornblower 2004: 21 and Rawles 2012: 9 (who is a little 
sceptical of the suggestion).
30. Hodkinson 2000: 317-19 (cited in n. 302 in section 1.3.3 above).
31. Barron 1984: 22 tentatively identified three other epinician odes by Ibykos: one 
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Simonides of Keos also accepted commissions for epinician odes 
to celebrate victories outside the periodos. One such ode is securely 
attested and a few others may perhaps be inferred. The certain case 
is an ode celebrating, perhaps a little surprisingly, a victory at the 
festival at Pellene in AchaiaT It was achieved in an equestrian event 
by one Orillas whose polis of origin is unfortunately left unstated by 
the surviving fragments.32 33 If he was a citizen of Pellene itself, his 
urge to celebrate the victory may perhaps seem readily intelligible 
though unusual. However, foreign entrants are in fact attested for 
the festival in the early fifth century,34 35 and so Orillas need not at all 
be a Pellenean. In any case, he must have greatly valued his victory 
at Pellene. Simonides’ ode in honour of Astylos of Kroton33 may 
perhaps celebrate a victory at a festival outside the periodos, though 
this cannot be conclusively established.36 In Simon, fr. 519.79 occurs 
the verse évt 5' otto sixst Øset péyav sg ökppov.37 38 If Osä (“goddess”) is 
a reference to the divinity at whose festival the unknown honorand 
was victorious, it cannot have been a festival of the periodos, and the 
Argive Hekatomboia in honour of Hera or the Panathenaia in honour of 
Athena spring to mind, though there are other possibilities.

celebrating an Olympic victory by a Syracusan athlete; and two celebrating victories 
at unidentified festivals by competitors from Leontinoi and Athens.
32. On which see section 1.3.2 (6) above (37).
33- Fr- 5'4 (Campbell).
34. From Corinth: Pind. 01. 13.109, Anth. Pal. 13.19.8; from Argos: Pind. Nem. 10.44 (see 
also /GIV 510); from Athens: Bacchyl. 10.33; from Opous in East Lokris: Pind. 01. 
9.98; from Ialysos in Rhodos: Pind. 01. 7.86.
35. Fr. 506 (Campbell).
36. Molyneux 1992: 214-20.
37. “For to one man only does the goddess grant to jump into her great carriage” 
(transl. Campbell 1991).
38. On which see section 1.3.2 (14) above (53).
39. Bacchyl. 14; see Maehler 1982.II: 294; McDevitt 2009: 218-19.

Bacchylides of Keos composed an epinician for Kleoptolemos of 
Thessalia to celebrate an equestrian victory of his at the Petraia^ 
somewhere in Thessalia.39 Among the surviving epinicians of Pindar 
are several composed to commemorate victories at festivals outside 
the periodos. Thus, Pythian 2 does not itself state the venue of the 
equestrian victory it celebrates, and modern scholars have sugge- 
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sted both Thebes and Syracuse.40 Nemean g celebrates a victory at the 
Pythia at Sikyon41 42 43 and Nemean io one at the Argive HekatomboiaP Pin
dar also composed an ode to celebrate a victory at the Hellotia at 
Corinth,« and perhaps even one to celebrate a victory at the Ath
enian Oschophoria, a competition limited to Athenian ephebes, 
“something surely quite remarkable”, as Osborne remarks.44

40. Mikalson 2007: 38 n. 23.
41. Race 1997b: 94. On the special political circumstances which form the background 
for the commissioning of Nem. 9, see Hubbard 1992: 80-81.
42. Race 1997b: 106.
43. D’Alessio 2012: 48-54, discussing P.Oxy. 2541.
44. Osborne 1993: 22; see also D’Alessio 2012: 54-55.
45. Above p. 56.
46. Bacchyl. 9, 12-13.
47. Pind. JVem. 1-8. - Simonides is not definitely known to have composed epinicians 
to celebrate Nemean victories, but some of the preserved fragments may possibly 
come from Nemean odes, in particular frs. 507-8, 511 (Campbell), which all refer 
prominently to Zeus (Mann 2001: 303). The difficulty in identifying Nemean odes by 
Simonides arises from the fact that the Hellenistic editors arranged his epinicians by 
event, not by venue (Rawles 2012:12), and so an argument from silence is of no value 
in this matter. It is, moreover, highly likely that Simonides composed an epigram to 
celebrate a Nemean victory by Sogenes of Aigina (Molyneux 1992: 87-89).

All the major epinician masters, then, accepted commissions for 
odes celebrating victories at festivals outside the periodos, and this 
must be interpreted as evidence to the effect that not inconsiderable 
prestige was derived from such victories, at least in the eyes of the 
victors themselves. However, if they were completely alone in hold
ing this view, the odes would of course have been almost counter
productive, which is hard to accept.

Victories outside the periodos, then, were occasionally celebrated 
by prestigious epinician odes by major masters. It should be noted, 
however, that only one or two festivals outside the periodos attracted 
more than one ode, the Pythia at Sikyon and possibly the Argive He- 
katomboia, and that such odes are all in all quite few in number. 
Against this background it is clear that victories at Nemea were 
highly treasured by the select circle of high aristocracy who com
missioned epinician odes from famous poets:45 three odes by Bac- 
chylides celebrate Nemean victories,46 47 as do eight by Pindar.4? The 
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commissioners originate from four different poleis and include mem
bers of clans which had great athletic achievements to their credit.48 49

48. E.g. Timodemos of Athens (on whom see Neumann-Hartmann 2008: 123-24) 
who belonged to the Timodemidai who boasted 19 victories in the periodos-, and 
Alkimidas of Aigina (on whom see Neumann-Hartmann 2008: 88-89) "'11° belonged 
to the Bassidai who had 25 great athletic victories to their credit.
49. At Olympia sculptural victory monuments may have been erected from the 
seventh century, see Herrmann 1988: 120 commenting on Paus. 6.15.8; for a 
suggestion that the two famous kouroi from Delphi traditionally known as ‘Kleobis 
and Biton’ (c. 610-580) are in fact victory monuments, see SÄG 59 525.
50. Miller, Guide ^4. The inscription is Meiggs & Lewis, GHIno. 9 and Ebert 1972a: 
no. 2.
51. Herrmann 1988: 120 is firm that the custom of erecting sculptural monuments to 
commemorate athletic victory originated at Olympia.
52. Miller, Guide 41. See also Miller 1984: 184 and Miller, Guide 46 for an Archaic 
inscription (SEG 34 286, 37 274) originating from a sculpture dedicated by a 
presumably Sikyonian victor (see also Morgan 2007: 260). See also Miller 2015: 301, 
reporting the find of a bronze leaf of wild celery which presumably had formed part 
of a crown on a statue of a Nemean victor.
53. For inscribed jumping-weights dedicated by Nemean victors at the sanctuary, see
SEG 49 346 and Miller 2015: 328-29, reporting a sixth-century jumping-weight
dedicated by an athlete from Sikyon.

2.4 Olympic Victory Monuments Referring to Nemean 
Victories (down to c. 300)

The presumably oldest securely attested sculptural monument cel
ebrating athletic victory comes, as it happens, from Nemea itself.1-’ 
Of the monument, however, only the inscribed base on which the 
statue once stood survives. The letter forms of the inscription date 
the monument to c. 550.50 It commemorates four victories in the pan- 
kration at Nemea by Aristis of Kleonai, the city-state in charge of the 
contests at Nemea, and the monument suggests that victors at Ne
mea quickly adopted the Olympic custom of sculptural victory 
commemoration.51 52 Apart from that, very little survives of the victory 
monuments which were erected at Nemea,58 and accordingly not 
much is known about such monuments.53 * * However, the prestige of 
a Nemean victory is clear from the fact that monuments erected at 
Olympia to celebrate Olympic victories not infrequently refer to 
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Nemean victories won by the Olympioniken commemorated. Olympic 
victory monuments are known principally from Pausanias who de
votes a long passage of the sixth book (1-18) to such monuments 
and mentions nearly 200.54 Of these, the vast majority can be dated 
to the sixth, fifth and fourth centuries.55

54. The exact number cannot be established, see Herrmann 1988:135-36.
55. Herrmann 1988: 123-24.
56. See e.g. 6.1.4: to 8raypap.p.a to én ovtcö; 1.6: ycypintw.i 5s Kat emypapiiara; 1.7:
to 5s emypapjia <pqot to én ovtcö; 1.7: (>; to emypapjia to sk' avTro Xsyst; 2.6: 
avsypatps rfj siKÖvt; 2.9: emypapjia5s to srä töö Saptco 7tuKTr]; 2.9: TdSs iiev Xsyst to 
eraypapjia; 3.1: sv töö eraypapiuxTi; 3.1: 8raypap.p.d sotiv (>;; 3.2: to 5s emypapjia to 
én oötcö Kat TdSs sraXsyst; 3.7: to 5s emypapjia to sk' oötcö injvüe.i; 3.14: to iiev 
7tpOT8pOV TCÖV 87tlYpaULl<rø)V SOTtV; 4.6: TO 87ttypa|l|ia TO SV 4.7: Ö L18V Sf]
sraypappa s?14 tooovto s8f]Xcoosv; 4.8: OTsepaveoØfjvat 5s to 87tiYpaiiLiä (pqoiv oötöv 
vnö 'HXstcov; 4.8: injoév sotiv sraypappa; 4-11: Ka9d7tsp ys to emypapjia to sk' oötcö 
<pi]ot; 5.7: rd 5s Kat 6i]/.oi')Lie.vä sotiv V7«> tov éraypdppaTO$ 7.9: to emypapjia to én 
oötcö cpiiot, tov 87ttypä|i|iaTO<; tov sv <)/.VLi7tia; 9.4: éraypappa lisv 8ij sotiv oötcö 
réXcova Åsivoiiévov; avaØstvat I c./.mov; 10.5: <pi]ot to ernypappa (quoted verbatim 
to prove a point); 10.7: S7ttysypa7tTai 8s Kat tcöv frarøv rd ovolioto; 12.7: to sraypappa 
dip.oito 87tt tc5 apiioTi; 12.8: papTvpst to sXsystov; 13.5: to 8s 87tiypaLiLia dip.oito én 
oötcö; 3.7-8: ö 87tiypaLiLia to sk' oötcö pqvvst; 13.10: Kat sraypappd sotiv sk' ovtcö; 
13.10: OV L11]V TCÖ ys 87tiyp0LlLlOTl KOI TÖ 'HXstCOV s; TOV; O/.VLl7tlOViKO; diio/.oysi 
ypC/LlLlOTO; 15.2: TO 87tiypOLlLia TO 87t' OVTCÖ (pi]OlV; 15.8: SOTt 8s fj T8 SIKCIV dp/OtO TOV 
EvTsXtSa, Kai to srä tcö ßdöpco ypäiiLiaTO aiivopa v7tö tov /povov; 16.2: <pi]ot to s; 
avTÖv 87tiypoLiLia; 16.4: to sraypappa to én oötcö 6q/.oi; 17.4: 'Evarfcova 8s ijotivo; 
i]v ov 6q/.oi tö sraypappa, ÖTt 8s tov ÄpKdScov i]v ö.Ovov; dip.oi; 17.6: (pqotv srä tov 
87tiypäLiLiaT<>; rfj TsXsvTfj.
57. Tzifopoulos 1991: 5.
58. He not infrequently gives information not directly related to the careers of the 
commemoratees, and such remarks are probably derived from the local guides or his

Pausanias quite often refers to the inscriptions accompanying 
the monuments.56 He usually terms such an inscription epigramma, 
by which he means ‘metrical inscription’.5? The meticulous study by 
Tzifopoulos (1991) has established beyond doubt that Pausanias’ 
reports of the contents of the inscriptions to which he refers are 
basically reliable, and it is a reasonable assumption that the infor
mation he gives on the careers of the athletes commemorated by 
sculptural monuments comes primarily from the accompanying 
epigrams.58 He sometimes says so explicitly, as in the case of the 
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equestrian victor Polykies of Sparta,* 59 60 about whom Pausanias states 
the following: sv[kt|os 8s ö IIoXuKXfjg t7t7totg, æg to 87ttypa|t|ia to 87t' 
aiko) Xéyet, Kat IluØot Kat 'IoØgoi re Kat Nspéq.'1'’ In the long passage 
on Olympic victor statues Pausanias never records a victory outside 
the periodos61 62 * * * * * but in nineteen cases states that the commemoratee of 
a monument dating within the sixth to fourth centuries achieved 
one or more Nemean victories besides his Olympic triumph(s), and 
this information is in all probability derived from the epigrams of 
the monuments.68 This could reflect Pausanias’ own interests and be 
the result of very selective reporting of the epigrams on the monu
ments. In that case, this pattern of reporting would be evidence of 
the high prestige Pausanias personally attributed to Nemean victor
ies. However, it seems rather to be the case that epigrams accom
panying victor monuments erected at Olympia generally did not 
include references to victories outside the periodos but restricted 
victory catalogues - if included at all - to Pythian, Isthmian and 

own wide reading: he was extremely well-read (Habicht 97-98,142-44); thus, at 6.7.6 
he cites Androtion (FGrHist324, fr. 15) for details on the death of Dorieus, the son of 
Diagoras.
59. Moretti, Olympionikaino. 315, victorious in 440 or later (Hodkinson 2000: 330 n. 
14).
60. “Polykles’ horses, as the inscription says, won races at the Pythian and Isthmian 
and Nemean games as well” (transl. Levi 1979).
61. However, about Xenarkes of Sparta (Moretti, Olympionikai no. 386) Pausanias 
says: SsvapKst iiev 8f] Kai sv Ae/.cpot; Kai sv Äpyei re urn) pcs. Kai sv KopivSoi 
7tpooavsXsoflai vixa; (6.2.2). But here Korinthos must be equated with Isthmos and 
/hjjo.s with Nemea-, the choice otArgos tor Nemeamay reflect a poetic usage of the epigram 
(Jacquemin 2002: 91; Hodkinson 2000:322 agrees that Pausanias’ information comes 
from the epigram), or the choice of/hjws for Nemea may perhaps be a pointed reference 
by Xenarkes to a victorious Spartan entry at a more or less Argos-run festival during 
or shortly before or after the Corinthian War which saw Argos and Sparta fighting 
each other - i.e. it could represent a slap in the face of Argos.
62. Nemean victories are reported for: Polykles of Sparta (6.1.7); Xenarches of Sparta
(6.2.2); Damiskos of Messene (6.2.11); Stomios of Elis (6.3.2); Aristodamos of Elis
(6.3.4) ; Eupolemos of Elis (6.3.7); Antiochos of Lepreon (6.3.9); Hysmon of Elis
(6.3.9); Dikon of Kaulonia (6.3.11); Sostratos of Sikyon (6.4.2); Satyros of Elis
(6.4.5) ; Cheilon of Patrai (6.4.6); Ergoteles of Himera (6.4.11); Dorieus of Ialysos
(6.7.4); Dromeus of Stymphalos (6.7.10); Glaukos of Karystos (6.10.3); Theogenes of
Thasos (6.11.5); Archippos of Mytilene (6.15.1); Nikandros of Elis (6.16.5).
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Nemean victories. Thus, for seven of the monuments for which Pau
sanias records Nemean victories by the honorands the accompany
ing epigram has survived. None of them refers to victories outside 
the periodos, and so the pattern visible in Pausanias is presumably not 
(only) a reflection of his own interests:

(1) Ergoteles ofHimeraN The monument commemorating Ergoteles 
is mentioned at Paus. 6.4.11: ’Epyors/.i]g ös ö OtXdvopog oo/.f/oi) 5uo év 
'OXupttg viKug. rooaurag 5s d/./.ag IluØot Kat év ’loOpm rs Kat Nspstcov 
åvr|pr|pévog.63 64 The epigram survives as an inscription (Neue IvO 23; 
Ebert 1972a: no. 20; text as in Neue IvO 23): EpyoréXr|g p’ åvéØr|K[8 
Oildvopog åy/.aog uibg],| "EXXavag vucov IluØtfa 5ig 5oXtyov]| Kat 5u' 
'OXupudSag 8[uo 5' ’ loOpia Kat Nspéat 8ig],| 'Ipspat åØavarov pv[ap' 
åpsrag épevat].65 The epigram seems to be Pausanias’ source.66 67

(2) Dorieus of Ialysos (or Thourioi) N The monument is mentioned at 
Paus. 6.7.1-4: Atoptsug 5s ö vsonarog 7tayKpariq) vucrpag 'OXup7ttdotv 
scpsgfjg rpioi... Atoptst 5s rm Atayopou 7tapsg f| 'OXup7ttaotv 'IoØpiov 
psv ysyovaotv oktcb vucat, Nspsimv 5s ä.7roösoi)oai ptag ég rag öktcT 
/.éysrat 5s Kat æg IluØta åvéXotro ctKovtrt.68 An inscription from 
Olympia very probably belongs to this monument:69

63. Moretti, Olympionikai nos. 224, 251.
64. “Ergoteles son of Philanor won the long-distance running twice at Olympia, and 
twice at Delphi and the Isthmus and Nemea” (transi. Levi 1979).
65. “Ergoteles erected me, the splendid son of Philanor, who defeated the Greeks in 
the long-distance race twice at Delphi, twice at Olympia, twice on the Isthmos and 
twice at Nemea, to be for Himera an immortal monument of his excellence.”
66. Tzifopoulos 1991: 80.
67. Moretti, Olympionikai nos. 322, 326, 330.
68. “Dorieus the youngest [i.e. son of Diagoras] who won the all-in fighting at three 
Olympic games in succession ... Besides Olympic wins Diagoras’s son Dorieus won 
eight times at the Isthmus and one less than eight at Nemea, and they say he won 
without fighting at Delphi” (transl. Levi 1979).
69. /aO 153; text after Tzifopoulos 1991: 143-44.

[Atoptsug Atayopa Øouptog (?)]
['OXupniat 7tayKpartov]
['OXupniat 7tayKpartov] 
['OXupniat 7tayKpar]tov 
[IluØot 70) £]

1’loØpOl 7TÜ^] 
l ’loøpoi 7TÜ^] 
'IoØp[ot] 
'Io0p[o]t
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[IluØoi 7T0^]
[IluØoi
[111)001 CIKOVlTSi
['IoØgOjl 7U)C
['IoØJgOl 7U)C
['IoØJgOl 7U)C
[Kai 7ta]yKpdTio[v]

Nspfjt 7tu^
N[8|l]fjl 7T0^
N8[|l]fjl 7T0^ 
[Negjfjl 7tu[£] 
[Nspfjt] 7c[u£] 
Nspfjt mic |7°

The inscription, obviously, is extremely fragmentary and Pausanias’ 
text is crucial for its restoration.?1 It should be emphasized, how
ever, that the inscription can be restored to correspond exactly with 
Pausanias’ statements, which suggests that these were derived from 
the inscription.

(3) DikonofKaulonia (later Syracuse)T The monument is mentioned 
at Paus. 6.3.11: AtKtov 5s ö KaXXtßporou 7tévr8 pev IluØoi Spopou 
vtKag, rpsig 5s åveiZero ’loOpioiv. réooapag 5s évNspéa, Kai'0Xup7UKag 
piav psv 8V 7tatot, 5uo 5s d/Tag åvopdiv.75 The epigram survives as 
Anth. Pal. 13.15 = Ebert 1972a: no. 35: Eipi AtKtov utög KaXXtpßporou, 
aüräp 8vtK(Dv| rsrpdKig év Nepéa. 5ig 'OXupua, 7t8vraKt IluØoi,| rpig 5'

70. [Dorieus of Thourioi (?)]
[Olympia, pankratiori\ [Isthmos, boxing]
[Olympia, pankratiori\ [Isthmos, boxing[]
[Olympia, pankratjion Isthm[os]
[Delphi, boxing] Isthm[o]s
[Delphi, boxing] Neme[a], boxing
[Delphi, boxing] Nemea, boxing
[Delphi, b]oxing, akoniti N[em]ea, boxing
[Isthmo]s, boxing Ne[m]ea, boxing
[Isth]mos, boxing [Nem]ea, boxin[g]
[Isth]mos, boxing [Nemea], b [oxing]
[and pa]nkratio[n] [Nemea, boxing]

71. Tzifopoulos 1991: 146.
72. Moretti, Olympionikai nos. 379, 388, 389.
73. “Dikon son of Kallibrotos won five running prizes at the Pythian games, three at 
the Isthmian, four at Nemea, and one in the boys’ running and two in the men’s at 
Olympia” (transl. Levi 1979) (note that the epigram translated in the next note gives 
the patronymikon slightly differently as Kallimbrotos) .
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'loOpor OTS(pavo) 5' doru ZupaKooiov.74 Here there is a discrepancy 
between the three Olympic victories reported by Pausanias and the 
two victories of the epigram, but this is presumably a simple scribal 
error by which dig was written for rpig in the epigram.75 76 The epigram 
seems to be Pausanias’ source.

74. “I am Dikon, the son of Kallimbrotos, and I was victorious four times at Nemea, 
twice at Olympia, five times at Delphi, and thrice on the Isthmos. A crown am I unto 
the city of Syracuse.”
75. So Moretti, Olympionikaino. 379; Ebert 1972a: no. 35; Jacquemin 2002: 109.
76. Moretti, Olympionikai no. 383.
77. “and a man called Aristodemos son of Thrasis, who was a wrestler from Elis itself; 
he also <won> twice at the Pythian games and <...> at Nemea” (transi. Levi 1979 
(modified)). On the text, see the note in Jacquemin 2002: 104.
78. “At Delphi twice, at Nemea twice, and at Olympia was I crowned, as victor on 
account of my technical brilliance not mere physical weight.”
79. Moretti, Olympionikaiws. 420, 425, 433.
80. “Between the Nemean and the Isthmian games he won twelve times, and twice at 
the Pythian games and three times at Olympia” (transl. Levi 1979).
81. Ebert 1972a: 131; Jacquemin 2002: 115: “P. semble reproduire le texte d’une 
épigramme gravée sur la base de la statue de Sostratos å Delphes.”

(4) Aristo damos of Elis.16 The monument is mentioned at Paus. 
6.3.4: ävdKsvrat da Kat ég aürfjg “HXtdog 7taXaujrijg åvijp Aptorédripog 
©pdoidog- yayovaot da auro Kat IluØoi duo <viKai> Kat <...> Nepéa.77 
The epigram (impossibly attributed to Simonides) survives in 
Heph. Poem. 4 = Ebert 1972a: no. 34; Simon, no. 52 (Page, FGE, who 
assumes that Pausanias’ information derives directly from the epi
gram): IluØia dig, Nepéa dig, 'OXup7ttg éore(pavd)Oip’.| oü 7tXdret vikoiv 
ooparog å/./.a re/ya,! Aptorodapog Øpaouog A/.etog 7tdXa.78 79 80 The epi
gram seems to be Pausanias’ source, and thus even a citizen of Elis 
included Nemean victories on his Olympic monument.

(5) SostratosofSikyonP The monument is mentioned at Paus. 6.4.2: 
yeyovaot de auro Nepetcov pev vucat Kat 'loOpimv å.vapig duodsKa, 
OXug7ttaot de Kat IluØot, rfj pev duo, rpetg dé ev OXup7tta.8° The epi
gram from Olympia itself does not survive, but it seems to have 
been identical with the epigram found at Delphi,81 which is Ebert 
1972a: no. 39: [7tX]etoTOtg df] XiKumva 7tdrpav, [X lmoiorparou uié,| 
Xorørpare. Ka/./.ioroig r' f]yXdtoag orecpavoig' vikoiv 7tavKpartov rptg 
ØXup7tta, dig d' évt IluØot,| dcbdeKa d' 'IoØpou [Kat Nepjéag 
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oiacpdvoug’l [ijoug 5' d/./.oug arøfpov oTStpa |voug S7uöstgai åptØpov,| 
[7TO |i')oc/.g 5' åvTi[7cdXoug 7r]/.|siG]Ta éKpdiatg cqur/siA The epigram 
seems to be Pausanias’ source.82 83

82. “Your fatherland Sikyon indeed, son of [SJosistratos, Sostratos, did you adorn 
with [innumerable crowns of great beauty, by winning the pankration three times at 
Olympia, two times at Delphi, and taking twelve wreaths at the Isthmos [and Nem]- 
ea. But as to the number, it is impossible] to account for [t]he other [wrejaths. You 
[pu]t an end to your opponents and m]o[s]t often you won without a fight.”
83. So Ebert 1972a: 131; Tzifopoulos 1991: 231; Jacquemin 2002: 115.
84. Moretti, Olympionikai nos. 461, 465.
85. “Chilon an Achaian from Patrai won twice at Olympia in the men’s wrestling, 
once at Delphi, four times at the Isthmus and three times in the Nemean games” 
(transl. Levi 1979).
86. “Wrestling champion twice at Olympia| twice at Delphi, three times at Nemea| 
and four times at the Isthmus on the beach] Chilon son of Chilon of Patrai: perished 
in war: I buried for my courage by the Achaian people” (transl. Levi 1979).
87. Moretti, Olympionikai no. 503.
88. “The Mytileneans credit Archippos of Mytilene the men’s boxing champion with 
the further honour of having won four wreaths at Olympia, Delphi, Nemea and the 
Isthmus before he was more than twenty years old” (transl. Levi 1979).
89. “A[rchippos], son of Kalliphanes, of Mytilene.”

(6) Cheilon ofPatrai.** The monument is mentioned at Paus. 6.4.6: 
XtXcovt os Ayato Ilarpst 5uo psv 'OXupttKat vucat 7tdXr|g ävöpdiv. pia 
5s sysvsro sv As/.cpoig. rsooapsg 5s év ’loOpqi kui Nspsimv rpsig/5 The 
epigram is quoted verbatim by Paus. 6.4.6 (Ebert 1972a: no. 50; Ziz- 
za 2006: no. 30): Moi)vo7tdXr|g vikoi Sig 'OXup7tta IluØtd r' a.v6pag.| 
rpig Nspsq. rsrpaKig 5' ’loOpqi év ayyiä/.Q).| Xsi/.oiv Xsi/.oivogIlarpsug, 
öv z.aog Ayaiæv | év røXépo cpØipsvov 0a\|/ åpsifjg svsksv.8'1 85 86 87 Pausanias 
misreports the number of Pythian victories, an easy mistake to make 
(Ebert 1972a: 156), but apart from that the epigram seems to be Pau
sanias source, as indeed is implicit in Ebert’s discussion.

(7) Archippos of My tilenet The monument is mentioned at Paus. 
6.15.1: Apyt7t7tcp 8é MiTD/.ip’aiop mug ég vqv 7tt)Ypt]v éos/.Oévrag 
Kparpoavri dvopag d/./.o roiövös 7tpoo7totouotv oi Mtri)Xr|vatot ég 
66cav. cog Kat rov év 'OXup7ttg Kat IluØot Kat Nspéa Kat ’loØpqi Xaßot 
orécpavov ff/.iKiav on 7tpooco ysyovoig érdiv strøet.88 The inscription 
IvO 173 very probably comes from this monument: A[pyt7t7tog]| 
KaXXtcpavougl Mi)rtXr|vatog.89 Obviously, this inscription cannot be 
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Pausanias’ sources for Archippos’ athletic career, but Tzifopoulos 
(1991:185) is probably right in assuming that “in addition to the sur
viving inscription, the Mytilenaeans had inscribed another text, per
haps an epigram on bronze, where their fellow countryman’s athletic 
accomplishments were pointed out not only for Archippos’ fame but 
their own as well.” Tzifopoulos (1991:185) points to ZrOi86 of c. 220- 
180 as an illustration of the kind of text he assumes was on Archippos’ 
monument in addition to the preserved inscription: ö Sfjpog ö 
'EpuØpatcov I 'E7ttØépor| Mr|rpo5d)poi),| viKpoavra dvopag royptiv | 
'OXup7tta 5tg Kat vqv 7t8pto5ov.9° If it is accepted that a similar inscrip
tion accompanied the monument in honour of Archippos, the sim
plest assumption is that Pausanias took his information from it.

In conclusion, it seems that epigrams accompanying victory 
monuments at Olympia restricted mention of victories won by the 
commemoratees to victories in the periodos, much like the selective 
victory catalogues briefly discussed above (section 2.2,172-174). Of 
the seven athletes discussed here, only Aristodamos of Elis was not 
aperiodonikes-. citizens of Elis could not achieve that distinction, since 
Elis maintained a permanent boycott of the Isthmian Games;90 91 he 
was, however, a victor at Olympia, as well as both at the Pythian 
Games and at Nemea. Is it credible that such star athletes never 
achieved victories at festivals outside the periodos? It obviously is 
not, and the conclusion must be that the victories listed on monu
ments at Olympia were on purpose limited to include only victories 
in the periodos. In fact, only a singleone of the known victory monu
ment inscriptions from Olympia dating to the period under consid
eration - from the mid-sixth century down to c. 300 - refers to a 
victory outside the periodos, i.e. the fourth-century epigram NeuelvO 
25 (350-300 = Ebert 1972a: no. 48) celebrating victories of an un
known sprinter from, presumably, Crete: this epigram mentions a 
Panathenaic victory (6) alongside victories at Olympia (3-4), Del
phi (7-10) and, probably, Nemea (5) though this is wholly restored. 
The reason for the inclusion of a Panathenaic victory in this epi

90. “The people of Erythrai <set up this monument to> Epitherses, son of Metrodoros, 
twice victor of men’s boxing at Olympia and victor of the periodos.”
91. Nielsen 2005: 69-70.
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gram may perhaps be that it declines to observe traditional Olym
pic decorum and sets out to make as much as possible of the merits 
of the honorand; thus, not only does it unusually include a Panath- 
enaic victory to increase the total of triumphs, at 5 it also employs 
one of the traditional strategies of amplificatio and records a “first” for 
the victor: he was, it seems, the first (7tparog) Cretan to “defeat 
everyone at Nemea”.98

92.7tpd.T<>; 5[s Kp(?)]T|Tcöv [7td]vra<; [viKtrøs Nepeta (?)]•
93. Paus. 6.1.7: eviKipe 5s o IIoX.'DKÄ.ijg imtoi;. coto e7aypapjiato én anrro Xeyet, Kai 
IluOot Kai 'IgOlioi re Kai Nepea.
94. For bronze prizes awarded in the Peloponnese itself, see e.g. Pind. Wem. 10.45-48 
(bronze prizes awarded at Kleitor, Tegea, Achaian/m/ewand at the Lykaia in Arkadia); 
.SEG39 1365 (at Pheneos); Amandry 1971: 615.Ill; Amandry 1980: 211-13 (at the Argive 
Hekatomboia'y, outside the Peloponnese: Amandry 1971: 617.VII; BCH 99 (1975) 752; 
Johnston 1977: 157; SEG30 541; SEG-g-j 387 (at Thebes); Amandry 1980: 211-12 n. 4.II 
(at Thespiai); Amandry 1971: 602-25, 615.II.B, 615 II.A; SEG46 802; SEG 28 26; SEG 
39 631 (at Athens); /GXII.g 272; Amandry 1971: 617.VI; Jeffery, LSAG 88 no. 16 (at 
Eretria); Amandry 1971: 617.VIII; SEG45 2186; Stamatopoulou 2007a: 333 (in Malis); 
Macedonians 1994: 76-77 no. 9 (at Akanthos); Hdt. 1.144 (at the sanctuary of Apollo 
Triopios); Johnston 1977; Amandry 1980: 211 n. 4.I; SEG 27 481 (in Rhodos). For a 
bronze prize vessel from an unidentified festival (or funeral games) found at Ialysos: 
.STG 53 819. See also Robinson 1942.

In most cases, it must remain an assumption that the honorand 
of an Olympic monument won other victories than those listed at 
Olympia, since Pausanias’ brief descriptions of these monuments 
are often our only source for athletes’ careers. This is the case for 
Polykles (“of much Renown”) of Sparta, an equestrian periodonikes.^ 
According to Pausanias, this man was punningly nicknamed Poly- 
chalkos, “of much Bronze”, though the reason for this nickname is 
left unexplained by Pausanias. Hodkinson (2000: 321) assumes that 
the nickname is “a reference to the number of his bronze victory 
statues at the various sanctuaries”, and this may be right, though his 
sculptural group at Olympia is his only attested monument. An
other possibility worth considering is that the nickname referred to 
prize artefacts of bronze brought home by Polykles from equestrian 
victories abroad: bronze artefacts were not unusual prizes,* 93 94 and if 
Polykles won several such prizes he may owe his nickname to his 
equestrian prizes - which means that he must have been victorious 
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at festivals outside the periodos, a fact (if it is one) left unmentioned 
on his Olympic monument.

That Polykles competed outside the periodos must remain an as
sumption. In the case of Sostratos of Sikyon, however, the epigram 
itself proves that he frequently won at festivals outside the periodos, 
and in the case of Dorieus of Ialysos (or Thourioi) this is clear from 
his commemorative monument at Delphi:95 96 97 besides his victories in 
the periodos, it catalogues four victories at the Panathenaia, four victor
ies at the Epidaurian Asklapieia, three at the Hekatomboia and three at 
the Lykaiam Arkadia. Dorieus, then, was a heavyweight of the same 
calibre as his father Diagoras, who also competed and won numer
ous victories at festivals outside the periodos.36 The monument celeb
rating Dorieus at Olympia, however, makes no mention of any vic
tory outside the periodos, but gives a meticulous list of every periodic 
victory he won. Clearly, monuments at Olympia were accompanied 
by selective victory catalogues, and the fact that Nemean victories 
are often recorded on these monuments is eloquent testimony to 
their immense prestige: being listed alongside Nemean victories 
clearly did not diminish the symbolic value of an Olympic victory.

95. Syll.3 82.
96. Pind. 01. 7.83-87.
97. Syll.3 82; Ebert 1972a: no. 53; and the monument for Theogenes of Thasos (Ebert 
1972a: no. 37) on which see section 1.3.1 above (27-30) and section 2.6 (4) below 
(206-209).
98. 5)7/.’82; Ebert 1972a: nos. 25; 37; 39; 43; 53; Bousquet 1992: 589.

By way of addendum to the discussion of Olympic victory mo
numents it may be noted that celebratory norms at Delphi seem to 
have resembled those at Olympia, though they are much less well 
known, in particular because Pausanias did not devote a section of 
his work to such monuments at Delphi, as he did for Olympia. But, 
to the extent that we can say anything, Delphic customs are similar 
to customs at Olympia, though perhaps less strict. Very few inscrip
tions from Delphic victory monuments mention victories outside 
the periodos, a mere three instances being known.9? Nemean victories, 
however, are listed on Delphic monuments in seven cases.98 The si
tuation, then, resembles that at Olympia and confirms the high 
prestige victors attached to Nemean victories.
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2.5 Private Commemoration of Nemean Victories outside 
the Panhellenic Sanctuaries (down to c. 300)

The previous sections have demonstrated that Nemean victories 
were regularly included even in selective victory catalogues, were 
not infrequently celebrated by epinician odes and sculptural monu
ments and that monuments erected at Olympia and Delphi often 
referred to Nemean victories achieved by the honorands. Victories 
achieved in the numerous contests outside the periodos, on the other 
hand, were only very occasionally celebrated and commemorated in 
this way.

In the following sections, private and public commemoration 
and evaluation of Nemean victories at sites outside the sanctuaries 
of the periodos will be surveyed, beginning with private commemora
tions. Such ‘private’ commemorative monuments were, of course, 
almost invariably ‘public’ in the sense that they were erected in pub
lic spaces such as city-state sanctuaries, and so what I refer to by 
‘private’ here are monuments commemorating Nemean victories 
erected by individual citizens rather than by the community of the 
city-state; monuments erected by city-states rather than individuals 
I term ‘public’ and survey in the following section. In cases where it 
cannot be conclusively established whether a monument is private 
or public in this sense, I have classified the monument as private, 
but indicated the possibility that it was in fact public. The geo
graphical order adopted is, again, that of Hansen & Nielsen 2004.

i. Magna Graecia. From Lamo di Pario some 25 km from ancient 
Metapontion come two fragments of a tile from the second half of 
the fourth century inscribed with an epigram celebrating two Pan
hellenic victories by an unidentifiable athlete from Taras." The epi
gram itself is fragmentary and the form of the original monument

99. SÄG 4 79; SEG34 1005 (date: second half of the fourth century); Ebert 1972a: no. 
58; Moretti 1992. Moretti (1992: 495) points out that Metapontion at this time was 
under heavy influence from Taras and that the athlete may have been a citizen of 
Taras with interests at or near Metapontion. See also Carter 2006: 222 who points 
out that this Tarantine influence did not mean that Metapontion lost its political 
independence.
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cannot be established:100 it is, accordingly, not possible to exclude 
that the epigram accompanied a public monument. The restored 
text runs as follows (SEG341005): [IluJØot Kat Napéat K[—sgts]- 
cpavd)Ør|v I hpig Mv[. . . . o]u, [KuSavag 5' donij Tapaviog.101 102 103 A Ne- 
mean victory is here commemorated on a par with a Pythian victory 
and to the exclusion of other victories that the athlete may have had 
to his credit.

100. Moretti 1992: 495.
101. “I, K[-], was [crofwned [for boxing] at [Py]tho and Nemea, the son of Mn[-]s, 
[thus bringing glorious fame to the city] of Taras.”
102. Moretti, IAGcß.
103. /GVII 2470; Moretti, IAG no. 36; Ebert 1972a: no. 56. The victor is no. 158 in 
Kostourou 2008, who, however, takes his name to be Pammachos.
104. I follow Ebert’s interpretation of the text.
105. f]X9sv ... 7urrp<>; Scopa TptaKog.
106. ötsöXa yap oi 7tapä AtpKat | dpcpaSov 'EHdvcov KXstora cpspovu vsot.
107. This, of course, is not unusual: see Nielsen 2007b: 97 and n. 234 below.
108. See Ebert 1972a: no. 57, who gives the date “4-/3- Jh. v. Chr?”. If [Nspsatcot // siv 
</./.]c>e,i at 1-2 is correctly restored and to be taken literally, the Nemean victory 
celebrated in this epigram must pre-date c. 270 when the festival had left Nemea for 
Argos (Miller 2004: 108).

2. Boiotia. From what is presumably the Thebes refounded in 316 
comes a statue base signed by the sculptor Teisikrates, who was act
ive around 300.108 On the base is an epigram celebrating the pan- 
kratiast Euankritos.ios He achieved two Isthmian victories, one 
among the paides and one among the ageneioi, and a Nemean victory 
among the andres,104 said to have “come to the house of Triax, my 
father”.IO5 The epigram concludes by celebrating, not Euankritos 
alone, but the youth of Thebes in general, by saying: “for those who 
dwell at Dirke [i.e. at Thebes] are obviously the most prolific win
ners of prizes of the Greeks in their youth.”106 The epigram, then, 
makes a point of letting the glory of Euankritos’ victories reflect not 
on himself alone but on the city of Thebes as well.107 This may per
haps be an indication that the epigram was in fact a public commis
sion from a newly refounded city-state eager to project a vigorous 
image of itself, but certainty on this point is impossible.

Another epigram roughly contemporary with the one just dis
cussed“8 comes from a marble herm at Thebes, which again must be 
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the city as refounded in 316. If correctly restored, it celebrates a vic
tory in the dolichostor paidesaA Nemea by Lysixenos of Thebes.“9 It 
ends on a note much resembling the epigram for Euankritos: “Be 
assured that the youth of Thebes is not without its share of divine 
crowns.”1“ Again, the glory of the victory is made to reflect on the 
city of Thebes as such. These two epigrams, in conclusion, indicate 
that victorious athletes of the refounded Thebes - or perhaps the 
city itself - put great emphasis on Nemean victories and construed 
them as evidence of the valour of the entire city-state at a time when 
it must have been eager to recreate its former fame - and that, of 
course, is testimony to the considerable prestige enjoyed by the con
tests of Nemean Zeus.

5. Corinthia. The well-known epigram celebrating the victories of 
the otherwise unknown athlete Nikolai das of Corinth™ is difficult to 
evaluate in the present context since it has been transmitted by 
manuscript and not as an inscription. It is commonly assumed that 
it was copied from the base of a commemorative statue,"2 but it is 
unknown where this statue originally stood. The inclusion of the 
city-ethnic Korinthios in the first verse of the epigram109 * * 112 113 may suggest 
that it was not erected at Corinth itself, whereas the heavy emphasis 
on victories at festivals outside the periodos seems to run counter to 
Delphic practice.114 115 The statue may perhaps have stood at the 
Isthmos in the territory of Corinth itself; here Corinthian victors 
may well have identified themselves as Corinthians, as Eleians did 
at Olympia113 - but this must remain an assumption. The epigram 
records at least twenty victories by Nikolaidas and divides them into 
two sections on the basis of the events (pentathlon and stadion) in 

109. Lysixenos is not registered in Kostourou 2008.
no. 3-4: po9' ort (-)t]ßa; | dXtKta] Ssicov odk aggopoi; crteipfavcov].
hi. Anth. Pal. 13.19; Ebert 1972a: no. 26; Page, FGE 262EF; on the epigram, see Maroti 
1990 (whose interpretation of the epigram I accept) and above in section 1.3.1 (25-26) 
and 1.4 (95). Nikolaidas is no. 148 in Kostourou 2008.
112. Merkelbach 1987: 294: “[S]icherlich von einem Stein kopiert”; Page, FGEadv. 1 
t65' otyaXpa: “[P]resumably a statue of Nikolaidas.”
113. 'Av9t]K8 t65' otyaXpa KopivOtop orvte.p évtKa.
114. Section 2.4 above (86).
115. See e.g. 174, z77-
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which they were won. The two victories in pentathlon come first, since 
this group includes Nikolaidas’ most prestigious victory, a Pythian 
victory.116 Then follow the at least eighteen victories in stadion, which 
seem to be arranged according to the prestige of the festivals at 
which they were won: first come the three Isthmian victories, then 
the three Nemean victories, and then the rest. The list of victories is 
concluded by one at Phleious, at a festival attested only by this epi
gram: accordingly, it is reasonable to assume that this epigram in
cludes everything that Nikolaidas won, and the conclusion must be 
that in such an all-inclusive victory catalogue Nemean victories are 
accorded the prestige they are regularly accorded in selective cata
logues.

116. 2: sv Ae/.cpot;.
117. SEG 11 257 (500-450); Moretti, LAG no. 12 (c. 475); Jeffery, LSAG 143 no. i3ab (pl. 
23): c- 5°o-475?-
118. So both Moretti and Jeffery.
ng. The back of the stone carries a fragmentary inscription as well; Jeffery reads [—]- 
01;, and this could be a fragment of a name of a festival, but this is unclear. It is, 
furthermore, unclear whether this inscription is contemporary with the inscription of 
the front of the stone

4. Sikyonia. From the gymnasium at Sikyon comes a fragment of a 
victory catalogue of the first half of the fifth century. It seems to be 
a fragment of a catalogue of victories by an unknown Sikyonian 
athlete.117 It is not clear whether it was part of a private or of a public 
monument. That it was in fact part of a public monument cannot be 
entirely excluded, in particular not if the first extant line, which 
reads ATAØAf—], is restored AyaØd [ruya] (“Good fortune”) as in 
SEG ii 257. The alternative is the name (and patronymic?) of the 
victor, which is perhaps more likely.118 In any case, if it was originally 
erected at or in the gymnasium, it was publicly displayed. Jeffery, 
LSAG 405, pl. 23 no. 13a gives the following text of the inscription on 
the front of the stone:119

AyaOa[p'/oc? ctveØeice —]
riuOoi
1(50)101
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Nejicafi]
IoØgot
Eeki)o|vi]
A0«a'[«ac]

The catalogue seems to begin by listing the victories in the tradi
tional order of (descending) prestige: Pythian, Isthmian and 
Nemean.181 * * * * * * It then, however, adds another Isthmian victory as well 
as a victory at Sikyon itself and one at Athens (followed perhaps by 
more, but this is uncertain). The logic behind this ordering, i.e. in 
particular the repetition ofIoØpot (“on the Isthmos”), is not clear. 
Moretti was of the opinion that this was the designer’s way of indi
cating two Isthmian victories at a time when it had not yet become 
customary to add 5tg (“twice”) to an entry to make such a point.188 If 
that is accepted, the repetition of loOpot does not really break the 
order of descending prestige and the conclusion must be that this 
text treats victories achieved in the periodos as being in another lea
gue than victories achieved outside it.

120. “Agatha[rchos? erected—].
At Delphi.
On the Isthmos.
At Neme[aJ.
On the Isthmos.
At Sikyon.
At Athen[s].”

121. Moretti, IAGzg.
122. Moretti, IAG30.

A different interpretation was proposed by Strasser (2001: 40), 
who pointed out that text originally inscribed to the right of the 
preserved entries may have been lost and accordingly gives the fol
lowing text of the inscription on the front of the stone:

Aya0[—]
IluØot [—]
’loOpot [—]
Napéaft —]
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I <30(101 [—]
Zskdovi [—]
[A]0dv[atg —].

That the stone is in fact broken to the right is clear from Jeffery’s own 
drawing.1^ it cannot, then, be excluded that text originally inscribed 
to the right of the preserved entries has in fact been lost: there was 
clearly room for such phrases as 7U)C (“boxing”) or 7tdXav (“wrest
ling”). Drawing on this observation, Strasser suggested that the 
catalogue was organized according to the events in which the victor
ies were won in such a way that an indication of the event followed 
the name of the festival to right, on the lost part of the stone: the 
second occurrence of loOpoi will then be the beginning of a section 
devoted to a new event. Strasser does not cite parallels to his pro
posed arrangement and none springs immediately to mind. It may, 
however, be noted that the epigram commemorating Nikolaidas of 
Corinth (above 189-190), is, on Maroti’s persuasive interpretation,184 
a poetic parallel to Strasser’s proposal, since it divides the victories 
of the honorand into two groups according to event (pentathlon and 
stadion). If Strasser’s proposal is accepted, the conclusion must be 
that within the different groups of event, this text lists periodic vic
tories first and presumably as being of greater prestige than victories 
at, we must suppose, the Panathenaia and even at Sikyon itself.

123. http://tinyurl.com/p45wax8 (visited December 2,2013). In July 2015,1 inspected 
the stone in the museum at Kiato: it is indeed broken.
124. Maroti 1990.
125. Moretti, lAGno. 7; Ebert 1972a: no. 8; Dubois 1986: Té 1; CEGI379. Ebert’s text: 
MvQlkI pg TE[—]| [/n(7t)]7tot<; vuolrw.; |.';:c0.kt; e[(v) Nspsat].
126. ZGIV 510; Ebert 1972a: no. 10. On the date of the epigram, see section 1.4 above
(94-95)-

5. Arkadia. From Tegea comes a fragment of a marble column of 
the late sixth century inscribed with a fragmentary epigram.I85 It has 
been persuasively restored as a monument commemorating no few
er than six equestrian victories at Nemea, a feat which was clearly 
worth celebrating.

6. Argolis. From the Argive Heraion comes an epigram of the later 
sixth or earlier fifth century.186 It accompanied a monument consist- 123 124 125 126 * 
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ing of a Doric column carrying the dedication proper and erected 
by one Timokles,18? whose native/w/zris not stated: he need not have 
been a citizen of Argos, as Ebert (1972a: 55) supposes on the basis of 
the missing city-ethnic, since the Heraion may not yet have been 
under the exclusive control of Argos.188 The monument celebrates at 
least four victories in an unknown event or events; one of these is a 
victory at Nemea, which is listed first and thus seems to take pride 
of place;183 the other venues listed are Tegea, Kleitor and Pellene, in 
that order.

127. Kostourou 2008: no. 228.
128. Above p. 65-66.
129. It cannot be excluded that another victory was listed prior to that of Nemea, 
since the initial part of the first verse is missing (Moretti, //16' 14) but it seems unlikely 
(Ebert 1972a: 55).
130. Charneux 1985: 357-58; Ebert 1986; .SÄG35 267; CEGII 814.
131. Kleainetos is Kostourou 2008: no. 88.
132. Charneux 1985: 375.
133. SEG17 150; Amandry 1980: 220.

From the theatre at Argos comes a base for a marble statue da
ting to c. 350-325.127 128 129 130 It is inscribed with an epigram consisting of six 
distichs commemorating victories by the successful sprinter 
Kleainetos, son of Epikrates.131 132 If the monument was originally 
erected at or in the theatre, it was in all probability a public honour 
bestowed on Kleainetos; moreover, the last - fragmentary - verse of 
the epigram seems to state that Kleainetos’ victories brought fame 
to the Inachidai, i.e. to the city of Argos,138 a statement which may be 
the city’s motivation for erecting the monument. The epigram com
memorates victories at at least six different festivals. Those won at 
festivals of the periodos are listed first, in the traditional order of Py
thia, Isthmia and Nemea; to these are added victories at Mt. 
Lykaion, Argos and Epidauros, in that order. The epigram, then, 
clearly treats Nemean victories as more prestigious than victories at 
festivals outside the periodos.

More or less contemporary with the monument for Kleainetos is 
another statue base from the theatre at Argos,133 and it, too, may be 
a public honorific monument. It is inscribed with an inscription list
ing the victories of the wrestlers Prateas, son of Aischylos, and Pra- 
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teas’ son Aischylos.134 For the son Aischylos is listed a single Nemean 
victory (8-9), but the father was more successful. The inscription 
lists ten victories for Prateas, in no apparant order. Following the 
heading riparsag Aioyi'i/.oi) (“Prateas, son of Aischylos”), the cata
logue is arranged in two columns of text:135

7taXotv 
"I Oj.ua 
7tap’ "Hpat 
Nepéata 
ép MatvåXcoi 
"I Opia11'1

Apicata
Nepéata
IlavaOavaia
Nepéata
fli'iOia év Aé/.cpoic

Clearly, this cannot be a list of victories in descending order of pres
tige. Not only are both I(s)thmia and Nemeaia repeated, but it is in
conceivable that a victory at Mainalos (or Mt. Mainalon) in Arka- 
dia, a festival known only from this inscription, could be of higher 
prestige than a Pythian victory. If there is any order to the list, it 
may be the order in which Prateas won his victories. The only con
clusion to be drawn from this inscription, then, is that it was ob
viously worth listing every Nemean victory achieved by Prateas and 
his son on this presumably public monument.

y.Aigina. The Nemean victory of Sogenes of Aigina celebrated by 
Pindar’s Nemean7 seems also to have been celebrated by an epigram 
of Simonidean authorship;13? it is, however, unknown whether this 
epigram accompanied a commemorative monument, but the vic-

134. Prateas is no. 174 in Kostourou 2008; Aischylos is no. 9.
135. See fig. 5 at 218 in Amandry 1980.
136. “Wrestling

Isthmia
At Hera’s festival
Nemea
At Mainalos
Isthmia. ”

Lykaia
Nemea
Panathenaia
Nemea
Pythia nt Delphi

137. Schol. in Pind. Nem. 7.1a = Simon. 166 (Bergk). On this epigram, see Molyneux 
1992: 87-89.
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tory must have been an item of great value to Sogenes and his fam
ily if it produced commissions from two major poets.

8. Attika. A number of literary sources refer to a painting by the 
fifth-century138 artist Aglaophon139 depicting Nemea, the personifi
cation of the sanctuary, with the Athenian celebrity Alkibiades on 
her lap.140 According to Athenaios, who relies on the third-century 
biographer Satyros, Alkibiades made a dedication of this painting 
at Athens141 142 when he returned from Olympia after his equestrian vic
tory there in 416. It was dedicated alongside another painting, also 
by Aglaophon, depicting the personified Olympia and Pythia 
crowning Alkibiades,148 and this latter painting obviously commem
orates victories at Olympia and Delphi;143 by analogy, the former 
Nemean painting probably celebrated a Nemean victory.144 145 More
over, it was presumably the Nemea painting Pausanias saw in the 
Pinakotheke on the Akropolis,143 and he clearly interpreted it as a 
victory memorial;146 if it was another painting Pausanias saw,147 
Alkibiades must have commissioned at least two to commemorate 
his Nemean triumph. Alkibiades commemorated his Olympic vic
tory of 416 quite excessively: not only with the painting by Aglao
phon, but also with a sculpture by Pyromachos, possibly depicting 
Alkibiades himself as the charioteer,148 and, most extraordinarily, 

138. Pollitt 1990: 147.
139. Ath. 12-534d (Äy/.aocpMVTO; ypacpip. Plut. Ale. 16.5 names the painter Aristophon 
(see Bowra i960: 72).
140. Ath. 12-534d: Nsptsa t]V Ka(h]Li;':vi] Kat 87tt røv yovarøv avrfj; Ä/.Kißiäoi];; Plut.
Ale. 16.5: Nsptsav ... sv rat; dyKaXau; avrfj; KaSiipisvov Ä/.KTßiäöqv syonoav.
141. Ath. 12.534dl wpiKÖLivvo; 5' A9i]vi]otv ... dvs9i]K8V (see Schneider 1999: 26).
142. Ath. 12.534dl Sno 7tivaKa; dvs9i]K8v, AyXaoiprovTOi; Ypatpifv cov 0 lisv siysv 
'Ob)ii7tidoa Kat ITi)9td8a orstpavonoai; avtov.
143. For Alkibiades as Olympic victor: Moretti, Olympionikai no. 345; as Pythian victor: 
Strasser 2001: no. 305.
144. Alkibiades as Nemean victor: Kostorou 2008: no. 12.
145. Frazer 1898.1: 267; Bowra i960: 72; Schneider 1999: 22; Shapiro 2009: 239.
146. Paus. 1.22.6-7: ypatpat 8s siot Kat d/J.ai Kat Ä/.KißiäSi]tmrøv 8s oi vikt]<; rfj<; sv 
Nspisa sort oiipteta sv rfj Ypatpfj.
147. Gribble 2012: 68.
148. Plin. //.V34.80: Pyromachi quadriga ab Alcibiade regitur. If this means that Alkibiades 
was represented as charioteer, the sculpture must have misrepresented the actual 
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with an epinician ode composed by the great Euripides.149 But he 
clearly also valued his Nemean victory highly and devoted at least 
one separate monument to its and his own glorification.

event, since owners almost never drove their own equestrian teams (Nicholson 2005: 
4)-
149. On which see Bowra i960.
150. ZGI3 880 (see also CEGI 278).
151. Pronapes is Kyle 1993: A57; Kostourou 2008: no. 222; and Farrington 2012: no.
1.43.
152. ZGI3 893.
153. See also IvO 146.
154. This victory Kallias may have won as 3 pan (cf. ZGI3 826).
155. Kallias is Moretti, Olympionikai no. 228; Kyle 1993: A29; Strasser 2001: no. 36;
Kostourou 2008: no. 82; and Farrington 2012: no. 1.34.
156. [Andoc.] 4.32; see Brenne 2001:175-77.
157. As suggested by eds. adIGV 893.

Several other Athenians commemorated their Nemean victories 
as well. From the Akropolis comes an inscribed mid-fifth-century 
block from a base which once supported a bronze quadriga.150 It was 
dedicated by Pronapes, son of Pronapides.151 152 The inscription names 
three festivals at which Pronapes, it must be assumed, had been vic
torious: Nemea, Isthmia and Panathenaia. An adjoining block to the 
right may have named more venues of victory, but this is uncertain. 
The Nemean victory is listed first, and if that means anything, it may 
be that it was considered the most prestigious item on the list, and, 
accordingly, more prestigious than even a victory at Athens itself; or 
the order may be that in which the victories were won.

Also from the Akropolis comes an inscribed statue base from c. 
430.158 It was dedicated by, or commemorates the victories of, Kallias, 
son of Didymias, an extremely successful pankratiast. The inscrip
tion lists thirteen victories: one at Olympia,153 two at Delphi, five at 
the Isthmos, four at Nemea and (it seems) one at the Panathenaia,154 
in that order, the traditional one of descending prestige.155 This 
Kallias must have belonged to the very upper strata of Athenian 
society and was prominent enough to be ostracized, presumably in 
the 430s;156 157 the monument from the Akropolis may have been dedi
cated after the ostracism by the sons of Kallias to commemorate 
their father.15?
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From the Akropolis, again, comes an inscribed marble base of 
the early fourth century.!58 The inscription documents that the sta
tue was dedicated to commemorate a Nemean victory in an unstat
ed event by one Hegestratos, son of Philon, who is otherwise un
known.^» Finally, from the Akropolis comes an inscribed fragment 
of a marble column of the mid-fourth century.158 159 160 The inscription 
lists four victories in unknown events at Delphi, the Isthmos, Nemea 
and the Panathenaia, in that order, the traditional one of descending 
prestige.

158. /GIF 3122:11'A'ATpo.To; I 'Mz.vivo; | vtKi] : Nspsat.
159. Hegestratos is Kyle 1993: P89 and Kostourou 2008: no. 71.
160. IG 11=3128.
161. ZG I31022.
162. “[Kritia?]s, son of <K>allaischros set up <this monument* to the Twelve Gods. 
Victories: At the Isthmos. At Nemea. At the Isthmos. At Nemea.”
163. “Moreover, you should bear in mind my father’s character. In every instance that
he wanted to spend money beyond what was necessary, clearly these were things
from which the city also would gain honour. For instance, when he took up
horsebreeding, he produced horses that were not simply handsome, but champions,

Another monument was found on the island of Salamis, an Ath
enian dependency. It is now lost, but was presumably the base for a 
statue.161 162 It is a dedication of the second half of the fifth century to 
“the Twelve Gods” by an athlete or horse owner whose name is lost. 
The inscription reads: [Kptrta(?)]g <K>a/.aio'/po [åv]-|[é08K8 t]- 
oiööösKa 08oi[g].| [vw vtjKav | vw AtoOpot | vw Nepeat | vw AtoOpot 
I vw Nepeat,168 thus listing two Nemean with two Isthmian victories, 
presumably in the order in which they were won.

In conclusion, we have evidence for at least six private Athenian 
monuments of the Classical period celebrating Nemean successes. 
Also worth noting in this connection are two passages from Ath
enian literature of the fourth century. In Lysias 19, a son is concerned 
with restoring his deceased father’s reputation. He says (Lys. 19.63): 
7tpog 5e rourotg dctov 8v0upr|0fjvai oiav cpnotv sr/sv ö 7tarr|p. oca yap 
see) ræv åvayKatcov 87ceØupr|G8v åva'/.ioKsiv 7tavra (pavposrai rotaura 
0Ø8V Kat rrj 7t6Xet rtpt] epeXXev eosoOai. aürtKa ore t7t7t8ü8v, on povov 
t7t7toug 8KTf|oaro Xap7tpoug åz.z.a Kat åØ'/.rpag <oig> eviKrpsv ’loOpoi 
Kat Nepea, (Bare vqv 7r6z.1v KTipir/Øfjvai Kat aikov orecpavcoØfjvat.163 * * * 
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Clearly, the logographer must have been of the opinion that the ju
rors would consider a Nemean victory a benefit to the city,* 164 and the 
idea that great athletic or equestrian victories reflect on the city of 
origin of the victor is, of course, met with elsewhere.165 That eques
trian victories at the great festivals added to a man’s and his family’s 
social stature is clear from Plato’s Lysis (205c) where it is said that the 
whole city of Athens celebrates the family of the young Lysis on ac
count of its “wealth, horse breeding and victories at Delphi, on the 
Isthmos and at Nemea.”166 It was for good reasons, then, that pri
vate Athenians treasured their Nemean victories.

who won victories at the Isthmus and at Nemea. As a result the city was named in the 
proclamation, and he himself won the wreath” (transl. Todd 2000).
164. Pritchard 2013: 90, 97.
165. Nielsen 2007b: 88-97. See also n. 277 in section 1.3.2 above and n. 234 below.
166. ä 5s i] 7ro/.t; o/.i] otSst 7tept AijLioKpäTot); Kat AtAioo ; too 7ta7t7ton too 7taioo; Kat 
7tÖVTC0V 7tspt TCÖV TTpO'/OVO A’. 7t/.01')T01); re Kat t7t7toTpo(pta<; Kat VlKa; I IdOoi Kat 'IoSpot 
Kat Nspsa respirator; ts Kat KsXi]ot kt/..
167. On the sculptures, see Stewart 1990:187 with figs. 551-53.
168. Z.ZWj>te 4.460.7.3.
169.1. Thessalieadno. 57.
170.1. Delphes 7.4.
171. 4.460.7.5; CZDII 74.II.22.
172.1. Thessalieadno. 57.
173. Moretti, Olympionikaino. 192.
174. Pleket 1975: 79: “Victory in itself was not enough. There is a tendency to add, so 

g. Thessalia. A well-known group of no less than nine monumental 
marble statues recovered at Delphi16? was dedicated by one Daochos 
of Pharsalos168 shortly after 337.169 * 171 * 173 174 The dedicant was tetrarchos of Thes
salia1?0 and hieromnamon of the Delphic Amphictyony,1?1 in other 
words, a prominent aristocrat. The monument was dedicated by 
Daochos “å la gloire de sa famille”1?8 and the sculptures depict 
(sometimes quite remote) ancestors of the dedicant and celebrate 
their glorious deeds in accompanying inscriptions. Among the 
deeds celebrated are both political and athletic accomplishments. 
Among the ancestors was an outstanding athlete, Agias, of the ear- 
ly-fifth century. He was an Olympic victor in pankration in c. 4841?3 
and the epigram celebrating him increases the rhetorical weight of 
this already fine achievement by adding afirst:'^ 7rpoirog ... yfjg Ü7tö 
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ØaooaXiag.175 The epigram concludes by stating that Agias was 
never defeated by any opponent: g<5v oüSatg 7tco orfjoa rpo7tata 
yspoiv, “nobody ever erected a trophy for triumph over your fists.”176 
Clearly, the opening and the ending of the epigram set out to mag
nify the athletic achievements of Agias as much as possible. Sand
wiched between opening (1-2) and ending (4) is a verse (3) consti
tuting a (surely) selective177 victory catalogue in miniature: 7tevrdKtg 
év Nspsg. rptg IluØta, 7tsvrdKtg 'IoØpot.178 The inclusion of Nemean 
victories in the epigram, obviously, was not considered counter-pro
ductive and the order in which the verse mentions the festivals can
not be said to put Nemea in the shade of the two other festivals.

to speak, a ‘surplus-value’. I shall not give a long list of these ‘surplus-values’ here; I 
have in mind athletes who won otKOvra (i.e. without having to fight, because all 
opponents withdrew before the beginning of the games out of fear of the superstar) 
and røtrøTo; (without having fallen on one’s knee; a surplus value for wrestlers, who 
had won when they had thrown their opponents on the floor three times) or who 
achieved a series of victories on one day orfor the first time', in the latter case he could be 

first of all human beings or first of hisfellow-citizens or first of hisfellow-provincials." See also 
Nielsen 2014a: 14-15. For the argument that these ‘surplus values’ are in fact the 
ancient Greek equivalent of modern ‘records’, see Young 1996; see also Tod 1949 and 
Ramba 1990.
175. Ebert 1972a: no. 43.1-3 (“as the first man from the land of Thessalia”).
176. Ebert 1972a: no. 43.4. The verse adapts Soph. Track. 1102.
177. Ebert 1972a: 138-39.
178. Ebert 1972a: no. 43.3 (“five times at Nemea, three at Delphi, and five times on the 
Isthmos”). Agias is Kostourou 2008: no. 5.
179. It is unknown whether the monument at Pharsalos comprised other statues than 
the one depicting Agias (Geominy 2007: 84).
180.1.Thessaliepfl (= /GIX.2 249).

The Delphic monument celebrating Agias had a twin at Pharsa- 
los itself.179 The inscription of its base has survived and states that 
the statue was a work by the famous sculptor Lysippos of Sikyon. 
Apart from this detail, the epigram is almost identical to the one in 
Delphi and thus includes the Nemean victories among the deeds for 
which Agias is celebrated.180 The prevailing consensus is that the 
monument at Pharsalos was the older monument and the original 
bronze figure from which the marble statue at Delphi was copied. 
Daochos, in conclusion, invested heavily in celebrating his ancestor 
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Agias, and among the athletic triumphs for which the latter was 
commemorated were five Nemean victories. These Nemean victo
ries, it goes without saying, must have been of considerable pres
tige.

io. Rhodos. From Rhodos come two sculptural bases of interest in 
the present context. One, from the city of Rhodos itself, commem
orates one Timotheos for a victory in the boys’ dolichosat Nemea, the 
only feat mentioned by the inscription.181 182 The base carries the signa
ture of the sculptor Mnasitimos, known to have been active around 
300; Timotheos’ Nemean victory, then, should date to the late 
fourth or early third century.188 Timotheos or rather his family 
clearly did not find it immaterial to commemorate a Nemean victory 
with a sculptural monument.

181. Timotheos is Kostourou 2008: no. 199, but not otherwise known.
182. SEG 41651: Tilk>( );■.<>; Erxpaveui; | Nepsa wioa;o<>/.r/ov. Mvrøvruio; AptorcoviSa 
Pooto; I 87toti]CJ8. For Mnasitimos, see I.LindosZ. The original location of Timotheos’ 
monument is unknown: the base was found re-used in a later construction.
183.1.Iandos&3. Nikagoras is Kostorou 2008: no. 145.
184. This victory is also recorded by IGN.o. 550.27 from Mt. Lykaion itself.

From the akropolis of Lindos comes a base inscribed with a vic
tory catalogue much resembling that of Kallias the Athenian (above 
p. 196) in its layout, though it is rather later (c. 300-290).183 184 The 
catalogue lists an impressive series of equestrian victories achieved 
by one Nikagoras, in the following order: two Olympic victories, 
one Pythian victory, three Isthmian victories, three Nemean victor
ies, one Panathenaian victory, one victory at the Argive Hekatom- 
boia, three at the Pythia in Sikyon, and one at the Lykaiam ArkadiaT4 
The order is clearly the traditional one of descending prestige and 
demonstrates that a Nemean victory was still at this date of far 
greater prestige than victories even at such major non-periodic fes
tivals as the Hekatomboia and the Panathenaia.
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2.6 Public Commemoration and Evaluation of Nemean 
Victories outside the Panhellenic Sanctuaries (down to c. 
300)

The previous section, discussing eighteen monuments from Taras, 
Thebes, Corinth, Sikyon, Tegea, Argos, Aigina, Athens, Salamis, 
Pharsalos, Lindos and Rhodos, demonstrates that private citizens 
cherished Nemean victories as items of real prestige and sometimes 
devoted monuments exclusively to the commemoration of Nemean 
triumphs. Victories at, e.g., the athletic festivals at Neapolis, Anak- 
torion, Lousoi, Pheneos or the Dorian hexapolis, to pick just a few 
attested athletic festivals at random, are never celebrated in this 
way. Nemean victories, obviously, were simply in another league 
and dwarfed even victories at such major festivals at the Panathenaia 
at Athens, the Hekatomboia at Argos, and the Herakleia at Thebes, all 
three of them staged by major poleis of great renown.

Some of the monuments surveyed in the previous section, in par
ticular those from Thebes and Argos, may actually be public rather 
than private monuments, that is, monuments commissioned by the 
state, as pointed out in each case. The following section surveys 
monuments which were certainly or most probably commissioned 
by the state.

i. Achaia. According to Pausanias (7.27.5), there stood in the gym
nasion at Pellene a stone monument commemorating the local pan- 
kratiast Promachos, an Olympic victor of c. 404.185 The monument 
at Pellene had a bronze twin at Olympia,186 and both, to judge from 
Pausanias’ wording, were public commissions.187 Pausanias gives no 
details about the monument at Olympia, but does say in his des
cription of the monument at Pellene itself that in addition to his 
Olympic victory Promachos won three victories at the Isthmos188 

185. Moretti, Olympionikaino. 355.
186. Paus. 7.27.5 (cf. 6.8.6).
187. Paus. 7.27.5: eiKÖva; 7totfpavT8<; oi nsHi]V8t<; ri]v |isv e; ()/.ULi7utio.v avsSsoav, 
rf]v 5s 8V rro yupvaata) (“the Pelleneans had two images made and set up one at 
Olympia, and the other one in the gymnasium”).
188. Promachos is Farrington 2012: no. 1.57.
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and two at Nemea.189 If, as seems likely, and as is assumed by Far
rington (2012: 118 n. 275), Pausanias took these details from an in
scription accompanying the monument at Pellene, this inscription 
will have treated his Nemean victories as items worthy of public 
commemoration, though the major factor prompting the monu
ment in his honour may perhaps have been his martial exploits: he 
is said to have killed a great number of enemies in a conflict be
tween Pellene and Corinth,190 perhaps during the 390s.191 192 193 Unfortu
nately, Pausanias gives no direct information on the date of the two 
sculptures commemorating Promachos. He may, however, provide 
indirect evidence for a date in the fourth century: Promachos, Pau
sanias relates (7.27.6), was said (by the Pelleneans, presumably) to 
have defeated the famous Poulydamas of Skotoussa at Olympia; 
but this the Thessalians denied, citing a verse to the effect that Pou
lydamas was undefeated (anikatos-. Paus. 7.27.6). Poulydamas seems 
to have developed into a ‘Nationalheros’ of the Thessalians,198 and 
it was probably the Thessalian Confederacy that erected a monu
ment commemorating him at Olympia: the base with a fragmentary 
inscription has survived and the monument dates to the second half 
of the fourth century.1" Promachos, too, was central to Pellenean 
self-perception since, as Pausanias says, the city held him in the 
highest esteem.194 It seems, then, not unlikely that the Thessalian 
monument for Poulydamas and the Pellenean monument(s) for 
Promachos were engaging in peer rivalry for prestige and were thus 
contemporary. This, of course, must remain an assumption, but if 
accepted will be another testimony to the high prestige of Nemean 
victories, since the Pelleneans pointed to i.a. the Nemean victories 
of Promachos to emphasize his stature.

189. Promachos is Kostourou 2008: no. 175.
190. Paus. 7.27.6.
191. Farrington 2012: 118 n. 275.
192. Taeuber 1997: 243.
193. On the monument: Taeuber 1997; NeuelvOt^.
194. Paus. 7.27.7: rot lkv.kjto ayonotv sv Ttgfj.

2. Argolis. According to Pausanias (2.20.7), there stood in the 
theatre at Argos a sculptural group depicting Perilaos of Argos in the 
act of killing Othryadas of Sparta. This Othryadas of Sparta was, 
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according to the tradition recorded by Herodotos (1.82.4), the sole 
Spartan survivor of the famous Battle of the Champions reputedly 
fought between 300 select Argives and 300 select Spartans in the 
mid-sixth century for the possession of Thyrea. The monument at 
Argos obviously reflects a different tradition claiming that there had 
been no Spartan survivors at all, and that must have been “the offi
cial Argive version” of the outcome of this battle.195 Accordingly, the 
monument was probably a public commission, as also indicated by 
its location. Pausanias adds this note on Perilaos: “This Perilaos had 
even before this won a victory at Nemea in wrestling.”196 Buhmann 
(1972: 108-9) is probably correct in assuming that Pausanias took 
this piece of information from an inscription on the base of the 
monument. The chief purpose of the monument must have been to 
state the Argive version of the story of the battle, and it is eloquent 
testimony to the prestige of a Nemean victory that it was mentioned 
on such a patriotic monument even though it was of no obvious 
relevance to its theme proper. Unfortunately, Pausanias does not 
provide any information by which to date the monument, but it 
cannot be excluded that it was erected in the Classical period: ‘his
torical’ groups are uncommon but not unknown in Classical sculpture; 
the Tyrannicides197 are, of course, the most notable example but at 
least one other fifth-century example of an historical group is known 
from Olympia.198 199 200

195. Asheri etal. 2007: 140; see also Frazer 1898.Ill: 197.
196. Perilaos is Kostourou 2008: no. 159.
197. On the Tyrannicides, see now Azoulay 2014.
198. Paus. 5.27.7 with Hölscher 1973: 88-90.
199. On these inscriptions, see LiDonnici 1995.
200. Strabo 8.6.15.

A rather remarkable public reference to a Nemean victory is found 
in the iamata from the sanctuary of Asklepios at Epidauros. These 
iamata are inscribed tales of divine healings of various infirmities 
and diseases, inscribed to the glory of Asklepios in the second half 
of the fourth century, but obviously drawing on pre-existing mater
ials.1" The sanctuary of Asklepios was Epidauros’ claim to fame and 
\hepinakes inscribed with tales of Asklepios’ healings were a famous 
feature of the sanctuary?00 Four stelae have survived more or less 
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complete, but originally there must have been several more?“ Such 
stelae, of course, were public monuments and they clearly formed a 
part of a “promotional campaign of the polis and sanctuary of the 
Epidaurians”.808 The tales told must have been thought of as de
monstrating the powers of the god in an unambiguous way. One of 
the tales relates how Asklepios cured and trained a patient to be
come a successful athlete and a Nemean victor in the pankration-. 
“Agestratos, headache. This man was afflicted with sleeplessness on 
account of the distress in his head, but when he came into the 
Abaton, he fell fast asleep and saw a dream. It seemed to him the 
god had cured the pain in his head and then stood him up straight, 
naked, and taught him the pankration thrust. When day came he left 
well, and not a long time after won the pankration at Nemea” (transi. 
LiDonnici 1995).8°3 Agestratos is, unfortunately, otherwise un
known,804 but it seems unlikely that he was a legendary figure. It is, 
accordingly, a reasonable assumption that an athlete who had con
sulted Asklepios was later victorious at Nemea and that the Epidau- 
rian authorities - and perhaps Agestratos himself - ascribed his vic
tory to Asklepios. The implication is that a Nemean victory was a 
great and wondrous achievement and this is fine testimony to a very 
high prestige for the competitions at Nemea.

201. Paus. 2.27.3.
202. LiDonnici 1995: 1.
203. IGIV-.i122.XXIX:AysoTpaTO^KStpaXdi; [d]X.yog- onto: dypwtviaigowsyopsvot; 
5td Top. 7t6vov ra; KstpaXaf<;], bag sv rcöt aßdrcot sysvsTO, KaSwtvcocjs Kai sv[ij]7tvtov 
ewe/ s56k8i aiiTOV 0 Oeo; lawi.Lievo; to to; Ke/pa/.a; d/.yo: öpööv dordoa; yniivov 
w/Kpauon 7tpoßoXäv otodcav apspog 5s ysvr]98toa<; vytiy; éfjrjXØe Kai on iiera 
7toXi)Y xpovov rd Nspsa svtKaos 7tayKpdTtov.
204. Agestratos is Kostourou 2008: no. 3,
205. SEG 52 48 face A fr. 2.10; Lambert 2002: 373.
206. IG IIs 365 = SEG 30 66.7-8: o d[pKs9scopo]<; 0 sig TdN[8|r]sa.
207. Dem. 21.114-15.

5. Attika. In the Classical period, the sacrificial state calendar of 
Athens almost certainly included a sacrifice to Zeus Nemeos,’“5 and 
the city sent a public delegation of theoroi to Nemea at each celebra
tion of the festival:806 Demosthenes is known to have headed such a 
delegation as architheoros,2'^ and the Athenian state thus clearly put 
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emphasis on participation in the cult of Nemean Zeus. Athens also 
rewarded its Nemeonikai publicly in the most splendid way possible: 
a decree of the second half of the fifth century (ZG I3 131) demon
strates that athletic and equestrian victors at Olympia, Delphi, the 
Isthmos and at Nemea - listed in this order - were honoured with 
sitesis (free dining at public expense) in the prytaneion.10* Kprytaneion 
was the physical expression of the existence of a polis, and on its 
hearth burned the eternal flame “which signified the life of the 
polis.”109 The prytaneion, accordingly, must have been Athens’ cere
monial building par excellence, and free dining here must have 
been the greatest honour the city had to bestow on benefactors and 
dignitaries: it was, it appears from the decree, granted to the descen
dants of the Tyrannicides,810 the founding heroes of the democracy811 
and objects of state cult.818 Victors in the periodos, then, received the 
greatest honour Athens had to give, an honour which was not awar
ded to victors in festivals outside the periodos, another testimony to 
the outstanding prestige of a Nemean victory in comparison to vic
tories elsewhere. Moreover, it is clear from the decree that sitesiswas 
not the only honour awarded to periodic victors: they received other 
privileges and among these were almost certainly proedria,813 an hon
orary front seat at athletic and musical performances staged by 
Athens, clearly a not insignificant honorary privilege. Athens, in 
conclusion, did not find Nemean victories incompatible with the 
highest honours it had to bestow.

4. The Aegean. ZGXII.5 608814 is a catalogue of periodic victors set 
up at Ioulis on Keos c. 350-330. Only the lower half of the original 
stele has survived: It comprises two catalogues of victorious ath
letes, presumably all from the same deme or another subdivision of 
the polis of Ioulis. The heading of the first catalogue has been lost,

208. IG 13131.11-15. See Kyle 1993:145-47; Pritchard 2013: 85.
209. Miller 1978:13; see also Hansen & Fischer-Hansen 1994: 31.
210. ZGI3131.5-7.
211. Spivey 1996: 114; Anderson 2007: 120-24; Azoulay 2014: 59; Teegarden 2014: 32.
212. Fornara 1970.
213. Kyle 1993: 147; Nielsen 2007b: 94; Pritchard 2013: 85. See also Bowra 1938: 273- 
74-
214. On this inscription, see Schmidt 1999.
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but the heading of the second catalogue, which was the last on the 
stele, is preserved: oios Nagata avtKtov (17 (“The following won at 
Nemea”)). The stele, then, presumably originally comprised four 
catalogues of past victors in the periodic games, with the Nemean 
last. That a subdivision of apolis would produce such a list may per
haps seem a little strange since athletic victories normally reflected 
on the polis as such, but it must be taken as a sign of the prestige of 
such victories, including Nemean ones. It is, moreover, remarkable 
that detailed information on fifth-century periodic victors survived 
into the fourth century, but again, it is a testimony to the import
ance attached by communities to such victories. In addition, Brun 
has suggested that the inscription should be seen in the light of the 
fourth-century Keian struggle against Athens for autonomy and 
was intended as a piece of historical boosting of Keian morale.®9 
Former Nemean greatness, then, was pointed to in a contemporary 
struggle, and the clear implication is that Nemean victories were 
highly regarded.

One of the most interesting monuments celebrating Nemean 
(and other periodic) victories is a fourth-century®6 monument from 
Delphi which celebrates the great Theogenes of Thasos (discussed 
in section 1.3.1 above (27-30)).®7 Only the base survives: it is in
scribed with an epigram consisting of six distichs and with a prose 
catalogue of the periodic victories of Theogenes. From the agora at 
Thasos itself come five fragments of a fourth-century®8 prose cata
logue very similar to the one accompanying the Delphic monu
ment,®9 and the inference must be that the monument at Delphi 
had a twin at Thasos itself, in the same way that the monument for 
Agias at Pharsalos had a twin at Delphi (above 198-200) and the 
monument for Promachos at Pellene a twin at Olympia (above 201- 
202). It is unknown whether the monument at Thasos also dis
played the epigram found on the Delphic monument.®“ It is clearly

215. Brun 1989: 135; see also Hornblower 2004: 129.
216. Ebert 1972a: 121-22.
217. Theogenes is Kostourou 2008: no. 76.
218. Ebert 1972a: 121-22.
219. Ebert 1972a: 124-26.
220. Pouilloux 1994: 202-3; SEG44 702.
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not impossible that it did: the Delphic monument for Agias was in
scribed with an epigram identical to the one inscribed on the monu
ment at Pharsalos itself (above 199). In the following, I assume that 
the Delphic and the Thasian monuments were identical in this 
respect: though this is not essential to the overall argument, it should 
be noted that it is an assumption. The epigram at Delphi reads as 
follows:881

O[i)7tore roiov ecpuoe 0]aoog. Ttpo^évou nie.
Kod 7i[o/.i') y’] 'E[/./.i']]vcov [7t]Ze[ior]ov [e7tatv]ov e/eic 

Kaprepiag- on yap ng ’OZupniai éorecpavcoØr]
oiu[rö]c [äv]t]p 7iuypf]i 7tayKpancot re Kpaunv. 

coi 5é Kai ép IhiØcbvi rptcov orecpavcofv] ctKoviri
re rd 5e Øvrpog ävt]p oi'rac spege eiepog- 

éwéa 5’ ’Io0[pi]aöcov vucat oéica. öig yap äöoev
Ki]pug éy KÜK/.oit pouvov £7U'/_0ovioiv

7myprjg 7tayKpanon re E7Uv[kiov ijpaii rconunu
évaKi 5’ év Nepéat. Øeoyeveg. ai 5é total 

viKai rpig re eKaröv Kai /iZtai. onoé oé cpr]pt
7U)ypip viKT]0fjvai EKooi Kai ob’ euhv.888

And the prose catalogue runs as follows:

Øenyévrig Ttpogévou Ødoiog éviKijoev raoe

221. Text after Ebert 1972a: no. 37.
222. “Never, son of Timoxenos, did Thasos produce your equal, and of the Hellenes 
you enjoy by far the greatest reputation for sturdy endurance. For no one was 
crowned at Olympia for victory in boxing andpankration, one and the same man. Of 
your three Pythian crowns one was won without dust. This no other mortal man 
achieved. At nine Isthmiads you won ten victories, for twice on the same day did the 
herald announce you in the circle of spectators for victory in boxing xnA pankration, a 
singular achievement among men of the earth. Nine victories did you win at Nemea, 
Theogenes. Your own efforts produced 1,300 victories and, I proclaim, for twenty- 
two years you were undefeated in boxing.”

’OÅbpjua 7u')c ’IØpoi 7cb£ Népea mig
’OÅbpjua 7tayKpdTiov’I0poi mig Népea mig Népea mig
riuØoi 7cb£ ’IØpoi 7cb£ Népea mig ’EKaropßoia
fluØoi 7cb£ ’IØpoi 7cb£ Népea mig ÖÖ/.l'/OV
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IluØoi 7U)^ ÜKOVITI ’10 pOl 7t6£ Népsa 7c6£ év ÄpyeV
’10 got 7C6£ Kai 7tayKpdTtov Népsa 7c6£
[’10] pOl 7t6£ Tfjl aOTfjl Népsa 7c6£
’10 pOl 7t6£ ’IØptaot Népsa 7t6£
’10 pOl 7t6£

The monument was almost certainly erected by or restored from an 
earlier monument by the/w&of Thasos,884 and the inscription was 
in all probability commissioned by Thasos. It is, obviously, a tri
umphant celebration of Theogenes by his native city. It employs, in 
fact, most of those ways of adding ‘surplus-value’ to victories which 
were pointed out by Pleket.885 Thus, the epigram states that “no 
other” man won both the boxing and pankration at Olympia (on yap 
rig 'OXt)|i7uai sorscpavoiOr] // ®ü[TÖ]g [åv]t]p 7n)ypfjt 7tayKpaTicoi re 
KpartDv), ajtaand only, as in fact it was; a Pythian victory was, more
over, won ukoviti, without opposition, as pointed out both in verse (sp 
IluØævi rpimv ors(pc/.væ[v | ükoviti // eg-) and in the prose victory ca
talogue (IluØoi Trite ukoviti), again a first and only, as spelled out in 
verse six: to os Øvrpog åvpp ointg specs srspog. Finally, at the Isth
mian Games Theogenes won both the boxing and pankration “on the 
same day” (ppart toii’itoii), again a first and only (pouvov 87tiy0ovicov), 
thus performing a feat resembling that of Herakles who won these 
two disciplines at the same Olympiad?86 What is striking, however, 
is that the epigram credits Theogenes with 1,300 victories;887 ob-

223. Theogenes, son of Timoxenos, of Thasos, won these victories
Olympia, boxing Isthmos, boxing Nemea, boxing
Olympia, panbation Isthmos, boxing Nemea, boxing Nemea, boxing
Delphi, boxing Isthmos, boxing Nemea, boxing Hekatomboia
Delphi, boxing Isthmos, boxing Nemea, boxing dolichos
Delphi, boxing, akoniti Isthmos, boxing Nemea, boxing at Argos
Isthmos, boxing and panbatim Nemea, boxing
Isthmos, boxing at the same Nemea, boxing
Isthmos, boxing Isthmiad Nemea, boxing
Isthmos, boxing

224. Ebert 1972a: no. 37 at 121-22.
225. Pleket 1975: 79 (quoted above in n. 174).
226. See Paus. 5.8.4 with Nicholson 2016: 34.
227. See also Paus. 6.11.5: 1,400 victories; Plut. Praec. ger reip. 15.7: 1,200 victories; and 
section 1.3.1 above (27-30).
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viously, most of these must have been won at non-periodic games,228 
but only a single^ of these is mentioned in the prose catalogue, the 
victory in long-distance running (dolichos) at the Argive Hekatomboia, 
probably because this was the most remarkable and prestigious 
among Theogenes’ non-periodic victories. Apart from that, both 
epigram and prose catalogue restrict themselves to periodic victor
ies; and even if Nemea in the more or less traditional way is listed 
last of the periodic festivals, the very listing of the Nemean triumphs 
is eloquent testimony to the high prestige attached to Nemean vic
tories at Thasos.

228. Abovep.29.
229. See also Pieket 2001:177.
230. Robert 1967: 16.
231.1.Ephesos 1415.
232. “Decision by the Council and the Assembly on a proposal by Neumos, son of 
Andronikos. Since Athenodoros, son of Semon, a foreigner of equal rights and 
residing at Ephesos, has won the boxing contest for boys at Nemea and by being 
proclaimed as an Ephesian has crowned our city, it was decided by the Council and 
the Assembly: Let Athenodoros be an Ephesian, as he was proclaimed at the contest, 
and let Athenodoros be awarded the honours laid down by the law for an athletic 
victor in the boys’ class at Nemea, and let him be proclaimed in the agora, as other 
victors are proclaimed, and let the financial secretary pay Athenodoros the sum laid 
down by the law for the crown.”

5. Ionia. A late fourth- or early third-century23° decree from Ephe
sos is worth quoting in full in the present context:831 *

i [eoocJev rfjt ßou/.fp Kai uni Sqptov Neugog ÄvöpovtKou [ei-] 
[new e7te]iöf] ÄOip'ööoipoc Eggovoc iooreZf]g coy Kai kutoi- 
[kcdv] év ’Ecpéocoi vcviKipæv rd Négea naioac 7U)Krr]v 
[Kai äva]yyeZeig ’Ecpéoiog éorecpavcoKe rf]v 7toÅ.iv,

5 [cooccjv rrjt ßonZfjt Kai udi orptoif eivai Ä()i]vöö<npov 
[Eggovjoc ’Ecpéoioy KaØætep å\T']yye/.Tai év udi äycovi, 
[Kai D7ta]pyeiv ÄOig'oöo'ipoii råc ugåc råc reraygé- 
VUC év UDI VOgCDl UDI VIKCDVU 7tatÖaC UDI OCDgari 
[N]égca. Kai ävayyeiXat anrov év rfji äyopai KaØ[a-]

io 7tep oi a/./.oi viKcovreg åvayyéÅXovTar rov 5é o1[kovo-] 
gov ÖJtoöonvai ÅØig'ooo'ipoii ro éK tod vogou rer[a-] 
[yg]évov äpyuptov sic rov orécpavov232
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The decree was found at the Artemision, the famous temple of 
Ephesian Artemis and obviously a prestigious location for the dis
play of honorary decrees. It reports a decision by the council and 
the assembly conferring Ephesian citizenship (atvat A0r|v65copov 
[Sf]pov|og 'Ecpéotoy) on the young athlete Athenodoros, who prior 
to the decree was a resident but not a citizen of Ephesos (iooTsXqg 
coy Kat KarotfKtDv] sv ’Ecpsoon), in recognition of the fact that after a 
Nemean victory (vevtKT|Ksv rd Népaa)833 he was proclaimed an 
Ephesian ([åvaJyyaXatg ’Ecpsoiog) at the victory ceremony, thus shar
ing the honour and prestige of the victory with the city of Ephesos: 
eoracpdvcoKa vqv 7toXtv, “he has crowned our city”. In reality, of 
course, it was Athenodoros who was crowned, but the expression 
oracpavouv vqv 7toXtv was a standard metaphor indicating that the 
glory of victory reflected on the city of origin of the athlete?34 The 
grant of citizenship to Athenodoros, then, must be regarded as 
Ephesos’ way of thanking him for sharing his Nemean victory with 
the city.

This grant of citizenship to Athenodoros is eloquent testimony 
to the importance attached by the polis of Ephesos to this particular 
Nemean victory; but the decree also attests to the importance at
tached to Nemean victories, even those of boys, in general, since it 
stipulates that Athenodoros be granted the honours codified by the law 
“for an athletic835 victor in the boys’ class at Nemea” (rag itpag rag 
isiaypevag év röt vopcot röt vuawrt 7tat5ag röt ooipari [N’lspsa),45'1 
though these are not further specified; however, they seem to have

233. Athenodoros is Kostourou 2008: no. 8.
234. See, e.g., Dem. 58.66; Simon, no. 30 (Page, FGEy, Theotimos (FGrHist) fr. 1; BCH 
83 (1959) 186; SEG 35 1125 (on which see Catling & Kanavou 2007 and 2008). More 
examples in Robert 1967: 21-28. See also SEG341005 (KvSaivco) xnAAnth. Pal. 13.19.12 
(erxppaivco).
235. That is, in contradistinction to an equestrian victor (Robert 1967: 17).
236. Such laws, of course, are the precondition for the emergence of Isonemean fes
tivals. An Isonemean festival - the Soteria - is known at Delphi from c. 275; it was 
accepted as Isonemean by e.g. Athens (IG IP 680) and Chios (I.Delphes 3.215; see in 
particular 16-18: sivat 5]e Kat rot: dyrovtoapsvotg tmli koAtcov Kat vncfpam tov 
dycöva row S[corr]picov örtaitep Kat r]otg IT69ta Kat Nepea vtKqcjacjt sv tcöi völimi 
YSYpaKTar), as well as other cities; a number of city-states, then, must have had 
codified rewards for Nemean victors by the first quarter of the third century. 
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included an honorary proclamation in the agora - presumably of 
the fact of his victory and of the honours bestowed on him - as well 
as a cash payment rewarding the victory.5® Clearly, there was at 
Ephesos a law rewarding Nemean victors and the polis of Ephesos 
must have highly valued its Nemeonikai.

By a remarkable piece of good luck, another Ephesian decree 
concerning Athenodoros has survived?38 The probability is that it is 
later than the decree just discussed, though not much: Athenodoros 
was probably still a young man when the second decree was pas
sed?39 The decree is fragmentary, but enough survives to make its 
overall drift reasonably clear. It attests how an epistates (4) - presum
ably “le maitre de gymnastique”5540 - reported to the council on the 
promising young athlete who had already been victorious, i.e. at 
Nemea, and of whom future victories glorifying the city were to be 
expected?41 Apparently, the epistates asked for public financial sup
port for Athenodoros5548 and council and assembly responded by de
creeing that Ephesian citizenship should be sold5543 to two free non-

237. See also Pleket 2001: 189. - The expression eiu tov orstpavov is not easy to 
interpret. Robert 1967:18 translates it “pour la couronne” which is ambiguous. Brunet 
2003: 228 says “the cash reward set down by law for such a victory.” However, 8.A tov 
orstpavov is not an obvious way of saying “for such a victory” and in most other texts 
I have been able to find, the expression is used about payment “for a crown” (e.g. IG 
11=222.7-8 (Athens); IGXII.i 1032.29-30 (Karpathos); IGXII Suppl. 169.7 (los)). B 
may perhaps be assumed here that the Ephesian law laid down that Nemeonikai during 
the proclamation in the agora were to be crowned with a crown of a specified value. 
When it is stated that the financial secretary is to pay the sum in cash to Athenodoros, 
the reason may be that the ceremony of crowning had been abandoned in favour of a 
cash payment. To Athenodoros this distinction must have been irrelevant: he received 
a cash payment which to him must have been a cash reward.
238.1. Ephesos 2005 with Robert 1967: 27-32.
239. Brunet 2003: 227.
240. Robert 1967: 30.
241.1. Ephesos2005.2-3:7tp<>T8p<>v re vikmvt[<>; w. Nspsa 7tat5a;, ertioocou 5s] <>vto[; 
Ka]i érépou; vncqaeiv dycöva<; Kai [oTstpavo'iostv rijv to Av].
242.1. Ephesos 2005.8: of)K U7täp'/_8.t 5s xp^para].
243. For a third-century decree also attesting to sale of Ephesian citizenship, see 
Michel, Recital no. 495.
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Ephesians,844 in order that the profit could be used to the benefit of 
Athenodoros “pour une période d’entrainement et pour le voyage å 
l’étranger.”845 All this amounts to public subvention of a promising 
athlete, and the evidence adduced to argue for the request for the 
subsidy is a Nemean victory - which, since the request was met, 
must have carried considerable weight.

Remarkable as this decree is, it is not unique at Ephesos. The 
block inscribed with I.Ephesos 1415 (the first decree for Athenodoros) 
carries another decree (I.Ephesos 1416) which in its wording and 
structure quite resembles I.Ephesos 2005 (the second decree for 
Athenodoros).846 It dates to c. ßoo84? and concerns another young 
athlete, one Timonax. The decree breaks off after the first six lines, 
but the way it introduces Timonax is strongly reminiscent of 
LEphesos 2005: he had been victorious first among the boys at the 
Isthmian Games848 and later at the Nemean Games where, as Ath
enodoros did, he had conferred the honour and prestige of the vic
tory on the polis of Ephesos,849 and it was to be expected that he 
would win future victories to the glory of the polish0 The father of 
Timonax obtained an interview with the council851 during which he 
asked for provisions for [...]. Here the text unfortunately breaks off, 
but the fact that the decree was inscribed and made public along
side I.Ephesos 1415, with its generous provisions for Athenodoros and 
its strong similarity with I.Ephesos 2005, strongly suggest that the

244. I.Ephesos2005.9-10:7rot[fpacj9at (5vo) 7to/.ira; sip' ten'll] Kai ÖLioiiji. 8/.8D9;':poD; 
Kai ec 8/.8,i)();':p<')[\'J. The editor remarks: “Man verkauft das Bürgerrecht, um Geld 
für Training und Reise eines hoffnungsvollen Athleten zu bekommen.”
245. I.Ephesos 2005.9: [e]ig ri]V aoKiiotv Kai rf]v sySiipiav. Robert 1967: 31 (source of 
quotation); see also Pieket 2001: 186.
246. Robert 1967: 27-32 discusses the two decrees in conjunction.
247. See I.Ephesos 1449.
248.1. Ephesosiii&.si-y 7tp6T8p6vT8 vtKij[o]avro<;''Io9|.ita 7tai<ia;. I follow Engelmann 
1975 and Daux 1978 on this passage of the decree. Timonax is Farrington 2012: no. 
1.78.
249. I.Ephesos 1416.3-4: Kai vöv Nspsa ecrtetpavcDKOTO^ [rf|p. 7toXlv]. Timonax is 
Kostourou 2008: no. 202.
250.1. Ephesos 1416.4-5: ewiocoD 5s övro; Kai STSpoix; vtKijostv dycöva[<; Kai 7tä/.tv a]- 
Tstpavdxjstv Trip. 7toXiv.
251. I.Ephesos 1416.5-6: Karaoradsii; 87ti [Trip. ß<>D/. |'i]v. 
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polis did in fact provide - probably financial - assistance to Timonax, 
and again a Nemean victory was one of the main factors prompting 
the subsidy. These three decrees, then, show Ephesos acting actively 
to secure athletic victories for itself, and in particular it seems to be 
the Nemean glory conferred upon it by Athenodoros and Timonax 
which triggered the subsidies. At Ephesos, obviously, Nemean vic
tories were highly treasured.

The evidence from Pellene, Argos, Epidauros, Athens, Ioulis, 
Thasos, and Ephesos surveyed in this section demonstrates that 
these poleis considered Nemean victories of their citizens to be pre
cious gems glorifying the community. Pellene and Thasos erected 
sculptures whose accompanying epigrams pointed i.a. to the Ne
mean victories of the commemorated athletes; Athens and Ephesos 
had passed laws codifying splendid rewards for their Nemeonikar, 
and Argos, Epidauros, and Ioulis used former Nemean greatness to 
promote important local interests.

2.7 Conclusion

Perhaps the most important fact to emerge from the discussions 
presented in this study is that it is actually possible to sketch the 
(high) regard in which individuals and city-states held Nemean vic
tories. Similar sketches could not be composed for victories achieved 
at, say, Tegea, Thouria, Sikyon, Megara, or Kyrene, or on Euboia, 
Samos or Rhodos. This cannot be ascribed simply to the accidents 
and contingencies determining the survival of evidence. On the 
contrary, it must be a reflection of the fact that victories in festivals 
outside the periodos did not generate the same amount of material as 
did those of the periodos, including victories at Nemea.

In contradistinction to victories achieved at, say, Thebes, Argos or 
Athens, Nemean victories were regularly included even in the brief
est commemorative epigrams and the most selective victory cata
logues, which demonstrates that such value was attached to them 
that it was considered counter-productive not to include them. Victo
ries outside the periodos were only very occasionally celebrated by epi- 
nician odes by major masters. Nemean victories, on the other hand, 
were highly treasured by the select circle of high aristocracy who 
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commissioned epinician odes from famous poets: three odes by Bac- 
chylides celebrate Nemean victories, as do eight by Pindar. More
over, victory monuments at Olympia were accompanied by extreme
ly selective victory catalogues, but Nemean victories are quite often 
recorded on these monuments, and this inclusion is fine testimony to 
their considerable prestige: it clearly did not diminish the symbolic 
value of an Olympic victory that it was listed alongside Nemean vic
tories - though it would surely have seemed odd to mention a victory 
from Arkadian Mainalos on a monument at Olympia. Nemean vic
tors celebrated their victories also outside Olympia, in their home
cities, either in their own right or alongside other periodic victories. 
Monuments celebrating Nemean victories are known from Taras, 
Thebes, Corinth, Sikyon, Tegea, Argos, Aigina, Athens, Salamis, 
Pharsalos, Lindos and Rhodos, and that demonstrates that private 
citizens cherished Nemean victories as items of real prestige. Victors 
at festivals at e.g. Anaktorion or Pheneos never celebrated their victor
ies in this way. Nemean victories, obviously, were simply in another 
league and dwarfed even victories at such major festivals as the 
Panathenaia at Athens, the Hekatomboia at Argos, and the Herakleia at 
Thebes, all three of them staged by major poleis of great renown.

City-states, too, celebrated and cherished the Nemean victories 
of their citizens. Evidence from Pellene, Argos, Epidauros, Athens, 
Ioulis, Thasos, and Ephesos demonstrates that these poleis consid
ered Nemean victories of their citizens to be precious gems glorify
ing the community. Pellene and Thasos erected sculptures whose 
epigrams pointed i.a. to the Nemean victories of the commemorated 
athletes; Athens and Ephesos had passed laws codifying splendid 
rewards for their Nemeonikai; and Argos, Epidauros, and Ioulis used 
former Nemean greatness to promote important local interests.

Obviously, compared to the competitions at Olympia or Delphi, 
the Nemean Games pale a little. However, compared to the nu
merous other athletic festivals which proliferated throughout the late 
Archaic and Classical Greek world, the Nemean Games shine 
brightly. It was with good reason, then, that when the concept of 
the periodos finally emerged in the Hellenistic period,S5S the Nemean

252. Remijsen 2015: 29,35.
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Games were included in it: to be a real superstar, an athlete had to 
win at the Nemean Games.

2.8 Postscript on the Anomalies Noted by Hornblower 
and Cairns

This study has argued that Nemean victories were items of real pres
tige. How, then, should we account for the anomalies noted by 
Hornblower and Cairns?853 Why did Nemea not receive a thank- 
offering after the Persian Wars? Why was the Peace of Nikias not 
published at Nemea? And why do epinician odes seemingly treat 
Nemea as a lesser venue than the other three of the Big Four? In this 
postscript I shall suggest some new answers to these questions?54

Let us begin with the treatment of Nemea in epinician odes. It 
can hardly be denied that epinician odes treat Olympia as the most 
prestigious of all athletic venues and this is certainly a reflection of 
the fact that the Olympics were the most prestigious of all athletic 
festivals?55 Just as clearly, the Pythian Games were second only to 
Olympia. Both the Olympics and the Pythian Games were pent- 
eteric whereas the festivals at Nemea and on the Isthmos were tri- 
eteric. It was thus not as difficult for an athlete to become Isthmian 
or Nemean champion as it was to achieve an Olympic or Pythian 
victory, and this must have been a factor which reduced the prestige 
of Nemea and Isthmia in comparison with Olympia and Delphi. As 
for the comparison between Nemea and Isthmia, it is perhaps a bit 
overstated to claim that Isthmia completely overshadows Nemea. It 
is correct, as Cairns points out (1991: 95), that the laudatory com
pound NapaovtKog is not found in surviving epinician poetry,856 
though this could simply be due to the coincidences of transmis
sion. But even assuming that that the observation is significant, it is 
worth noting that terms such as ioovspsog (“equal to Nemea”) and

253. See section 2.1 above (169-172).
254. Some of the following draw on Nielsen 2007a.
255. Hubbard 1995: 52; Golden 1998: 34-37.
256. The word Nemeonikosis rare, but does occur in two undated inscriptions: IGVII 
2490 and REG 6 (1893) 184 no. 27.
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V8(i8o5po(i8(D (“to run in the Nemean races”) is attested reasonably 
early, the former in an inscription of c. 275s57 and the latter in Po- 
seidippos of Pella,858 also of the third century. Even if they are not of 
the same register as golden-age epinician poetry, such terms do 
point to some early vocabulary unique to Nemea and its festival.

Moreover, while it is undeniably true that preserved epinician 
poetry gives much more emphasis to Olympia859 and Delphi in 
terms of references to the geography and prominent features of the 
sanctuaries, it seems an overstatement to claim that the Nemean 
odes make do “with only a passing reference to Nemea or its festi
val” (Cairns 1991: 96), and in comparision with Isthmia (rather than 
with Olympia and Delphi), Nemea is not really being made short 
shrift of: Pindar uses Nemea and its derivatives as often as he uses 
Isthmos and related words,860 and Bacchylides refers slightly more 
frequently to Nemea than to the Isthmos.861 Also, four Nemean odes 
of Pindar refer prominently to features of the Nemean sanctuary or 
are encomia to them: Nem. 2.4-5: “in the sacred games at the much- 
hymned sanctuary of Nemean Zeus”;868 3.2: “come in the Nemean 
sacred month”;865 3.18: “in Nemea’s deep plain”;864 6.12: “from the 
lovely games of Nemea”;865 6.42-43: “and the lion’s herb once crow
ned him”; 866 and 7.80-81: “set in motion the famous sound of hymns 
for Nemea”;867 and three other odes contain similar passages: 01.

257. IG IIs 680.17.
258. Posidip. 72.3.
259. See e.g. Eckerman 2013 for a discussion of Pindar’s references to central features 
of the sanctuary at Olympia.
260. Nemea-. 01. 7.82; 8.16, 56; 9.87; 13.34, 98; Nem. i.-j; 2.4, 23; 3.2, 18, 84; 4.9, 75; 5.5, 
44; 6.12, 20; 7.80; 8.16; 10.26; Isthm. 5.18; 6.3, 48, 61; 8.4; fr. ib.3; fr. 6a.h. - Isthmos-. 01. 
2.50; 7.81; 8.48; 9.84; 12.18; 13.4, 33, 98; Pyth. 7.13-14; 8.37; Nem. 2.9; 4.75; 5.37; 6.19; 
10.26; Isthm. i.g, 32; 2.13; 3-4.11, 20; 5.17; 6.5, 61; 7.21; 8.4, 63; fr. 6a.h.
261. Nemea-. 8.17; 9.4-5, 22, 82; 10.29; I2-8, 40; 13.34. - Isthmos-. 1.6,156; 2.7; 8.17; 10.26.
262. Transi. Race 1997b: ispcöv dycbvcov ... Nspsaton| sv 7toXwpvf]Tq) A to; otXost.
263. Transl. Race 1997b: sv ie.poinp’ia Ns|isd8t| Ikso.
264. Transl. Race 1997b: sv ßaÖTOTeStoi Nepea.
265. Transl. Race 1997b: sc sparcöv ds9Xcov.
266. Transl. Race 1997b: ßordva ré vtv 7to9' d /.éovro; ... i'ipstps. The ‘lion’s herb’ is a 
kenning for the Nemean victory wreath, which was made from parsley.
267. Transl. Race 1997b: dptpt Nspsg| 7toXn(paTOV 9p6ov npvrov 86vst.
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9.87: “in the valley of Nemea”;“68 Isthm. 3.11-12: “in the hollow valley 
of the deep-chested lion”;“6» and 6.61: “from leafy Nemea”,“?0 that is, 
Nemea with its fine trees. In addition, three passages in Bacchylides 
celebrate features of the Nemean sanctuary: 9.3: “the verdant plain 
of Zeus at Nemea”;“?19.21-22: “these renowned Games in Nemea”;“?“ 
and 10. 29-30: “at Nemea,by the holy altar of Zeus, son ofKronos.”“73 
Such passages cannot reasonably be described as ‘passing referen
ces’ and the conclusion must be that epinician poetry pays as much 
respect to Nemea as to Isthmia, though less than to Olympia and 
Delphi. The reason is, probably, again the one adduced above: that 
the Olympic and Pythian Games, being penteteric, were much har
der to win than the Nemean and Isthmian Games and thus of grea
ter prestige. But compare epinician references to Nemea and Isth
mia with references to, say, the Aleaia at Tegea in Arkadia or the 
festivals on Euboia and it should be clear that in comparison with 
such festivals the Nemean and Isthmian Games were simply in a 
league of their own, second only to Olympia and Delphi, with whom 
they stood apart as the four most significant athletic festivals in all 
of Greece. In conclusion, Cairn’s analysis, though formally correct 
some of the way, puts the emphasis in the wrong place.

I now turn to the anomalies pointed out by Hornblower in an 
attempt to provide explanations which do not depart from the as
sumption that the sanctuary at Nemea lacked prestige, and I begin 
by considering why Nemea did not receive a thank-offering after the 
Persian Wars.“?4 The Greek alliance which defeated the invading 
Persians in the battles of 480-479 - the so-called ‘Hellenic League 
against Persia’ of modern historiography“?5 - commemorated its 
great victories with monumental thank-offerings at the sanctuaries 
at Olympia, Delphi and on the Isthmos, though not at Nemea, and

268. Transl. Race 1997a: Ne.liA/; ... Kaioohov.
269. Transl. Race 1997b: Koi/.g Howto ;| sv ßaÖDOTSpvon vang.
270. Transl. Race 1997b: an SLxpnXXoD NeiiZa;.
271. Transl. McDevitt 2009: Nepeatoul Zgvo: 8.ÖO0/.8; 7te5ov.
272. Transl. McDevitt 2009: Ksivcov an evSofyfsv åyrovow| sv Neiicg.
273. Transl. 2009: e[vNe|.i8]g KpoviSot Zgvo; 7tap' dyvövl ßcop.6[v].
274. The following draws on Nielsen 2007a.
275. On which see Brunt 1953-54 and Tronson 1991. 
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individual poleis which had joined the alliance and fought in the 
war also set up dedications at, primarily, Delphi??6 The following 
dedications commemorating the victories of 480-479 and the im
mediate aftermath are known to have been made at Panhellenic 
sanctuaries:

Delphi. (1) According to Herodotos (8.121.2), the Hellenic Lea
gue dedicated a colossal sculpture depicting Apollo at Delphi after 
its naval victory at Salamis in 480 ?77 (2) According to Herodotos
(9.81.1) , the Hellenic League dedicated a golden tripod to Apollo at 
Delphi to commemorate its victory at Plataiai in 479; part of the 
serpentine column which supported the tripod has survived and is 
inscribed with a catalogue of the poleis which fought in the war 
(Meiggs & Lewis, GUI no. 27).878 In addition, the god at Delphi re
ceived dedications from individual poleis-. (3) According to Herodo
tos (8.122), the Aiginetans dedicated to Apollo at Delphi, on the 
god’s own bidding, the aristeia they had been awarded after their 
performance at Salamis; it was converted into a sculpture of three 
golden stars mounted on a bronze mast and set up in the pronaos of 
the temple itself?79 (4) At Delphi stood, according to Pausanias
(10.15.1) , an image of Apollo dedicated by the Epidaurians Ü7tö Mtj- 
5cov (“from the Medes”), of which nothing further is known. The 
Epidaurians fought with both naval forces (Hdt. 8.2; 8.43) and in
fantry (9.28.4) in the war, but it is not clear from Pausanias’ brief 
record whether the dedication commemorates a specific battle or 
the overall performance by Epidauros in the war?8“ (5) Pausanias
(10.15.1) also mentions a dedication by Plataiai commemorating the 
battle in its territory in 479 ?81 (6) Finally, the Peparethians made a 
dedication of a bronze kouros - an Apollo - of double life-size, from 
spoils taken “from Karians”, i.e. from two Karian ships which they 
presumably captured as the Persian fleet retired after the defeat at

276. On dedications associated with the wider Persian Wars, see Gauer 1968.
277. On the monument, see Gauer 1968: 71-72.
278. On the monument, see Gauer 1968: 75-96.
279. On this monument, see Gauer 1968: 73-74.
280. Gauer 1968: 102.
281. On the monument, see Gauer 1968: 100-1.
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Salamis in 480, since the Peparethians are not known to have be
longed to the Hellenic League?88

282. See CEGI 325 = I.Delphes4.179 with Gauer 1968: 40, 74. The Athenians may have 
made a dedication at Delphi of spoils taken from the Persian bridge at the Hel
lespont, but the evidence is not conclusive (cf. Gauer 1968: 101-2; Meiggs & Lewis, 
GHIno. 25).
283. On this dedication, see Gauer 1968: 96-98.
284. Paus. 5.23.1. On Pausanias’ use of inscriptions, see Habicht 1985: 64-94 and 
Tzifopoulos 1991. - Eretria may possibly also have commemorated its participation 
in the war by a dedication at Olympia, see IvO 248.2 with Gauer 1968: 108.
285. Gauer 1968: 32. Other dedications at Delphi by individual poleis (Hermion; Chi
os; Samos) which may have been prompted by the Persian Wars are discussed by 
Gauer 1968:108-10.

Isthmia. (7) According to Herodotos (8.121.1), the Hellenic Lea
gue dedicated a Phoenician trireme to Poseidon on the Isthmos 
after the naval victory at Salamis in 480. (8) According to Herodo
tos (9.81.1), the Hellenic League dedicated a colossal bronze figure 
of Poseidon on the Isthmos in commemoration of the victory at Pla- 
taiai in 479.

Olympia. (9) According to Herodotos (9.81.1), the Hellenic Lea
gue made a communal dedication at Olympia from the spoils of the 
victory at Plataiai in 47g?83 It was a colossal bronze sculpture depict
ing a striding Zeus wielding the thunderbolt; Pausanias saw it and 
reports that a catalogue of the poleis which had fought the war was 
inscribed on its base?84

Most of the evidence for the dedications of the Hellenic League 
comes from Herodotos, who probably made an effort to list all ma
jor dedications by the Hellenic League885 - which means that his 
evidence on such dedications ought to be complete: Nemea, then, 
most probably did not receive a dedication. What is otherwise most 
striking here is the concentration of the Hellenic League as well as 
of individual poleis on the sanctuary of Apollo at Delphi: Apollo 
clearly received the ‘Löwenanteil’ of the booty after Plataiai (Gauer 
1968: 31), even if magnificent dedications were made also at Olym
pia and on the Isthmos; Apollo also received the central dedication 
after the naval victory at Salamis (Gauer 1968: 33); and individual 
poleis seem to have made thank-offerings exclusively at Delphi. This 282 283 284 285 
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concentration on Delphi is probably to be explained as a reflection 
of the facts (i) that Apollo was “the religious focal point of the 
Greek effort”“86 and (2) that this god was considered to have offered 
vital assistance to the Hellenic cause.“87 The dedications to Poseidon 
on the Isthmos, in their turn, presumably reflect both that (1) Po
seidon was considered to have been of vital assistance in the naval 
campaign of the Hellenes“88 and that (2) the Isthmos more or less 
served as the Hellenic headquarters during 480.286 287 288 289 290 The dedication 
to Zeus at Olympia is less easily explained, but Zeus was in all prob
ability also credited with assistance to the Hellenes.“90 However, the 
sanctuary of Zeus at Olympia was not directly involved in the war as 
the sanctuaries on the Isthmos and Delphi were. So the dedication 
was presumably made at Olympia because this was the most presti
gious of Zeus-sanctuaries in the Greek world and because, as poin
ted out by Miller (2004: 91-92), Olympia was the central Greek lo
cation for victory celebration: “The dominant element within the 
Altis ... was the hundreds and hundreds of dedications. Many of 
these were statues set up by athletes and horse owners after a tri
umph at the games, but many were spoils of war. In both cases, the 
common element was victory, and Olympia should be understood, 
most of all, as a place where victory was celebrated.” Moreover, the 

286. See Mikalson 2003: 121 commenting on Hdt. 7.132. See also Boedeker 2007: 66.
287. See Mikalson 2003 (with the sources discussed added in [square brackets]): 54- 
55 [Hdt- '44.1; 60 [Hdt. 7.178]; 61 [Hdt. 7.189]; 69-70 [Hdt. 8.35-39; Di°d. 
n.14.4]; 84 [Hdt. 8.121-122]; 85 [Hdt. 9.64.1]; 93-99 [Hdt. 9.33.1, 9.41.4, 9.42-43, 
9.81.1; Plut. Arist. 11.3-8; Paus. 9.4.1-2 ]; 114-22 [Hdt. 7.132, 7.169-171; 8.122; 9.81.1].
288. See Mikalson 2003: 28 [Hdt. 7.191-192]; 61-62 [Hdt. 7.192; 8.13]; 84 [Hdt. 8.121- 
122]; 86 [Hdt. 8.129]; 113-14 [Hdt. 7.192; 8.121.1, 8.129].
289. Cf. Hdt. 7.172: ©sooaXot 5s wto aw/Kari];to KpoiTov eiiqoKwv. oagStsSs^av on 
on expt fjvSavs to oi'AXsnaSat eiiip/avMVTO. 'E7tstT8 yap 87to9ovto Tayiora psHovra 
Staßatvstv tov I léprrqv e; ri]v ITpdimp’. 7té|.i7tovot e; tov ' IrrOiiov ayyekovc,- sv 5s tqi 
’IgOlim qrw.v aXtopsvot 7tp6ßovXot rfj<; 'EDA8o<; apatpqiiévoi <oto tcov raAiow tow 
TCt aiieivo) cppovsonosow 7tspt ri]v "EXXctSa. See also Hdt. 7.173,175; 8.123.
290. See Mikalson 2003: 70-71 [Diod. n.14.4]; 89 [Hdt. 8.144.2 & 9.7.0.2; Plut. Arist. 
10.5-6]; 94-95 [Plut. Arist. 11.3-8]; 99-101 [Simon, fr. 15 (Page); Diod. n.29.1; Plut. 
Arist. 20.4-59]; in-13 [Simon, fr. 15 (Page); Hdt. 7.141.3].
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Eleians were, in fact, a member of the Hellenic League, even if their 
performance during the actual fighting was far from glorious?91 * * * * * *

291. The erection of the victory monument at Olympia must have involved some 
compromising on the part of the Hellenic League. As demonstrated in Nielsen
2007b: 30-43, the Eleian administration of Olympia was occasionally challenged, but 
on this occasion the Hellenic League seems to have made a point of catering to 
Eleian sensibility in regard to Olympia; thus, on the Serpent column of the Golden 
Tripod at Delphi, the Eleians were listed (as FaXstot (Meiggs & Lewis, GHIno. 27.9)) 
under the heading To[t5s tov] 7t<>/.8Liov [8j7K>/.[;':jLi;'.ov (1) as participants in the glori
ous campaigns. In actual fact, however, the Eleian performance in the war had been 
rather poor: Elis sent no troops to Thermopylai (Hdt. 7.202); no ships to Artemision
(Hdt. 8.1) or Salamis (Hdt. 8.43-48); the city did send troops to Plataiai but they 
arrived too late for the battle, later even than the Mantineians who were likewise late
(Hdt. 9.77). The only effective participation by Elis in the campaigns of 480-479
seems to have been in the fortification of the Isthmos (Hdt. 8.72). However, the
Mantineians who had sent troops to Thermopylai (Hdt. 7.202: 500 hoplites) and 
presumably also participated in the fortification of the Isthmos (Hdt. 8.72: ÄpKC/Äs; 
7tdvT8<;), did not like the Eleians receive recognition of their performance by being 
inscribed on the Serpent column at Delphi. Clearly, Elis could not have complained 
in earnest had their name not been inscribed on this prestigious memorial. The rea
son why they were so inscribed was probably the fact that the Hellenic League want
ed to commemorate its victory also at Olympia (Hdt. 9.81.1; cf. Gauer 1968: 96-98); 
it would, presumably, have been impossible to erect a memorial at Olympia which 
did not pay hommage to the owner of the sanctuary, no matter how poor Eleian 
performance had been, and so the name of the Eleians was inscribed not only at 
Olympia (Paus. 5.23.2) but also at Delphi. If this interpretation is accepted, it will 
serve to emphasise the importance attached by the Hellenic League to the dedication 
at Olympia and, once again, the prestige of the sanctuary of Zeus Olympios.
292. Hornblower 1996: 483.

Nemea, then, was the only sanctuary of the Big Four not to re
ceive a dedication by the Hellenic League, and this has been inter
preted as evidence that it lacked prestige?98 But other interpreta
tions are possible. Thus, the Zeus worshipped at Nemea may have 
been of a different nature from the Zeus of Olympia, who was, as 
Miller stresses (2004: 91-92), a god of victory, whereas Nemean 
Zeus was rather a “shepherd Zeus” (Miller 2004: 106). This differ
ence in divine personality between Olympian and Nemean Zeus 
may explain a remarkable difference between the nature of the finds 
made at the respective sanctuaries: “At Olympia there are hundreds 
of dedications of weapons and armor, and many monuments were 
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erected to commemorate military victories; none have been discov
ered at Nemea” (Miller 2004:106). In other words, there was simply 
no tradition of celebrating military victories at Nemea, which must 
have made the choice of Olympia for the gift to Zeus even more 
obvious to the Hellenic League. A victory dedication at Nemea, in 
other words, had it been made, would have been in need of explan
ation. Furthermore, both Elis (as already pointed out) and Corinth 
- the owners of the sanctuaries at Olympia and on the Isthmos - 
were members of the Hellenic League, and the sanctuary at Delphi 
was even attacked by Persian forces (Hdt. 8.35-39), whereas Nemea 
was not involved in the war in any way whatsoever.

The owner of Nemea, Kleonai, in contradistinction to Elis and 
Corinth, did not contribute to the Greek effort against the Persian 
invaders: the city is not listed on the Serpent column (Meiggs & 
Lewis, GZZZ no. 27); and it is absent from Pausanias’ list of belliger
ents recorded on the Olympia dedication (5.23.1) as well as from 
Herodotos’ catalogues of Greek forces present at Thermopylai 
(7.202-3), Artemision (8.1), Salamis (8.43-48), and Plataiai (9.28) - 
and, again, there is no reason to assume that this evidence on the 
identity of the belligerents is incomplete. Obviously, those who 
fought the invaders constituted only a minority of the Greeks, even 
on the mainland, but the absence of Kleonai is striking in the light 
of the line of policy followed by the other poleis of the Argolid and 
the Isthmos, its closest neighbours:
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Table
The Poleis of the Isthmos and the Argolid and their War Effort in 

480-479

Polis Inv.293 294 295 296Region Thermopylai Artemision Salamis Plataiai
(1) Aigosthena 224 Megaris Absent Absent Absent Absent
(2) Megara 225 Megaris Absent Present Present Present
(3) Pagai 226 Megaris Absent Absent Absent Absent
(4) Corinth 227 Corinthia Present Present Present Present
(5) Sikyon 228 Sikyonia Absent Present Present Present
(6) Argos 347 Argolis Absent Absent Absent Absent
(7) Epidauros 348 Argolis Absent Present Present Present
(8) Halieis 349 Argolis Absent Absent Absent Absent
(9) Hermion 350 Argolis Absent Absent Present Present
(10) Kleonai 351 Argolis Absent Absent Absent Absent
(11) Methana 352 Argolis Absent Absent Absent Absent
(12) Mykenai 353 Argolis Present Absent Absent Present
(13) Orneai 354 Argolis Absent Absent Absent Absent
(14) Phleious 355 Argolis Present Absent Absent Present
(15) Tiryns 356 Argolis Absent Absent Absent Present
(16) Troizen 357 Argolis Absent Present Present Present

293. This column refers to the entry on the polis in question in Hansen & Nielsen 
2004.
294. On the concept of the ‘dependent polis', one of the central concepts developed by 
the Copenhagen Polis Centre, see Hansen in Hansen & Nielsen 2004:87-94 with refs.
295. See the respective entries Hansen & Nielsen 2004: s.v. nos. 224 & 226.
296. The fragment suggests that when Halieis was ceded to the Tirynthians in c. 460, 
it was a part of Hermion: 8ta to TtoXXorx; toiv 'Epptovsrov <l/.i;:v<>Li;:v<>v; Kara tovto 
to pepo; oiKsiv rfj c, yöipo; (sc. at Halieis); cf. Jameson el al. 1994: 46, 75.

Thus, nine of the sixteen poleis identified by the Copenhagen Inven
tory of poleis (= Hansen & Nielsen 2004) in these areas are attested as 
participants in the campaigns of 480-479 (indicated by Italics in the 
table). For most of the remaining seven probable reasons for their 
apparent non-involvement may be suggested: (1) Aigosthena and 
Pagai may not have been (independent) poleis on their own in 480- 
479, but rather parts of or dependent poleis^ within the territory of 
Megara;895 in that case, they will in fact have participated but are 
subsumed under Megara; (2) Halieis may not have been an inde
pendent/w/« in 480-479, but rather a part of or a dependent polis of 
Hermion as may be inferred from Ephoros (FGrHistqo) fr. 5Ö;S96 in 
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that case, it did in fact participate but is subsumed under Hermion; 
(3) Methana, likewise, may not have been an independent polis in 
480-479 but a part of or a dependent polis of Troizcn; 2-’7 in that case, 
it did in fact participate, but is subsumed under Troizen.

If these suggestions are accepted, we are left with only three po
leis of the Argolid and neighbouring areas which did not commit 
themselves to the “vigorous participation” (Jameson etal. 1994: 75) 
of the other Isthmian and Argolic/Wm: Argos, Kleonai and Orneai. 
The absence of Orneai is probably to be explained in terms of its 
close relations with Argos: in the fourth century it had developed 
into a dependent polis inside the territory of Argos,"8 and it is attes
ted as an ally (symmachos) of Argos in 418 (Thue. 5.67.2); it may then 
be suggested that already by 480-479, the city was so closely con
nected with Argos as to follow that city’s line of policy during the 
invasion. The same explanation may be extended to Kleonai, but 
we will have to digress briefly on the history of Kleonai and its pro
stasia of Nemea in order to substantiate this suggestion.

The history of the administration of the Nemean sanctuary in 
the Classical to Early Hellenistic period is more complicated than 
the corresponding history of e.g. Olympia?" Kleonai was eventu
ally absorbed by Argos in the later fourth century and the sanctuary 
at Nemea came under the formal control of Argos?00 However, for 
the fifth century, which is of relevance in the present context, much 
is obscure. But it is clear from Pindar that in his day Kleonai was at 
least formally in control of Nemea,"1 and the standard assumption

297. Cf. Thue. 4.118.4 with Gomme 1956 zd-loc.-, Paus. 2.34.1; see Mee & Forbes 1997: 
68-69.
298. Cf. Diod. 16.34.3 and 39.4 with Hansen & Nielsen 2004: s.v. no. 354.
299. On which see Nielsen 2007b: 29-54.
300. The incorporation of Kleonai as a korne (Perlman 2000: 145-46) into Argos is 
clear from e.g. SEG30 355 of the later fourth century and IG IV 616 of c. 315, discussed 
by Piérart 1982 and Perlman 2000: 146-48. For formal Argive control of Nemea, see 
e.g. the late fourth-century decree by Argos discussed by Stroud 1984.
301. This Kleonaian control is clear from (1) Mem. 4.16-18 of c. 473 which refers to the 
competitions as K/.c/ovaio; dyebv, and even more clearly from (2) Nem. 10.41-42 of 
the 460s (Forrest i960: 228) - and in honour of an athlete from Argos - which refers 
to Nemean victories as won KXscovaicov 7tpo; dvSpcöv, which clearly identifies Kleo
nai as in charge of the Games (Perlman 2000: 131).
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is that the sanctuary had been administered by Kleonai since 573, 
the traditional date for the foundation of the Nemean Games.308 A 
brief period of administration by Corinth is sometimes assumed; 
the basis for this assumption is the repeated statement in the intro
ductions to the scholia on Pindar’s Nemeans that Corinth had posses
sed the prostasia of the Nemean agon,302 303 combined with the evidence 
of Plut. Cim. 17.1-2304 which testifies to Corinthian military action 
against Kleonai sometime before c. 462.305 306 307 308

302. Miller, Guide 30.
303. Hyp. Nem. c: raposoTi]oav 5s tod äy&svoc, Kai Apystot Kai KopivOtot Kai KXscovaiot; 
d: raposoTrpav 8s tod äySsvoq rapcöTot psv K/.cmvatoi. sira KopivOtot.
304. 'Erasi 8s ßoijOiioa; toi; AatosSaittoviot; araf]st 8tä KopivOoo ti]v oTpanäv otycov, 
svs.KÖ/.s.t Aä/apro; abTcö, rapiv svtd/siv toi; rao/.ttat; sioayaYÖVTt tö OTpäTsupa- Kai 
yäp Obpav KÖ\|/avTa<; a/./.OTpiav odk siotsvat rapörspov i] töv Kbptov KsXsboat. Kai ö 
Kittttiv ‘äXV ob/ Apsig’ sirasv ‘rö Aä/aprs ra; KXscovaicov Kai Msyapscov rau/.a; 
KbyavTs;, a/./.a Karao/loavTs; siosßtäoaoös ttera tcöv öra/.cov. actowTs; avscoysvat 
raävra toi; ttstCov owattövot;’. See Blamire 1989: 171-72. Jacoby 1947: 9 argued that 
Plutarch drew this from an eyewitness account by Ion of Chios (accepted by Lewis 
1981: 73); if correct, the historicity of the Corinthian attack cannot be doubted.
305. ÄEXVI: 2324; Lewis 1981: 73-74; Salmon 1984: 259-60.
306. itera 8s Tt]v sv La/.attivi vaopaylav Apysiot ttsra KXscovaicov Kai Tsysarcöv 
sras./.OövTs,; äp8i]v ra; Mdki']v</; avsi/.ov Kai ri]v ycöpav StsvsittavTO.
307. srai 8s todtcov 'Apysiot; Kai MuKtjvaiot; svsou] rao/.o.tto; 61a Toiabra; atria;. 
MDKqvaiot 61a to raa/.atov act cotta rfj; i6ia; raarpiSo; oby braipconov toi; 'Apysiot;, 
oiorasp ai /.oiraai raö/.o.t; ai Kara ti]v 'Apysiav, a/./.a icar' tSiav TaTTOLtovoi toi; 
'Apysiot; ob rapoostyov- f]|.i(pioßf]TODV 8s Kai raspi tcöv ispcöv Tfj; 'Hpa;, Kai tov 
aycöva tcöv Nspscov tjciow abroi 6ioike.iv-
308. n.65.3: aSpoioavTs;obv acto/.oyovSbvaptvskts ApyoD;Kaisktcöv ouppaxiScov 
raöXscov kt/..

Corinthian control of Nemea, then, will have fallen in the period 
c. 470-460. Clearly, while a period of Corinthian control is not im
possible on this basis, the evidential base is rather meagre. More
over, such Corinthian control will in all probability have been very 
short-lived: Kleonai is reported by Strabo 8.6.19 to have assisted 
Argos in a war against Mykenai;3°6 Strabo dates this war simply 
“after Salamis”, but Diodorus Siculus 11.65 puts it under 468 and 
states that the war was at least partially prompted by Mykenaian 
claims to the sanctuary at Nemea.3”7 Diodorus does say that Argos 
was assisted by allies in this war3”8 but does not name any. Strabo, 
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however, names both Kleonai and Tegea in Arkadia; as it happens, 
we know from Herodotos303 that Argos and Tegea did in fact col
laborate closely in this period, even to the extent of figthing a battle 
against Sparta. So, it can be accepted that Tegea was in fact an ally 
of Argos and we can probably extend this status to Kleonai as 
well.3“ Now, if Mykenaian claims to Nemea were of concern to 
Kleonai c. 468 and the reason it joined the war, the city was prob
ably back in control of Nemea if it had ever lost it to Corinth. Alter
natively, Kleonai joined the war because of its alliance with Argos, 
in which case nothing can be inferred about its control over Nemea, 
or lack thereof. It is, in fact, worth noting that Mykenaian claims to 
Nemea were a source of problems between Mykenai and Argos. As 
pointed out above, Kleonai was in formal control of Nemea in the 
460s; however, Diodorus’ report may indicate that this control was 
exercised with Argive support. A reasonable conclusion from all 
this would seem to be that drawn by Perlman (2000:138-41) :309 310 311 312 that 
Kleonai, caught between the powerful poleis of Corinth and Argos 
and facing military aggression from the former on at least one oc
casion, opted for alliance with Argos as the best solution to this 
problem, and that the city, at least formally, kept its control of 
Nemea - at least during the period discussed here - and was able to 
do so precisely due to the alliance with Argos. In conclusion, a brief 
period of Corinthian control is not impossible, but it was perhaps 
rather the fact of threats from such cities as Corinth (and Mykenai) 
which made Kleonai join the Argive alliance, apparently prior to 
468, or, as I shall suggest, perhaps even prior to 48o.3IS

309. 9.35: 87ti 8s o 8V Tsysi] 7tpo; Te.7e.1iTO; ts Kai ÄpyeioD; = “the battle against the 
Tegeans and the Argives at Tegea”. See Nielsen 2002: no, 342-43.
310. Kleonai is explicitly attested as an ally (symmachos) of Argos at Thue. 5.67.2 
('Apyeioi. Kai (.ter’ avToi); oi ^uppaxoi aurøv, K/scovatot Kai 'Opvearat); military 
collaboration between Kleonai and Argos - and thus the existence of the alliance - is 
furthermore attested for 458/7 by Paus. 1.29.7 (svranSa Kai K/scovatot KStvrat, licto 
'Apysicov s; rf]v ’Attiki]V sXSovts;); and for the 360s by Plut. Tim. 4.1 ('Ev 8s rfj 
7tpo<; 'Apysiov; Kai K/scovaiov; J.id%r] røv Koptvöicov 0 iiev Tuio/Aov sto/sv sv rot; 
ÖTt/.iTOi; reTOpLiévo; kt/.).
311. Cf. Morgan 2007: 259-60.
312. Miller, Guide 31 with n. 26 likewise suspects that Argive influence at Nemea ante-
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As we saw above, close collaboration between Kleonai and Ar
gos is attested for c. 468, but the fact that Kleonai, in conspicuous 
contradistinction to most of its neighbouring poleis, followed the 
same line of policy as Argos during the Persian invasion - i.e. non
commitment - strongly suggests that this close collaboration was 
established prior to 480. Argos, as is well-known, remained neutral 
during the invasion though “Herodotus is emphatic that this atti
tude was tantamount to outright medism.”* 313 Clearly, such con
spicuous neutrality by a major polis lent itself to construction as 
medism (Hdt. 7.150-51; 9.12) and the taint of this ‘medism’ may well 
have been extended to the poleis closely associated with Argos, 
among them Kleonai. If so, Nemea - whether controlled by Kleonai 
or by Argos by way of Kleonai - would not have been an obvious 
place for the Hellenic League to make a dedication celebrating a 
splendid victory in which neither Kleonai nor Argos had any part 
- but one in which Corinth, the owner of the great sanctuary on the 
Isthmos and a longstanding enemy of Argos,314 had played such a 
prominent and distinguished role.315

dates the later fourth century considerably: “It is possible that Argive control over 
Nemea began much earlier [sc. than 320], and that Kleonai administered the Ne- 
mean Games on behalf of Argos”; see also Nemea II: 100 with nn. 246 & 250; 170; Ne
mea III: 14-16; and, most recently, Voutiras 2016, who (on the basis of the Aristis- 
inscription = Meiggs & Lewis, GHIno. 9) argues for close ties between Kleonai and 
Argos already in the earlier sixth century. If the argument presented here is accepted, 
it may be considered to support this thesis in the sense that Argos may have had 
significant influence on Kleonai and thus at Nemea on account of its senior standing 
in the alliance.
313. Hornblower 2011: 85. The reference is to Hdt. 8.73.3: si 8e eXeoSepro^ scotti 
ei7tetv, 8K tod peooo Kaupievot epi]5t([ov. On Argos’ stance of neutrality, see Bau- 
slaugh 1991: 91-99 andTroncoso 2001: 366-67.
314. For a late Archaic-early Classical battle in which Argos defeated Corinth and 
which is attested only by an Argive dedication of spoils at Olympia, see Jackson 
2000. See also Salmon 1984: 243, 259 and Plut. Tim. 4.1 (text in n. 310 above).
315. See Morgan 2007: 238-39.

In conclusion, there was probably a variety of reasons why no 
victory dedication was made at Nemea. First of all, the sanctuary 
played no role whatsoever in the war, in clear contradisction to e.g. 
the sanctuaries at Delphi and on the Isthmos, which did receive 
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thank-offerings. Another reason may well have been that there was 
no tradition of such dedications at Nemea, Nemean ‘Shepherd’ 
Zeus being of a different nature from Olympia’s ‘Victory’ Zeus. But 
perhaps most importantly, the neutrality of both Argos and Kleonai 
during the Persian invasion may have tainted these poleis with 
medism, thus making Nemea a most unsuitable place for such a 
dedication, being, in effect, ‘enemy territory’.

Politics may also explain why the text of the Peace of Nikias was 
not to be inscribed at Nemea. That the text was to be published at 
Athens on the akropolis and in Sparta at the Amyklaion (Thue. 
5.18.10) was self-evident: these two city-states were the principal bel
ligerents. Both Elis and Corinth were allies of Sparta (Thue. 2.9.2) 
and (though they eventually refused to take the oath of the Peace) 
their most important and widely famous sancutaries - Olympia and 
that of Poseidon on the Isthmos - were obvious locations for the 
wider dissemination of the text. Delphi, too, was in the Spartan 
sphere of interest: the “close ties between Sparta and Delphi”316 in 
the 420s is, i.a., shown by the fact that an army of the Peloponesian 
League assembled at Delphi in 426 (Thue. 3.101.1). Moreover, the 
Phokians, in whose territory Delphi was situated, were Spartan 
allies,317 and so were the Lokrians and the Boiotians (Thue. 2.9.2), 
who were both also influential members of the Amphictyony which 
played a central role in the administration of the Delphic sanctu
ary.318 Delphi, then, was also an obvious place to inscribe the text. 
Argos, on the other hand, was not an ally of the Spartans (Thue. 
2.9.2:7tXf|v Apyatcov) or of the Athenians and was not involved in the 
Peloponnesian War in the 420s: the Argive attitude was one of 
‘friendship towards both sides’, that is, towards both Sparta and 
Athens.319 Kleonai was still an ally of Argos (Thue. 5.67.2) and so the 
sanctuary at Nemea, whether administered by Kleonai alone or by 
Kleonai and Argos jointly, was outside both the Spartan and Ath- 

316. Hornblower 1991: 515 (arfioi.i).
317. Thue. 2.9.2. On the Phokians in the Peloponnesian War: McInerney 1999: 191-
94-
318. Lokrians: Lefevre 1998: 79-83; Boiotians: Lefevre 1998: 70-78.
319. Thue. 2.9.2 with Hornblower 2011: 88.
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enian spheres of interest. This is probably the reason why the text of 
the Peace was not to be inscribed there, though it cannot, of course, 
be excluded that the studied avoidance of Nemea after the Persian 
Wars by the Hellenic League - of which Sparta and Athens were the 
strongest members - provided a sort of precedent for disregarding 
Nemea.

In conclusion, the anomalies noted by Cairns are probably over
stated, and those noted by Hornblower may be more satisfactorily 
explained by politics than by Nemean lack of prestige.
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Endnote

The aims of the two studies presented above have been
(1) First, to arrive at an estimate of the number of athletic festivals 
outside the periodos in the late Archaic and Classical periods. A sur
vey of the surviving evidence for athletic festivals documents the 
existence of at least 76 athletic festivals outside the periodos. This is 
certainly a minimum number, but for various reasons, chief among 
which is the scarcity of evidence relating to festivals other than the 
Big Four, a survey such as the one undertaken here is bound to be 
of a more or less impressionistic nature. It is, however, possible to 
identify a number of other festivals which probably or possibly in
cluded athletic competitions, and all in all the survey tentatively 
identifies 155 festivals or sites which staged athletic competitions, 
and though details must in several cases remain uncertain, the over
all conclusion of the survey is that (a) agonistic festivals proliferated 
throughout the Greek world in the period under consideration and 
that (b) athletic contests at religious festivals, accordingly, were a 
central feature of late Archaic and Classical Greek civilisation.

(2) Second, to evaluate the prestige of a Nemean victory by situ
ating the Nemean festival in the athletic landscape sketched by the 
survey. The symbolic value of a Nemean victory was clearly inferior 
to that conferred by an Olympic victory, but the festival at Olympia 
is perhaps not the correct background against which to assess the 
prestige of a Nemean victory. The survey of the ways in which ath
letes and city-states celebrated and evaluated Nemean victories 
demonstrates both that (a) it is in fact possible to sketch the presti
ge of a victory achieved at Nemea, whereas for many other festivals 
this is simply impossible, the reason being that victors invested 
much more heavily in celebrating Nemean victories than they did in 
celebrating victories at e.g. Tegea or Sikyon, or even Argos and 
Athens; and that (b) city-states, too, took great pride in the Nemean 
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victories of its citizens and some city-states, such as at least Athens 
and Ephesos, passed laws laying down rewards for Nemeonikai. A 
Nemean victory, then, was an item of real value and prestige, as is 
abundantly clear when it is compared, not to an Olympic victory, 
but to victories in the numerous other athletic festivals of late 
Archaic and Classical Greece.
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3.6.1: 10811676
3.16.1: 10811676
3.25.1: 10811676 
4.4.1: 2811104, 10811676
5.3.6: 10811676
5.8.3: 10811676
5.20.1: 2811104
6.28.3: 2811104 
7.14.1: 2811104
7.14.4: 231171
7.14.10: 231171

Athenaeus
i8d: 112
235b: 6711400, 134
5i8d: 8511555
5i8f: 8511555
522a: 8511552
522c: 8511553
534*3:195W39,19511140,19511141, 

19511142
6o2d: 92
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Bacchylides 
i: gin6oo
1.6: 21611261
1.156: 21611261 
2: 9111600, 21611261
2.7: 21611261 
6: 9111600 
7: 9111600 
8.17: 2i6n26ibis
9: 1761146

9- 3: 217
9.4-5: 21611261
9.21-22: 217 
9.22: 21611261
9.82: 21611261
10.26: 21611261
10.29: 21611261 
10.29-30: 217
10.30: 34,118
10.32: 36, 42,120,129
10- 33: 37> I2I> i75n34 
10-34: 5'> !36 
io-34-35: 45> 131
11: 6211346, 1761146 
12: 1761146 
12.8: 21611261 
12.40: 21611261 
13: 1761146 
13.34: 21611261 
14: 53> !38> '75n39

Callimachus
fr. 403 (Pf.): 5911322

Demosthenes
3- 24: i59n687
4- 4o: 159
9.31:15911687
21.114-15: 20411207 
23.38: 96, 97
23-40: 97
58.66: 5211277, 21011234

Diodorus Siculus
ii.14.4: 22011287, 22011290
ii.29.i: 22011290
11-65: 225
11.65.3: 22511308
ii.72.2: 57, no
12.26.4: 151120, 16711717
12.70.5: 61, 118
13.82.7: 16411709

15-49-1: 77> U9
15.51.1:10711669

2911108
15-53.4: 6011331, 116
16.34.3: 22411298
16.39.4: 22411298
16.90: 5811314, in
17.16.3:10711670,10711671 
17.72.1: 2811104
19.92- 1: 107
19.92- 5: 107

Diogenes Laertius
2.132: 6911422

Dionysius Halicarnassensis
Antiquitates Romanae
4-25: 77n488> 149
4-25.4:151
7.9.3: 84,112

Ephoros (FGrHist 70)
fr. 56: 223

Euripides
Andromacha
599: 6511380

Autolykos
fr. 282.13-15: 151121, 16711717
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Herodotos
1.82.4: 203
1-144:  92,101,151,1851194
1.167.2:106
2.160:15811684
5.22:10811678,158,15811684 
5.102.3: 5611300
6.37.1: 9211604
6.38.1: 91,146
6.126-30: 2811105
7.132: 22011286, 22011287
7.139-144: 22011287
7.141.3: 22011290
7.150-151: 227
7.169-171: 22011287

22OII289
7.I73: 22OII289
7.I75: 22OII289
7.178: 22OII287
7.189: 22OII287
7.I9I-I92: 22OII288
7.192: 22on288bis
7.202: 22in29ibis
7.202-3: 222
8.1: 22111291, 222
8.2: 218
8.13: 22011288
8.35-36: 22011287
8- 35'39: 222
8.43: 218
8.43-48: 22111291, 222
8.72: 22in29ibis
8.73.3: 22711313
8.121.1: 219, 22011288
8.121.2: 218
8.121-122: 22011287, 22011288
8.122: 218, 22011287
8.123: 22011289
8.129: 22on288bis
8.144.2: 22011290
9- 7“.2: 22011290

9.12: 227
9.28: 222
9.28.4: 218
9.33.1: 22011287
9.33-36:103
9.35: 22611309
9-35-2:103
9.41.4: 22011287
9.42-43: 22011287
9.64.1: 22011287
9.77: 22111291
9.81.1: 218, 2igbis, 22on287bis,

22111291

Hellanikos (FGrHist 4)
fr. 105: 7511472,146

Hephaistion
Peripoiematon
4: 182

Heraldeides Pontikos
fr. 45 (Wehrli): 8511552,113

Hesiodus
Aspis
301-2:171138
305-13:171138

Opera et Dies
654-55: 221165
654- 59: l8n42
655- 56: 22
657-58: !9n46

Theogonia
404-52: i7n38
435:17n38, 99n639
439:!7n38
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Fragmenta
192 (MW): 161128

Hieronymos of Rhodos
fr. 34 (Wehrli): 9211608

Homerus
Ilias
2-773 ’75: 161131
4.385-90:161131

9: !7
9-124: i7n37
9.266:171137
11-699:171136
11.699-702:16
22.22:171136
22.158-61: 24
22.162:171136 
23: iS 161125
23.630- 31:161126
23.630- 45:161126 
23.679-80:161127
23.827:161131

Odyssea
4.625-26:161130
8: 151124
8.147-48: 16011690
17.168: 161130

23: 15
24.85-86: 161129
24-85-94: 161129

Homerie Hymn to Apollo
149-5°: 7i> 142

Hypereides
fr- 155 (Jensen): 59^22, 114

Iamblichus
Vita Pythagorae
8-37:  85n555> 112

Isocrates
4.43: i66n7i5 
9.1: 22n67 
16.32: 16311704

Justinus
Epitome (ofTrogus)
9.9.6.3:107

Lysias
2.80: 67n4O2,134

19:197
19-63:163^00,197
33.2: 16611714
fr. 279 (Carey): 67^99,134

Page, FGE
30: 52^77
35-5: 26ngo

Pausanias
1.3.2: 23n6g 
1.22.6-7:19511146
1.29.7: 22611310
2.2O.7: 202
2.27.3: 2O4112OI
2.34.I: 22411297
3-I4.I:  65n379 
5.8.4: 2o8n226
5.23.1: 21911284, 222
5.23.2: 22in29I
5-27.7:  2O3nig8
6.1-18:178
6.1.4: 1781156
6.1.6: 1781156
6.1.7: i78n56bis, 1791162,185^3"
6.2.2: i79n6i, i79n62
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6.2.6: 1781156
6.2.9: 7911507, i78n56bis
6.2.11:1791162
6.3.1: i78n56bis
6.3.2:1781156,1791162
6.3.4:1791162,182
6.3.7:10511663,1781156,1791162
6.3.9: i79n62bis
6.3.11:1791162,181
6.3.14:178115 6
6.4.2:1791162,182
6.4.5:1791162
6.4.6:1781156,1791162, i83bis
6.4.7:1781156
6.4.8: i78n56bis
6.4.11:1781156,1791162,180
6.5.7:1781156
6.7.1-4:180
6.7.4: 2911108,1791162
6.7.9:1781156
6.7.10:1791162
6.8.6: 20111186
6.9.4:1781156
6.10.3:1791162
6.10.5:1781156
6.10.7:1781156
6-11.5: 271198, 5311283, 7011433,139,

141,1791162, 20811227
6.12.7:1781156
6.12.8:1781156
6.13.5:1781156
6.13.7-8:1781156
6.13.10: i78n56bis
6.15.1:1791162
6.15.2:1781156
6.15.8:1771149,1781156
6.16.2:1781156
6.16.4:1781156
6.16.6: 5711303
6.16.5:1791162
6.17.4:1781156

7.26.6: 202
7.27.5: 201, 2oim86, 20111187
7.27.6: 202, 20211190
7.27.7: 20211194
8.14.10: 6211349,123
9.4.1-2:  22011287
9-23-2:  3411143,118
10.9.2:10511663
10.15.1: 2i8bis

Philostratos
Imagines 2.25: 74,146

Pindarus
Isthmian Odes
1.9: 21611260
1.32: 21611260
I-33 : 33> 115
i-55 : 34,118
1-56: 33, n7
1.57: 5ibis, 134,136

1-59: 53,141
2.13: 21611260
2.20: 47
3-4.11: 21611260
3-4.11-12: 217
3-4.20: 21611260

3’4-37: 33,115
3'4-43: 47
3-4-44: 36,120
3-4.70-71: 34,118
5.7-10:16111693
5.17: 21611260
5.18: 21611260
6.3: 21611260
6.5: 21611260
6.48: 21611260
6.61: 2i6n26obis, 217
7.21: 21611260
8.4: 2i6n26obis
8.63: 21611260
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8-64-65: 44,131
8-67:35,119
8.68: 43,130
fr. ib.3: 21611260
fr. 6a.h: 2i6n26obis

Nernean Odes
1: 1761147
1.7: 21611260
2: 173,1761147
2.1-12:  1711115
2.4: 21611260
2.4-5:  216
2.9: 21611260

2-i9 : 173
2.23: 271193, 47, 132, 173, 21611260
2-23-24:  173
2- 58: 173
3: 1761147
3.2: 21611260
3.18: 216, 21611260
3- 84: 35> 43, n9> !3°> 21611260 
4:1761147
4.9: 21611260
4.16-18: 22411301
4.18: 34, 47,118,132
4.75: 2i6n26obis
5: 89,1761147
5.5: 21611260
5.37: 21611260

5-4i: 45> 131
5.44: 21611260
5.45: 46,132
5-46: 35,119
5-5o-52: 89,130
5-52: 43
5-82:130
6: 1761147
6.12: 216, 21611260
6.19: 21611260
6.20: 21611260

6.42-43: 216
6- 58: 271193
7: 1761147, 194
7.80: 21611260
7.80- 81: 216
8: 1761147
8.16: 21611260
9: 36,55> !20,176,1761141
10: 42,55> !29, !76
10.26: 2i6n26obis

10-34:  47> T32
10-35-46: 26
10.41-42: 22411301
IO.43: 36, 120
10-43-48: 95
10-44:  37bis> !2i, i75n34
10-45-48:1851194
10.47: 37, 4obis, 120,122,124
10.48:121
IO-49-53: 40,126
11: 76
il.19-21: 76, 147

Olympic Odes
1.23-24: 16211695
2.50: 21611260
6.77-78: 6211348,123

7: 105
7.16: 105
7- 77-8o: 54, 105, 152
7.80- 87: 16511711
7.81: 21611260
7.82: 46,132, 21611260
7-83:  33> 38, 40, 41,121,129
7.83-87:1861196
7-84: 33> 34,115,118
7-86: 34,37, 45, n9> !2i, 131, '75n34
7-89: IO5
8:161
8.10-11:16111694
8.16: 21611260
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8.48: 21611260
8.56: 21611260

9: i°5
9-!3:1°5
9.84: 21611260
9-84-99:105
9.87: 21611260, 217
9.88: 41, 46,129,132
9.89:50,6811407,133
9-95-96: 38, I2I
9-98: 37, I2I, 1751134
9-99: 34, 51, n8,134
9.112: 51,138
12.18: 21611260
13.4: 21611260
13.29-31:106
13.33: 21611260
13.34: 21611260
13-38: 35nl49> 47, T32
13.38-40:120
13-40: 35, 87
I3-44-46: 271193
13.98: 95, 2i6n26obis
!3-99: 95, i73n2o
13.107: 34, 41,118,129
13.107-112: 95
13.108: 38,121
I3-IO9: 34, 36, 37, 45, n9> !2o, 121,

T75n34
13.110: 50, 51, 6811407,133,134 
13.111: 31, no
13.112:51,136
13.112-13:271193

Partheneia
2.45-46: 33, 6011329,115, 116

Pythian Odes

2: 32, 34, 55, n°, T75
5.80: 54,154
7.13-14: 21611260

8.37: 21611260
8.65-66: 4611230
8-78:  35,119
8- 79: 45,5°, 6811407,131,133
9- 9i: 35,119
9-97-98: 154
9-97-IO3: 54,5411290 
9.101:154
9-IO2:155
9-102-3:155

Plato
Leges
636b: 5911320,114
95oe: 16611715

Lysis
205c: 198

Menexenus
249b: 134

Respublica
452d: 8111522

Symposium
182b: 159

Theaetetus
162b: 6511380

Pliny the Elder
Naturalis historia
34.80: 19511148

Plutarch
Alcibiades
16-5: i95nl39, i95nl4o

Amatoriae narrations
3-773 f: 7°n426,137
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Aristides
10.5-6: 22011290
11.3- 6: 22011287
11.3- 8: 22011290
20.4- 5: 22011290

Cimon
17.1- 2: 225

Dio

23-4: 59n323> 114

Eumenes
I: 75n475> U6

Lysander
18.4: 7811501, 7811503, 150

Moralia
587D: 3411138,118

Nicias
28.1- 2: 58

Pericles

47> T32

Praecepta gerendae reipublicae
15.7: 271197, 7011432, 20811227

Timoleon
4.1: 22611310, 22711314

39:111

Poseidippos of Pella
72.3: 21611258

Scholia
Ar. Av. 1421: 37ni6ibis
Dem. 19.192:10711670
Lycoph. Alex. pyz'. 5911316

Pind. Hyp.Nem.c. 22511303
Pind. Hyp. Nem.<L: 22511303
Pind. Nem. 3.147: 35ni48,119
Pind. Nem. 5.81b: 45n22i"
Pind. Nem. 5.84a: 35ni48,119
Pind. Nem. 7.1a: i94ni37
Pind. Nem. 9.82a: 37ni6i
Pind. Nem. 9 inscr.: 8711568, 9311617,

120
Pind. 01. 6.162a: 3imi9, no
Pind. 01. 7.147c: 54n287,152
Pind. 01. 7.153a: 62n348,123
Pind. 01. 7.153b: 4oni8o
Pind. 01. 7.153d: 4oni8o
Pind. 01. 7.158: 35ni48
Pind. 01. 7.159a: 35ni48
Pind. 01. 9.116c: 37m6i
Pind. 01. 9.166a: 52n273, 5211275,138
Pind. 01. 9.166b: 138
Pind. 01. 9-i66d: 5211273, 5211275
Pind. 01. 9.167: 52n273, 5211275,138
Pind. 01.13.1a: io6n664
Pind. 01. i3-5id: 47, 132
Pind. 01.13.158b: 33ni29bis
Pind. 01.13.159b: 5in27o, 7on426
Pind. Pyth. 4.246b: 53,138
Pind. Pyth. 5.10a: 5411290, 155
Pind. Pyth. 8.91: 4611230, 132
Pind. Pyth. 8.113c: 46n225, i3ibis

Servius
Aen. 1.756:146
Georg. 1.12: 53n282,138

Simonides
30 (Page, FGEL)-. 2ion234
52 (Page, FGEL)-. 182
fr. 15 (Page): 22on29obis
fr. 166 (Bergk): i94ni37
fr. 506 (Campbell): 32ni2i, 55, 112,

I75n35
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fr. 507 (Campbell) 1761147 5.11: 730461,144
fr. 508 (Campbell): 1761147 5.18.2: 228
fr. 511 (Campbell): 1761147 5.18.10:169m
fr. 514 (Campbell): 3711162, 1211751133
fr. 518 (Campbell): 5611300

5.67.2: 224, 22611310, 228

fr- 5x9-79 (Campbell): 175 Timaios (FGrHist 566) 
fr- 45: 85n553> na

Sophocles fr- 49: 85n555> n3
Thrachrmae fr- 98: 59n3I6,113
1102: 19911176

lyrtaios
Fragmenta
378 (Radt): 7011430, 139

fr.12.2 (West): 9911639

Xenophon
Stephanus Byzantius Agesilaus
5.14-16: 7511472 6.3: 2911108

Strabo Anabasis
5-4-7: 59n3l8> na 1.2.10: 39
6-3-2: 6511376 4.8.25-28: 2811103
8.6.15: 20311200
8.6.19: 225

4.8.27: 8111522

Hellenica
Suda 3-^T 6211345
A s.v. Spop-org: 8011521 3.4.16: 7711494,148,149

4.2.16: 9911640,130
Theotimos (FGrHist $76) 5-2-25: 3411144
fr. 1: 5211277, 21011234 6.1.6: 71

Thucydides Memorabilia
1.6.5: 83,16011689
2.9.2: 228ter, 22811317, 22811319

3-7-I: 16311704

2.38.1:151119,16711716 Respublica Lacedaemoniorum
3.92.1: 7111438
3.101.1: 228

14.4: 4ini9i

3.104.3: 7111441, 7111442, 7211444, 77, Xenophanes
148 fr. 2.6 (West): 16211699

3.104:142 fr. 2.9 (West): 16411707
3.104.6: 441
3.106.6: 9911641 Zenobius
4.118.4: 22411297 6.15:142, 7211443,142
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II. Inscriptions

Agora III
702: 231169

American Journal of Philology
T935: 379-8° no- 4-8: 7811497,149

Arena, Iscrizioni III
27: 2in6o

Arena, Iscrizioni IV
2:181143

BCH
10 (1886) 83-84: 4011182,122
83 (T959) l86: 21011234
95 (197O 6i5: '34
95 (197O 615 II.A: 6711397
95 (197O 615 II.B: 6711394
95 (197O 6i7-IV: 6611386
95 (197O 6i7-VI: 6911417
95 (197O 617.VII: 3411140
95 (197O 617VIII: 7111437,118,141
99 (I975) 752: 6211344,1851194

BE
1966 no. 420: 4911251
1992 no. 145: 231171

CEGl
136: 88n575,129
278: ig6ni5o
325: 2ign282
364.4-5:  6611383, 6611385,128
379: I92M25
394: i8n43
404: 7in443,142
406.3: 7in443,142
444: 2on58

CEGII
630: 34ni38, 6on33o, 116,118
814: 39ni73, 42nig6, 44n2ii, 130, 

i93nl3°
828:171136
849.5: 8in526
879: 28nrc>4

CIDll
74.II.22: ig8ni7i

CIRB
1039: io2n65i

Dubois, Grande Gréce I
16: 2in6o

Dubois, Olbia
19: 75n478,147
19-6: 75n478
47: 75> 147

Ebert, Epigramme auf Sieger
2: 1771150
7: 52n277
8: I92M25
10: 94n62i, i92ni2
12: 52n277
15: 26ngo, 1701110
15.5: i72ni6
25: i86ng8
26: 34ni38, 35ni47, 38m6g, 4oni86, 

47n238, 66n39o, i6in6g2, i8gnm 
26.7: 4oni86
26.9: 44n2io, 45n222
26.12: 16211699
34:182
35: 52n277,181
37: 27n95> i73n23> 186^7, i86ng8, 

2O7n22I
37.10-12:  27ng4
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37.12-14:4211194,129
39: 261192, 3onm, 5211277, 1701113,

182,1861198
39.5: 3011112,1721118
43: 170116, 1861198

4.216: 7711492,148 
4.460.5.2:19811170 
4.460.7.3:19811168 
4.460.7.4:19811170 
4.460.7.5:19811171

43-I_2: '99
43-!-3:199nl75
43-3: i99ni78
43-4:199
46.1-2:16211698
46-3-4:16311704
48:184
48.3-4:184
48.5: 8111526,184,185
48.6:184
48.7-10:184
49-5-6:16211697
50:170116,183
53:1861197,1861198

53-3: !99
53-4: 43-4:19911176
56:18811103

I.Ephesos 
i389: 77n493> Uäbis 
1415: 20911231, 2I2bis
1415.2- 4:16311702 
1416: 212
1416.2- 3: 21211248
1416.3- 4: 21211249
1416.4- 5: 21211250
1416.5- 6: 21211251 
1449: 21211247 
1515.10-12:16411706 
2005: 21111238, 2i2ter 
2005.2-3: 21111241 
2005.8: 21111242 
2005.9: 21211245 
2005.9-10: 21211244

57: i88mo8
57-3-4:18911110
58:1871199

I.Iasos
60: 8011514,151

Friedländer & Hoffleit, Epigram
mata

136: 8811575,129

I.Lindos
8: 20011182
!5: 8211533, 153 
68: 3911174, 20011183

I.Byz.
42: 9211607, 94,146 
42.3: 9211606, 9211607 
42.4: 9211607

68.9: 3711158, 120 
6923.2: 10211651 
1688: 8211535, 153

I. Mylasa
I.Delphes
1.146.2-3: 6011324,115
1.507: 261192
3.225: 21011236
3.215.16-18: 21011236
4.179: 21911282

21.9-13: 8011516,151

I. Oropos
298: 5m335> n7
520:117
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I.Priene
4.11: 7811500,149
5.8-9: 7811499

I.lhessalie I
57:19811169,19811172,19911180 

74: 7m435

ZCIV
64.6: 8011518,152
72: 82,152

ZG I2
40211:191145

IGP
3: 5011261,133
104: 9611628
104.26-29: 97
131: 205
131.5-7: 20511210
131.11-15: 20511208 
507-509: 8911578,132
523-25: 5on26i, 6711403,133,134
584:191147
585:191150
586: 20
587: 20
588: 201155

597: 9on595
826:19611154
880:19611150
893:19611152,19611157
988: 5111264,134
99I: 9m598> i33> T34
1022:19711161
1386: 6811413, 6811415,136
1394: 201157
i396: 9m597> !36
1469: 9m596> T32

IGU‘
222.7-8:  21111237 
365: 20411206 
680: 21011236 
680.17: 21611257 
1203.17: 6811410,135 
2311: 4811242,132 
2312:132 
2312.2: 4811244 
2312.4: 4811244 
2312.5: 4811244 
2312.6: 4811244 
2312.9: 4811244 
2971: 6111339,118,142 
3122:19711158 
3124: 5111265,134 
3126: 5111266,134 
3128:19711160 
3138: 7711495, 7811497,148bis 
3138.I.5: 7611485

IGW
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Hieronymos of Andros 103 
Hieronymos of Rhodos 92 
Hippias of Elis i8n43 
hippies 117 
hippodrome 34, 39, 44, 70, 77, 89,

i33> '37> U8 
Histiaia 70,101,137 
Homeric Hymn to Apollo 71 
Homeric poems 14,15, 23, 24, 25 
hoplitodromos (hoplites) 37ni59, 35, 39,

44, 47, 65, 66, 76, 90, 92n6o7, 94,
117,121,125,128,129,132,147 

Hyakinthia (at Sparta) 65, 128 
Hydaspes River 28 
Hypereides of Athens 59,114 
Hysematas 89 
Hysmon of Elis 179062

Ialysos 83, 92,115, 118,119,121,129,
HL H2,15L 152, i75n34> i85n94 

iamata 203-204
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Iasos 4311204, 48, 50, 80,132,151 Kleandros of Aigina 35, 43, 45
Ibykos of Rhegion 36, 57,174 Kleisthenes of Sikyon 87
Iliad, the 14,15,16,17, 24 Kleitor 40, 41, 4311204, 88, 95, 96,
Ilieia (at Ilion) 76 100,122,156, i85n94,193
Ilion 76, 148 Kleobis 177049
Inachidai 193 Kleombrotos of Sybaris i8n43
interaction 164-167 Kleonai 9n2, 57, 222, 223, 224,
Ioleia (at Thebes) 34,118 224n3oo, 225, 226, 226n3io, 227,
Ionia 21, 22, 43, 56, 61, 77-80, 92, 228

148-150,156, 209-213 Kleoptolemos of Thessalia 53,175
Ioulis 205, 213, 214 kleos 160-162
Isokrates 22,163,166 Knidos 48, 92, 150, 151,156
Isonemean festivals 2ion236, 215 Kolophon 21, 61, 78, 117, 149
Isthmia (at Syracuse) 32 Kore 51,133
Isthmos of Corinth 9, 11, 13, 25, 31, Koresia 91,143

44, 48, 95, 96, g8n636,163,169, Koriasia (at Kleitor) 40, 88,100,122
171,189; 196,197,198, 201, 205, Korkyra 43n2O4
215, 216, 217, 219, 220, 22in29I, Koroneia 60, 86, 94,116,155
227, 228; Isthmian Games 13, 35, Kos 72, 92,142,151
135, 184, 208, 212, 217; Isthmian Kosmas (Kynouria) 63, 124
victories 26, 44, 173,188, 190, 191, kouroi 177049, 218

194. 197. Kranioi 8611558
Istros 48, 75n478, 90 Krannon 70, 139

Kallias of Athens 196, 200
Kroton 85, 93, m, 112
Kydeides of Athens 51

Kallikles of Herakleia 49 Kylon of Athens i8n43
Kamiros 92,151 Kyme (Aiolis) 43n2O4
Kardia 75,146 Kyme (Italy) 21, 48, 84, 93,112
Karia 43, 49, 80, 92-93,150-151,156 Kynouria 63, 124
Kameia at Kyrene 54, 154; Karneia at Kyreioi 28

Sparta 65,127 Kyrenaia 4311204, 154
Karystos 5in27o, 7on426,136 Kyrene 43, 48, 50, 54, 56, 61, 90, 117,
Kassandreia 39,121 119,132, 154,155, 156,157, 213
Kenchreai 48 Kyzikos 75, 76, 147
Keos 91,143, 205
Kephallenia 4311204, 86, 96,114 Labraunda 49, 50
Kios 43n2O4 Lamia 7111438
Kition 48 Lamo di Pario 187
Klaria (at Kolophon) 7811497 Lampsakos 21, 22, 4311204, 440214,
Klazomenai 4311204 92,146
Kleainetos of Argos 39, 44,193 Laodamas 160
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Larisa 4811240, 61, 70,117,132,139,156 
Lebadeia 60-61,100,116
Lebedos 4311204 
Lelantine War 181142
Lemnos 72,143,156 
Leonidaia (at Sparta) 65 
Leontinoi 32, no, 1751131
Leukas 4311204 
Leuktra 60,116 
Libya 54, 61,156
Lindos 36, 39, 48, 50, 82, 92, 151,152,

200, 201, 214
Lithehia (at Sparta) 64,106,128 
local festivals 13, 54
Lokris 44
Lokroi Epizephyrioi 48 
long-distance running, see dolichos 
Lousoi 62,122,165, 201
Lykaia (in Arkadia) 37-40, 100, 121, 

i85n94,186, 200
Lysander of Sparta 78,149,150 
Lysandreia (at Samos) 78, 79,149,150 
Lysias 166
Lysippos of Sikyon 199 
Lysis of Athens 198
Lysixenos of Thebes 189

Macedonia 231172, 39, 42, 44,106,
107,121,129

Magna Graecia 31-33, 44, 84-86, 
m-114,129,187-188

Magnesia 4311204,148 
Mainalians 63
Mainalos 63,122,194, 214 
makros
Maleateia (at Sparta) 63,124 
Malis 53n283, 71,141,156, 1851194 
Mantinea 9611625
Marathon 50, 68, 95,105,133 
Marathon, Battle of 5on26i 
Mausolos of Karia 231171

Medion 4311204
medism 227, 228
Megakles of Athens 56
Megalopolis 39,102
Megara 26, 34, 4311204, 95,100,105, 

n9> !55> '57> l65> 213. 223
Melissos of Thebes 34, 36
Menelaion at Sparta 90
Messana 32, no
Messene 4311204
Messenia 4311204, 62, 63-65,122,124,

156
Metapontion 58, 6211346, 99,101,112,

171,187
Methana 223, 224
Miletos 43n2O4
Miletouteichos 4311204
Milon of Kroton 30, 171
Miltiades the Elder of Athens 91, 92,

146,165
Minoa 71,142
Minyeia (at Orchomenos) 33,117
Mnasitimos 200
Mnesitheos of Paros 73 
monarchy 157
Mt. Etna 31, no
Mt. Lykaion 26, 95, 96, 105,121,156,

193, 2ooni84
Mt. Mainalon 63,122,194
Mykale 77
Mykenai 4ini92, 223, 225, 226
Mykonos 48
Mylasa 78, 80, 151
Myrina 72,143, 156
Myrleia 43n2O4
Mytilene iO2n65i

Naukratis 48, 50, 84, 90,132,152
Naulochon 4311204
Naxos (Aegean) 72,143
Naxos (Sicily) 5711306
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Neapolis 58,113,155, 201
Neleus 16,17
Nemea 9,11,11117, J3> 25, 31,

3311129, 4011186, 81, 88, 95, 96, 
9811636,10511663,163,169-231

Nemana (at Athens) 68n4i2,135 
Nestor 16
neutrality 227
Nikagoras of Rhodos 36, 39, 200
Nikandros of Elis 173,1791162 
Nike 59
Nikias, Peace of 169, 215, 228
Nikokles of Aigina 44, 45
Nikokles of Salamis 22
Nikolaidas of Corinth 14, 25, 26, 27, 

29, 34, 35, 37, 38, 40, 44, 45, 47, 
95, 99n64o, 105,161,162,165, 
189-190,192

Notion 21, 22, 43n2O4
Nymphaion 102

177-186; Olympics 11, i8n43, 25,
39, 85, 98,103, 108,157,158, 159, 
165, 166,171; admission to 
Olympics 158

Olympia at Dion 107; Olympia at
Kyrene 154

Olympieia (at Athens) 4711237,135 
Olynthos 48,107
Onchestos 33,115
Onomastos 2in6o
Opous 52, 55,100,105,118,121,129,

132,133, !38,156, i75n34 
Orchomenos (Arkadia) io2n65i 
Orchomenos (Boiotia) 33, 117,

io2n65o, 155
Orillas 37,175
Orneai 223, 224
Oropos 33, 48, 50, 61,115,117,132
Oschophoria 176
Othryadas of Sparta 202

Odyssey, the 15,16,160
Oe 91,135 
oecist 73, 91,165 
Oidipous 16 
Oileus 51
Olbia 75, io2n65i, 147
Oligaithidai 36, 37, 38, 42, 45, 50, 51,

95, i73n2o 
oligarchy 157 
Olympia 9,11,13, 17^6, 25, 29, 31,

48, 50, 56n299, 62^45, 81, 95, 
rc>5n663,106,112,113,162,166,
169,171,177,179,180,182,184, 
185,186,187,189,195,196, 201, 
202, 205, 206, 208, 214, 215, 217, 
219, 220, 22in29i, 222, 228, 230; 
Olympic victors 53, 56^01, 81, 
198, 201; Olympic victories 47, 
161, 164, 170,171,178-186, 195, 200, 
230; Olympic victory monuments

Pagai 223
Palairos 4311204
palaistra 65, 69, 70, 80, 84, 8511555, 91,

92, 93, H2, 137, !43> !5°, !5!, T52 
pale, see wrestling
Paleis 86n558
Pallantion 4311204
Pallas Athena 54,154
Pammachos i88nio3
Pamphaes of Argos 41
Pamphylia 83-84,152
Panathenaia at Athens I3ni3, 26, 29,

46-50, 89-91, 96,100, 10511663,
132,157, i65, i75> i86, 192,196, 
197, 201, 214; Panathenaic 
amphoras 47, 48, 49, 89-91; 
Panathenaic victors 48, 49, 50; 
Panathenaic victory 81, 184, 185, 
196, 200

panegyris 61, 68, ioon642
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Panhellenic sanctuaries 9, 21,169, 
170,171, 218

Panhellenic victors 52-53
Panionia 77
pankration 28, 34, 38, 38, 39, 42, 44, 

47, 48, 61, 68, 74, 76, 78, 89, 90, 
93n6i4,105,117,118,119,121,129,
132,136, i45> J47> !5°> *57, 173, T77> 
198, 204, 208

Pantikapaion 48, 50, 90, 132
Paphos 48, 50,132
Parnassos 162
Paros 73,143
Parparonia (of Sparta) 64, 88,125
Parparos 88
Parrhasia 38
Parthenope (at Neapolis) 59,113 
Patroklos 16,17, 23
Pausanias 27, 70, 7911507, 84,138,178,

179,180,181,182,183,184,185, 
186,195, 201, 202, 203, 218, 219, 
222

pederasty 159
Pelinna 70,140
Pella 49
Pellene 26, 37, 41, 55, 88, 95, 96,105, 

120,121,155,165,175,193, 201, 
202, 206, 213, 214

Peloponnese 43, 54, 61, 98, 1851194 
Peloponnesian League 228
Peloponnesian War 228
pentapolis 72n447,100,101 
pentathlon 26, 39, 46, 47, 48, 51, 69, 90, 

rc>5n663,106, 10711672,114,117, 
118,119,121,132,133,135,136,137, 
!57> i89> !9°> T92

Peraia (Corinth) 87,120
Perikles 15, 48,167
Perilaos of Argos 202, 203 
periodonikai 5611301,184, 185 
periodos 9, ii, 12,13, 26, 27, 29, 31, 55,

98, 9811636,106,164,165, 16611715,
169,171,174,175,176, i77n48,179,
184,186,187,189,191,193, 205,
213, 214, 230

Persia 23 
Persian Wars 215, 217, 229 
Petraia (in Thessalia) 53, 55,138,175 
Phanagoria io2n65i
Pharkadon 70, 140 
Pharsalos 61, 7111435, n7, 13^, 199,

201, 206, 207, 214 
Phayllos of Kroton 105 
Pheneos 4311204, 62,123,156, 1851194,

201, 214 
Pherai 70,140 
Pherenikos 162 
Philip II of Macedonia 107,108,157 
philogymnastia 159-160 
Philostratos 74 
Phleious 26, 61, 66, 95, 99, 9911640,

117,130,156,190, 223 
Phoinike 43n2O4 
Phokis 44, 60, 115 
Phrynon of Athens i8n43 
Phthia 70,138 
Phylake 53, 141,156 
Phylakidas of Aigina 161 
Pinakotheke 195 
Pindar 11,12, 26, 271193, 30, 31, 32, 33,

34, 35, 36, 37, 38> 40, 41, 42, 43,
44, 45,51,54, 55,57, 68, 76, 87, 89,
95, IO5> !6i, 169,171,173,175,176,
214, 216, 224

Plataiai 33,115, 218 
Plataiai, Battle of 218, 219, 22in29i,

222
Plato 59, 65,159 
Plutarch 27, 47, 59, 78 
Pohoidaia 64,124,124,126 
polis 162-164
Polykies of Sparta 179, 1791162,185
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Polykrates of Samos 7211443 
Pompeii 4211203
Poseidippos of Pella 216
Poseidon 55, 7011426, 73,115,124,125,

126,138,144,156, 219, 220, 228;
Poseidon at Helos 63; Poseidon 
at Sparta 64; Poseidon at 
Thouria 63; Poseidon Gaiawo- 
chos at Sparta 64,126; Poseidon 
Petraios 53

Poseidonia (at Sounion) 68n4O4
Posideia (on Tenos) 73,144 
Poteidaia 38, 49, 50, 74,132,145
Poulydamas of Skotoussa 202 
Praisos 49
Prateas of Argos 39, 42, 48, 63,

I93’I94
Priene 78,149 
prizes i3ni3,17,19, 21, 24, 29, 42, 48,

53, 58, 62, 63, 67, 68, 7in437, 74, 
74n463, 7411467, 76, 83, 85, 
85n554,118,123,129,132,134,136,
137,141,145,152,185, i85ng4 

proedria 35ni48, 4oni87, 44n2i4, 60,
69> 72, 73> 75n478> 77> 78> 79> 8o>
82,104-105,107^72,115,119,137, 
143,147,148,149,150,151,152, 
164, 205

programmes of athletic festivals 
105-106

Promachos of Pellene 201, 202, 206 
Pro napes of Athens 196
Pronnoi 8611558
Propontis 43, 44, 75-76, 92,147 
Protagoras 48
Protesilaos 53, 71,141,156 
proxenia 69, 72, 75n478 
prytaneion 164, 205
prytanis 76
Ptoios (at Akraiphia) 60,116
Pydna 67, 68n4O4,134

Pygela 4311204
Pylian Amphictiony 60,198, 228 
Pyromachos 195
Pytheas of Aigina 35, 46, 89
Pythia (personification) 195
Pythia at Megara 35ni48; Pythia at

Pharsalos 7in435; Pythia at Sikyon 
13, 36-37> 55> 87> 93> IOO> !20,155,
174,176, 200; Pythia at Troizen 
67n392.13°

Pythian Games 29, 60, 62,184, 215; 
Pythian victories 26, 47, 81,161, 
170,173, 183, 188, 190,191,194, 
200, 208

Pythodelos of Athens 173 
pyx, see boxing

recreative athletics 16 
religious festivals 13,14,15, 22, 22-93,

271193, 29. 96, 98 
rhapsodes 23
Rhodos 29nio8, 33, 34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 

41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 47, 49, 54, 56, 
82-83, io2n65i, 105,120,121, 
152-153,156,171, i85n94, 200, 201, 
213, 214

Salamis (Cyprus) 49
Salamis (island) 68,136,156,197, 201,

214
Salamis, Battle of 218, 219, 22in29i, 

222, 225
Same 8611558
Samos 49, 50, 90, 92, 93, io2n65i,

132,150.156, i57> 213. 2i9n285 
sanctuaries 49, 50, 53, 90
Satyros 195
Satyros of Elis 1791162
Serpent Column 22in29i 
Sicily 21, 22, 31-33, 44, 56n3oo, 57-58,

59> 85> 95> IO7> no-in, 155,165
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Sikyon 36-37, 41, 61, 87, 95, 96,100,
117,120,132, 157, 190-192, 201, 213,
214, 223, 230

Simonides 30, 32, 36, 37, 55, 66,175, 
i76n47

Sinope 42, 61, 63,117,123,129 
sitesis 205
Skepsis 76,148
Skotoussa 70,140
Sogenes of Aigina i76n47,194,195
Sostratos of Sikyon 26, 30,173,

i76n47,170,172, i79n62,182-183,
186

Soteria (at Delphi) 2ion236
Sounion 68n4O4
South Italy 36, 58-59,155 
Sparta (Lakedaimon) 35, 39, 40-41,

54, 56, 63-65, 84, 88, 90, 96, 99,
119,120,121,124-128,132,154,156,
157,169, 226, 228, 229 

stadiodromos 92, 94 
stadion 26, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 44, 45, 47,

48, 49, 54, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 73,
77, 90, 93n6i4, K>5n663,106,117,
121,124,125,127,128,129,130,132,
143,148,164,189,190,192 

stadium 35, 46, 59, 60, 66, 67, 69, 78,
83, 92n6o7, 94,119,130,133,146,
149,151, T52 

stephanephoroiagones 5611300 
stephanitai agones I3ni3 
Stomios of Elis 1791162 
Strabo 59, 225 
Stryme 49 
Stymphalos 4311204, 6211348 
surplus-values 185,198, ig8ni74,

208
Sybaris i8n43, 85,113,164 
synoecism 82 
synoris 51
Syracuse 32, 33, 39, 49, 50, 55, 57, 58,

90, no, in, 121, 132,155, 157, 176,
181

Syrmaia 128

Tamynai 70,137
Tanagra 61,116,117
Taras 49, 59, 69, 90, io2n65i, 113,132, 

187, 201, 214
Taucheira 90,132
taurotheria 70, 10711672,139, 140,141,

157
Tegea 26, 40, 41, 88, 95, 96, io2n65i, 

123,156,157, l85n94,192,193, 201, 
213, 214, 226, 230

Teisamenos of Elis 103
Teisikrates 188
Telesarchos 20
Telesikrates of Kyrene 35, 54
Tempe valley 53,138
Ten Thousand, the 28, 81
Tenedos 4311204, 76,147
Tenos 73,144
Teos 43n2O4, 79-80,104,150,156 
tetrarchos 198
Thasos 27, 43n2O4, 49, 70, 73,129, 

138,144, 206-209, 213, 214
Theaios of Argos 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 

42, 47, 95
Thebes 16,18, 26, 32, 34, 49, 50, 55, 

61, 62n343, 86-87, 95> IOO> IO5>
115,116,117,118,120,132,133,136,
141,155,165,176, i85ng4,188,189, 
201, 213, 214

Themistios of Aigina 44n2i3,89
Theodotos of Istros 75
Theogenes of Thasos 14, 25, 27, 28, 

29,3°, 42, 7°, IO5> i65, i73'i74, 
i79n62, i86n97, 206-209

Theognetos 52
Theogonia 171138
Theopropides of Nymphaion 102 
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theorodokoi 43, 44 
theoroi 44, 204
'rheoxema (at Pellene) 37,121 
Thermopylai, Battle of 22in29i, 222 
Theseia (at Athens) 68n4i2,135 
Thespiai 21, 22, 33, 62, 99,115,119,

155,165, i85ng4
Thessalia 30, 44, 53-54, 55, 61, 70-71, 

138-141,156,165,175,198-200; 
Thessalian Confederacy 202

Thessalos of Corinth 35, 47, 87, 90, 
95, io6n665

Thetis 16
Thisoa 4311204
Thouria 62, 122,124,156, 213
Thourioi 59,114, 180,186
Thrace 43, 44, 91, 92,156 
Thrasyboulos of Syracuse 57, no 
Thucydides 15, 71, 73, 77, 83,160,167 
Thyrea 203
Thyreatis 64, 88, 125
Thyrreion 4311204
Timaios of Tauromenion 59, 85
Timasarchos of Aigina 34, 47
Timodemidai 173, i77n48
Timodemos of Athens 47,173, i77n48 
Timokles 88,193
Timokrates of Eretria 69
Timoleon of Corinth 58, m
Timonax of Ephesos 212-213
Timotheos of Rhodos 200
Tiryns 223
Tlapolemeia (on Rhodos) 54,100, 

!52
torch-races 5711306,58, 59, 74,145
Torybeion 4311204
Trachis 7111438 
tragedy 15, 7011430 
Triax of Thebes 188
Trikka 70, 141
Triopion 150,156

tripods 42, 86-87, 87^62, 108, 218; 
see also prizes

Troas 43, 76,147-148
Troizen 67, 86,118,130,132, 223, 224 
Twelve Gods, the 197
Tyrannicides 203, 205 
tyrants 157
Tyras iO2n65i
Tyrtaios 9911639

Vergina 42, 108 
victor list 48n244 
victory catalogues 31, 36, 37ni59, 38,

39, 40, 47, 61, 63, no, 115,117,118,
119,120,121,122,123,124,125,126,
127,128,129,131,132,133,136,141, 
145,147,148,154,155, 205-206, 
208; selective victory catalogues
171,172-174,184,186,190,199, 213, 
214

Wiswodikos of Thebes 18 
wrestling (pale) 30, 39, 41, 42, 48, 51,

52, 68, 74, 76, 90, 99n639,105,
117,118,119,121,129,132,133,136, 
138,147,157,192, 19411136, 203

Xenarkes of Sparta i79n6i, 1791162 
xenelasia 41m 91
Xenias of Parrhasia 39 
Xenokrates of Akragas 47 
Xenombrotos of Kos 162 
Xenophanes 164
Xenophon 71, 77,163; Anabasis 39, 81 
Xenophon of Corinth 34, 35, 36, 37,

38, 41, 45, 47, 50, 51, 87, 95,105 
Xerxes 9n2

Zakynthos 59,114,132
Zenobius 72n443
Zeus 104,107,150,156,171, 219, 220,
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222; Zeus Aitnaios 3111119; Zeus 
Basileus 60,116; Zeus Eleutherios 
57, 110, 157; Zeus Lykaios 3811165, 
39,121; Zeus Megistos 49; Zeus 
Nemeos 9,189, 204-205, 216, 217, 
221, 228; Zeus Olympios 221, 
22111291, 228; Zeus Olympios at 
Kyrene 54, 154



Map i: Athletic festivals attested for the sixth century.
Numbers refer to the Catalogue in 1.5.i
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Map 2: Athletic festivals attested for the fifth century.
Numbers refer to the Catalogue in 1.5.1
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Map 3: Athletic festivals attested for the fourth century.
Numbers refer to the Catalogue in 1.5.1
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